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Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control
(RTO MP-36)

Executive Summary

The papers presented at this meeting dealt with the state-of-the-art, underlying theory of the
influencing factors and characteristics, and existing capabilities of Nations to integrate various factors
during the design stage while observing the effects on aircraft layout and behaviour.

Aircraft are inherently flexible and flexibility can be used to advantage as a design feature for
improved performance. Flexible aircraft are subject to interaction between flight mechanics, structural
dynamics, and flight control system dynamics. Aeroservoelastic instability can lead to disastrous
failures in aircraft as was recently the case for several fighter aircraft. These problems are very similar
to flutter accidents which occurred two decades ago. Limit cycle oscillations could restrict fighter
aircraft performance particularly those with various store configurations. This problem is most relevant
to air-to-ground attack and fighter aircraft.

Flight control systems increasing the stability, or the active control of low damped or unstable aircraft
with rigid or flexible modes, have additional coupling effects on flight mechanics and structural
responses. These interactions must be considered when designing the airframe structure, flight control
systems, and elastic alleviation systems in order to avoid bad handling qualities and bad ride comfort.

An integral analysis of flight mechanics, flight control, static and dynamic loads, flutter and
aeroservoelasticity has to be carried out. Therefore, a compatible mathematical model of the coupled
dynamics of flight mechanics, flight control, and structural dynamics must be established. Such models
(using the time and frequency domain descriptions) are available in the military aircraft industry to
assist in the design and clearance of flight control systems. However, the design of flight control
systems and structures is usually performed separately. As such, an integrated interdisciplinary design
of flight control systems is generally not feasible due to its complexity. At present, it is only used to
improve the control system and the structural capability of components in critical areas.

How to improve the design methods used in the development of military fighter aircraft, and its use in
transport aircraft design applications was an outcome of this meeting.



les Aspects structuraux du controble actif
et flexible des ae~ronefs

(RTO MP-36)

Synthe'se

Les communications pr~sent6es lors de cette reunion ont examin6 1'6tat actuel des connaissances dans
ce domaine, les theories r~gissant les facteurs determinants et les caract6ristiques et les capacit6s
actuelles des pays membres de 1'OTAN ý incorporer ces diff6rents facteurs dans le processus de
conception, ainsi que les effets sur la configuration et le comportement des a~ronefs.

Les a6ronefs sont intrins~quement flexibles et cette flexibilit6 peut 6tre mise ý profit au stade de la
conception pour am~liorer leurs performances. Les a~ronefs flexibles sont sujets ý des interactions
entre la m~canique du vol, la dynamnique structurale et la dynamique des syst~mes de pilotage.
L' instabilit6 a~roservo~1astique peut conduire A une d~fai1lance catastrophique de 1'avion, comme ii a
W d6montr6 r6cemment pour plusieurs avions de combat. Ces prob1~mes ressemblent aux accidents
dfis an flottement, survenus ii y a deux d~cennies. 11 se peut que le rayon d'action des avions de combat
soit limit6 par les oscillations limites, et surtout dans le cas de certaines configurations d'emports. Ce
problme affecte particuli~rement les avions de combat d' attaque au sol.

Les syst~mes de pilotage privil~giant 1'augmentation de la stabiLit6, ou le contr6le actif d' a6ronefs
instabLes ou aux oscillations faiblement amorties ayant des modes rigides ou flexibLes peuvent cr~er
des effets de couplage suppL6mentaires affectant la m6canique du vol et les r6ponses structurales. Ces
interactions doivent 8tre prises en compte lors de la conception de la cellule, des syst~mes de
commande de vol et des syst~mes d' allgement 6lastique afin d' 6viter la d6t~rioration des qualit6s de
vol et du confort du pilote.

11 y a lieu de proc~der A une analyse int~grale de la m~canique du vol, des syst~mes de pilotage, des
charges statiques et dynamniques, du flottement et de 1' a~roservo6lasticit6. 11 est, par consequent,
necessaire d'6tablir un mod~le math6matique compatible de la dynamnique coupl~e de la m6canique du
vol, des syst~mes de pilotage et de la dynamique structurale. De tels mod~les (qui int~grent la
description du domaine du temps et du domaine de fr~quence), sont A la disposition de l'industrie
a~ronautique militaire pour la conception et l'homologation des syst~mes de pilotage. Cependant, les
syst~mes de commande de vol et les structures sont, en principe, congus s6par~ment. Par consequent, la
conception interdisciplinaire int6gr~e des syst~mes de commande de vol nWest en g6n~ral gu~re faisable
en raison de sa complexit6. A l'heure actuelle, cette approche est utilis6e uniquement pour am~liorer le
syst~me de commande et la capacit6 structurale de certains composants critiques.

Les conclusions de cette r6union permettent d' envisager 1' am6lioration des m~thodes de conception
mises en ecuvre dans le d~veloppement des avions de combat et de les appliquer h la conception des
avions de transport militaires.
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Theme

Aircraft are inherently flexible and flexibility can be used to advantage as a design feature for improved performance.
Aeroservoelastic instability can also lead to a catastrophic failure of the aircraft as was shown lately on a F1 17 stealth
aircraft accident similar to flutter accidents two decades ago. Limit cycle oscillations may placard fighter airplanes
especially with various store configurations. This is most true to military transport and fighter aircraft. Flexible aircraft
are subject to interactions between flight mechanics, structural dynamics and flight control system dynamics. The
Meeting will look into the state of the art treating as well the underlying theory of the influencing factors and
characteristics as also the existing capabilities of Nations for integrating the various factors in the design stage and the
effects on aircraft layout and behaviour.

Flight control systems for the augmentation of stability or for the active control of low damped or unstable aircraft
with rigid or flexible modes have additional coupling effects on flight mechanics and structural responses. These
interactions have to be taken into consideration for the design of the airframe structure, flight control system and
elastic alleviation systems in order to avoid bad handling qualities as well as bad ride comfort.

An integral analysis of flight mechanics, flight control, static and dynamic loads, flutter and aero-servo-elasticity has
to be carried out. Therefore, a compatible mathematical model of the coupled dynamics of flight mechanics, flight
control, and structural dynamics must be established. Such models (using the time and frequency domain description)
are available in the military aircraft industry to assist in the design and clearance of flight control systems. However,
the design of flight control systems and structures is in principle performed separately and integrated interdisciplinary
design of flight control systems is in general not yet feasible due to its complexity. At present, it is used only to
improve the control system and the structural capability of components in critical areas.

How the design methods used in the development of military fighter aircraft can be improved, and applied to transport
aircraft design applications will be an outcome of this meeting.

Th eme

Les a6ronefs sont par nature flexibles et cette flexibilit6 peut 6tre mise A profit au stade de la conception pour
am6liorer les performances. L'instabilit6 adroservodlastique peut 6galement conduire A une d6faillance catastrophique
de l'avion, comme il a 6t6 d6montr6 r6cemment par 1'accident du bombardier furtif F1 17, qui ressemble aux accidents
dfis an flottement, survenus il y a deux d6cennies. IB se peut que le rayon d'action des avions de combat soit limit6 par
les oscillations limites, et surtout dans le cas de certaines configurations d'emports. Ces ph6nom6nes affectent
particuli~rement les avions de combat et de transport militaires. En raison de leur flexibilit6, ces afronefs sont sujets A
des interactions entre la m6canique du vol, la dynamique structurale et la dynamique des syst6mes de commande de
vol. La r6union examinera l'6tat actuel des connaissances dans ce domaine, et traitera 6galement des th6ories r6gissant
les facteurs ddterminants et les caract6ristiques. Elle 6tudiera 6galement les capacit6s actuelles des pays membres de
I'OTAN A incorporer ces diffdrents facteurs dans le processus de conception, ainsi que les effets sur la configuration et
le comportement des a6ronefs.

Les systhmes de commande de vol privil~giant soit l'augmentation de la stabilit6, soit le contr6le actif d'a6ronefs
instables ou aux oscillations faiblement amorties ayant des modes rigides ou flexibles, peuvent cr6er des effets de
couplage suppl6mentaires affectant la m6canique du vol et les rfponses structurales. Ces interactions doivent etre
prises en compte lors de la conception de la cellule, des systhmes de commande de vol et des syst~mes d'all~gement
61astique afin d'6viter la d6t6rioration des qualit6s de vol et du confort du pilote.

I1 y a lieu de proc6der A une analyse intdgrale de la mdcanique du vol, des syst~mes de pilotage, des charges statiques
et dynamiques, du flottement et de l'a6roservo6lasticit6. Il est, par cons6quent, n6cessaire d'6tablir un module
math6matique compatible de la dynamique coupl~e de la m~canique du vol, des syst~mes de commande de vol et de la
dynamique structurale. De tels modules (qui int~grent la description du domaine du temps et du domaine de
frdquence), sont A la disposition de l'industrie a6ronautique militaire pour la conception et l'homologation des
syst~mes de commande de vol. Cependant, les syst~mes de commande de vol et les structures sont, en principe, congus
s6par~ment, et la conception interdisciplinaire int~grfe des systhmes de commande de vol n'est gu~re encore faisable
en raison de sa complexit& A l'heure actuelle, cette approche est utilis6e uniquement pour am6liorer le syst~me de
commande et la capacit6 structurale de certains composants critiques.

Les conclusions de cette rfunion devraient permettre d'amdliorer les mdthodes de conception mises en Oeuvre dans le
ddveloppement des avions de combat et de les appliquer A la conception des avions de transport militaires.
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Technical Evaluation Report

Terrence A. Weisshaar
Purdue University
1282 Grissom Hall

West Lafayette, IN 47907-3783, USA

This meeting displayed a rich diversity of efforts, projects and people. It is to the credit of the organizers that the
sessions were judged to be an overwhelming success. Aeroelasticity has a long and distinguished research and
practitioner history dating as far back to at least the early 1920's and perhaps even before. Since then aeronautical
history has been strewn with the skeletons of failed aircraft due to aeroelastic problems. Early on, researchers in
Britain, France and Germany combined the areas of structures, structural dynamics and unsteady aerodynamics to
solve and anticipate problems of flexible aircraft in high-speed flight. Later, others from many nations joined these
early efforts, primarily at national laboratories, to solve aeroelastic problems in high-speed flight. Aeroelastic research
and contributions have been not only multi-disciplinary but also multi-national. This theme was particularly evident in
this conference where twenty-five papers were presented in a program that spanned two days. These papers brought
together recognized experts from all RTO members and provided a perspective on current and future problems related
to the design and control of flexible aircraft.

Aeroelastic design depends on anticipating and controlling the interaction between the motion of flight vehicles,
aerodynamic forces generated by this motion and the relative flexibility of the vehicle compared to the forces
generated. The quest for higher speeds, more maneuverability and active control with feedback loops between the
control surfaces and measured response has increased the need for accurate design assessment before design plans are
finalized. New technology has also brought additional opportunities to intentionally couple together this interaction
rather than diminish it to increase some measures of aircraft performance.

There are many classic examples of problems arising because of neglect of coupling between aircraft flexible response
and traditional aircraft flight mechanics. These will not be recited here, except to say that until recently, it has not
been convenient to treat the fully coupled problem soon enough in the design cycle to defeat design problems or to
take advantage of design opportunities. This condition is changing rapidly due to new analytical capabilities such as
high-speed analysis and the development of numerical techniques that take advantage of this high speed computing.
One has only to look at the development of state-space aerodynamic representations that have largely replace
frequency domain techniques, such as the venerable V-g approach as the mainstay of flutter analysis.

However, no matter how good the computational capabilities may be, it still takes a trained specialist to identify
problems and ask the proper questions to be answered by analytical treatments. The past decade has brought about a
decline in activity related to design of military systems. This decline has resulted in a "graying" of experts in this area
and the retirement of many more. The evaluator recently made a list of at least two dozen distinguished contributors
who have retired in the United States during the past decade alone. Many of the experts who have retired have not
been replaced. Once dominant research establishments have even eliminated aeroelasticity as a major core
competency. It was comforting to see that this meeting brought to it several younger practitioners who have
distinguished themselves in research in a short time and hold promise for the future.

Three sessions were held and thoughtfully chaired by Messrs. Christian Petiau, Ed Pendleton and Anthony Morris.
Although the sessions had the titles Aeroservoelasticity and Active Control of Flexible Structure, the papers presented
addressed three distinct themes related to aeroelasticity and control of aeroelastic phenomena: 1) lessons learned,
where interesting experiences and valuable learning were discussed; 2) analysis papers with new methods for
computing and new results obtained from these methods; and, 3) discussions of new technology that has not yet
impacted designs, but which may be valuable for advancing future concepts. In the future we may expect to provide
design decision makers with comprehensive, timely information on aeroelastic details of advanced, high performance
designs at an earlier time in the design cycle and with considerably higher fidelity than is now possible. Because the
papers are available to reader, we will not reproduce abstracts here, but simply summarize the results.

A key feature of several papers was unification of aeroelasticity with flight mechanics and active control. Ed
Pendleton observed that flight controls needs to "buy into" aeroelasticity and although the gulf between the two
disciplines has been narrowing during the past few years, there is still a major difference between the areas, despite the
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fact that they essentially deal with the same type of response phenomena. The theme of encouraging connectivity
between flight controls and aeroelasticity was amply illustrated with the paper "Unified Flight Mechanics and
Aeroelasticity for Accelerating, Maneuvering, Flexible Aircraft" by Dr. James Olsen. He used his broad experience
and keen perspective to formulate simple but useful problems whose solution help to understand the interconnectivity
so prevalent in aeroelasticity. Other papers used developments to transform unsteady aerodynamics from the
frequency domain to the state-space domain and have blurred the separation between traditional flight control
mechanics, structural vibration and unsteady aerodynamics. Emerging technologies such as Unmanned Air Vehicles
(UAV's) and smart aircraft provide an opportunity to use aeroelasticity as an asset, not a constraint. With this as a
promising theme, it was also noted that aeroelasticity is declining as a core competency at many locations as people
retire and are not replaced or replaced by less experienced personnel. One participant observed that there were very
few "young faces" in the audience.

The paper "A Unique Design for the Diverging Flexible Vertical Tail" by Sensburg, Schneider, Tishcler and
Venkayya presented innovative results for the design of a flexible vertical tail surface. This paper illustrated what can
happen if conventional design tradition is challenged by formal optimization and human creativity is then allowed to
evolve a design with less weight but with advantageous flexibility. It also provided an excellent example of how two
international groups can collaborate on innovative design. Similarly, the paper "The Impact of Active Aeroelastic
Wing Technology on Conceptual Aircraft Design" by Flick, Love and Zink describes the use of static aeroelastic
controlled deformations to improve maneuverability. This Active Aeroelastic Wing concept represents an example of
creative use of aeroelasticity, as does the paper "Active Aeroelastic Aircraft and its Impact on Structure and Flight
Control Systems Design" by Schweiger and Krammer. The latter paper was an excellent review to focus attention on
fundamental problem and payoffs and describe the history of this area.

Both of these papers provided valuable insights into uses and strategies for acceptance and exploitation of flexibility
and aeroelasticity into the design arena. The paper "NASA's Aircraft Morphing Research for Active Aeroelastic
Control" by McGowan, Horta, Harrison and Raney provided a glimpse into the future when active materials will be
used for control of small designs for special purposes. This paper reviewed an area called "smart wing research" that
promises to produce creative new concepts. These researchers are recognized as among the most forward looking
individuals in the active aeroelasticity advocacy community. Finally, "Design Aspects of the Elastic Trailing Edge for
an Adaptive Wing" by Monner, Sachau and Breibach reviews the use of camber control to create lift for maneuvering
flight. It presents a novel alternative to articulated control surfaces.

Later, during a panel session, a participant observed that "legacy projects provide income, but won't use new ideas
unless there is a compelling reason." New developments face barriers to acceptance; overcoming these barriers
requires understanding by non-expert users about how theoretical developments can benefit their commercial products.
It is also a major task to certify a new concept and have it make an impact on the commercial product.

Several papers amply demonstrated the state of improved, advanced modeling capabilities. "Aeroelastic Modeling,
Analysis and Design Techniques for Transport Aircraft" by Baker, Goggin and Winther demonstrated how far we
have come during the past two decades in reliable modeling of aeroelastic aircraft. They surveyed the techniques used
at the Boeing Company to develop aeroservoelastic math models for control system design of transport aircraft.
Similarly, the paper "Flutter Analysis Method in the Presence of Mechanical Play and Experimental Verification" by
Journee, Petiau and Nicot showed the degree to which we can now model complex phenomena and verify accuracy.
They also shared a valuable lesson learned for the certification of the Falcon jet aircraft. After all these years, free-
play of surfaces continues to be an important problem in aircraft design and operation.

Petiau, Garrigues and Nicot discussed the extraction of information from flight tests for verification and understanding
in their paper "Method of Mathematical Identification of Unsteady Airloads from Flight Measurements, Experimental
Verification." This discussion was based on features developed at Dassault within the framework of ELFINI. These
analytical methods provide benchmarks to judge other developments. Anna McGowan, a panelist at the conclusion of
the sessions observed that "more flexible can also be more nonlinear." In the paper "Nonlinear Effects of Loads and
Large Deformations on Complete Aircraft Normal Modes" Oliver, Climent and Rosich showed the accurate depiction
of nonlinear effects for large aircraft. They address the difficulties of assessing the validity of ground vibration test
(GVT) when nonlinearities are present. The differences between in-flight conditions and test conditions are
sometimes important. Their results, for a large transport, show that the influence of large loads and large deformations
can result in misinterpretation of GVT results and corrections to the finite element model (FEM). Their results also
show the increasing importance of Spanish researchers to the aeroelastic field. Meijer addressed another traditionally
difficult problem - predicting flutter of aircraft with external stores - in "Aeroelastic Methods for Flexible Aircraft
Including Flight Control System on Wing/Store Flutter and Dynamic Loads."
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Several authors addressed active control of aeroelastic phenomena, the development of active control laws and the
assessment of the effects of aeroelastic/control coupling. The paper "The Interaction of Flight Control System and
Aircraft Structure" by Becker, Vaccaro and Caldwell discussed these interactions. "Ground Structural Coupling
Testing and Model Updating in the Aeroservoelastic Qualification of a Combat Aircraft" by Vaccaro, Caldwell and
Becker discussed the important role played by ground structural coupling tests and their essential role in updating the
aeroservoelastic model in a qualification test of an advanced canard configuration aircraft.

Luber and Becker showed an analytical procedure to encompass both flight mechanics and unsteady aerodynamic
forces in their paper "An Integrated Design Procedure for Aircraft Structure Including the Influence of Flight Control
System on Aircraft Flutter." These results were presented for an example aircraft. They show the importance of
linking analysis to reliable ground vibration tests. In their paper "Integral Control of Large Flexible Aircraft" Koenig
and Schuler addressed the problem of integral control of a large flexible aircraft, disciplines that have worked largely
independently of one another for decades. They described the development of an integral model that is capable of
describing both the flight mechanics and aeroelastic response of the aircraft and the couplings between each. This
type of approach is particularly important to new designs that are non-traditional.

The paper "Integrated Flight Mechanics and Aeroelastic Modeling and Control of a Flexible Transport Aircraft" by
Teufel, Hanel and Well addressed the same type of problem for gust response. The purpose of their study was to
reduce gust sensitivity. An added feature was that flight maneuvers do not then excite elastic reactions. The novel use
of flight controls to reduce fuselage response and improve ride quality was carefully discussed by Kubica and Fath in
their paper "Passenger Comfort Improvement by Integrated Control Law Design." Integrated control was also
addressed in an interesting study by Prudhomme, Alazard, Bucharles, Ferreres and Magni in their paper "An
Integrated Methodology for Flexible Aircraft Control."

Characterization of nonlinear aeroservoelastic behavior was the subject of a paper by Cooper and Dimiriadis entitled
"Characterization of Nonlinear Aeroservoelastic Behavior." These nonlinearities were due to such effects as friction
damping in the system. The relationship to their work and limit cycle oscillations was also presented. These effects
are an important potential source of limit cycle oscillations and this paper is a contribution to this complicated area.

Lessons learned included three interesting papers. The first, the paper "F-22 Structural Coupling-Lessons Learned" by
Wray of Lockheed-Martin, addressed the lessons learned in structural coupling on the F-22 aircraft. The F-22 is a
complex design requiring a robust flight control system. This paper reviewed agreement between ground testing and
aeroservoelastic (ASE) analysis. Britt, Volk, Dreim and Applewhite discussed ASE problems related to the B-2
bomber in their paper "Aeroservoelastic Characteristics of the B-2 Bomber and Implications for Future Large
Aircraft." They recommended the lessons learned from this project be applied to large flexible future aircraft. Among
these lessons were a multidisciplinary approach to designing the flight control system. This paper was extraordinary
on at least one count. It shows that integrated design problems are often encountered and solved in the "black world"
where little assistance is available, but where advanced design creates aeroelastic problems.

Buffet continues to be an important research area and a development issue. "Contributions to Active Buffeting
Alleviation Programs" by Moses, a recognized expert in this area, from NASA Langley Research Center reported on
continuing buffet response research. This research is essential for the design of twin tail advanced fighters.
Suppression of the loads through selective stiffening and active control is required to qualify the design.

Two papers discussed nonflight design where lessons learned could be applied to aircraft. Hoenlinger and Glauch
discussed controlled suspension systems and their design for ride quality in their paper "Mobility Analysis of a Heavy
Off Road Vehicle Using a Controlled Suspension." Krueger and Kortuem discussed the design of control laws for
alleviation of ground-induced vibrations in their paper "Design of Control Laws for Alleviation of Ground Induced
Vibrations." This paper covered active landing gears for aircraft where ground induced vibrations are important.

After the papers were presented, Otto Sensburg chaired a panel session. He and others summarized the presentations
on the review panel as being novel, creative and essential to progress in a still important area of aeroelastic research.
Several themes were addressed. One of these was the hope that in the future we will be able to address flexibility
issues earlier in the design process, in the conceptual stage, rather than the preliminary design stage where less design
freedom is available. The point was made that we need not only multi-disciplinary analysis, but also multi-
disciplinary thinking. It was further mentioned that aeroelasticity and multi-disciplinary thinking were essential to
both ordinary design and revolutionary designs. Earlier comments about the loss of core competency were reinforced.
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The discussion of applications of aeroelasticity and related fields to advanced designs was met with notes of caution.
For instance, new concepts such as smart structures are not to be universally applied. There needs to be a new realism
about where some of these concepts should be applied. The essential question is "where and when do we use new
technology?" Only when practitioners are encouraged to work alongside theoreticians will be have acceptance of new
ideas and modification of the original idea to fit the need.

Finally, there was a feeling by many at the presentations that sensor placement was also an important problem in
controlling aeroelastic phenomena. Numbers required and placement of sensors is both a practical and a theoretical
issue.

The organizers of these sessions displayed an excellent understanding of who to bring together. These papers,
presented by leading figures in the European community and America provoked lively discussion and will furnish a
valuable archival source for other researchers for years to come.
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Air Vehicle Design - New Horizons?
Dr. Terrence A. Weisshaar

Professor, Purdue University
1282 Grissom Hall

West Lafayette, IN 47907-1282
United States

Keynote talk - Structures and Materials

My outline is shown in Figure 1.
I am aware that this is a
Structures and Materials Proe uln
keynote, but I also know that a Proe uln
theme of this meeting is *The fundamental problem -ILO

adresponding to the NOMrc
multdiscplinry dsignchallenge to innovate and

optimization (MDO). Structures make products better

and materials considerations *Combining computer ability
rolein tis IIDOwith human design

play a key roei hsMOcreativity - optimization
process. I want to explore the *Need for new processes to < .
future for modeling and use information at the

simulation as a contributor tobenig
innovation during the early parts
of the product development and ____________________
design process. This involves Figure 1
the computer.

It is taken for granted that computer speed is the key to future success - but just to do it
quicker does not assure that everything will change for the better.

We not only have to be faster, but __________________
we need to be smarter and that
involves knowing when and whereThu tsotaewy
to insert information into ourThu tsotaewy
processes. *Vehicle system design -

are we meeting the
challenge to integrate .

L~et me give you my conclusions disciplines? %w

before I even begin. These
*Pay attention to howconclusions are addressed in Figure and when information is

2. The cartoon by Ashley Brilliant used as wellI as
fea weal hae donggenerating it faster. Design vs. analysissums up a ferw l ae-digObjectives - innovation, understand the difference.

something that is interesting, but reduced risk, improved

worthless, just as the gentleman quality.

shown loves twirling a plate on a Figure 2
string. Another problem is how to
increase productivity of a smaller group of engineers and designers and product
developers with less experience. How do we keep up with the stockpile of new

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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technology and convert it into products that help us improve our lives? We also have to
decide what we need to develop at a time when we have few clear, centralized military
challenges.

Let's make sure that our reduced resources are placed wisely and that we don't end up
like the fellow shown in Figure 2. What he does, he does very well, in a timely
affordable manner, but no one wants it.

Computers are an essential ingredient
for improved product development
processes. Figure 3 illustrates a The beginning of a new era
visionary view of the times we live in, we are on the brink of

although the comment was first made times when man may

in 1964. Technological revolution be able touagnify his
always involves the addition of an inventive capability, just

active ingredient that has been in as in the nineteenth
century he used

place for years, but has been machines to magnify his
underused until it reaches a level physical capability." ChristopherAlexander-

undeuse untl i rechesa lvelNotes on the Synthesis of Form

where it triggers a revolution. I
believe that computational and
simulation technologies now give us a Figure 3
new opportunity to enhance
innovation - but only if new tools and processes are integrated with human cognitive
abilities to encourage creativity and reduce development risk. One name applied to this
is Simulation Based R&D and its vision is one where we work in a virtual development
world.

We need to begin with a look at the
big picture. The pyramid in Figure 4 GOAL= AN INTEGRATED, ITERATIVE PROCESS LEADING TO

BALANCED

describes the hierarchy and flow of SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS & SUCCESSFUL PRODUCTS

product development. It also shows .,,TZ, - / .. EsOF
major interfaces that are more like 0.,4 -
walls and wide chasms than conduits Top Don OF.) Bottom up

SyWem Development,

for information. This pyramid exists ,,, ... carions
Flawet*•O!o & c cdorr s

and it is a challenge to the developer Details F70?W,-, o Up
Emerge Details iidden

and innovator to bridge those gulfs ý,, 1,e
quickly and efficiently. - r• " .

Many different, complex iterative "LL
processes take place within and
between each of the elements. A Figure 4
good example of how this pyramid
works in a modem setting is our Joint Strike Fighter development where some
requirements were, at first, negotiable; high fidelity answers were used to trade cost and
performance. Requirements were adjusted by product teams working with virtual
models.
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In reality the process represented by this pyramid is complex and relatively unorganized;
communication between upper layers where authority, resources and power reside and
the lower levels where technology and ingenuity reside is expensive and uncertain.

An often heard complaint is that it takes 30 years to get a material from a laboratory at
the lowest level to a vehicle operating as part of a system at the highest level. Is that a
surprise?

Product development begins with a
need advocated at the upper level of Opportunity 1
the pyramid. That idea can come UAV's
from anywhere within the pyramid.
Figure 5 shows one example of how
UAV's are used to fight wars. At this
point in the development of theBoigUA/EDPear
UAV enterprise many believe thatBoigUA/EDPear
UAV's will drastically change
warfare - the problem is that we
don't have real requirements for theGlblHw
design community to attack nor do Dark Star (cancelled)GlblHw

we understand which technologies
need further work. Figure 5

A second development opportunity is Space, as indicated in Figure 6. After 40 years,
commercial and military Space operation is still a new enterprise; we do not fully
understand the best use or payoffs. Also,
technology at the bottom is moving fast Opportunity 2 - going into space
and is outstripping ideas at the top. Satellite Constellation Desipn
Wouldn't it be nice if we had foresight * Used for 41

rather than hindsight? This is a - Navigation

particularly good opportunity for - Observation 2

modeling and simulation as well as Th bestmusscatind
*0 h etue n

optimization. methods have not
been determined

There are many computational 73

algorithms being used to solve these
types of upper level problems. Figure 7 Fgr
shows a method for gaining insight into Fgr
this problem. I am intrigued in the use of
Genetic algorithms because learning from Nature is always useful - new methods are
being explored to help us understand these new enterprises. Some of these uses will be
discussed at this meeting.

As indicated in Figure 8, we already have had success with these algorithms; some of
these appear to have commercial advantage. We could not have considered these
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problems a decade ago because the computer intensive nature of this work would have
made it difficult to place into a design environment. This enterprise is a model for the
way we can use intensive computer capabilities to help in our thinking and discovery.

Figure 9 shows another
beneficial feature of computerCoseltn
simulation to consider and to C ntlainDesign
appreciate. We can make very A Genetic Algorithm
interesting and sometimes usefulThdeinsasfr

0 h einsae o

mistakes, but at a low cost. We satellite constellations 0
do not need a technology are discontinuous and
readiness level of 6 or 7 to try an mufti-modal

idea. I could not resist using this * Zero-order methods
have to be employed to

quote about the Langley project find the lowest gap time 1m

to make a point. I fact, Langley or smallest number of
did have a good idea, if only he satellites IM O H

had a user's license for
NASTRAN.

The second thought on Figure 9 Figure 7
is more serious - it is one from
Donald G. Reinertsen in his book Managing the Design Factory. At the top of the
pyramid when we are in the innovative portion of product development we must learn
rapidly and we do so only if there is a significant chance of failure. Remember that there
is a difference between testing and validation.

We also need an organization
that will not be penalized if the Progress
product innovation effort fails at - By using nontraditional
an early level. Technology and design methods, new
computer codes with no constellations have

orgaizaion halenge tousebeen developed
orgniztio chllegedto se These methods have

them are not likely to result in allowed previously
innovation or discovery. The unsolvable problems to
Air Force Research Laboratory be solvnedrn
has a broad mission in the area peromngeeandng

of science and technology, company profit can be
Word lie "lad" andaddressed at the same
Word lie "lad" andtime

"discovery" are prominent in I
our mission statement. Figure 8

Figure 10 shows the U. S. Air Force Research Lab/Air Vehicles Directorate vision - to
put together a small group of people to tackle the innovation problem and to develop
tools and experiment with bringing computer technology and analysis closer together
with experienced designers. The challenge is not just to develop a better bow and arrow,
or to optimize a musket; it is to move to the machine gun and find technologies that,
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when placed together, will revolutionize warfare itself and - I hope - deter those who
would be so foolish to attack others.

Let's move down the product
development pyramid in Figure 4 The need to risk failure
and look at component design and "... $100,000 of the • Testing processes need

how it is affected by the presence people's money wasted to have an adequate

of "smart" simulation. Innovation ... .because some man, failure rate to generate
sufficient information

at this level is needed to satisfy perchance a professor ... driving the design

requirements demanded at the wandering in his process to extremely
dreams, was able to high success rates

higher levels. impress the military that means driving (new)
information to low

his aerial scheme had levels.
levels.

Figure 11 shows a complicated some utility." • DonaldG. Reinertsen-

finite element model of a wing Congressman J.M. Robinson of Managing the Design Factory
Indiana on Samuel Langley's

box with a 1-g load and a tip twist first (aborive) flight

applied. This example is from a
commercial wing project; it Figure 9
illustrates how structural design
can support multidisciplinary design. The purpose of this simulation exercise is not to
generate the actual final structure - that will be done by an experienced design team - but
rather to give them insight into issues that arise from design requirements. Among these
issues is where to place spars and
how to identify interdisciplinary
interactions early. Multidisciplinary Technology and Design Center

Our Mission

The aerodynamic surface extends • rapidly identffying futureinnovativ aerospace

around this box and the design To serve the vehicle coceptemade
space is completely filled with U.S. Air Force by... possible by

multidlsciplinary design

material. We use an optimization In,,ation or new
technological

method to remove material when it • t or deveioping P" developments

carries little internal stress; we can criical, military secc,•lo
design tools, methods and

watch a structure evolve, courtesy processes to suppmt
affordable military

of an optimization algorithm. The wrospac vehicle

time to create this design and run it development.

is of the order of minutes, not days Figure 10
or weeks.

I have chosen this example because we couldn't do this efficiently 5 or 10 years ago. I
also chose it because it adds to the fidelity of the conceptual design effort and it is a
personal interest of mine. By taking several snapshots as the design optimization process
iterates and progresses, we can watch the evolution of a primary wing structure from a
solid block of material to this final form.

Figure 12 shows the side view of the final optimized structure, while Figure 13 gives a
top view of the optimized load-bearing structure. Notice that there is a requirement for a
very dense structure - shown in red - near the mid-span. This is the result of the decision
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by the aerodynamic designers to place a discontinuity in the wing chord there. This
design feature will produce increased
wing weight. We have uncovered an

Combining analysis with design issue here that may be important to bring
to the attention of the configuration
designers.

There are two other observations. First,
this mathematical optimization result
confirms our suspicion that the best
structure does have a short load path

Figur I Iassociated with it. The loads are fed aft,
Figue 11not forward. The second observation is

that this is the wrong structure for the task,
based on our design experience of 70 years Wing structural evolution
with semi-monocoque structures. Does this
mean that this computer code is wrong?

No! Our conceptual design model of the
structure was too restrictive and could not
develop into a shell. A more complex
model with more finite elements through the
thickness, shown in Figure 14, gave the type
of results we would expect from experience.Fiue1
This new model illustrates that we must beFiue1
smart users of tools and also be careful not to exclude experienced designers. This is
what I mean by matching cognitive abilities to the computer.

What other lessons were learned? This Wn tutr vltoexercise took 20 minutes of PC ~n trcueevlto
computation (the shell model- took 2 top view
hours). Computational capabilities are
said to be doubling every 18 months.
Computers are faster and cheaper. We
see them in every aspect of our lives,
from the supermarket to the
entertainment industry. Much has been
promised, but the fact remains, we do not
know how to properly use computer _________________

technology in the aircraft system design Figure 13
process. This reminds me of UAV's
where we are asking robots to fight wars, but are not sure how to talk to them or control
them at critical moments. This is what I mean by integration of our tools with cognitive
abilities. We must make the computer work for us, not the other way around.
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Let's think about the product development and design enterprise. Consider the points in
Figure 15. High quality products will always require experienced designers and
computational simulation. Some software tools have failed to have the desired impact on
product innovation, cost reduction or
quality. Part of this failure is due to the
unwillingness or inability of design and A view with more elements
product development organizations to use
new tools or to change as much as our
analytical technology has changed.
Additional blame must be given to tool
developers who do not understand or are
unwilling to understand the needs of the
pyramidal product development process.

Let's look at the product design process inFiue1
the lower levels of the pyramid in Figure 4Fiue1
and think about where we might make
contributions in the area of structures. We can look anywhere, but my interest is in the
conceptual design - Phase 1 - effort depicted as the first block on the left of Figure 16 and
shown in greater detail in Figure 17. Phase 1 results determine, like the genetic code
placed at human conception, the final outcome of product development.

During Phase 1 design activities,
optimization methods are mostly Invtv sso optto
directed towards defining external Invtv sso optto
configuration details such as wing computational and

shape and size, but not concerned simulation technologies
pro vide a new

with internal features such as opportunity to enhance

structural layout or materials innovation - but only if
new tools and

selection. processes are
integrated with human
cognitive abilities to

It is discomforting to think that the encourage creatid.1y NANf
merits of structural concepts are and reduce

discussed using terms like "I think"' development risk.

rather than "I know." Mistakes - I_____________________

whether the result of stupidity or just Figure 15
bad luck - are more expensive to fix
as the process goes along. The best way to avoid them is to have appropriate information
available. I am an advocate to have the structure represented early in the process to turn
"I think"' into "I know" and I understand." The examples just shown provide this type of
structural information about "ideal" structural arrangements that, while not necessarily
practical, nevertheless give us knowledge of the load transfer, topology design process.

The need for more structural information is clear when we look at the requirements at the
end of a general conceptual design effort - summarized in Figure 17 as "Phase 1" - and
realize that a majority of these requirements impact the design of the undesigned internal
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structure. These structures related requirements are shown on the right of Figure 17.
These preliminary results will be the basis of the company's decision to go forward or to
abandon ship. They will also be the starting points from which the detailed design, down
to the last rivet,
will evolve. A key
problem is that the
moldline The design process
generation

capabilities
____________ Prdution]

coupled with CFD (conceptuar)des Dl o

and CAD tools she s
External shape. choice of Deisit offlab!sk, Fuilscale Starts fteria

such as CATIA ,iteral stucu,,ral d,,,,tgs, .... rmatce and Poduscttin,
arrangement, scheme 00 documents analysis, ,component m0-tmo lcatonss

are able to move leads, etc. (skelton) erficatten tests

rapidly ahead of "1 - ' ,
the internal .$$$

stucurl esg final adjustments Idevektrpnent feedback

structural design i.r. nip igiiqu ,.., gua o

SmaI Put 1

Houlso ge grorp

features. .pecialists with brsad of deslgu.... s mlsts. Prepmation for

experence. Mai Decisions certftta n, Adequie
decisions based on based on *atbemieal modeinug.

experience and simplest

This means that intiio. mothem•sdeal Hard, long (sometmes useless)

structural design,
although important
to every
operational and Figure 16

cost feature of an aircraft system, is muzzled at the conception of the design and is
subservient to aerodynamics. Is this necessary today or even a good idea? I don't think
SO.

Let's talk about information for a moment. The points listed in Figure 18 (including
another Ashley Brilliant
cartoon) are not new or
profound, but they Phase 1
remind us to think about
what we compute and design definition requirements
who we share it with. I • 3 view of product 0 Structural arrangement drawing

am an analyst and must 0 Model/System Specifications * Structural assembly concept
admit that ay at tmest documented (range, payload, drawing (for each body group)
admit that I have at times dimensions, fuel capacity,
been more fascinated by weights, engine type ...) Major matng interface

0 Development plan for definitions defined conceptually

my ability to generate products documented (for each body group)
plots and figures than • Product support concept * General routing scheme (for all

defined and documented systems routings)

mundane efforts like & "Basic* and "Option" 0 Block schematics (for each

worrying about who will configuration items identified major system)
t Inboard profile (location of all , Life cycle cost targets allocated

use the results. major equipment and and documented for each
systems) defined element

On the other hand we
must always remember
that there is a progression Figure 17
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of data generation to information to knowledge. If you have developed a computer code
or an algorithm, think of the question "So what?" What differences will your results
make to the product development enterprise? The key value of computer aided design
programs is the ability to generate information that leads to new knowledge. It may seem
like splitting of hairs on definitions, but we must realize that the difference between data
and information depends on human cognitive abilities. This is the ability to think,
recognize and associate reality with figures and drawings, not with numbers and digits.
This is a link between the
machine and the brain. It
requires a rethinking of thedequresig ar ind d lophen Information - the key to good designdesign and development

process. • Data is not information

Let me give an example of I LOVE
turning data into information. e Information must be INFORMATION

Figure 19 shows a top view timely

of the same wing structural e Information must be
comprehendible ,,,• , I,,,O,.. L.,E

box model as we saw IS.HAVING -* Information must 0, SO•.•M-0ING ,,r-. rr.previously. Instead ofsuprdeion

beginning with a solid that

turned into a shell, we used a
different procedure. This
procedure is part of an object Figure 18
based design tool called
AML, developed by Technosoft, Inc. with Air Force Research Laboratory sponsorship;
this design code uses special sandwich elements together with a proven optimization
algorithm. The new feature in this AML code is the ability to insert high fidelity
structural analysis and optimization techniques early. The result is a new process,
including how structural optimization information is used. Let me explain.

Figure 19 introduces the
concept of "force flow."
These force flows show up design -load paths
as small arrows in the Wing
figure and are the products
of principal stresses and
wing skin thickness. This
is information that
everyone talks about -

getting the load paths right-
but few do anything about
finding them before a
design is solidified. To
understand their
importance, think of
placing a large building at Figure 19
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its site, but without sidewalks or delivery roads. After a month, the users would beat
down paths and ruts that would identify how the people - the loads - prefer to get into
and out of the building. We would then tailor our sidewalks and delivery roads as closely
to the users as possible. We can also do this for structures with this procedure.

This type of information lets the experienced designers understand where to place load-
bearing items and what type of elements - plates, stiffeners, spar caps - are to be used. It
also alerts them to special features of
the design that may come back to
cause trouble. I have indicated areas MDO example
where loads are coming into the skin supersonic control effectiveness
and changing direction and also -Wn etro rsues fsatdrn
loads. mthesea ares willibe th est transition from subsonic to supersonic flight

load. Thse reaswil be he* more elevon displacement is required for
locations of spars and stiffeners pitch trim
when the design work is finished. 9 wing flexibility requires more elevon

9 problem is solved by fuel shifting

So - a final word about this - we * problem is solved with a larger engine

have used finite element methods * problem is solved by selective stiffening

and optimization at a point early in
the design process that isFiue2
nontraditional. Until recently, weFiue2
could not even think about using these methods within the short time frame dictated by
conceptual design. That is no longer true. The example in Figure 19 can be done in a
morning and the results discussed in the afternoon. It shows that thoughtful collaboration
between designers and analysts yields productive results. The end product is an actual
structure, different than that shown, with spars and ribs, but with approximately the same
load paths.

I also will mention that this information makes good designers into excellent designers,
but poor designers will still be poor designers because they will not be able to define the
right questions, search for an
answer or understand the results.

Supersonic aircraft
One theme of this RTO meeting is control optimization
optimization and design - there Lower skin thickening Upper skin thickening

will be many papers presented
during the next three days. Let me
end my presentation by showing
you an MDO opportunity to
identify structural problems early
in design if we have modern, easy-
to-use multidisciplinary design
tools. This example is structural
design, but the problem involves Figure 21
stability and control, propulsion,
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performance and aerodynamics. Figure 20 shows the issues addressed.

Figure 21 shows an SST wing from a generic supersonic wing model. Configurations of
this type can have control effectiveness problems that lead to excessive trim drag. The
model is a coarse structural finite element model that can run on laptop computers. The
wing and control surface loads are approximations to those placed on the wing by control
surface movement and lift of the wing.

The original wing design, using strength considerations alone, has excessive trim drag.
We are allowed 100 lbs. of material to place into the upper and lower skins and we want
to reduce trim drag. Figure 21 shows the best locations to place material to maximize
stiffness that, in turn, will reduce the trim drag. Computing more detailed loads with
CFD or panel codes can enhance the model. The fact remains that it is appropriate and
beneficial to use a structural finite element model for this purpose and would not have
been considered until well into the design process when a change would be expensive. In
fact, for the class of aircraft represented, these problems were never considered early, to
their detriment.

New computational methods and the types of information that they can quickly bring to
the process affect the organization of the design and development process itself. In
particular, the level of analysis that we think is "old" is also very efficient and can be
placed early in the process. Figure 22 suggests the change that I would like to see. Here
I have placed a new step in the conceptual process to help the design team. By the way -
this idea is not
unique to me
- several
others from
around the A new design paradigm
world have Production &
advocated this Preliminary Detail follow-on
approach. design design development

The new ske e Petric drawings, Fscake Start ofserla,

ro es a eShape and ophitmza opthnizalion adequate anId 10poucinprocess made FM math nt modcations

possible by simuaion tests

modeling and
simulation has

hig fdeltychange decisions deviations and effonhigh fidelity hg .,,. dn ,,d,,

structural and lnal adjustments

Smal group of Analysts and designers work together
optimization specialists with Fewermistakes

specialized Tlleforchange decisions is shorter becanse
procedures softwe. we have had mathematical modei for adequate
applied early analys ofanyproblems.

in the process,
but only to a
level of detail Figure 22
consistent
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with the decisions addressed and the design definition available. For instance, I enjoy
flutter analysis, but flutter speed constraints need not be addressed early, although
aeroelastic issues such as changes in wing load distribution due to wing flexibility are
important. We can also anticipate problems created by access openings in fuselages. We
can also estimate weight of unusual components for which there are no reliable databases.

Let me state my points again in
a slightly different form, as
shown in Figure 23. The issueThu tsotae w y-giis not only to improveThuhsttae w y-gi
productivity; it is to improve * Vehicle system design ein+aayi
both productivity and how are we meeting th *esin+aayi
innovation. We have to decide challenge to integrate help them come together

what we need to develop in a disciplines? -Risk is important for
time when we have few clear, - Pay attention to how innfovationl

centralized military challenges. and when information is
Then we have to come up with used as well as -Confidence is important
new system components to do generating it faster. for development

the mission. This involves
modeling and simulation
coupled together with human ______________________

minds.
Figure 23

Modeling and simulation efforts
are occurring all over the world. If, within 10 years, we are not living in a more creative
world filled with better products that match our needs then we will not have fulfilled the
vision being able to magnify our intellectual and inventive capability. Fulfilling that
vision is the responsibility of all stakeholders - producers, designers, analysts and
researchers. I urge you to help to link the virtual world to a better real world.
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A UNIQUE DESIGN FOR A DIVERGING FLEXIBLE VERTICAL TAIL

0. Sensburg, G. Schneider
DaimlerChrysler Aerospace, Military Aircraft MT24

P.O. Box 80 11 60
81663 Munich, Germany

V. Tischler, V. Venkayya
Wright Patterson Air Force Base

WL/FIBAD Bldg. 45
2130 Eighth Street, Ste. 1

Dayton, Ohio 45433-7542, United States

Summary

A method is developed which allows to use the flexible behaviour of aircraft structures
to enhance aerodynamic derivatives. A vertical tail analytical model was used to show
these effects and by exploiting the aeroelastic deflections it is possible to reduce the
area of this surface up to thirty percent. Numerous applications are possible including
fighter and transport airplanes. Since composite structures are involved it is
absolutely necessary to use a multidisciplinary optimisation program code such as the
US-Airforce ASTROS-code.

Introduction

Vertical tails designed for high speed aircraft suffer from reduced stability and control
effectiveness at high dynamic pressures due to aeroelasticity. Therefore, adequate tail
performance requires large tail area with high aspect ratios, and stiff and heavy
structures. These large tails are also subject to burst vortex or shock induced buffet
which causes fatigue problems. Their size and structural constraints cause weight,
drag, and radar cross section penalties. These penalties can be significantly reduced
by the application of divergent flexible technologies to the vertical tail design problem,
which results in a lighter structure and potentially smaller size to reduce buffet, drag
and observables. In same cases the smaller size requirement could remove the
necessity of two vertical tails.

Although active flexible technology is currently being developed for wing structures
under other programs [1,2] application of this technology to vertical tails requires a
different design process and results in a different design solution due to the different
design requirements between the tail and wing.

The vertical tail is a stiffness design because flight loads are much lower than on the
wings of fighter airplanes. Therefore there is a wider variation of CFC-layers available
than on wings where a lot of the stiffness is defined by strength constraints.

In this work the objective was to demonstrate increased tail effectiveness at high
speeds. This could lead to decreased tail size and structural weight that meets or
exceeds all tail performance and observables goals.

The reason why it is called ,diverging" is that a surface design with greater efficiency
than one must diverge at some speed. Our aim must be that the divergence does not
occur in the required speed range of the air vehicle.
The technology applied is called Active Flexible Technology which is a multi-
disciplinary, synergistic technology that integrates aerodynamics, controls, and

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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structures together to maximize air vehicle performance shapes for optimum
performance. This was first described extensively in [3].

For high speed the vertical tail is designed to provide a minimum value of the
directional static stability derivative. For low speed the rudder power unit must be
adequate to hold a sideslip of 13 = 11,50 at the approach speed for a cross wind
landing. It also must cover the one engine out case. This low speed requirement may
reduce the possibility to cut the fin span and area commensurate with positive high
speed aeroelastics.

2. Description of Work

A generic aircraft design was selected and the vertical tail was designed (at the
conceptual design level) with conventional and with active flexible technologies. The
weight, performance, and observables benefits of DFVT were then determined relative
to the conventional design.

A FEM model for a generic fin was available which was used in the Dasa Lagrange
optimisation code [4]. This model was modified to serve for the USAF-ASTROS
optimisation code. The finite element model could be very useful for future work as a
benchmark. Therefore all comparisons with Dasa results are well documented.

Because of the low aspect ratio of the chosen vertical tail design - AR = 1 .2 - this is
an ideal candidate for applying aeroelastic tailoring for carbon fibre composite
structure (Figure 1). As can be seen in this figure the higher the aspect ratio is the
higher the weight penalties to meet the performance goals.

The design of aircraft and space structures requires the marshalling of large teams of
engineers to select a design which satisfies all requirements. Typically this design
goes through further refinement or modification as more knowledge is gained about
requirements or as new conditions are imposed. Much of this effort presently consists
of applying laborious ~cut and try" procedures wherein the design is perturbed and
reanalysed many times. This redesign frequently is required because two or more
disciplines have conflicting demands that require compromise.

Therefore it is necessary to have an automated design and analysis tool that performs
the trade-off and synthesis tasks in a systematic way. The ASTROS (Automated
Structural Optimisation System) is such a computer code [5].

3. ASTROS Concepts

ASTROS is a finite element-based software system that has been designed to assist,
to the maximum practical extent, in the preliminary design of aerospace structures. A
concerted effort has been made to provide the user with a tool that has general
capabilities with flexibility in their application.

A vital consideration in software of this type is that the key disciplines that impact the
design must be included in the automated design task. This multidisciplinary aspect of
the program has been implemented in an integrated way so that all the critical design
conditions are considered simultaneously.
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In addition to the interaction of several disciplines, ASTROS can treat multiple
boundary conditions, and, within each boundary condition, multiple subcases. The
system is not arbitrarily restricted by problem size, and it conforms to the current
environment for performing structural analysis in the aerospace industry. The practical
limitations on problem size are available disk space and data processing time.

Compatibility with the current aerospace environment is addressed because the
ASTROS procedures resemble those of NASTRAN in terms of user input and pre- and
post-processor interfaces. While the ASTROS program does not contain many of the
specialised capabilities available in NASTRAN, the basic structural analysis features
have been included. Most importantly, from a user point-of-view, the Bulk Data
formats have been taken directly from NASTRAN and modified only if the design
considerations required such a modification in the data or, in a few cases, if minor
changes result in superior capability. New Bulk Data entries have been created to
input design information and data needed to run the steady aerodynamics and other
analyses specifics to ASTROS.

3.1 ASTROS Capabilities

This section gives a brief overview of the capabilities that are included in the code. The
basic disciplines that are implemented within this code are as follows:

1. Static analysis
2. Modal and flutter analysis
3. Aerodynamic Analysis
4. Dynamic Response Analysis
5. Optimisation

The statics analysis methodology is based on a finite element representation of the
structure, as are all the structural analysis disciplines in ASTROS. The static analysis
compute responses to statically applied mechanical (e.g. discrete forces and
moments), thermal and gravity loadings. Static deformations and their resultant
stresses are among the computed responses. An extensive design capability is
provided for the static analysis discipline. It provides the capability to analyse- and
design linear structures subjected to time invariant loading.

The modal analysis feature in ASTROS provides the capability to analyse and design
linear structures for their modal characteristics; i.e., eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
The design aspect of ASTROS places limits on the frequencies of the structures. The
modal analysis is not only useful in its own right, but also provides the basis for a
number of further dynamic analysis. Flutter and blast response analyses in ASTROS
are always performed in modal co-ordinates.
Transient and frequency response analyses can be performed in either modal or
physical co-ordinates, at the selection of the user.

Steady aerodynamics are used for the computation of external loads an aircraft
structures.

The static aeroelastic analysis features in ASTROS provide the capability to analyse
and design linear structures in the presence of steady aerodynamic loading. This
provides the ASTROS user with a self-contained capability to compute loads
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experienced by a manoeuvring aircraft and to redesign the structure based on these
loads. The capabilities available for steady aerodynamics design include specifying
limits on
- allowable stress or strain response due to a specified trimmed manoeuvre,
- flexible to rigid ratio of the aircraft's life curve slope,
- flexible roll control effectiveness of any antisymmetric control surface and
- values of flexible stability derivatives and trim parameters.

Flutter analysis in ASTROS provides the capability to assess the aeroelastic stability
characteristics of the designed structure and to correct any deficiencies in a
systematic fashion. Both subsonic and supersonic analyses are available and,
reflecting the multidisciplinary character of the procedure, the design task can be
performed with any number of boundary conditions and flight conditions. In this way,
all critical flutter conditions can be analysed and designed for simultaneously.

Dynamic analysis is performed for loadings which are a function of time or frequency.

The final discipline listed above is that of optimisation. If only stress, or strain,
constraints are included in the design task, the fully stresses design option may be
used. For more general design tasks, a mathematical programming approach has been
implemented.

3.2 Structural constraints for Vertical Tail layout

- Strength or strain allowable must not be exceeded. Five load cases were used
in our case

- Static aeroelastic efficiencies for vertical tail and rudder were required. These
terms are defined as flexible coefficients divided by rigid coefficients.

- Flutter or divergence speed requirements: for this case 530 m/sec, Ma 1,2

In addition there are some specific composite requirements such as minimum ply
thickness and maximum amount of one layer.

4. Structural description of Fin and Rudder

The overall geometry of the fin is given in figure 2. The surface area is 5.46 M2 and
the leading edge sweep angle is 45'. The fin box has one shear pick-up in the front
and one bending attachment at the rear. The rudder actuator is connected with two
rods for control actuation. Fin box and rudder skins are built as carbon fibre
laminates. A quasi isotropic glass fibre laminate is used for the tip structure which
contains avionic equipment. Fin box and rudder are coupled by three hinges.
These are the four materials which were used: CEO, GFC, Aluminium, Titanium
- Fin Box Skin - Four Layer OFC Laminate
- Rudder Skin - Three Layer CFO Laminate
- Tip Skin - Quasi Isotropic GFC
- Fin Box Rear Spar - Four Layer CFO Laminate
- Rudder Main Spar - Four Layer CFC Laminate
- Remaining Spars - Aluminium
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Fin Box End Rib - Titanium
Rudder End Ribs - Titanium
Remaining Ribs - Isotropic CFC

5. Comparison of NASTRAN and ASTROS Results with existing Dasa Data

In order to become familiar with the Dasa model of fin and rudder several NASTRAN
and ASTROS analysis were performed and results were compared with existing Dasa
data. Correlation was found to be excellent. After that exercise the Dasa-model was
changed. To allow different attachment conditions the general stiffness element
(GENEL, giving the effect of the fuselage stiffness) was removed and replaced with
single attachment springs. These springs were tuned so that the model would give the
original Dasa results. ASTROS and NASTRAN results are identical because the
ASTROS-code uses the finite element description of NASTRAN.
Results of this comparison can be found in table 1.

6. Results of Optimisation Runs with ASTROS

Several computer runs were performed with
strength constraints
flutter speed 530m/sec at Ma 1.2 / S.L.

- areoelastic efficiency

trying to first match the Dasa results for fin efficiency of 0.814 at M 1.8, 102 kPa. The
rudder efficiency was fallout at 0.3799.
The ASTROS code reduced the weight for this configuration to

81.1 kg.

The weight of the initial design was 99.4 kg. When all constraints were fulfilled the
weight was 95.1 kg for a fin efficiency of 0.814.

Higher fin efficiency was requested and the weights for these designs are plotted in
figure 3. Whilst 0.9 can be reached with very little extra weight higher efficiencies
need excessive weight penalties. When rudder efficiency was treated as fallout, then
the weight reduces considerably and efficiency of 1.0 can be reached when flutter is
fallout too. The fallout's are quite reasonable and sufficient for a feasible design.
From figure 3 it can be seen that a fin efficiency of 1.0 can only be achieved with
infinite weight.
The picture changes completely when Ma 0.9 subsonic air forces are used (Figure 4).
Now we reach higher efficiencies than 1.0. As can be seen with very little additional
weight 1.3 can be reached for a high pressure of 102 KPa which is not possible for air.
The highest possible q is 57 KPa for Ma 0.9, sea level in air.

This trend is also verified in figure 5 which clearly shows that the wash-in angle
increases for higher efficiencies which simulates basically a forward swept fin
behaviour (diverging!) and in figure 6 which shows a positive wash-in angle despite
that it is a swept back surface.
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7. Physical Explanation of the Basic Mechanism of the Diverging Flexible Vertical
Tail (DFVT)

In order to understand the elastic behaviour of the fin an equivalent beam is assumed
which contains the stiffness of the fin. This beam would be located at the elastic axis
which is a spanwise line through the shear centres of each cross section. The shear
centre of each cross section is computed by establishing the point in the plane of the
section at which a normal load can be applied without twisting the section or whereas
torsion moment can be applied to the section without producing a deflection at the
shear centre. An effective elastic axis was defined by using the deflection of two
points fore and aft on the chord where a moment was applied at the tip assuming
small angles and that the deflection vary linearly along the chord. Figure 7 shows the
elastic axis location. From this figure one can assess why it is impossible to get a
wash-in effect (diverging) for the supersonic Ma 1 .8 case. The centre of pressure - at
30% span and 50% chord - just reduces any initial angle attack of the fin, and
therefore the best fin efficiency which can be reached with aeroelastic tailoring is 1 .0
which is the rigid behaviour and needs a lot of structural weight. At the subsonic case,
Ma 0.9, there exists some possibilities for wash-in, because the aeroelastic tailoring
also shifts the so called elastic axis. This behaviour is shown in figure 4 and also in
figure 8 for an optimised case of Ma 0.9, 1 02 kPA and fin efficiency of 1 .3.

8. Results for shifting the attachments back

The behaviour changes drastically when the fin attachments are shifted back. The x-
position for the forward attachment was shifted back from x = 450mm to x = 950mm.
The x-position for the rear attachment was shifted from x = 1 750mm to x = 2300mm.
The new positions can be seen figure 9.
Now the centres of pressure are forward of the elastic axis and wash-in behaviour can
be expected for both subsonic and supersonic cases (figure 10). For Ma 0.9, 57 KPa a
fin efficiency of 1 .3 can be reached with practically no weight increase. Also the
rudder efficiency increases from 0.5 to about 0.7. This can be seen in figure 11. For
the supersonic case Ma 1.8, 102 kPa the behaviour is similar (Figure 12), and 1.3 can
also be reached with an optimised laminate. The rudder efficiency is now reduced to
0.5. The flutter speed is 530m/sec.. As an item of interest an analysis was performed
(no optimisation) to find the fin and rudder efficiency at Ma 0.9, 57 kPa for the
laminate of Ma 1.8 102 kPa. This shows a fin efficiency of 1.3 and a rudder efficiency
of 0.8.
Figures 1 3 to 1 6 show the thicknesses of the different CFC layers for Ma 1 .8, 1 02 kPa
and an effectiveness of 1 .3.

9. Conclusions and Recommendations

A list of possible benefits is presented below:

-The reduced tail size reduces the CD. drag.
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The reduced span and area reduces the exposure to upstream induced burst
vortex and separated flow unsteady pressure fields which increases tail buffet
fatigue life. The increase in life reduces repair and replacement life cycle costs.

The reduced planform size reduces observable signatures to increase stealth
mission capability and reduce detectability.

Because of the possible size reduction one vertical tail would be sufficient even
for Navy airplanes.

With proper multidisciplinary optimisation a carbon fibre vertical tail can be
made 30% more efficient than a rigid surface at the same weight.

If the low speed requirement is not relevant the area of the vertical tail can be
reduced by 30% together with the structural weight.

An all moveable vertical tail could be the optimum solution for a fighter aircraft
because the yaw axis would be brought very far to the rear. It would also be a
solution for a subsonic aircraft because moving the whole tail would fulfil the
low speed requirement. This was discussed in [6].

A wind tunnel model should be built and tested to prove the concept
experimentally. An analytical method to lay out and fabricate a low cost wind
tunnel model is available.
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FIG. 9. Rear Attachment Location
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FIG. 10. Elastic Axis Location (Rear Attachments)
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F-22 Structural Coupling Lessons Learned
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Forth Worth, TX 76101
United States

Abstract

A survey of current F-22 aeroservoelastic analysis and testing operational flight program (OFP) with control law changes
activity shows that valuable insight has been gained into that had structural coupling ramifications.
several structural coupling and ride quality problems. The
aeroservoelastic (ASE) analysis results agree well with flight
and ground test measurements. Examples from a recent
structural coupling test will be used to illustrate some recent
F-22 ASE issues.

Introduction

The nature of the F-22's mission requires a flight control
system (FLCS) which is robust at many different flight
conditions. The combination of flexible structure, high
bandwidth actuators, and high gains in the FLCS guarantees
some structural coupling difficulties. Figure 1 shows a
picture of the aircraft and its control surfaces. The horizontal
tails and thrust vectoring nozzles are used for pitch control.
The tails, ailerons, flaperons, and rudders are used in the
lateral and directional axes. The FLCS accelerometers are
near the cockpit and the rate gyros are about 150 inches aft of Figure 2 F-22 with Stabilization Recovery Chute (SRC)
the cockpit.

Analysis Issues

Thrust The lessons learned in the analysis area will be reviewed
Nozzes before proceeding to specific test cases. The analysis issues

encountered to date fall into two obvious categories: 1)
-oizontaTail Modeling the FLCS control laws, and 2) Modeling the

structural transfer functions.

The aeroservoelastically sensitive modes on the F-22 are in
the 8 to 18 Hz frequency range. There are structural filters on

Flaperon all rate gyro sensor feedback signals and on the vertical and
1 lateral acceleration signals. The goal is to eliminate

interaction from the structural modes without causing
degradation to the flying qualities due to phase loss and
associated time delay.

Figure 1 F-22 Aircraft Control Surfaces Modeling the Flight Control Laws

The pitch axis FLCS is fairly easy to model in the analysis. It
Figure 2 shows the F-22 in flight with the Stabilization is essentially a single input, single output system. There are
Recovery Chute (SRC) installed. This is also called the spin other paths in various parts of the envelope but these have
chute. It is required for high angle of attack flight testing been found to contribute very little to structural coupling.
until adequate spin stability can be shown. A recent structural The frequency response bandwidth of the thrust vectoring
coupling test was conducted to evaluate the effect of this 1100 nozzle is so limited that it can be neglected for the most part.
pound structure on the critical fuselage bending modes. An It is necessary to maintain a lookup table for the current pitch
additional justification for the test was the loading of a new

Paper presented at the RTO A VT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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axis gains as a function of Mach, altitude, and other
parameters, but this data is readily available.

Pitch Axis Structural Transfer Functions
The lateral-directional analysis requires a different approach.
Figure 3 is a diagram of the multi-input, multi-output lateral- Figure 5 shows the structural transfer function between the
directional FLCS. The lateral-directional FLCS gains change horizontal tail and Qb, body axis pitch rate and Nz, the
mainly as a function of angle of attack and speed. There are normal acceleration. The strong peak on the charts is the
interconnects between the lateral and directional axes to vertical fuselage bending mode. This mode is affected by the
remove roll due to yaw and yaw due to roll. At some angles overall weight of the configuration. The clean wing condition
of attack, surfaces are removed completely from the system. can have a vertical fuselage bending mode of 10.3 Hz to 11.7
Initial efforts to model this complex system for all flight Hz depending on the presence of the spin chute and fuel
conditions were not successful, state.

Provided ror each Macb,
Roll Rate Altitude, and AOA Qb due to Sym HT

Aileron Command

Yaw Rate Lateral-Directional
FLCS State Space Fiaperon Commnand -15

Side Slip Matrix from Linear

Flight Controls Horizontal Tail Caid

Lal Acced Model _2

Rudder Commande

Bank Angle

Figure 3 Lateral Directional FLCS for ASE Analysis .35

Tasking the Flight Controls group with providing state space
matrices for each analysis flight condition solved the problem. 4 -Analysis

This requires planning and coordination but it has been quite -5o

successful. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the analysis o 5 10 15 20

model of the lateral FLCS for a particular path, versus lab test Frequency (Hz)

and aircraft ground test for a recent structural coupling test Figure 5a Pitch Rate Structural Transfer Function
condition. We have found that it is a good 'sanity' check to
measure the control law frequency response in the ground Nz due to Symmetric HT
simulator and compare this to analysis and aircraft test
transfer functions. 20 -____________________

.15M / 14.11K / 50 deg AOA 1
Control Laws Only Yaw Rate to Horizontal Tail

-Analysis

is0- Lob Test -20

U~~ a-Aircroft Test
.3

.- a.-..
5 .40

0 5 10 15 20

-50 Frequency (Hz)

5 0 S 20Figure 5b Normal Acceleration Structural Transfer Function
Frequncny (Hz)

The structural filters for pitch rate and normal acceleration
Figure 4 Control Law for Yaw Rate to Tail have their maximum effectiveness at 11I Hz. If the fuselage

mode is higher or lower by even 1 Hz, the effectiveness is
reduced by as much as 10 d13. This will have consequences

Modelinga the Structural Transfer Functions as the aircraft proceeds through its development program.
However, if the structural model has been verified by test, the

Assuming the control laws are well known, the structure's analyst can make confident predictions about future
contribution is the main unknown in structural coupling configuration changes. The analysis matches the test data for
analysis. The finite element model (FEM) gives estimates of the pitch axis cases fairly well. The analysis has been tuned
this contribution, but test data is necessary to prove (or with regard to frequency and damping to achieve this result.
disprove) the accuracy of the FEM.
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mode is predicted well and the lateral fuselage bending mode
Lateral Axis Structural Transfer Functions is over-predicted.

The lateral axis structural transfer functions are shown in Discussion of Specific Case Studies
Figure 6. Typically, the modes of primary importance for the
lateral axis are the wing bending mode at 9 to 10 Hz, and the A recent structural coupling test offers examples of F-22 ASE
lateral fuselage bending mode at 14 to 16 Hz. issues that are of current interest. The main purpose of the

test was to provide structural coupling flight safety clearance
The analysis predicts the wing bending mode fairly well. The for the F-22 with stabilization recovery chute (SRC) attached.
amplitude is close and the frequency is only slightly low. The This 1 100 lb installation on the aft part of the aircraft changes
good analysis correlation allowed the accurate prediction of the fuselage bending modes slightly. Note that the F-22
several roll rate problems that will be discussed in the next structural coupling tests are conducted with the airplane on
section. the landing gear.

Roll Rate due to Anti HT The F-22 convention for displaying structural coupling

S- - - 1information may not be standard so an explanation is
.10 F monde appropriate, rnse function posare indBvru

frequency. For test data the Y axis is dB (Volts). The
.20 conversion to dB (engineering units) is a constant dB value.

-30

>- Phase data is not generally reported in the classic Bode style.
In general phase considerations have been de-emphasized on

-30 -mi the F-22 program. Many feel that the frequencies where
problems tend to occur are so high (10 to 20 Hz) that phase

-- An.Iyfl, predictions are unreliable. The analysis has been tuned to
-70 V Imatch phase fairly well in the pitch axis, but the lateral-

0 5 10 15 20 directional still has problems, as will be seen later.
Frequency (Hz)

Figure 6a Roll Rate Structural Transfer Function For stability considerations, the first plot shown is generally
the open loop transfer function in magnitude form. This plot

The analysis is less successful in predicting the amplitude of is dB (dimensionless) on the Y axis, since it is a ratio of
the lateral fuselage bending mode. This mode is over- output due to an input in the same units. The F-22 has a goal
predicted by 10 to 20 dB in terms of horizontal tail to Ny, the for 6 dB of margin on the open loop transfer function plot,
lateral acceleration at the pilot's seat. This is not the major without regard to phase.
problem it once was since due to a change in the control laws.
The FLCS now uses the lateral acceleration sensor only when When phase is important to show stability, the Nyquist plot is
the angle of attack is below 16 degrees. When it is important used. The -1 point on the horizontal axis is the neutral
to correctly model the lateral fuselage bending mode for an stability point and gain margin and phase margin are
analysis, the typical practice is to substitute test data in the referenced to this point. The requirement is 6 dB of gain
place of FEM predictions. margin and 60 degrees of phase margin.

Lateral Acceleration due to Anti HT

30 --- During a structural coupling test, stability is also shown with
closed loop testing. This amounts to simply adding gain to

20 the nominal closed loop system to show required margins.

10-

0
Discussion of Pitch Axis Test Cases

~.10
-20 Pitch Axis Condition #1 "Gravel Road"

-30 160KCAS/1000ft/12deWIPower Approach (Flaps down)

-40 - -,.IVi Since the initial flights of the Engineering and Manufacturing

-~ 0 10 S 20Development (EMD) program, the pilots have reported a0 5 10 15 20feeling of light turbulence on approach even in calm air. This
Frequency (Hz has been given the colorful name of Gravel Road, since it

Figure 6b Lateral Acceleration Structural Transfer Function feels like the plane is being driven over a rough surface. The

The ateal nd irecionl aes re ontrlled uingthedominant frequency is around 12 Hz, the vertical fuselage
The ateal nd iretioal xes re ontolld uingthebending mode. The possibility existed that this rough ride

rudders, flaperons, and ailerons, as well as the horizontal tails. was caused by a structural coupling with the flight control
These transfer functions are not shown here but, in general, system. Dynamic content was clearly seen in the commands
trends for the other surfaces are similar. The wing bending to the actuators but was it cause or effect?
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Since the flight test program is currently limited in its ability
to measure in-flight stability margins, an experiment was Gravel Road 160KCAS/1000ft/12deg/PA

devised to check the level of control system interaction. A Open Loop Feedback due to Symmetric HT Input

switchable filter was created to deepen the pitch rate 0
structural filter on command from the pilot. The idea is that if " -.....
the control system is causing the Gravel Road, then a deeper -10
filter would improve the ride quality. Figure 7 shows a plot
of the flight test aid filter versus the nominal pitch rate filter. -20

-30

Comparison of Nominal versus FTA Filter -e 5S
Showing Increased Pitch Rate Filter Depth 0 -40

. ... . ... . . ...... itud...an.

-Nominal Measured

.10 - Nominal Math Model -50

N - -- FTA On Measured 0 5 10 15 2I ~ ~~~ ~ ..'• -- FT~M......

-20 FTA MathModel Frequency (Hz)

M-30 Figure 9 Gravel Road with Spin Chute Open Loop FRI
Shows barely adequate margin

w40

.50 It should be noted that when phase is considered - that is,
when a true gain margin is calculated - the actual margin is

-60 much greater than the 6 dB shown in the magnitude plot.
r 5 e0 c 5 2) Figure 10 illustrates this point with a Nyquist plot of the sameFrequency (Hz)

case.
Figure 7 Gravel Road Structural Filter versus Nominal

Gravel Road 160KCAS/1000ftl/12deg/PA
Figure 8 shows an acceleration time history during the NyquistPlot Test ve..s Analysis

transition from nominal to deeper, flight test aid (FTA) filter.
No measurable differences were seen. The prevailing opinion
is that the rough ride is caused by separated flow impacting T h e

the horizontal tails. However, this issue continues to receive 15dBgal .a.gin.

such visibility within the program that every structural
coupling test revisits this condition to reiterate that it is not a
coupling problem. ---Analysi,.os ( o .... Unit icle

Fit 1-55 Gravel Road FTA Filter Transition

Normal Acceleration at Pilot's Seat

"• Nominal Flight Test Aid Figure 10 Nyquist Plot for Gravel Road Case
. N Filter Filter Shows large stability margins.

lt IT55-1 SRC 160kts/12deg/PA Gravel Road
0. ]Closed Loop Pitch RateLateral Acceleration at Pilot's Seat 0C01 L I

0 ..... CL Gain 3.5 Gear Mode

0 to 20 30 40 50 60 70

Time (see) 0.001
Figure 8 Time History of Pilot Seat Acceleration -- PihRt

Shows no difference with deeper pitch rate filter.
0.0001 l

The installation of the 1100 pound spin chute structure causes
the vertical fuselage bending mode to go down in frequency
by about .7 Hz thus missing the optimal part of the structural 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

filter. Figure 9 shows the magnitude of open loop transfer Frequency (Hz)

function with the input at the horizontal tail actuator and the
feedback signal to the actuator as the output. The spin chute Figure 11 Gravel Road Closed Loop Pitch Rate
condition is barely 6 dB down from a magnitude perspective With gain of 3.5, only gear mode at 2 Hz is unstable. No

for the Gravel Road condition. problem with fuselage bending mode.
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Closed loop testing of this condition also showed a large .4M/40K/Odeg Vector Off

margin. Figure 11 shows the closed loop pitch rate signal Nyquist Plot Test versus Analysis

with a gain of 3.5 inserted into the critical path. The next Nyquistpltfor__ tot8H_ ]

pitch rate case will show the importance of phase
considerations. Nyquist plot predicts adequoate

closed loop stability.

-------- TesI T59_SS2 SRC

Pitch Axis Condition #2 .4M/40K/0deg Vector Off .,aj . --- AoolysisOc
- Analysis with Atm

This condition has been tested on every structural coupling
test done on the F-22. With vectoring off, all the pitch axis
feedback gain is taken by the tail. This results in a 6 dB

increase in FLCS gains and a possible decrease in stability
margin. Switching vectoring off is a flight test technique
only. It will not be possible on production aircraft. It is Figure 13 Nyquist Plot of Vector Off Case
meant to test the flying qualities where vectoring is inhibited Showing predicted closed loop stability.
due to an engine anomaly. Also, the vectoring is switched off
for parameter identification testing. Analysis predicted that
the 6 dB amplitude ratio goal (amplitude margin without As seen in Figure 14, the spin chute case has a large peak
regard to phase) would not be met and the test results shown which does not meet the 6 dB magnitude margin goal. This is
in Figure 12 bear this out. due to the previously discussed issue of missing the 'sweet

spot' of the Nz structural filter because of a lower fuselage
bending mode frequency.

Condition 5 .4M/40KIOdeg Vector Off
Spin Chute Cases .95M/High Altitude/Odeg Nz Command

"20 .Open Loop Feedback due to Symmetric HT Input

10 1 .. 0

-- Teol T60-l SRC

2 -20 0-T-5 SSI --- Analysis SRC

-30
dB 0I A.opfltd,d R*11, G- %-3

-40
0 5 10 15 20

Freqaenoy (1) -4 IS I20
Frqec H)0 5 10 is 20

Figure 12 .4M/40K/Vector Off Open Loop FRF Frequency (iz)
Figure 14 Magnitude Plot for Nz Command Case

Figure 13 shows the Nyquist plot which accounts for the

phase of the open loop frequency response. This plot shows The Nyquist plot and the closed loop testing show this mode
that the high magnitude response is phased such that it will be to be stable. See Figure 15.
stable when the loop is closed. This was confirmed with
closed loop testing. Despite all testing and analysis showing Pitch Axis Condition .95M/High Altitude/0deg Nz Command
stability, the vector off case is still approached with caution .......
during flight test. The pilot is briefed that there is potential .. ipoo8t8.

for a problem and how to respond. So far, the vector off ."a.1.alysismatohes test dataell

condition has been very stable in flight. 05

-Tool T6O-I SRC

Pitch Axis Condition #3 .95M/High Altitude/Odeg ... Analyysi SRC
102500 ... UitCrl

Nz Command and Roll Rate Surprise -... [Unitcile

This condition is called Nz Command because it is the worst
case condition for the part of the flight envelope where the Nz ..................

sensor is the dominant feedback sensor in the pitch axis. This Figure 15 Nyquist Plot for Nz Command
condition has been tested on all F-22 structural coupling tests.
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During closed loop testing, an unexpected antisymmetric roll exacerbated by the fact that in this low alpha flight regime, a
rate instability at 10 Hz was apparent when the gain to the shallow 2 nd order roll rate filter is employed. In retrospect,
tails was increased. The data was recorded and subjected to this is a very good test condition for roll rate.
post-test analysis. Indeed, the roll rate to horizontal tail loop
was only marginally stable at this condition. Figure 16 is the The flight controls engineers agreed to reduce the roll rate
Nyquist plot for roll rate constructed in the post-test analysis. gains at .95M/High Alt to arrive at values which yield 6 dB of

stability margin. This was accomplished with a software

Pitch Axis Condition #3 .9SM/High Altitude/Odeg Roll Rate change request. In addition, the .95M condition will be added
T60-1 SRC Nyquist Plot to the ASE Analysis Certification plan.

9s751z2 ,0, .Pitch Axis Condition #4 Pilot in the Loop

9 .7 TbUo .dition -tab,, During early flights of the first two development aircraft a
,zRh 2.elolp t a,, 2. "pilot in the loop" structural coupling was observed. This
Tb, eote _o 9.6 ..
*ni...iywtri, ingbending. was seen during turns when the pilot was applying aft stick

9.625 W while being subjected to a load factor of about 2 g's. One
pilot reported that he could feel himself coupling with the
aircraft's structural mode. Figure 18 shows flight test data
illustrating this coupling. The frequency is about 13 Hz,
"slightly higher than the vertical fuselage bending frequency.

Pitch Stick Coupling During Turn
Figure 16 Nyquist plot for Roll Rate at Pitch Condition #3

Vertical Acceleration at Pilot's Seat (g)

Figure 17 is the closed loop roll rate signal measured after a
gain of 2 was inserted into the horizontal tail actuator path. __________________

The large peak is antisymmetric wing bending. The coupling Pitch Stick Force (lb)
mechanism is horizontal tail exciting roll of the fuselage, -----

which excites the antisymmetric wing bending mode, which
generates roll rate feedback, which generates more horizontal
tail motion. ..

Horizontal Tail Command (degrees)
After the problem was understood, the next question was:
"How did this condition slip by the ASE Analysis VV\
certification process?". Discussions with the flight controls
engineers revealed that there is a local peak in the roll rate to ............
tail feedback gains at the .95M/High Altitude condition. The Figure 18 Time History of Stick Coupling
.90M/High Altitude condition had been analyzed and found
stable as part of the ASE certification process, but the .95M A simple analysis model was constructed to understand the
gains were 9 to 12 dB higher. In addition, the gain is problem. A pilot "gain" was estimated by computing the
increased by the 0 deg angle of attack of the test condition transfer function between the acceleration at the pilot's seat
with respect to a trim alpha condition. The problem is and the resulting stick force. For the case above, the pilot

exerted about .3 lb for every g of acceleration at the 13 Hz
Pitch Axis Condition #3 .95M/High Alt Nz Command frequency. The analysis model confirmed that a problem

Closed Loop Measured Roll Rate existed for a portion of the flight envelope.
0.0! ____

CL Git, 2.0A structural filter was designed for the pitch stick path that
created adequate margin for all test and analysis cases. The

0.001 filter design had to be coordinated closely with the flight

control engineers since the response of the stick is very
- important to the way an airplane feels to the pilot. Certain

0.0001 overall system time delay requirements dictated a filter with
very little phase loss. Throughput requirements set a limit on
the filter order. A simple notch filter design met all
requirements.

0 S 10 5 20 25 30

Frequency (Hz) The pitch stick filter was tested to demonstrate its adequacy
during the structural coupling test. A volunteer was placed in

Figure 17 Closed Loop Roll Rate at Pitch Condition #3 the cockpit and instructed to apply about 5 lb of aft stick.
Shows unexpected roll rate response. Data for the unfiltered condition existed from a previous test.
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Figure 19a shows the open loop transfer function for the condition are a strong function of angle of attack. The new
filtered design versus the unfiltered for a worst case operational flight program (OFP) eliminates the Ny sensor for
condition. The filtered design still has a large response at the feedback when the angle of attack is greater that 16 degrees.
fuselage bending mode. Analysis shows the new FLCS to be very stable at this

Pilot in the Loop condition. The test was designed to demonstrate this stability
Open Loop Feedback due to Symmetric HT Input so aircraft limitations could be lifted.

20 -

-. :. The benefit of the pitchtO °;". ;stick fite can be seen.

* t . * ",3MJ30KI26deg OFP25 Regression for 26 Alpha Concern

. a. Open Loop Feedback due to Anti HT Input

-. . .. ........ --- Aft Stick No Filter

- A ft S tic k w ith F ille r IT h e p rev i ou s O F P h ad a fl ig h t t e st a id to

to
O ~r e d u c e g a in in ' h e y a w t o M a t r a

inter connee t. T his wuns fo nd to help, but
-20 -.-- No Aft Stick not s.e, the coupling proh",n,.

- - - 6 dB amplitude ratio goal Neutrl -

-3 0 • S ta b ility S. --Test Old OFP No Aid
7.5 10 12.5 15 17.5 20 - TestOldOFP N tAid

F requency (H z) .... T e h O ld
.... Unit Circle

Figure 19a Pilot in the Loop Transfer Function

Figure 19b shows the Nyquist plot for the filtered versus
unfiltered test data. This solves the mystery as to why the
frequency of the instability was higher than the fuselage
bending frequency. The phase of the response caused the Figure 20a Nyquist Plot for Previous Control Laws
instability to be shifted away from the peak response Shows beneficial effect of flight test aid.
frequency. The plot also demonstrated that the filtered design
has more than 90 degrees of phase margin. No "pilot in the .3M/30K/26deg OFP25 Regression for 26 Alpha Concern

loop" problems have been reported in flight testing since the Open Loop Feedback

installation of the filter. 20 r r I

0 d e t fi e 2 6 d e t A O A p r o b l e m ,.
10

Pilot in the Loop Nyquist Plot
Filtered versus Unfiltered E o...................................... ........ ........... •,

stablit as••_.20 
- Test New l OFIFAft Slick wi ilt r --- 6 dB Amplitude Ratio Goot

-Aft Slick No Filler

..Unit Circle

0 5 10 13 2 0

Frequency (H.)

Filtered case h as more than 90 Figure 20b Stability Improvement due to OFP Change
degree phase martin

Figure 20a shows a Nyquist plot of previous results. A flight
test aid was used to improve the stability as a temporary

Figure 19b Nyquist Plot for Pilot in the Loop Case solution. As expected, the new OFP results are a great
improvement over the previous results. See Figure 20b for a
magnitude comparison of new versus old control laws at this
condition. The 26 degree AOA condition is very stable now.

Flight testing at the 26 degree AOA condition has been
Lateral Directional Test Cases marked by a rough ride which has led to pilot comments. At

first some thought the entire problem was due to the ASE
Lateral Directional Condition #1 .3M/30K/26deg sensitivity with the old control laws. Certainly, the Ny sensor

26 Alpha Concern was feeding significant dynamic content to the actuators. At
the time of testing, it was not possible to do an in-flight

Previous structural coupling testing with an older set of flight evaluation of ASE stability margins. Figure 21 shows that the
control laws showed a potential problem at this flight rough ride at the 26 alpha condition has not improved with the
condition due to the contribution of the Ny (lateral new control laws. Apparently, there is considerable buffet at
acceleration) sensor. When the Ny sensor was opened during this condition that is not related to the control system.
testing, the problem went away entirely. The gains at this
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This rough ride seems to be confined to the 26 degrees and
20000 feet altitude region. If the aircraft goes higher in angle Comparison of Actuator Hydraulic Pressure

of attack or altitude, the buffet at the pilot's station subsides. 26 degrees AOA / 20000 ft New versus Old Control Laws

At lower altitudes, the buffet does not increase. The bufet has Old Control Laws New Control Laws
been linked to a vertical tail mode which is excited by .000 Flight 2-29 Flight 1-59

separated flow coming from the nose of the aircraft. This
vertical tail mode is at about 17 Hz which is very close to the .000
lateral fuselage bending mode. Figure 22 shows the
difference in the amount of dynamic content being fed to the Left

actuators due to this buffet-induced signal.
& 3000

Comparison of Acceleration at Pilot's Seat -000 Left
26 degrees AOA / 20000 ft New versus Old Control Laws Flaper

.1. Old Control Laws - - -. New Control Laws2

Flight 2-29 Flight 1-59 Figure 23 Comparison of Actuator Hydraulic Pressures
New versus Old Control Laws for 26 degree AOA

0 o.0 lLateral Directional Condition #2
_'• .25M/26K/60deg Max Roll Rate to HT

This condition was chosen by a survey to determine the worst
Pio .1case roll rate gains for the flight controls update. Pre-test

-4analysis showed the case to be marginally stable. The critical
mode is 10 Hz wing bending. The horizontal tail gets the
airplane rolling, which excites the antisymmetric wing

Figure 21 Pilot Seat Acceleration at 26 degrees AOA bending, which imparts roll rate to the roll rate sensor, which
New versus Old Control Laws commands more horizontal tail.

Figure 24 shows an example of the control laws correlation

PSD Comparison of Flaperon Command from FLCS for this case. Extreme high AOA cases are more difficult to
26deg/20000 ft New versus Old Control Laws simulate on the F-22 because the flight data is being received

,,, o- from the inertial reference system. This requires good test

b,,d•,ng modt,,,.6 utechnique on the part of the control system hardware
0.1 1engineers.

0.0N - C- oo Fl.. .25M / 26K / 60 deg AOA
00 o CLAWS Only Roll Rate to Horizontal Tail

Sokoolio
0.0001 •v,

0.00001 - ___________-___________-.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 22 PSD Comparison of Flaperon Command 4 .

New versus Old Control Laws_.

5 20I 0

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 23 shows the hydraulic pressure in two of the control Figure 24 Controls Laws Correlation for Max Roll Rate Case
surface actuators at the 26 degree condition. The time slices
shown are the same as in Figure 21. Whether the previous The test results for the spin recovery chute (SRC) case, shown
FLCS had an ASE problem or not is still debated, but there is in Figure 25, agree well with pre-test predictions with regard
no doubt that the pressure fluctuations seen by the actuators to the critical 10 Hz wing bending mode. Figure 25 is an
have been reduced dramatically due to the elimination of the example of sensor input test data. The loop was opened at the
lateral acceleration sensor. This is bound to be beneficial to roll rate sensor and the transfer function is ratio of the output
their service life. to the random input.
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.25M/26K/60deg Max Pb to HT for OFP28

Pb Feedback due to Pb Input To show this, the test case was run in a single input, single
20 -output (SISO) condition. In this test, the roll rate sensor is the

0 -- ,64, SRC only active sensor and the horizontal tail is the only active
--- AnalysisSRCi surface. The results are within 1.5 dB of the fully functional

0 . 6dBAmplitudeRtioGoal FLCS result. The Nyquist plot for the SISO system versus

.......... .................. the full system is shown in Figure 27.

-20 'The closed loop testing for this condition was not possible in
the conventional sense. The horizontal tails were being

-30 nearly saturated using artificial pitch rate to keep the FLCS on

condition. This left no margin for applying more gain in the
-40 horizontal tail path. Though it was not possible to increase

F0eqecy (H) 20 the gain, the nominal closed loop case was shown to be stableas expected.

Figure 25 Max Roll Rate Case Magnitude Plot

Summar
.25M / 26K/ 60 deg AOA Max Roll Rate Case

Spin Recovery Chute with Full Fuel The F-22 ASE methodology has evolved to a level of
maturity that is adequate to show safe flight. The ground and

r."j- flight testing confirms and agrees with the analytical models.
"The analysis missed the ph. The foundation of results obtained to date will help solve new

problems as the aircraft continues through its development
program.

S-~-T64-1 Stnso Input

--- T62-1 HTlInput
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Aeroservoelastic Modeling, Analysis, and Design Techniques
for Transport Aircraft

Myles L. Baker, Patrick J. Goggin, and Bertil A. Winther

Boeing Phantom Works

2401 E. Wardlow Road

Long Beach, California 90807, USA

Abstract must be modeled as a first-order system of linear ordinary

differential equations in the time domain. In addition, the

Piloted and batch simulations of the aeroservoelastic response aeroelastician typically works in a mean flight path coordinate

of flight vehicles are essential tools in the development of system, and the flight controls engineer in a body axis

advanced flight control systems. In these simulations the coordinate system.
number of differential equations must be sufficiently large to The final challenge is to ensure that throughout the
yield the required accuracy, yet small enough to enable real- transformations from frequency domain to time domain, and
time evaluations of the aircraft flying qualities and rapid batch from one axis system to another, the models remain
simulations for control law design. The challenge of these consistent. This ensures that when a control law is designed
conflicting demands is made especially difficult by the limited based on the time domain state-space model, the same control
accuracy of the analytical modeling techniques used, law can be input into the aeroelastician's frequency-domain
nonlinearities in the quasi-steady equations of motion and by analysis and comparable results can be expected.
the complex characteristics of the unsteady aerodynamic
forces. In this paper, a brief survey of some of the techniques Modeling of Structural Dynamics &
that have been used at Boeing to develop aeroservoelastic
math models for control system design and evaluation are Unsteady Aerodynamics
presented, along with a discussion of the strengths and
weaknesses of the various techniques. The modeling Three main classes of time domain mathematical modeling

techniques discussed include frequency response fitting techniques are discussed, including the P-transform [1,2,3],

methods, rational function approximation methods, and the P- frequency response fitting techniques [4], and use of rational

Transform technique. Integration of the aeroservoelastic function approximations [5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12]. In addition, the

structural dynamic model with a nonlinear flight simulation is application of promising aerodynamic model reduction

also discussed. techniques to the aeroservoelastic model reduction problem
are discussed [13,14,15,16,17,18]. Integration of these time

Introduction domain aeroelastic modeling techniques with nonlinear rigid
body and static aeroelastic equations of motion to develop a

Historically, flight control laws have been designed based on universal aeroelastic simulation model for use by both
the quasi-steady, mean axis flying qualities of an aircraft. aeroelasticians and flight control designers will also be
However, as airplanes get larger and larger, flexibility and addressed.
structural dynamics become more and more important. In
order to address the influence of aeroservoelastic interactions P-Transform Technique
in large aircraft, it is necessary to include structural dynamic Heimbaugh [1] developed a formulation of the aircraft
and aeroelastic effects in the simulation tools used for controllawdesgn.Ths rsuls i te gnertio o a ynaic SE equations of motion (BOM) that provides an accurate
law design. This results in the generation of a dynamic ASE modeling of the flexible aircraft (including the unsteady
model with a large number of degrees of freedom for many aerodynamic forces) without aerodynamic lag terms. The
flight conditions, which creates significant challenges for both formulation is analogous to the process that is employed in
the structural and flight controls engineers, structural dynamics to reduce the number of degrees of

An additional difficulty in aeroservoelastic analysis stems freedom (DOF) and transform the equations into modal
from the fact that the modeling and analysis techniques that coordinates using the Galerkin approach. Essentially, it can
are most applicable to aeroelastic loads or flutter analysis are be expressed as:
not necessarily those that are most useful for control law
design. Traditionally, aeroelasticians have modeled the te th
flexible aircraft in the frequency domain using modal degrees
of freedom and generalized mass, generalized stiffness, and [2 +(B -_4A"' (K - P+ Ar'ý(s) = F(s)
frequency dependent generalized aerodynamic matrices. On + 4 2

the other hand, modern control theory is based primarily on where M, B, and K are the mass, damping, and
the state-space approach, in which the aeroelastic airplane stiffness matrices. A is the generalized Aerodynamic

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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Influence Coefficient (AIC) matrix (real and Additive increments used to accurately represent the
imaginary parts), x is the generalized deflection, F is rigid body motion of the aircraft also were used directly
the generalized force, and s is the Laplace variable, in the generation of physical DOF responses since they

2. Compute the "important" eigenvalues & are generated from the modal responses.

eigenvectors using a standard flutter solution Models could be reduced further while retaining the
technique. Here it is assumed that the eigenvalues accuracy through the Guyan reduction.
found in the flutter solution are those important in
the response. Disadvantages of this approach included the following:

3. Construct a time domain state-space model (A, B, C, * Due to the nature of the RFA used in this technique for

D Matrices) based on the known eigenvalues & the gust forces, the gust fit was only accurate for lower

eigenvectors. frequency gust excitations.

The assembly of the state matrices and associated 0 The technique was veiy cumbersome to use because
input/output matrices from the aeroelastic eigensolution is there were many convergence problems associated with
roughly equivalent to the generation of a "qquasi-unsteady" the p-k type of flutter solution.
aerodynamic fit for each aeroelastic mode. For low damped 0 Due to the linear nature of the analysis, there was
modes (sharp modal peaks) this is a very good approximation. difficulty in some cases to generate locally linear
For lightly damped modes (more gradual, wider peaks) the additive corrections that were appropriate. There are
quasi-unsteady aerodynamic fit is only exact at the peak of the many terms that significantly influence the rigid body
mode. thus the accuracy is reduced. This technique has been motion of the aircraft that can only realistically be
shown to be extremely accurate when the input excitation is a accommodated in a nonlinear manner.
control surface deflection. For gust inputs, the P-Transform
was augmented with aerodynamic lag states based on a a Supplemental corrections that were applied in an
Rational Function Approximation (RFA) originally developed additive manner to the generalized equations of motion
by Sevart [8] and Roger [5]. The p-transform technique was were never distributed and thus were not reflected
used to generate aeroelastic models for production aircraft directly in the distributed loads.
programs and advanced design studies at Boeing in Long
Beach for many years. Some of the applications of this • An unknown amount of error existed for aeroelastic
technique include an advanced design of a DC-10 stretch modes with a high level of damping.
aircraft, the C-17 program, and the MD-I I program. Typical results from this analysis technique are included in

These models were generated using beam structural Table I and Figure 2. Table I compares phugoid and short
models, unsteady aerodynamics from the Doublet Lattice period frequency and damping values for a large commercial
Method (DLM) [19,20], and small perturbation assumptions. transport aircraft. This table lists both the result that was
Typically, it is difficult to accurately model many of the rigid obtained using the traditional stability and control analysis
body aeroelastic modes of the aircraft using these types of equations (Target) and that obtained using the additive
modeling techniques. In particular, neglecting drag and other correction terms in the structural equations of motion (P-

"second order" aerodynamic effects can significantly effect Transform). This comparison illustrates that the accuracy of

several of the modes (Dutch Roll and Phugoid for example). the augmented equations of motion were within 1-2% in
An example of the sensitivity of the Dutch Roll frequency and frequency and 2-4% in damping.
damping to a 10% change in global aircraft weight, inertia, Figure 2 shows the magnitude of the inboard wing bending
and aerodynamic forces is shown in Figure I. The nmoment due to a vertical gust for the same commercial
nomenclature in this Figure is consistent with that used in aircraft at another flight condition. The graph compares
[21]. Heimbaugh accounted for these effects in a simplified frequency responses from two analyses, one performed using
manner by adding modal stiffness and damping terms to the a traditional transcendental frequency domain analysis
equations of motion to account for the neglected terms. These approach (solid line) and another using the P-Transform
terms were locally linearized based upon the trimmed aircraft technique (dashed line). It is observed that the results are
attitude and had to be recomputed for each flight condition. fairly close for the short period mode (-0.3 Hz.) and for the

In summary, there were many advantages to this type of first and third elastic mode (-1.3 and -3.0 Hz.). Thedata for
approach. These advantages included: the second flexible mode are not as accurate asfor the first and

third. As indicated above, this is due to the representation of
" Elastic aircraft formulation is consistent with that used in the gust forces using the Sevart/Rogers RFA.

the flutter and dynamic loads analyses. Roots from
Aeroservoelastic models will be consistent with those FAMUSS
generated fromn analytical flutter models. Pitt and Goodman [4] developed the Flexible Aircraft

"* The technique could accurately capture the correct mode Modeling Using State Space (FAMUSS) technique at Boeing
shapes, frequency, and damping values of both the rigid in St. Louis in the late 80's and early 90's. This tool was used
body and flexible modes. in Long Beach for development of maneuver and gust load

alleviation, vibration control. and flutter suppression systems"* The technique provided a high level of accuracy for low- in several advanced design studies on both commercial and
damped modes. military aircraft projects.
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This tool required input of frequency response data from an Disadvantages of this approach included the following:
outside source (i.e. a transcendental frequency-domain
analysis) and used a linear least squares fit to generate a poTh e accuracy tofted body mds in the
rational polynomial representing the frequency response procedure as illustrated above was subject to the
function. These polynomials were then converted to state accuracy of the RB mode in the analysis that

space (in block-diagonal form) using simple algebraic produced the transfer function. The technique had

techniques. An option was available that allowed the poles of not been integrated with a more accurate technique

the system to be pre-defined and constrained. A nonlinear for defining or modifying the rigid body response.

least squares approach was also available to improve the * The accuracy of the aeroelastic model for systems
polynomial representation as well as an option for frequency where there were a large number (>5-10) of inputs or
dependent weighting to improve the fit in a specific frequency outputs was significantly reduced. As the number of
band. inputs/outputs is increased the accuracy is decreased

At that time, the preferred process used by Boeing in Long unless the number of states (roots) is increased.

Beach was to generate frequency response data for each Ultimately, for many of the practical problems

input/output pair included in the final state-space model, experienced, the number of roots required to obtain

These frequency responses were computed using the an acceptable level of accuracy was very large.

traditional frequency-domain tools that were used for flutter Example frequency responses from this analysis technique
or dynamic loads. Aeroelastic roots (frequency and damping) are included in Figures 3-4. These responses resulted from a
were calculated using a traditional p-k type of flutter solution. study of gust load alleviation on a large commercial transport
These frequency responses and aeroelastic roots were then aircraft. Due to the large number of control studies
input into FAMUSS. The aeroelastic roots were used to performed at that time on this aircraft, a relatively small
generate the denominator terms in the polynomials in a aeroelastic model was requested to allow for a number of
manner analogous to pole-placement techniques. The control configurations to be rapidly evaluated. Since the
numerator terms (which result in the input and output primary interest in this analysis was the low frequency
matrices) were then generated using the linear least squares response (including the first couple of wing elastic modes),
approach. the number of modes retained in the analysis was kept to a

Accuracy of this technique for computing loads responses to minimum (-6 modes total).

gust inputs was limited. Aircraft physical responses due to Figure 3 illustrates a comparison of the aircraft CG pitching
gusts are computed through the superposition of the modal response due to elevator deflection. In this Figure, the
responses. The aircraft loads, however are a result of both response from the traditional frequency domain analysis is
external forces and forces developed due to aircraft rigid body represented by the solid line. The dashed line illustrates the
or flexible motion. It was speculated at that time that the frequency response resulting from the FAMUSS aeroelastic
inaccuracies were primarily due to a poor representation of model. As illustrated in this Figure, the short period mode
the extrenal force. It was further speculated that this and the first two flexible modes are accurately represented.
inaccuracy was caused either by delays introduced into the Accuracy was limited for some of the higher aeroelastic
equations of motion from the gradual penetration of the modes in this model.
aircraft into the stationary gust field, or by inaccuracies at
frequencies where the external forces were prevalent. Figure 4 shows the CG Pitching response due to a vertical
Through a trial and error fashion, it was finally concluded that gust. Once again, the solid line represents the traditional
the introduction of an additional three aerodynamic roots that frequency domain analysis and the dashed line illustrates
were not constrained or preselected significantly increased the FAMUSS model. For this response the model was much
accuracy of the state-space model with gust inputs. The more accurate and fairly accurately represented the modal
location of the additional roots was determined through a characteristics for all of the aeroelastic modes in the model.
linear least squares technique. Rational Function Approximation (RFA)

In summary, there were many advantages to this type of
approach. These advantages included: Techniques

"* The procedure was simple and very robust. The code Over the past 25 years, many researchers have investigated

vas very user friendly and included many graphical the use of RFA techniques to represent unsteady

techniques to review the accuracy and restart aerodynamic forces in aeroelastic analytical models. The
tcapabilites to frthervimprove accu y mo del raircraft equations of motion have generally been formulated
capabilities to further improve the model. using a modal approach to represent the structural dynamics.

" Due to an improved formulation of the iterative P-K The unsteady aerodynamic forces are also generated in

solver [22], we were able to obtain solutions for modal coordinates and are represented by a rational function
conditions in which the early P-Transform technique in frequency. Since the aerodynamics are represented by a

has failed to converge, rational function, they can be analytically transformed into
the time domain using Laplace transform techniques. A final

" Frequency responses could be computed for the set of time domain equations can then be formulated and cast
entire system and the user could select the model size in state-space form.
inside of FAMUSS based upon the needs of the
control analysis being performed. Some of the initial studies included Sevart [8], Roger [5],

Edwards [9], and Vepa [10]. These approaches differ in the
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form of rational function that is used to represent the A Dykman [6] gust fit was used with a total of 12 gust
aerodynamic forces. All of these techniques added a large aerodynamic states (for the complete model, not per mode) to
number of aerodynamic states to the aeroelastic equations of represent the external gust forces. In the gust RFA, the 12
motion. Generally researchers have predefined the poles of states are comprised from an RFA with three explicit time
the rational function and the numerator coefficients have delays and four repeated roots per delay. An example of the
been determined using linear least squares techniques. external gust force representation is included here in Figure
Researchers have also investigated optimization of the pole 5.
location and other techniques to improve the aerodynamicrepresentation and reduce the numlber of equations that are Figures 6 and 7 also illustrate thle accuracy that can be
required to achieve the required level of accuracy. obtained from a model of this type. Frequency responsescomparing the traditional transcendental frequency response

The state-space form of the equations of motion using the technique (dots) is compared to that using the RFA state
RFA techniques listed above result in large partitions of null space model (solid line). Figure 6 illustrates a bending
value coefficients. To reduce the size of the aeroelastic moment response in the wing due to a gust input. Figure 7
system, Karpel [11] developed a form of RFA that reduces illustrates a horizontal tail root shear due to the same gust
the sparse nature of the matrices and the number of states input. As shown in these Figures the correlation is excellent.
accordingly. This method used convergent iteration Figure 8 illustrates a time history of the horizontal tail root
techniques to optimize the aeroelastic models given a shear due to a very short 1-cosine vertical gust. This is areduced number of states. This method was named the shadutoavrsot1-oneetilgs.Tisia
"rMinimum State Method". case where the gust force representation developed byDykman was critical. This was a challenge due to the aft

Boeing Long Beach has investigated the use of RFAs in the location of this component load on this large transport, and
generation of aeroelastic modeling for many years and has the high frequency excited by these types of gust patterns
kept abreast of changes in this area. Although there was great that are specified in the commercial aircraft criteria.
desire to reduce the size of these aeroelastic models,
robustness issues associated with the convergence of Other Reduced Order Modeling Techniques
accurate minimum state models were never quite resolved. All of the techniques described above can essentially be
Boeing research included the usage of RFA approximations viewed as model reduction techniques where a dynamic

for both motion-induced unsteady aerodynamic forces as viewed a high rd erh(due whe andynal

well as the gust induced external forces. Research results system with a high order (due to the transcendental
frequency-domain aerodynamics) is approximated by an

concluded that in order to obtain the robustness required in a frequivalent" low order system. Since the unsteady
production engineering environment, the usage of a method aerodynamic models used by aeroelasticians (and therefore,
such as that developed by Roger [5] was required. The aeroservod elasticians ben frequen
researchby aeroservo-elasticians) have traditionally been frequency

gust forces on large transport aircraft, an RFA that explicitly domain methods based on the linear potential equations (such

captured the time lag associated with the penetration of the as the doublet-lattice method), the model reduction techniques

aircraft into the gust field, was required. Some of the latest that have received most of the attention in the past are the
elements of this work are published in technical reports andthe

exponential growth of computer capability (coupled with the
papers from Dykman [6] and Goggin [7]. exponential decay of computer cost) is paving the way for

In summary, there were many advantages to this type of using nonlinear unsteady aerodynamic tools based on the
approach. These advantages included: finite difference (or finite volume/finite element) method in

aeroelasticity. This has the potential for improving the
"* The accuracy of the resulting aeroelastic model is accuracy of the dynamic aeroelastic models used in

very high. aeroservoelasticity, but introduces some significant problems

" The robustness associated with the use of some of the in formulating reduced order models suitable for control law

RFA techniques is very good. Aeroelastic models can design and real time simulation.

be generated without a significant amount of user Recently, several researchers have started to consider the
intervention, problem of forming reduced order unsteady aerodynamic

Disadvantages of this approach included the following: models based on unsteady CFD models. Three approaches
that have received considerable attention recently are (1)

" The resulting aeroelastic model is very large and could eigenvalue based methods, (2) balanced reduction methods,
prohibit quick studies and real-time simulation. and (3) system identification methods.

"* The accuracy of the rigid body modes was subject to the In the eigenvalue based model reduction methods, the
accuracy of the aerodynamics used in generation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the unsteady flowfield are
RFA. The technique had not been integrated with a computed and used as a basis for model reduction [15].
more accurate technique for defining or modifying the Those eigenmodes that are "important" (usually quantified by
rigid body response. the low frequency or lightly damped eigenvalues) are then

retained while the "Linimportant" modes are truncated or
As stated above, accuracy of these RFA techniques for state residualized. This approach is almost identical to the modal

space models is very good. For the examples shown here, a truncation approach to model reduction that has been applied
Rogers RFA with 4 aerodynamic lag states per mode was for many years in structural dynamics. and has shown great
used to represent the motion dependent aerodynamic forces.
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promise for model reduction of unsteady aerodynamic In order to address these new aeroservoelastic challenges and
systems. to improve accuracy on conventional configurations, some

recent improvements have been made to the ASE modeling
The balanced reduction methods, on the other hand, are based techniques described above. The recent modeling

on the concepts of controllability and observability of the
improvements have focused on the P-Transform method for

unsteady aerodynamic model. In these techniques, the two main reasons: (1) acceptable accuracy can be obtained
aerodynamic states that are highly controllable (i.e. those that with very low order P-Transform ASE models, and (2) the

are easily excited by airplane control surface, rigid body, or poles of the P-Transform model are consistent with the P-K

structural deflections) and at the same time highly observable flutter results (which is especially important in configurations

(i.e. those that. once excited, induce significant loads on the with lightly damped modes such as the HSCT).

structure) are retained. The balanced reduction approach is

less physically intuitive than the eigenvalue based techniques, The enhancements that have been made to the P-Transform
but has the potential for producing smaller and more accurate method in recent years reduce or eliminate many of the
reduced order models [13,14]. disadvantages highlighted above. The most significant

Both the eigenvalue based methods and the balanced improvements are:

reduction methods suffer from a serious drawback in that * Integration with Nonlinear Simulation. A large portion
they require extensive modifications to the CFD code in order of the labor required to generate P-Transform ASE
to generate reduced order models. This difficulty is avoided models was associated with generating the additive
if a system identification approach is used in which the CFD corrections necessary to accurately model the rigid body
code develops time histories of the unsteady aerodynamics, modes. This problem has been solved by separating the
and an external code is used to process the time history data equations of motion into two parts; one describing the
and generate a reduced order model of the unsteady linear quasi-steady response and the other containing the
aerodynamics. The K-L method [16.17] is one such dynamic increment. The quasi-steady equations are then
technique that develops an eigenvalue-based reduced order discarded in favor of the more accurate nonlinear 6 DOF
model using a system identification approach. Another simulation typically used in flight controls. The
approach under development are the impulse response based resulting ASE models include the best possible (fully
techniques [18], which directly identify impulse responses of nonlinear) model of the rigid body modes, while
the unsteady aerodynamics. The impulse response approach including linearized structural dynamics and unsteady
has not been shown to develop models of low enough order to aerodynamics through the P-Transform technique.
be useful for control law design. However, this approach has
been shown to capture some of the aerodynamic nonlinearities * Integration with improved P-K Solvers. The
inherent in transonic flow, which could substantially increase convergence problems that caused difficulty in using the

the range of applicability of the reduced order models. P-Transform technique were due to the state of the art in
P-K flutter solvers at that time. A tight integration of the

Boeing has investigated several of the advanced model P-Transform process with the P-K flutter solver in
reduction techniques described in this section, and has applied MSC/NASTRAN [22] has significantly improved this
them to several configurations with good success. However, situation.
none of these techniques is mature enough for use in a
production environment. Each of the techniques described ° Modification of the P-Transform technique to compute
has its own advantages and disadvantages, and it is not yet structural loads (i.e. wing bending moments or hinge
clear which approach is best. It is safe to say. however, that moments) in a manner consistent with the quasi-steady
they, will probably change the face of aeroservoelasticity as nonlinear simulation.
they mature, and as the affordability of computational power ° Improved modeling of gust aerodynamic forces. An
increases. improved RFA technique using explicit time lags [6] for
Recent Improvements the gust aerodynamics has been implemented,

significantly improving the accuracy of responses due to

New transport aircraft designs like the High Speed Civil gust excitation.
Transport (HSCT) and the Blended Wing Body (BWB) are Several tests were performed to verify that the improved P-
more challenging from an aeroservoelastic perspective than transform technique was implemented correctly in the
conventional configurations. In the case of the HSCT, there is simulation. One such test compared the roots of the linear
not only the possibility of gaining benefits from load model with roots obtained from the simulation when it was
alleviation systems for minimizing gust and maneuver loads, linearized about the trim point. In addition, various mean-axis
but significant benefits could also be realized through using response variables were computed at the static trim condition
flutter suppression. In addition, significant ride quality/flying to demonstrate that they were unaffected by the superimposed
qualities issues arise due to the long, slender fuselage with its dynamic increments. Figure 9, showing the roots associated
associated low bending frequencies. For the new class of with longitudinal motion, confirms that eigenvalues of the
BWB configurations, pitch control is obtained by deflecting flexible modes in the linear analysis are close to the ones
trailing edge control surfaces (in contrast to a conventional obtained for the simulation model at a banked turn as well as
transport configuration, where pitch control comes from a at a level flight condition. The nonlinearity of the 6-DOF
horizontal tail). It is therefore important to include the simulation can be observed in the changes in the rigid body
interaction between the pitch command and the wing bending eigenvalues for different trim conditions. A similar
modes in control law design.
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correlation was obtained for roots associated with lateral Materials. Paper AIAA-98-1897. Long Beach,
motion. California. April 1998.

The improved P-transform was validated in several other 3. Winther. B. A. and Baker. M. L., "Reduced Order
ways. Time response comparisons were made with a version Aeroelastic Model for Rapid Dynamic Loads Analysis",
of the RFA technique developed in [12]. Representative AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ ASC 40th Conference on
results are shown in Figure 10 for an advanced transport Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials, Paper
aircraft at a Mach number of 0.65. The illustrated response AIAA-99-1265, St. Louis. MO, April 1999.
was computed for a horizontal tail doublet input of + 2
degrees amplitude and a period of 5.0 seconds starting at 2.5 4. Pitt, D. M. and Goodman. C. E., "FAMUSS: A New
sec. We note that correlation between the two methods is Aeroservoelastic Modeling Tool", Proceedings of theexcel lent. AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ ASC 33rd Conference on

Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials, Paper
The improved method was also evaluated through comparison AIAA-92-2395. Dallas, Texas, April 1992.
with MSC/NNASTRAN frequency domain solutions. Figure 5. Roger, K. L.. "Airplane Math Modeling Methods for
11 shows magnitude and phase of the acceleration responses Active Control Design", AGARth Modeling 1977.
for an advanced transport aircraft flying at sea level and at a
Mach number of 0.4. We observe that the two solution 6. Dykman. J., "An Approximate Transient Gust Force
techniques yield practically identical magnitude results up to a Derived from Phase Shifted Rational Function
frequency of 7.0 Hz. Discrepancies above that frequency are Approximations to the Doublet-Lattice Harmonic Gust
explained by differences in the modeling of the elevator Coefficients", McDonnell Douglas Report MDC-92-
surface. A rigid control surface mode is used to generate the K0283, Feb 1992.
P-Transform input whereas a more realistic, flexible elevator
model provides the excitation force in the MSC/NASTRAN 7. Goggin, P. J., "A General Gust and Maneuver Load

analysis. Analysis Method to Account for the Effects of Active
Control Saturation and Nonlinear Aerodynamics", AIAA

Conclusions Dynamics Specialist Conference Paper No. 92-2126,
Dallas, Texas, April 1992.

Experiences derived from several transport aircraft programs 8. Sevart. F. D., "Development of Active Flutter
at Boeing led to a continuous search for, and development of, S u pe ssion F. Tunnelop estn g Tec tiveo Fy utter
accurate techniques for ASE modeling and simulation. All of Suppression Wind Tunnel Testing Technology", Air
the methods discussed here have several advantages as well as Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory TR-74-126, Jan 1975.
disadvantages. We found that some of the disadvantages of 9. Edwards, J. W.. "'Unsteady Aerodynamic Modeling and
the early P-Transform technique could be removed by Active Control." SUDAAR 504, Stanford University,
separation of the EOMs into two parts, one describing the 1977.
quasi-steady motion and the other involving the structural
dynamics of the aircraft. This development allowed the 10. Vepa, R., "On the Use of Pade Approximants to
model to be linked to the nonlinear 6DOF simulation used for Represent Aerodynamic Loads for Arbitrary Small
analysis and design of advanced flight control systems. Motions of Wings," AIAA 14"' Aerospace Sciences

Meeting, Washington, D.C.. 1976.
The refined P-transform technique is based on a unique
formulation that preserves the roots of the dynamic aeroelastic I1. Karpel. M., Design for Active and Passive Flutter
system and eliminates the need for auxiliary state variables to Suppression and Gust Alleviation, Ph.D. Dissertation,
describe the unsteady aerodynamics. It has provisions for Stanford University. 1980.
control surface as well as atmospheric gust inputs. 12. Tiffany, S. H, and Adams. W. H., "Nonlinear
Comparisons with other solution techniques were used to Programming Extensions to Rational Function
validate the method. Our analytical resutlts demonstrate Approximation Methods for Unsteady Aerodynamic
excellent correlation with structural response data Forces", NASA Technical Paper 2776, July 1988.
(accelerations. rates and displacements) obtained from the
transcendental frequency-domain solution. Further work is 13. Baker, M. L., Model Reduction of Large, Sparse
required to evaluate the accuracy of external loads generated Dynamic Systems with Application to Unsteady
by turbulence. Aerodynamics. Ph.D. Dissertation, UCLA, Los Angeles,

CA, 1996.
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Root Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (% Critical)

Target P-Transform Target P-Transform

Phugoid 0.0115 0.0114 39.13% 40.41%

Short Period 0.2585 0.2638 31.69% 32.72%

Table 1: Accuracy of P-Transform in Matching Rigid Body Modes of a Transport Aircraft.

Effect of Parameter Changes on Dutch Roll Frequency Effect of Parameter Changes on Dutch Roll Damping
(10% Change in Each Listed Parameter) (10% Change in Each Listed Parameter)
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Figure 1: Variation in Dutch Roll Rigid Body Mode Frequency and Damping With 10% Changes in Various Parameters.
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Wing Bending Moment Response Due to Vertical Gust
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Figure 2: Accuracy of the P-Transform Method for Computing Wing Bending Moments Due to Vertical Gust.
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Figure 3: Application of the FAMUSS process to compute CG Acceleration Due to Elevator Excitation.
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Figure 4: Application of the FAMUSS process to compute CG Acceleration Due to Gust Excitation.
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Figure 5: Typical Gust Force Representation.
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Figure 6: Wing Bending Moment Response Due to Gust Excitation (RFA).
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Figure 8: Time-Domain Response: Horizontal Tail Shear Due to 1-Cos Gust Input.
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ABSTRACT accelerations at the frequencies of the aircraft elastic
Results from structural coupling investigations are modes. The flexible aircraft rates and accelerations
presented which include the design and verification measured by the IMU are passed through the flight
of structural filters for a flight control system. The control system control paths, multiplied by the FCS
advantages of an integrated interdisciplinary flight gains and FCS filters, and summed into the control
control system (FCS) design on the basis of the surface actuator inputs, which then drive the controls at
coupled dynamic model of the structural dynamic the frequencies of the elastic modes of the aircraft. The
model and the flight dynamic model of the aircraft flexible aircraft is excited by the high frequency control
are described. deflections and therefore may experience
The design strategy of the Flight Control System aeroservoelastic instability i.e. flutter or limit cycle
development is improved through the integrated oscillations, and dynamic load and fatigue load
design optimisation procedure which includes the problems may arise. The FCS design therefore has to
modelling of the coupled system of the flight minimize all structural coupling effects through all
dynamics, the structural dynamics, the actuators and available means, including optimum sensor positioning,
sensors as well as the effects of the digital system. notch filtering and additional active control. This paper
Different examples are demonstrated which describes the major aspects and problem areas to be
document the advantages of the integrated, considered in the FCS design with respect to
interdisciplinary design. Methods to avoid structural aeroservoelastic effects, as also previously described in
mode-flight interaction are described. Especially the References 1-6, and outlines an integrated design of
design of filters to minimise interaction is outlined, FCS gains and phase advance filters together with notch
which is based upon a model of the aircraft filters, see also Reference 8. The integrated design
describing the coupled flight dynamic, flight control process has been followed for the current project since
dynamics and structural dynamic behaviour and on independent design of notch filters or FCS has not led
ground and in flight structural coupling tests. The to a satisfactory solution for stabilization of rigid
paper explains design procedures, design and aircraft or elastic modes.
clearance requirements, correlation between model
predictions and structural coupling tests and model 2. INTEGRATED DESIGN FOR ADVANCED
update for on ground and in flight. FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS

1. INTRODUCTION 2.1 Design philosophy
Within the integrated process, structural coupling

The development of advanced digital flight control influences are minimised by the traditional means of
systems for a modem military aircraft, for example notch filtering, but here an optimum solution is reached
Figure 1, is strongly influenced by aeroservoelastic by exchanging notch attenuation and phase lag with
effects. The flexible aircraft behavior, especially for this FCS gain and phase advance filtering. The scope of the
artificially stabilised aircraft configuration with outer integrated design therefore covers FCS gains, phase
wing missiles, tip pods and heavy under wing stores and advance and notch filtering across the full rigid and
tanks, has significant effects on the flight control flexible aircraft frequency range, addresses both aircraft
system. The signals from the Aircraft Inertial rigid mode and structural coupling stability
Measurement Unit (IMU) - the gyro platform - contain, requirements, and encompasses all possible aircraft
in addition to the necessary information of rigid aircraft configurations and configuration changes, (missiles on,
rates and accelerations, flexible aircraft rates and off, tanks on and off etc.). Thus all structural coupling

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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changes with configuration etc will be covered by a while higher frequency modes remain gain
single, fixed set of notch filters, avoiding the system stabilized.
complexity associated with configuration switches for
different sets of notch filters, and avoiding any 2.2.2 Vibration / Dynamic Load Requirements
scheduling of notch filters with flight conditions. In addition to the stability requirements for structural

coupling, unacceptable vibration levels must be
In order to simplify, the design process wherever avoided. The vibration levels induced by poor structural
possible, the basic stability criteria for the flexible coupling stability might create high fatigue loads to
modes were based on gain margin only, with no phase actuators and to aircraft structure. The notch filters have
margin specification. In practice this principle was not to be designed with specific vibration requirements
wholly practicable for the pitch axis, where high levels accounted for.
of FCS stability augmentation were required and the
integrated design task was particularly difficult. Here, 2.2.3 Flutter Requirements
'gain stabilisation' was applied only to the higher The FCS / notch filter design solution has to fulfill the
frequency modes, with phase and gain margins taken same flutter requirements as the aircraft without FCS.
fuilly into account ('phase stabilisation') for the lower The aircraft with FCS must meet the 15% flutter speed
frequency regime. margin as well as the minimum elastic mode damping

requirements as described in Military Specification
For 'phase stabilisation', the notch filter design utilised MIL-A-8870 B.
an analytical model of the aircraft structure
incorporating a linear representation of the FCS. In this 2.3 Design Tools
application, the analytical model was subject to The integrated FCS design for the flexible aircraft is
extensive verification against results both from ground possible with the assumption that the aircraft
resonance and structural coupling testing, and from in- characteristics are predictable to the necessary accuracy.
flight flutter and structural coupling testing. Where The characteristics of the controlled flexible aircraft are
necessary, the model was updated to improve the match described in the form of open loop frequency transfer
to the test results. fuinctions of the FCS/flexible aircraft control path
Due to restrictions in the absolute accuracy of the feedback loops to a sufficiently high frequency; see
analytical model predictions at higher frequencies, block diagram in Figure 3. For the longitudinal control
design for gain stabilised elastic modes was based on system, the pitch rate, normal acceleration and flow
ground measured data, augmented where necessary with sensor cc open loop signals at the control loop break
aerodynamic effects derived from the model, point have to be known. For the lateral system, the roll

rate -, yaw rate-, lateral acceleration - and flow sensor
To cover all of the possible sets of aircraft store signal P open loop signals are required. The open loop
configurations required under the weapon system signal consists of the transfer function of the aircraft
specification, those that were critical to the filter design response to control surface input, sensed at the IMU
were established by analytical model investigation in (rates and accelerations) and flow sensors, combined
advance. These were then treated in test and analysis. with the transfer functions of the FCS from the sensor to

the opening point and from the opening point to the
2.2 Design Requirements actuators.
2.2.1 Stability Requirements The individual transfer functions are composites
The design requirements are primarily linear stability covering gain stabilised and phase stabilised modes. As
margin specifications covering all flight control rigid / noted, phase stabilised modes use the analytical
flexible aircraft modes, and were developed from the dynamic model calculation directly, while the gain
Military Specification M1L-F9490D. stabilised modes use on ground measured sensor
The open loop frequency response requirements are response to actuator input transfer functions
demonstrated in Figure 2 for two cases, A and B. superimposed with calculated magnitudes of unsteady
Case A describes (in a Nichols diagram) the gain and aerodynamic transfer functions.

phase margin requirement for early prototype The applicability of the analytical dynamic model
flying, and indicates that all elastic modes calculation depends on the accuracy of the modeling
shall be 'gain stabilized', and its verification. Both methods depend on the

Case B describes gain and phase margins applicable accuracy of the unsteady aerodynamic transfer
following model validation through structural functions, which are in both methods derived from
coupling ground and flight tests. The low linear potential flow theoretical predictions of unsteady
frequency flexible modes are phase stabilized
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aerodynamics for elastic modes and control surface control deflections (A8) can be described as the right-
deflection, hand term of equation (1) by

2 MqA ý"_ b F "
2.3.1 Analytical Model of the Flexible Aircraft {Q(t)}M=0 bbrM AS- 2V2Fs k v q,

with Flight Control System I sR OAS

The analytical model of the flexible aircraft -plus- FCS
consists of a linear dynamic description of the flight L

2 F Cq
mechanic equations of motion, flexible aircraft, and v2FsR r 'AS

R2 qtA

FCS. The flexible aircraft is represented in a modal 2 R

description, using generalized coordinates, generalized Equation 3

masses, stiffness and structural damping and Assuming normalized rigid control surface modes 80
generalized aerodynamic forces of the flexible modes. and A8, the rotation of each control surface can be
Generalized control surface inertia and unsteady superimposed by
aerodynamic terms provide the link to the FCS. The 8 = 80 + A8 Equation 4
FCS is described through linear differential equations, 8 here represents foreplane, inboard and outboard flap
covering both hardware and software, i.e. all sensors, or for rudder, and differential inboard and outboard
actuators, computer characteristics and control laws. flap. The state-space-description of (1) is as follows:
The equations of motion for the forced dynamic {xj = [4 xj + [B]xj Equation 5
response of the aeroelastic system can be written in
matrix differential equation form: As already described, the matrix equation (1) describes

m2MI M-IS + the flexible aircraft, FCS and linearized rigid flight
I + mechanic equations, and thus the state vector for

[ M-JLJ longitudinal control includes the rigid aircraft state
+O br (0,, gK+ variables, as follows:[~h, P]}{S} [c X=[AV / V;Act;Ao; A0;4;ý,,;Afrq;8,;A5J+k 1m 0 KZI 2 SR q

The flight mechanic equations may, in a first
0rb 1tb O]'PV2F_ [C,- - ={Q(t)l approximation, contain elastified aerodynamic

0 K]A 2 SR LC q derivatives as function of incidence and Mach number.
For low frequency the flight mechanic equations may be

Equation 1 assumed to be decoupled from the flexible aircraft
where mq br and M a are the reference mass, length and equations. Alternatively, the fully rigid flight mechanic
frequency and M, K and C are referred to as the equations are introduced, and theoretical inertia and
generalized mass, stiffness and aerodynamic matrices, unsteady aerodynamic coefficients may be used.
which are non-dimensional. The generalized mass and The flight mechanic equations for longitudinal control
stiffness matrices are calculated using a finite element are described below, including rigid aircraft equations
mode (FEM) of the total aircraft. For dynamic response with flexible coupling terms.
calculations, the FEM is reduced to representative Normal Force equations:
generalized dynamic degrees of freedom. The true
airspeed V, and semi-span SR of the reference plane are ,Z=--RV 2F[C (o4.a + C' (&)/ o .]
used to form the reduced frequency k = (SR)ON. F is 2
the area of reference plane and g is the structural -mVcos(cw )y-_PV2F. q +Cq(w).&y]

damping of the elastic modes. The generalized forces 2
Q(t) are equal to zero for the conventional flutter -mgsin(ao)
problem. The generalized coordinate 'q' describes the
amplitude of the elastic airplane modes, including 2Fk,0.8 +c;(OY)W - .8
elastic control surface modes, whereas '8 0' (subscript 2 LZ

omitted above) denotes the rotation of the rigid control ,V2+
surface according to the complex actuator stiffness 2 F Cqj(W )qj + YC ()qj. =0

represented by the impedance function of equation (2). J
K8,6 = K 818 + X880 Equation 2 Elastified normal force 'rigid' aircraft equations

For the controlled aircraft, the FCS-commanded control EZ = -RV2F.C-q( C,()(-mVc coS(y)
deflection 'A8' has to be introduced as an additional
degree of freedom for each control surface. The 2 -VF'-Cqo y- mgsin( 2) -2 . =8 0
generalized forces generated by the servo induced
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actuator failure cases is necessary, and separate models
may be created for the critical store cases. In order to be
accurate, the analytical model has to be updated from

Pitching moment equation with flexible coupling terms ground test results, principally with respect to mode

M P2 - + Cfrequencies, but also considering response amplitude.
M= -- V c2[C• (c4 + C• (0)a] The model update must consider the effects of structural

2 non-linearity, notably the variation of mode frequency
-I(y-P- V F .c [C' (0) +Cm() y with excitation amplitude.

2 V m q y The minimum measured structural damping must be

PV applied.

2 VF'- [Cm (0 + C"() A- Mm,8 Unsteady Aerodymamic Modeling
The unsteady forces used in the dynamic model

Cq (co )q + C," calculation shall be represented in a conservative
lw +jC0=3 0 manner.

SPn aThe predicted magnitude (modulus) of the unsteady
Elastified Pitch Moment 'rigid'aircraftequations forces of the flexible modes and control surface

M = - F ýC,,, + a + IyOy - P V2 F•. UCm (a• ) deflection represents a high (i.e. conservative) value for
2 2 all Mach numbers and incidences, since, in practice,

PV2F.c Co - F.-eV2F C2C .. flow separation at higher incidences leads to reduction

2 F q 2 in the motion induced pressure distributions compared

C' Real part of cale. aerodynamic coefficient with pure linear theory. Special attention has to be paid

C" Imag. part of calc. aerodynamic coefficient to transonic effects, however.
Since the predicted criticalities in structural coupling

%V 2  Dynamic pressure conditions are at high incidence conditions, because of

F Reference area FCS gain scheduling, the adoption of linear unsteady
U, s Reference length subsonic and supersonic aerodynamics derived by linear

q Generalized coordinate theory or numerical Euler code calculations in the linear
range (Reference (10).) is believed to be conservative

2.3.2. Modelling and Analysis Assumptions throughout the full flight envelope.
Particularly Moereig and alytical Asmodeos bThe unsteady forces must be calculated for a number ofParticularly where the analytical model is being used reduced frequencies to cover the full frequency range.

directly, to predict characteristics for phase stabilised

modes, the assumptions be made in dynamic model For the phase stabilization of low frequency flexible
formulation and subsequent analyses have to be modes such as the first wing bending, the unsteady
conservative in order to cover, for example, system aerodynamic phase is again derived directly from the
failures. Particular considerations are outlined below, application of linear theory. Experience for different
Actuator Characteristics wing configurations indicates that at high incidence and
The actuator model transfer function should follow the high FCS gains, the aerodynamic damping is increased
actuator specification upper gain boundary. When compared to low incidence. In terms of phase stability
tuning the actuator model phase characteristics, both margin, Reference (3) explains the difference in a
minimum and maximum phase lag boundaries need to Nichols diagram, linear theory showing the more critical
be considered, since either case may be critical for condition.
phase stabilised modes. In general, actuator non-
linearities reduce gain and structural coupling, and For the gain stabilised, higher frequency modes, only
therefore linear characteristics may be modelled. the magnitude of the unsteady aerodynamic forces is
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) needed for the design of the notch filters, because only a
The transfer function of the sensor platform should to gain margin is required, and phase is excluded from the
describe the upper gain boundary and the minimum and analysis.
maximum phase boundary. Only the upper linear FCS Control LawsModel

boundary is necessary to be represented. In order to design in a robust manner the calculation of
Flow Sensors open loop transfer functions shall consider the worst
Measured flow sensor transfer functions must be used. FCS gain conditions. The highest end to end trimmed
Structural Modeling gain conditions have to be included into the model
Consideration of the full variation of the flexible mode calculations. Special consideration shall be also given to
frequencies with flight condition, fuel contents and
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the maximum out of trim gain conditions with respect to 2.4 FCS Design with Optimization of Structural
structural coupling criticality. Decoupling

Different procedures are available to minimize
2.3.3 Ground Test Result - Update of Dynamic Model structural coupling effects in the Flight Control System.
Ground vibration test results and structural coupling The practical tools are to minimize structural coupling
tests are needed to verify or update the calculated are:
results from dynamic model. In general the total aircraft eOptimum sensor location
structural dynamic model consists of subcomponents. The IMU shall be put to the anti node of the first
Sub-component models can be refined by updating the fuselage bending mode, since the elastic pitch-yaw
sub-component stiffniess and damping, using the results angle/pitch-yaw rate is minimumi at this location.
from component ground resonance tests. Updating of Optimum sensor location is meaningless for first
the total aircraft model then uses overall aircraft ground wing bending mode coupling since the fuselage
resonance and structural coupling tests. The update of counteracts wing bending with a linear pitch motion.
the analytical model is described in Reference (6 ~ *Stiffening of the IMU platform

(8) A very high stiffness of the sensor platform is
In Reference ()a typical result was demonstrated for the favorable, since local medium-to-high frequency
comparison of predicted and measured IMU open loop elastic modes will then be eliminated.
response due to control surface input, showing that *Actuator transfer function
dynamic inertia coupling modelling has to be updated A strong decay in the actuator transfer fuinction at
with on ground measured results. Both the sensor signal medium to high frequencies would minimize
in each aircraft normal mode, and the control surface coupling effects. Actuator frequencies at medium
inertia coupling terms in each mode, have to be tuned to frequencies (10 - 30 Hz) shall be well damped.
test results. Actuator phase shifts at low elastic mode

frequencies shall be known for the absolute
2.3.4 Flight Test Results - Update of Control Surface minimum and maximum value.

Unsteady Aerodynamics 9 Minimum weight/inertia of control surfaces
Flight test results from structural coupling/flutter tests High frequency 20 - 80 Hz structural coupling
are needed to verify or update the predicted results of effects are small using light weight controls.
open loop frequency response functions, by the update 9 Notch Filter Configuration Optimization
of unsteady aerodynamic forces used in the dynamic Figure 3 demonstrates schematically the feedback
model. This can be achieved through the comparison of paths for the longitudinal stabilization. Signals from
predicted open loop frequency response functions and the ECS sensors are filtered in the IMU initially, by
flight test-measured closed loop converted into open notch filters that minimize the high frequency
loop frequency response functions. flexible aircraft signal components. The remaining
The flight test results are derived through frequency signals are then modified by the FCC notch and
sweep excitation of the control surfaces, which is phase advance filters. After multiplication with the
possible through special software in the FCC's. FCC gains the signals are passed to the different
In Reference (8) a typical result for the comparison of control surface actuators. Upstream of the actuator
predicted and measured IMU open loop response due to input, the signals are filtered by flap, foreplane and
control surface input is documented, showing that rudder notch filters. This combination of IMU, FCC
unsteady aerodynamic coupling modelling has to be and actuator input filters, leads to a better
updated with in flight measured results both for low and minimization of phase shifts at low frequency, which
high angle of attack cc. From the flight test results it is is necessary to meet the handling criteria.
concluded that the theoretical control surface unsteady *Optimization of phase advance filters
aerodynamic coupling terms used in the total dynamic Phase advance filters used in the FCS maximise
model have to be tuned to test results for low up to high rigid stability margins by counteracting the low
incidences. () frequency phase shifts due to notch filtering and
The flight test results also shown in Reference () other delays. However the high frequency gain
demonstrate the alleviation effect resulting from increase associated with the phase advance
application of the phase stabilisation concept to the first exacerbates structural coupling. The optimization of
wing bending mode compared to gain stabilisation. phase advance filter should therefore be combined
Alleviation of IMU pitch rate is found to be at least with the notch filter optimization. This might be
3dB. performed in a iterative manner, or preferably in a

combined optimization with the notch design
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frequency response functions covering the rigid Fq pitch rate frequency response function due to
aircraft frequency regime. pitch ate
Optimization of notch filter foreplane
The notch filter optimization is the major tool for F (x a frequency response function due to outboard
decoupling the aircraft control from aeroservoelastic flap
influences. Since the coupling has a severe impact fla
on the FCS on the current aircraft project, a F ( x frequency response function due to inboard

mathematical filter optimization had to be developed flap
in order to achieve flight dynamic stability Fa
requirements. The optimization is described below. a frequency response function due to foreptane

FNFFC Flight Control Computer notch filter
In order to optimize the filters it is necessary to
establish the open loop frequency response functions at FNFuc ASMU notch filter
the opened summation points of the longitudinal and FNF Foreplane notch filter
lateral control SLI, SL2 and SA1, SA2.
For example, the open loop frequency response function FNF0  Outboard flap notch filter
at the longitudinal open loop point SL1 of Figure 3 can FNF, inboard flap notch filter
be formulated using the separate transfer functions of Inboard lanoths Reference length
the loop response without notch filters due to flap and A similar formulation can be derived for all other
foreplane excitation (SL2 closed), and by sequentially summation points SL2, and lateral SA1 SA2.
setting each separate flap or foreplane loop gain to zero. The open loop frequency response functions FTotal can
a) Gn = 0, Ga = 0, Gq ± 0 be calculated at arbitrary frequency steps as described
a1) flap excitation only to generate FFq at SL1 in the previous sections.
a2) foreplane excitation only to generate Fc at SLI
b) Gn =0, G+± 0, Gq =0 Since the FCS of the current project is digitally
bi) flap excitation only to generate FFa at SLl implemented, digital effects must be accounted for in
b2) foreplane excitation only to generate Fc" at SLI the notch filter design
c) G, = 0, Ga = 0, Gq = 0 The notch filter transfer functions are designed and
cl) flap excitation only to generate FFnz at SLI specified as second order numerator and denominator
c2) foreplane excitation only to generate F,' at SLI functions in the continuous Laplace domain but take

into account frequency warping effects.
The total open loop transfer function F at SLI can be 2 oL -T
formulated to: T 2

COL Laplace domain frequency
F,= Gq F FNFoI FNFo2 + F(0ZFNF' + Fq FNF, } O)Z digital domain frequency.q Fq • q q q Fq q~ d apepro

NF1FCC NF2FCc NF
3
FC NFl,.Fp , - F3J, PhadT sample period

G, Iýct [F FNF FN 1
+G. {f r aFNFo, " FNFo + G[F° Fo . The frequency in the continuous domain corresponds to

s a downward frequency warping in the digital domain.

+F.FNFF + [F .FF ]+ For the phase stabilised modes, the digital effectsN s NF caused by IMU sensor signal processing transmission
+FOF + GI/Ga [FaF, delay and sampling of the IMU output by the FCC's is

+ NF•. r +GG~s[FFPF represented in the dynamic model by IMU hardware

assumptions using a defined transfer function. For gain
Gq pitch rate gain stabilised modes, these effects are implicit in the
Ga flow sensor signal ca gain measured results on which the filter design data are
GI integrated a gain based. The effect of aliasing is included in the analysis

Fq by a folding back procedure.
FJ pitch rate frequency response function due to

outboard flap Having assembled the required frequency response
Fq pitch rate frequency response function due to function data, the notch filter coefficients are optimizedpc rusing a notch filter optimization program. The computer

inboard flap program is based on the FORTRAN subroutine of
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solving constrained non-linear programming problems e Case C demonstrates the advantages of phase
from K. Schittkowski, see Reference (9) . A finite stabilization on the 1st wing bending (WB 1) and
difference gradient approach is applied, rigid A/C motion.
From the total open loop frequency response function, e Case D shows the profits of integrated design;
the phase shift at low frequency due to notch filters can both the rigid A/C and elastic modes have sufficient
be derived which is the primary variable to be phase and gain margins.
minimized:

min Phase (F(f = 1 Hz))
The total open loop frequency response function
including optimized notch filters shall meet the stability
requirements, -9 dB for gain stabilization or the 3. DESIGN AND CLEARANCE PROCEDURE
gain/phase requirements described in 2.2.
With these requirements the constraints of the Figure 6 shows the design and clearance procedure,
optimization can be formulated. The number of which is based upon a series of on-aircraft and rig tests
frequencies at which the requirement has to be fulfilled for identification and clearance, and consequently a
defines the total number of constraints, series of dynamic model updates from testing and from

updated FCS definitions.
The number of variables is known from the number of Initial design will be made without the benefit of full-
notch filters. An initial guess of the solution is aircraft testing. Following the tests, an update phase of
prescribed in the input, and used in initial optimization the FCS gains, phase advance filters and of notch filters
runs. Lower and upper bounds of the variables are *may be necessary depending on the criticality of
prescribed. mismatch between design assumptions and test, for
Notch filter numerator, denominator frequencies are example, if:
selected using the frequencies response peak 9 the structural coupling test on ground shows
characteristic for the selection of numerator frequencies, different frequencies of the elastic modes than
the asymptotic behavior of the notch filters at high assumed in the design (for instance a special
frequencies for the denominator frequency, and the configuration was not included in the design etc.).
denominator critical damping for each notch filter. The * the in flight structural coupling test shows different
notch filter critical damping for IMU filters is dB's and different phase of the low frequency elastic
prescribed to be > 0.25 for FCC filters, with the modes than assumed during design
minimum value prescribed to be 0. 1. A scaling matrix is * the on aircraft actuator characteristics are different
used for the variables. from design assumptions.
Figure 4 demonstrates the results derived from notch e redesign of structural parts local weight changes,
filter optimization. Figure 4 upper part shows the open change of pylon stiffness' etc. during development
loop frequency response with optimized notch filters in phase.
pitch for the design. It is the task of the structural coupling/notch filter

Figure 4 below is showing by open loop frequency design and clearance procedure to treat this situation.
response functions with the designed notch filters the
case where during notch filter design the design 4. CONCLUSIONS
information for additional structural configurations or
flight conditions was not available and therefore the From the results of structural coupling investigations
requirements are not met. performed for an advanced fighter aircraft, the

Figue 5demnstatestheadvntaes o inegrtedFCS following lessons have been learned:
Figre deonsrats te avanage ofintgraed CS Dynamic modelling of the fuselage response and the

design in a Nichols diagram of open loop frequency essential sensor response due to control surface inputs is
response. limited to a certain low frequency range due to the total
"* Case A shows the pure 'rigid' A/C design (flight aircraft finite element model representation, being

mechanics design) extremely complex and due to unsteady control surface
"* Case B presents the result on open loop aerodynamic representation.

frequency response function of using separate, An extensive series of structural coupling tests on
independent, notch filter design (elastic design), ground are therefore necessary to update dynamic
applying a full gain stabilization concept for elastic fuselage modelling, for and control surface inertia
modes, leading to a higher phase shift at the rigid coupling terms. Structural coupling in-flight tests are
aircraft frequencies, and conflict with the
requirements.
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1. SUMMARY FRF Frequency Response Function
GRT Ground Resonance Test

This paper is concerned with the role played by the ground GRT Groine Mesuring Unit

Structural Coupling Test (SCT) and the update of the MU Inertial Measotring Unit

aeroservoelastic model in the qualification process of a

modem combat aircraft. It represents the completion of NF Notch Filter
OLFRF Open Loop Frequency Response Function

Reference 1, after several improvements introduced in the PC pen CopueR

Notch Filter (NF) design procedure, numerous ground test SC Strucual Couplr

campaigns and the confirmation of flight trials. SC Structural Coupling
SCT Structural Coupling Test

Most of modem combat aircraft are equipped with fly-by- TBD To Be Defined
wire and digital flight control systems (FCS). The problem of TFA Transfer Function Analyser
interaction between the dynamic response of the airframe and U/W Under Wing
the FCS is usually solved through an appropriate set of notch
filters, designed to attenuate the level of structure vibrations 3. I nTrD tionpicked up by the FCS sensors. Fundamental part of the The new generation of high performance fighter aircraft relies
quiication up o the sensothfilterse. F ntal partou thesn upon digital controls, which improve their handling andqualification of the notch filter set is the ground testing manoeuvre capabilities, and allow unstable aeroplanes to fly.
activity, generally known as ground Structural Coupling Test. To achieve these functions the aircraft FCS is designed to

The main subjects of this paper are: generate a feedback based on the analysis of signals coming

- Test Procedure from IMU sensors. Since the IMU is fitted to the elastic
airframe, its sensors, besides the aircraft rigid body motion

- Model update parameters, pick up also the structure vibrations. The concept

- Describe how ground test data is used to augment model of system stability must be therefore extended to the full
predictions in areas where the model on its own is not system, including the aerodynamic and mass characteristicspdctonsine arequase whre ntchfter mdeloiton. i of the aircraft, the FCS and the structural dynamics of theconsidered adequate for notch filter design. airframe.

2. NOTATION Among the forces that cause the airframe dynamic response,
ATE Automatic Test Equipment the aerodynamic and inertial forces induced by oscillating
CG Centre of Gravity control surfaces play a fundamental role. They in fact give
DOF Degree of Freedom rise to a very dangerous loop when exciting the structure near
FCC Flight Control Computer a resonance. This can occur when signals from ]MU are not
FCS Flight Control System appropriately filtered to remove structure vibration contents,
FEM Finite Element Model

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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inducing, through the feedback to control surface actuators, the direct usage of experimental data combined with model
those oscillations that must be avoided, predictions, as more fully described in section 6.

SC is the discipline developed to study the coupling between Additionally, the test is very important to assess the influence
the dynamic response of the airframe and the FCS, and plays on the aircraft response of structure non-linearity, hydraulic
a very important role in the qualification of aircraft with failures, control surface trim position, actuator hinge
digital controls. The usual solution to SC problems is to backlash, undercarriage support, etc., not implemented in the
implement a set of NF in the FCC and WMU control laws, in linear model.
order to attenuate to a safe level the airframe vibration Essentially the test consists in measuring the HIiU signals in

contntsin he sgnas rnnin intheFCS.Refrene 2 response to the excitation of the aircraft, obtained by means
illustrates the procedure developed and applied for the design of sinusoidal rotation of control surfaces about their hinge
and qualification of NF. A fundamental step of this procedure ae.Ti ie iet nrilfre u otesraeC
is the ground SCT stage, the aim of which is to identify the axfes. wthi giespecse to thingertxiafocs, adueakto the sturfcuCG

SC caraterstis o theairraf. Dta rom CT re equred respond at the same frequency of the surface oscillation. The
for the updating of the aeroservoelastic model to be used for relevant vibration levels are picked up by the RIMI sensors,
the NF upgrade. Ground test data are also essential to measured and then used to calculate the transfer functions
improve the design in the high frequency range, where the corresponding to those employed for the preliminary NF
model predictions are not considered adequate. design. The test is carried out in open loop, to avoid IMU

4. GROUND STRUCTURAL COUPLING TEST signals being sent to the FCC and therefore to the control
'Me ainobjcties f te goundSCTareto rovde ata surface actuators. This stage of testing is referred as the

The: m i obetv s o th gr u d S T aet pr vd daa Identification Test, because it serves to identify the SC

aircraft characteristics and it must be performed quite early
- Model validation with respect to the flight date, depending on the time

- Investigation of unmodelled aspects required for the updating of notch filters.

- Coverage of the frequency range where the model alone A further SCT stage is usually foreseen in the route to
is nt cnsidredto e anadeuatebass fr prducion clearance just before the first flight, called confirmatory test,

isnolte conside nfred atiob naeut ai frpo uto the aim of which is to verify that the updated NFT satisfy the
of flte deign nfomatonrequirement for the aircraft in the pre-flight standard. This

The amount of analysis to be carried out using the test is necessary when significant structural changes are
aeroservoelastic model is really huge. Calculations arc in fact introduced, above all in the mass distribution, between pre-
required for NF design and optimisation, and subsequently flight and identification test aircraft standard.
for flight clearance and qualification purposes. Considering The following paragraphs will be devoted to describe more in
the wide possibility of combinations of external stores for a detail all the aspects which are typical of ground SCT.
military multirole aircraft, which strongly influence the
dynamic response characteristics of the airframe, it is evident 4. AicatBldSnar
that only a limited set of external store configurations can be 4.1 aircraft tobuilstd mstandard peettv ftefih
tested on ground, the rest being studied only through standard with regard to the mass distribution and the airframe
calculations. The consequence is the need of an adequate stiffness. Since the identification test is usually carried out
mathematical model for SC analysis and methods to augment several months prior to the first flight, it might be that some
the model predictions using a limited set of test data, equipment are missing or not available at that time.

The main objective of the ground SCT is therefore to get all Appropriate ballast should be fitted to substitute the missing
information needed to evaluate how the model simulates the items, which with their weight can influence the aircraft
SC characteristics of the aircraft in absence of aerodynamics, response. One of this is, for instance, the pilot with his flight
and then to update the model and the preliminary NF, if equipment. It is particularly important that mass of
necessary. The other important objective is to collect enough equipment located at the extremities of flying surfaces - for
experimental data in the high frequency range. It is well- example the wing tip pods on Eurofighter - is correctly
known, in fact, that the quality of the model predictions represented since these have a significant effect on the
above a certain frequency is rather poor. Since the NF are to aircraft flexible mode frequencies and structural coupling
be implemented in a digital system the frequency range that characteristics.
must be covered in their design depends on the sampling rate Concerning with the stiffness, it is essential that all panels
of the FCS and, as a consequence, the analysis is .to be and doors carrying loads must be closed and fixed. Since
extended usually beyond the model capabilities. During the during the test it is required the access to some equipment for
Identification Test the measurement of transfer functions is cable connection (FCC, HIML), power supply and inspection,
performed also covering the frequency range where the model it might be necessary to build spare structural panels with
is not satisfactory. The relevant experimental data will feed a stiffened holes, in order to maintain the stiffniess
procedure developed to augment model predictions, based on characteristics and fulfil the access requirements.
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The peculiarity of the SCT is the excitation, that is obtained During the SCT high vibration levels might be reached in
by means of the oscillation of the control surfaces. For this some parts of the airframe and maintained for several cycles.
reason it is necessary to have the hydraulic and electrical For this reason it is necessary to monitor these levels by
plant perfectly functioning and the flight actuators installed, means of a set of accelerometers and strain gauges, located at
The power supply to these systems is obtained by means of aircraft structure critical points. These sensors send the
external devices that will be connected to the aircraft. signals to a device, which automatically cuts out the

Othe esental ompoent nededforthe estaretheFCC excitation when it realises a dangerous situation for the
OndtherHU esetalh cmonent nedeifrthe thprpites hrarerte FCC aircraft. In particular, each channel is set to the level of
andtwthe stanard eahoe wiCth thes sapporae harnyedwaed and acceleration or stress, that must not be exceeded at the

sotarae sh ectan ard. n TheFCCat tisageneae isronl neeed tos relevant airframe point and a continuos comparison is

equipment, driving it to the actuators. Since the control laws peforome thetwsensos Wheneve thresholds isexeeed thesgascmn

are not involved in the test procedure a preliminary FCC frmtesno.Whevrahehldiexeete
softareverioncan e aceped.device generates a signal which causes the cut-out of the
softareverioncan e aceped.excitation. Usually the thresholds correspond to the fatigue

4.2 Aircraft Suspension negligible limits of the elements of the structural component:
The ircaftmus betesed n fee-reeconitin, nd hiscan if they are not exceeded during the test no fatigue damage is

The aircratmulsth etsed isn n fee-fre use ndiion, arndumthisca caused to the structure, If the excitation is not high enough to

beuacompls. hed susingsannelasti suspensione oiharesponeumti obtain an adequate response of the structure it is necessary to

sreupports quthe susenson mulwst beda designedc wit atesone increase the excitation level beyond these limits: in this case

fireqcyaf quitrer belaowd the lowrernes modal freqencyiofrthe the signals coming from the sensors must be recorded for

arcratons odrtevodayitrfrne wt.tearr m subsequent evaluations on the fatigue damage caused to the
respnse.structure. The thresholds in this case are increased up to a

Some test runs might also be repeated on undercarriage, to certain percentage of the negligible limits, never exceeding
evaluate the influence of this system on the aircraft response. the maximum limits, provided together with the negligible
This approach can result to be very helpful for the limits.
confirmatory test phase, when very few runs are required and
therefore the test could be carried out, in order to save time, 4.4 Excitation Procedures
using the undercarriage support. The aircraft response in free- SCT is unusual in the manner in which the dynamic response
free condition can then be derived from the differences is excited. The inertial forces which excite the aircraft are
between free-free and on-undercarriage responses measured generated making the control surfaces oscillate about their
during the identification test. hinge axis. To do this a sinusoidal signal is generated by the

test equipment and then sent to the control surface actuators
4.3 Special Requirements through an appropriate setting of FCC. The control surfaces
During the SCT some parameters must be kept under control, are not moved all at the same time, but they operate in couple
in order to avoid damage to the aircraft. For instance, control or single, depending whether they are symmetrically located
surface actuators are driven in a manner which is quite on both sides of the aeroplane or not (rudder). Two different
different compared with normal operation during the flight types of excitation can be considered: symmetric, sending the
for the aircraft control, and some actions are to be undertaken same signal to the two surfaces of the couple; anti-symmetric,
to avoid an excessive drying of actuator ram seals. The risk is sending signals with same amplitude but shifted in phase of
in fact that these parts are not lubricated as required, because 180 degree. With this approach it is possible to excite
of the small amplitude of motion of the ramn at high separately the symmetric and anti-symmuetric modes of the
frequency. The solution to the problem is to interrupt the test airframe. Figure 1 shows the different combinations of
after that the actuator rams have performed a certain number control surfaces and the relevant VIMI signals measured to
of cycles, fixed by the relevant specification, and lubricate the calculate the OLFRFs.
sealing carrying out a run characterised by few cycles at wide The aim of the test is to identify how the principal modes of
amplitude and very low frequency. Considering that the the aircraft respond to this kind of excitation To fulfil this
number of cycles allowed between two lubricating cycles is takasnsepweproduehsbnaotdcngg
reached quite rapidly, above all at high frequency, the task afsieqstep swee prceue hig asit beenradop std, s cangin
lubricating cycles are carried out rather frequently during the mithe nifrequen ofate signal wo etith disc eret st yepsan
SCT. This of course slows down the test and compels to split marinting theisam signals for I ar cerainsumber. ofe cyleSe

it ito everl rns.method has shown to be more appropriate than a sine
Engines are other items that need attention during the test, in continuous sweep with logarithmic frequency variation,
order to distribute effects of vibration wear on bearings and because it allows to gather data for more cycles at each
rotating parts, that during the test are obviously at rest. This frequency and consequently a better average of the aircraft
is usually accomplished by rotating periodically the shafts of response.
the engine during the test, using crank systems or any other The amplitude of the oscillation must be set sufficiently high

devie tat llos te rtatin o th enineshats.to obtain the level of forces needed for a proper response of
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the aircraft, while avoiding actuator non-linear effects. In relevant perfoninances are in accordance with previous rig
general, excitation amplitude is high at low frequency, and tests.
diminishes as frequency increases, in order to respect the
LMS constraints. The approach normally followed to obtain 4.6 Aircraft Identification Test
the best response of the structure is to maintain the level of The OLFRFs to be measured are defined by the procedure for
the excitation amplitude as high as allowed by the LMS the NF design , and can be deduced from the sketches
constraints. Some preliminary runs are dedicated to optimise reported in Fignre 1. They must be measured in a frequency
the amplitude of the sine sweep: starting from a TBD value at range extended up to the sampling rate which characterises
low frequency, the run is repeated increasing every time the FCC digital signals. This is necessary to take into account the
level of amplitude, until the LMS cuts off the input signal. folding-back effect of the high frequency range due to
On the basis of this level an appropriate amplitude profile digitalisation.
versus frequency can be defiried,' following two opposite To carry out the SCT it is necessary to exchange data with the
necessities: to keep the amplitude as high as possible and to FCC and this function is performed by the ATE, a device
avoid a continuos interruption of the test by the LMS designed for pre-flight FCC checks and able to perform the

4.5 Preliminary Checks following operations during SCT:
Many checks must be carried out prior to start with the SCT, - set up and readlwrite FCC parameters
in order to verify that all test equipment and instrumentation - injection of the excitation signal into the FCC
items are working in accordance to the SCT specifications. - reading of TMIUJ sensor signals from FCC facilities

An assessment of the mass characteristics of the aircraft is - real time presentation of FCC signals.

required in order to update the representation of mass in the The excitation signal is generated by a TFA, incorporated in
mathematical model. This will require a measurement of the the ATE and interfaced with an external PC. The same TFA
total weight and cg position of the aircraft. A check is performs the calculation of the OLFRFs and sends the
necessary to ensure that the mass of equipment located at the relevant data to the PC for storing and subsequent analysis.
extremities of flying surfaces - for example the wing tip pods Figure 2 illustrates the layout of the test, showing the links
on Eurofighter -is correctly represented since these have a among the test items and the exchanged data. During the test
significant effect on the aircraft flexible mode frequencies measured OLFRFs are compared with theoretical predictions,
and structural coupling characteristics. A detailed monitoring in order to check whether unexpected or unwanted effects are
of the aircraft build standard up to the time of the tests is influencing the test.

therfor neeed.It is very important to verify the degree of non linearity of the
Control surface actuator hinge backlash tests are required aircraft response during the test, looking at the shape of IMIJ
prior and after the test, to verify that the surface oscillations and LMS sensor time histories traced in real time by a brush
have not caused any damage to the hinges. recorder. More detailed information are obtained repeating

It mst e vrifid tat he CC fedbck oopsareopeed, some runs, usually for the most important normal modes, at
Indthi must be verifed thatpyhadrokn the FCedaklosairref opned different amplitude levels. The lesson learnt from the SCT is

andtchis can bedn ysmland rockingro the anlssoFCsircrafsthin that the highest amplitude levels compatible with LMS

pnitchyawtneol.Fo the aoiinfcnarlysiracs of FcCainal thatdce constraints should be used, to keep non linearity effects to a

whether they are moving or not: of course, since no external atnidifferent ampitude leveshoin the fistm wing besuendin

signal is sent to the actuators, a movement of the surfaces atdfeetapiuelvl ntefrtwn.edn

would mean that a feedback signal is sent by the FCC to frequency range, highlighting that the main effect of non

them, and that therefore the loop is closed. Since the test linearity is on the amplitude of the peak, with small influence

must be carried out in open loop, the FCC setting has to be ontefqucy

reviewed and the check repeated if the open loop condition is Besides the influence of amplitude other test runs are to be
not verified, carried out, in order to investigate the influence of failures of

Anoter mpotantchek rgars th bypas of he VIUN~s one or two of the four redundant hydraulic systems and FCCs.
Anoherimprtat cec reard th bypas o th IMJ Ns. These checks are needed since in this case the actuator

Preliminary NFs are in fact implemented in the FCC and performances can present significant changes, influencing the
RAUJ control laws and all facilities provided for their by-pass OLFRFs and thus the NF design.
must be activated. To verify the effectiveness of the by-pass
procedure, some runs must be repeated in the frequency 4.7 Confirmatory Test
range where IMU NFs are active, with the by-pass on/off. if The identification test covers all the aspects necessary to
the N~s are correctly by-passed the appropriate attenuation ietf h Ccaatrsiso h icatrqie o h

thast be-as founde wihe crespecgt the oneFwthou me-asurd.it NF design. It is very detailed and carried out for different
the y-pss ctiv wih rspet totheonewithut y-pss. aircraft configurations, regarding both external stores and

The last stage before starting the SCT consists in measuring interual fuel. This is done to verify the theoretical predictions
the transfer function of each actuator, to verify that the
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relevant to the influence of mass characteristics on the updating, are based on the activity performed after the GRT

aircraft response. and SCT campaigns carried out on the first U/W stores

On the contrary, the confirmatory test is intended to be a very configurations to be cleared.

short test, with the aim of verifuing that the aircraft in the Considering that component GRT for wing, fmi, foreplane and

ready-to-fly standard does not present significant changes in pylons, had already been carried out and the relevant

the response with respect to the identification test. The test is superelements updated, the GRT on the assembled aircraft

therefore to be carried out when the aircraft is in the flight was required to gather data for the updating mainly of the

configuration. The verification test is normally limited to fuselage superelement and of all the elastic elements used to

modes that are very sensitive to mass distribution changes simulate, in the assembled model, the links among the

and that play a leading role in the NF design. It consists in a superelements. Figure 4 is a sketch of the superelement

short identification test, limited to few modes, selected as model updating activity performed before the GRT on the

most critical from the NF design point of view. aircraft. At this stage a preliminary updated model was

The confirmatory test is the last step in the NF qualification available and it was used to predict the response of the

route before flying the configuration investigated. It is needed aircraft during GRT and SCT. It was also employed to carry
out all calculations required for the preliminary NF design.

to issue the SC flight clearance: from the analysis of the test Figure 5 illustrates the next step, carried out after the GRT
results it will come out whether the NFs, based on data from and concerning with the delivery of the final updated model,

the identification test, can be confirmed for flight or not, and includ ing all h te effet otc e din g p revious

a reassessment for worst flight conditions can be necessary. iuperelem e G fcs.

In the worst case flight limitations might result for some supereleient GRTs.

regions of the flight envelope. From a first rough look at the aircraft GRT results it came out

that the model had the general trend to predict lower modal

5. UPDATING OF THE AEROSERVOELASTIC frequencies. The differences between test results and

MODEL predictions indicated that a model adjustment was necessary.

To accomplish the NF design procedure the OLFRFs relevant The correction was obtained applying factors to the

to external store configurations are required. Considering the superelement stiffness matrices and updating the mass

number of configurations and the possible sub-configurations distribution of the model, the latter based on the assessment
deriving from store release, it is essential the development of of the aircraft mass distribution carried out before starting the

a reliable aeroservoelastic model to perform the amount of test. Several trials were needed to find a set of factors for the

calculations required for the NF design. superelement stiffness matrices, but eventually this approach
demonstrated to be adequate to obtain satisfactory results.

Among the components of the aeroservoelastic model there is The factors were all greater than one, the greatest being
the aircraft structural dynamic model, the updating of which apletohefsagndheuaedtinssmrcs

is discussed in this paper. The basis of this model is the applied to the fuselage, and the updated stiffness matrices
were obtained multiplying all their elements for the relevantNastran Superelement Technique, which allows to design factor.

simpler models and then to assemble the final model with a

linking procedure. In the case of the Eurofighter the airframe Before starting with the updating procedure it was necessary
has been divided in the following superelements: to manipulate the experimental data, transforming the GRT

modal shapes in perfectly symmetric and anti-symmetric
- winelag, imodes. This step was needed since the aircraft model is a

- fuselage representation of half aircraft. The main problems with

- foreplane asymmetry in modal shapes came from modes characterised
- fmn and rudderasmer

- U/W pylons by external stores and control surfaces wide motion. For these
cases the approach was to consider data coming only from the

Each superelement consists in a mass and stiffness matrix, accelerometers located on the side of the aircraft which

calculated using the relevant FEM and applying a reduction showed a better phase index.
to a set of DOFs. The dynamic reduction of the model is a The correction procedure was iterative, starting with an

very important stage, since it allows a drastic reduction in the imtial set of factors. The new model was assembled using the

number of DOFs, leading to a simplified model. The DOFs factored superelement matrices and modal characteristics

selection must be performed following the guideline that the compared with those ones measured during the GRT. From

reduced model has to simulate adequately the structural

dynamic characteristics of the component in a certain this comparison a new set of factors would be defined and the
frequency range. Some trials might be required before a process repeated until a satisfactory comparison could be
satisfactory resultcanbe achievedg found. The modal characteristics monitored during the

iterative procedure to establish when the process could be

5.1 Model Updating on the Basis of GRT Results stopped were the modal frequencies, the generalised masses

The GRT results represent the basis for the updating of the and the modal shapes.

dynamic model. All the remarks that follow about the model
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Regarding the frequency, the comparison was based on the the Phase Stabilisation concept (Reference 2) required also to
percentage difference between test and model data. Figure 6 validate the phase predicted by the model for the low
shows the situation for some modes at the end of the frequency modes, extending the comparison also to the phase
procedure, pointing out to the improvement obtained for this of the OLFRFs.
parameter with respect to the GRT predictions. The SCT is in general performed in parallel to the GRT, but

For the comparison of the generalised masses and the modal not necessarily on the same configurations. The aim of the
shapes it was necessary to renormalize the theoretical modes, GRT is in fact to collect enough data for the modal
in order to make them homogeneous with the measured ones. identification of the aircraft, and in particular for specific
In general the location of the accelerometer with the highest items like pylons and launchers. In this case single store
response level was chosen as reference point. This step was configurations are acceptable. For the SCT, since the high
repeated for different points, depending on the modal shape frequency measurements are used directly in the notch filter
and the accelerometer phase index measured during the design, the configurations must be representative of the most
acquisition of the mode. The aim of this repetition was to critical ones, previously identified by the model.
understand how the selection of the reference point could lImmediately after the release of the model updated on the
influence the calculated generalised mass. To perform these basis of GRT, the next step is the simulation of the SCT runs
checks without problems the GRT accelerometer map was carried out on ground, using initially the modal damping
designed making the accelerometer locations coincide with values measured during the GRT. At this stage a further
model grids whenever it was possible. This approach could improvement is introduced in the aeroservoelastic model,
be easily followed for components like wings, foreplane and replacing the actuator transfer functions with the frequency
fin, but for the fuselage an interpolation of sensor data was functions measured during the preliminary phase of the SCT.
necessary. For the comparison of modal shapes the following These frequency functions are thus compared with the test
index was calculated: data.

(q) theory * (DGRT )2In general the correction is needed only to match the

thoy1 2 amplitude of the main modes responses, the frequency being
(Dhei X J(GRT already corrected during the GRT updating. No attempt is

made to correct the phase, but simply a monitoring of main
modes to confirm the applicability of the Phase Stabilisation

where (Dtheoy and (DGRT are the two eigenvectors to be concept.

compared. The first step in the correction of the SC model is to identify

In the updating procedure a special attention was dedicated to the possible source of errors in the model and next to find a
the most significant modes, namely those ones that in the procedure simple enough to obtain a satisfactory result across
previous analyses had shown to have a considerable influence all of the several configurations to be covered. The source of
on flutter, SC and dynamic loads. This approach allowed to errors considered for the model correction are the following:
obtain a model that can be considered adequate for general - Fuselage model and RITiU location.
dynamic analyses, the modes represented by the model with
less precision being not essential for the study of - Modal shapes.
aeroservoelastic criticality. - Non linearity effects.

Since the issue of Reference 1 several GRT and SCT The first point is very important, but difficult to address. The
campaigns have been performed, each one devoted to superelement representing the fuselage is in fact reduced to a
investigate a set of critical store configurations, followed by limnited number of grid points along the longitudinal axis
further updates. As expected, the corrections were necessary representing the main structural stations, and other grid
only to those items, like pylons and launchers, not tested points located at the position of main equipment items to
before and there was no need to touch the baseline aircraft simulate their mass and inertia characteristics. Among the
model updated after the first GRT campaign. latter there is the IM4U grid point, but trying to match the

SCT results changing the elements of the stiffness and mass
5.2 Model Updating on the Basis of SCT Results matrices was not considered practical. Another approach was
Progressing with the development of the aircraft the necessity tried, applying appropriate factors to the modal deformations
to cover more stores configurations with the same set of of the JVIU grid point, but a satisfactory solution was not
filters became the most challenging problem to solve. This is found, principally because the factor affected all OLFRFs
also the final target: a unique set of NF able to guarantee the whereas the error in each mode is different for each control
required gain and phase margins for all configurations. It was surface / sensor combination. This result confirms that the
immediately evident that this was a difficult task, and a less correction of only the fuselage modal shape is not enough
conservative approach was necessary, starting from a better and, since the inertial excitation induced by the oscillating
correlation of the Structural Coupling model with SCT surface depends on the modal response of the aircraft, a more
results. Moreover, the introduction in the design procedure of general correction is needed. However, in order to generate a
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reliable model, the location of sensors and the fuiselage model the second by an alleviation factor. Figure 8 illustrates this
must be considered with great care. Concerning with the characteristic from the comparison of model predictions with
modal shapes, the matching of the main modal frequencies flight test data. It gives an idea of the degree of conservatism
was considered a success, since the optimisation of the model of the model, from which the aerodynamic alleviation factors
with the modes as constraints at the current state of the art is can be derived.
feasible only using very simple dynamic models. The procedure described, even though complex, is very

Another aspect to be considered in the model updating is the practical and easy to be implemented in a global automatic
effect of non linearity on the test results. As explained in the procedure for the generation of the OLFRFs needed for the
description of the SCT procedure, excitation amplitude varies NF design. Its weak side is represented by the management of
with frequency. This means that, if the effect of the non a data base with data associated to several stores
linearity of the system is significant, the comparison with the configurations and the necessity to identify the most critical
model is affected by an error distribution that depends on the configurations to be tested on ground. The number of critical
frequency. For the most important modes this effect is configurations can be significant and the dependency on
assessed repeating the surface excitation at different input ground testing is a heavy burden in the qualification of a
levels. In general the effect on the frequency of the mode is multirole aircraft. For future aircraft an improvement in the
small, but on the amplitude of the response is significant, and structural and aerodynamic modelling techniques is
should be taken into account. The general approach is to necessary, in order to reduce the cost and the risks inherent in
consider the amplitude associated to the highest level of the design and qualification of notch filters.
excitation and to change the original GRT modal damping
values according to SCT data. 6. REPRESENTATION OF -HIGHER FREQUENCY

On the basis of the above discussion it has been decided to U ANde GtE cretErfgtrnthfle einpiooh

adopt a data base of frequency dependent response-amplitude ande procurren (Referen 2),c fither dLFesig derivedosoh

correction functions, to be applied to the OLFRFs calculated ades rcriedurin(Setionc5ie. whll) fo the O fl~ exibed asrrf

by the model. The data base is generated according to the mdelcreiued iSetonl fie.wor l frepresentaioneofbte lowrcrf

following procedure: mdl r sdol o ersnaino h oe
frequency modes, which are critical for notch filter design

- The data base contains several sets of correction and which have the most significant impact on the notch filter
functions, one set for each store configuration tested on phase lag.
ground during the SCT. For higher frequency modes the model is not considered

- Each set contains one correction function for each reliable enough for use in a 'stand alone' manner, and an
OLFRFs, calculated comparing the measured and the alternative approach is taken which combines ground test-
related analytical OLFRFs. measured frequency response funictions with model-predicted

- The data base contains also a set where each correction aerodynamic effects and calculated FCS control law gains to

function is the envelope of the corresponding functions form a conservative representation of the overall system.

calculated for the tested configurations. This set will be This approach avoids the difficulties associated with a model
used for configurations not tested during the SCT. update that aims to;

The OLFRF correction process consists in performing the - be rational and physically meaningful, and
product of each OLFRF for the associated correction function - ledtasigemelbetorpdue esrd
before the filter optimisation phase. This approach allows the r eadpone an sgevmodel ablfeento repsrodc mexiastied
correction of the structural uncertainties of the model. Figure resombnsesionsevrldfeetsesr.ectto
7 is an example of how this method is applied. The picturecobntns
shows the typical situation encountered during the correction In the applying the method, it is assumed that the predicted
procedure: a very good matching of the model for the first aerodynamic effects, in terms of gain change as a function of
modes and the necessity to introduce a correction for the airspeed, are correctly predicted by the model, and that it is
modes close to the frequency limits of application of the fundamentally the zero-speed characteristics which are in
model. error when compared with ground test results. Thus the

A fuirther correction can be implemented after the structural ceharaceriscticsl forttue the prditearoucing aer copsiteeFd

coupling flight trials have been completed. This correction is whactrsich when the FCrginisinclued, prdcang be usdcormNostch

much simpler, being associated to the efficiency of control whchete CganiicldcnbeudfoNth

surfaces, generally overestimated by the model. A factor can Fle ein

be identified for each significant mode and applied for all 6. AeoyaiEfct
configurations, since the effect of stores on these factors can Flexible aircraft response to control surface excitation is
be accepted as negligible. The main difference between the calculated across a range of flight conditions, covering the
structural and the aerodynamic correction is that the first is desired flight envelope (extended to encompass Mach and
represented, generally speaking, by an amplification factor, height overshoots). The combinations of sensor output and
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control surface input required are determined by the control limiting to a limited number of critical configurations the
law configuration. These combinations are identical to those very expensive test activities. For the high frequency range it
defined for ground SCT, Figure 1. is essential that the configurations tested on ground are the

Aerodynamic effects are derived from the FRFs in the form of most critical for SC aspects, and therefore the measured data

increments in predicted response-peak gain and frequency, can be used also for the remaimng configurations.

relative to the corresponding zero-speed characteristics. This
results in a presentation of response gain and frequency
trends for each mode and sensor / control surface 8. REFERENCES
combination, which, when combined with the corresponding 1. V.Vaccaro, J.Becker, "Ground Structural Couplign
FCS gain schedules, gives a clear and concise view of the Testing and Model Updating in the Aeroservoelastic
variation of overall response, and by implication gain margin, Qualification of a Combat Aircraft", AGARD SM
with speed. Meeting on Advanced Aeroservoelastic Testing and Data

The calculation can be made with a preliminary, pre-SCT, Analysis, Rotterdam, 8-10 May 1995.
model standard, facilitating early progress with notch filter 2. J.Becker, V.Vaccaro, B. Caldwell, "The Interaction of
design, but careful checks must be made where the actual Flight Control System and Aircraft Structure", ANT
(SCT measured) modal frequency separation is found to vary Panel: Specialist Meeting on Structural Aspects of
significantly from prediction, implying differences in mode Flexible Aircraft Control, Ottawa 18-20 October 1999
shape and hence in the unsteady aerodynamics.

3. J.Becker, V.Vaccaro, "Aeroservoelastic Design, Test
6.2 Zero Speed Characteristics Verification And Clearance of an Advanced Flight
Clearly, successful application of the method will depend on Control System", AGARD 80th SMP Meeting on
both the quality of the ground structural coupling test data Advanced Aeroservoelastic, 5/1995
and the correct identification of the correspondence between 4 V.Vaccaro, J.Becker, "Ground Structural Couplign
modes excited in the ground test with those predicted by the Testing and Model Updating in the Aeroservoelastic
model. Particular attention must be paid to both of these Qualification of a Combat Aircraft", AGARD SMP
aspects in the conduct of the ground test, implying close Meeting on Advanced Aeroservoelastic Testing and Data
involvement of structural coupling specialists in the tests. Analysis, Rotterdam, 8-10 May 1995.

7. CONCLUSIONS 5. B.D.Caldwell, "The FCS-Structural Coupling Problem
The test procedure followed for the SC identification test of a and Its Solution", AGARD FMP 4/94
delta-canard aircraft has been described. The need for an 6. M.G.Allen, S.J.Pollock, "AFTIF-16 Aeroservoelastic
accurate aeroservoelastic model, in order to limit the testing Analysis and Ground Test with a Digital Flight Control
activity to a reduced number of external store configurations, System", AIAA Paper No.83-0994
selected on the basis of SC criticality, has been pointed out.
The way followed to update the theoretical model using 7. T.D.Smith, C.J.Yeo, R.E.W.Marshall, "Ground and
Ground Resonance and SC Test results has been presented. Flight Testing on the Fly-By-Wire Jaguar Equipped with
The aeroservoelastic model, updated with test data, can be a Full Time Quadruplex Digital Integrated Control
considered a reliable tool for the FCS NF design in the low System", AGARD CP-321
frequency range, where the most critical modes can be found. 8. MSC/NASTRANHANDBOOK FOR
For the high frequency range a method, based on a SUPERELEMENT ANALYSIS
combination of test and model data, has been described. Its
application allows to contain the model deficiency in this 9. B.D.Caldwell, R.Felton, "Validation of FCS Structural
frequency range. Coupling Stability Characteristics Through in-Flight

Excitation", CEAS International Forum on Aeroelasticity
The updating procedure described in this paper is based on a Scta l Dy na tics, R ome, 7- J e 1997

two steps: the first mainly on the correction of the stiffness and Structural Dynamics, Rome, 17-20 June 1997

characteristics of the model, using data gathered during GRTs
carried out on a limited number of external store
configurations. This set of configurations of course must be
selected so to cover the stiffness characteristics of all pylons
and launchers which can significantly influence the airframe
dynamic response. The second step refers to the generation of
a data base of correction FRFs derived from the comparison
of model predictions with SCT data.

Following this approach all not tested combinations of stores
can be studied using the mathematical model, by the
simulation of the appropriate mass distribution, and thus
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Unified"
Flight Mechanics and Aeroelasticity

for
Accelerating, Maneuvering, Flexible Aircraft

Dr. James J. Olsen
Olsen Engineering Consulting

1186 Tralee Trail
Dayton, Ohio 45430-1219

United States

In many aircraft applications, the mutual coupling of
Abstract rigid body and flexible motions has been small because

the vehicle angular velocities and flexible frequencies
This paper reveals new insights in the aeroclasticity and were well separated. However, there have been recent
flight mechanics of flexible aircraft by obtaining and examples of large aircraft where flexible frequencies (say
solving the equations of motion for a flexible, 2 liz) begin to approach the rigid body angular
accelerating, rotating aircraft. We illustrate the approach velocities (say 1 Hz). Other cases have been known
for three cases of increasing complexity: The first case where the aerodynamic forces can drive the structural
is a "sprung" pendulum. It shows when rigid body frequencies and the rigid body frequencies close together.
angular velocities can be important in the flexibility In both cases the coupling effects should be accounted
equations as they approach as the flexible frequencies. for in the lowest order equations of motion to obtain the
The second case is a typical section airfoil on an correct modeling.
accelerating, rotating fuselage. It applies Lagrange's To develop the necessary equations we must account for
equations to a longitudinal problem in inertial
coordinates, then transforms the equations to the fact that the aircraft's body - fixed coordinate system
noninertial, body - fixed coordinates for solution. It also is not (in general) an inertial system. Dusto et al [11,
shows when rigid body rotations and longitudinal Bekir et al [21 and Waszak and Schmidt [31 are a few
accelerations must be included in the flexibility examples of earlier attempts which have had to leave
equations. The third case is the general out crucial terms or were difficult to implement. This
longitudinal/lateral motion of an accelerating, rotating, paper shows that a practical set of equations for general
flexible vehicle. Rather than setting up the general problems is available through the use of energy
problem in inertial coordinates and then transforming to methods, Lagrange's equations and "quasi - coordinates".
body - fixed coordinates, instcad we use the idca of
"quasi - coordinates". We establish a general form for We illustrate the approach for three cases of increasing
Lagrange's equations in the noninertial, body - fixed complexity: The first case is a "sprung" pendulum. It
coordinates. The paper gives the general equations and shows when rigid body angular velocities can be
reduces them to a special case of a "flat" airplane. It also important in the flexibility equations as they approach
gives guidelines as to when the rigid body rotations and as the flexible frequencies. The second case is a typical
accelerations are important factors in the flexibility section airfoil on an accelerating, rotating fuselage. It
equations. applies Lagrange's equations to a longitudinal problem

in inertial coordinates, then transforms the equations to
1. Introduction noninertial, body - fixed coordinates for solution. It also

shows when rigid body rotations and longitudinal
For many years there has been a search for a practical accelerations must be included in the flexibility
set of "unified" equations of motion that can be used in equations. The third case is the general
all of the disciplines of aerodynamics, structures and longitudinal/lateral motion of an accelerating, rotating,
stability and control of flexible aircraft. Such an flexible vehicle. Rather than setting up the general
approach would allow the customary determination of problem in inertial coordinates and then transforming to
the effects of structural flexibility on aircraft body - fixed coordinates, instead we use the idea of
performance, stability and air loads. An added benefit is "quasi - coordinates". We establish a general form for
that it would also allow us to determine the effects of Lagrange's equations in the noninertial, body - fixed
the "rigid body" motions on acrodlastic characteristics coordinates. The paper gives the general equations and
such as control - effectiveness, divergence and flutter. reduces them to a special case of a "flat" airplane. It also
Further (and most importantly), it would allow all of gives guidelines as to when the rigid body rotations and
those engineering problems to be treated by subsets of a accelerations are important factors in the flexibility
single set of "unified" equations. In effect we want to equations.
convert the aeroelastic problems into coordinate systems
and equations that arc conventional for aircraft flight The equations become somewhat more complicated, and
mechanics, stability and control. it is useful to exanmine them in three stages. First, some

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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insight is available via a simplification which considers
the rigid body motions merely as constant parameters. Olsen[ 61 showed a related (and sometimes) simpler
There the rigid body motions alter the flexible approach, noting that if we could write the partial
frequencies of vibration, thereby altering acroclastic derivatives:
stability. Second, a more exact approach is to recognize =X -Yi- a Zi = aZ
that the flexibility equations have some of the aiq aq- - (qi
characteristics of Mathieu's classical ordinary differential a2 X 2 Y 2z
equation. The similarity to Mathieu's equation Xi- - Y.. q I Z- - a

introduces the possibility that the coupled rigid - &jlj I aqiqj IJ qiaqJ
body/flexible motions can be unstable within narrow
ranges of frequencies and amplitudes, even without We don't need the often tedious expressions for the
aerodynamic forces. Third, the ultimate procedure is kinetic energy, and the equations of motion take the

always available - the simultaneous solution (perhaps form:
numerically) of the fully coupled, non - linear, rigid n n n d au aU
body and flexibility equations of motion in body - fixed mi fj + I I mijk% 4k = Qi + "T ( i) - 9qi
coordinates. 1 j= Ik=1

where:
2. La2ranse's EQuations mij = JfXiX- + YYij + 4Zj)dm

If the inertial coordinates of a dynamic system can be mass
represented in terms of N independent generalized (
coordinates: mijk = fXiXjk + yik+ ZiZjk)dm

X=X(qi) Y=Y(qi) Z=Z(qi) mass

Lagrange's equations 141 can describe the motion of the Even though Whittaker's and Olsen's expressions look

system: simple in principle, in practice their implementation
can be quite lengthy for complicated geometries with

d •-L - dL many degrees of freedom. The development of the
Tt Tq4i dqj ~required expressions can be greatly assisted by symbolic

where: algebra software.
L = Lagrangian, T - U

3. Example of Coupled Rigid - Flexible
Qi = Generalized Force Motions. The "Sprung" Pendulum

T = Kinetic Energy In the first case we want to determine when "rigid body"

U = Potential Energy motions can have important effects on the flexible
motions. Consider the "sprung" pendulum which is free

For simple geometries, it usually is a straightforward to rotate or oscillate about the origin in the x, y (or
matter to write down the inertial coordinates, inertial r, 0 ) plane, but which also contains a radial spring of
velocities, kinetic and potential energies, the linear stiffness k (Figure 1). We will refer to the angular
Lagrangian, and the various derivatives. For complicated motion as the "rigid body" motion and the radial motion
geometries, the process can become tedious, but as the "flexible" motion. Proceeding through the usual
Whittaker[ 5 ] showed that, if the kinetic energy can be process[ 41 of the inertial coordinates, inertial velocities,
expressed in terms of the coefficients mij virtual displacements, kinetic energy, potential energies

n n (due to stiffness and gravity), the Lagrangian is:

T I=½ rEmili1  L = m(I2 + r2+ 2) 2_ k(r-rk)2 -mg(rsinO-Yg)

i= 1 jl From Lagrange's equations the radial differential

Then the equations of motion can be written equations is:

[ n n 2 + - gsin0IEmi,4j +E ýjE =k d{(OUý 9U +'0- r=-+-r

We also can obtain the angular equation, but we can

where the Christoffel symbol is: always interpret it as the angular force required to

[jk] I produce the stipulated motions.

[i dqk + dqj  )qi 3.1 Rotation at Constant Aneular
Velocity
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upper bounds of the narrow unstable region for
In the first case we stipulate that the pendulum moves frequency ratios near 1 and for angular amplitudes up to
through a complete circular motion at a constant 10 degrees. The instability range continues to widen for
angular velocity of co. Then0 = cot, and the radial higher values of the angular amplitude. For frequency
differential equation is: ratios near 2, 3, 4,..., the instability ranges exist, but

2( 2), , over ever narrower ranges of angular amplitude.

F 4We also can integrate the equation numerically. Figure

Regardless of the radial force, the radial response acts as 4 shows typical time histories for a frequency ratio of
if the natural frequency in the radial direction was 1.1, damping of 0.02 and amplitudes of 0.53, 0.54 and

__o92 2 0.55 radians. The solutions are stable for 0.53 radians
oWeffective -'- 0 - 0) and unstable for 0.54 and 0.55 radians. Figure 5 gives a

general pattern for the smallest amplitudes to produce
3.2 Simple Harmonic Rotation instability for damping of 0.02 and frequency ratios up

In the second case we stipulate that the pendulum to 2.
oscillates through an amplitude 00 with a constant

In summary, the problem of the "sprung" pendulum
frequency ao. Then 0 = 00 sin co , and the radial shows that rigid body motions can affect the flexible
differential equation is: motions:

.a 2 02) Fr 2 a. Constant angular velocity reduces the
+ (o 200. (1 + cos2ogt r = Fr +o0 "effective" radial natural frequency;b. Forced sinusoidal angular motion can

The complete solution of the radial equation depends on produce radial instability near integer values of the
the LHS, RHS and initial conditions. The LHS can be frequency ratio as the angular amplitudes grow large.
converted, with a change of variables,

2 4. Typical section Airfoil on an
"x=cot a= 0-)-0 20 b= '0' Acceleratina. Rotating Fuselage

'The second case is a problem that is closer to practical
to the classical Mathieu's equation. interest - a typical section airfoil on an accelerating,

Ir7+ (a - 2bcos2T)r 0 rotating fuselage. We will apply Lagrange's equations in
inertial coordinates, then transform the equations to

Mathieu's equation applies to the vibrations of spinning noninertial, body -fixed coordinates for solution. We
satellites, buckling of beams with periodic end forces, want to show when rigid body rotations and
the saturation of loudspeakers, tides in circular bodies of longitudinal accelerations must be included in the
water and many other problems. In our application, if flexibility equations.
the radial force does not depend on r then the stability of

Consider a slender airfoil which is mounted on a slender
the solutions depends only on the frequency ratio - fuselage. (Figure 6). The fuselage has inertialand the angular amplitude 00 coordinates X0 = ql, Y0 = q2 and pitch angle

an = q3 . The airfoil is located at fuselage position

Intuitively, one would expect that the effects on x = xw and has its own degrees of freedom in vertical
stability would be small unless the angular amplitude is
large or the frequency ratio is near 1. Figure 2 (from translation h = q4 and rotation i = qs-
McLachlan 7]) shows the classical plot of the regions 4.1 Eguations of Motion
of stability/instability for periodic solutions of
Mathieu's equation. Regions of instability are shown to
be emanating from the points For a general point on the slender fuselage and airfoil

2(,0/2 22 2 the inertial coordinates are:

FuselageX = ql + XC 3  Y = q2 + xs3

So a question becomes - what practical values of a, b
put the solutions into the stable or unstable regions. X = ql + XwC3 - q 4 s 3 + ýc35
For instance, in the neighborhood of a= 1, we can use Airfoil
McLachlan's[ 7 l boundaries to obtain a region for Y = q2 + XwS3 + q4c3 +
instability for small b. Figure 3 shows the lower and
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Proceeding through the usual process of the inertial The total solution requires the solution of the five
coordinates, inertial velocities, virtual displacements, coupled equations. It can be convenient to separate the
kinetic and potential energies (due to stiffness and complete equations into separate rigid equations and
gravity) and the Lagrangian for the complete flexible equations. If we separate the purely rigid body
fuselage/airfoil system, we establish the complete terms, coupling terms and purely flexible terms - the
nonlinear equations in inertial coordinates. Then, it is linearized flexibility equations, in body - fixed
more convenient to actually solve the problem in a coordinates, (with damping added) are:
body - fixed coordinate system. So we define the r Sw1[44+ rc4 011441
"apparent" body - fixed components of the vehicle's [S. 1.1451 [ 0 c5Jjtj5

velocities and accelerations by 401 *.2rm- S- 1 [0 0 q4]

qx =qIC3 + q2 s 3  qy =q 2 c 3 -qls 3  [ k 5]- s -q S _wj- SwqA+gs3)[O l])jq

{•} 

]{i~Jy I {wl+[40]qr

"4x =q4C 3 + 42s3  iy =tq22 c3 -l q, s3mw I r wxw+Swm ,X} + 3 {m}+fk4 0- 4,,
-[S . w + X ý-S w ] q S .1 [ 0 k.5] q s, ýf

We simplify further by dropping second order terms in
q4 , q5 to obtain the linearized equations in terms of 4.3 Vibration Solutions
noninertial, body - fixed coordinates. Immediately we can see hints of the effects of the pitch

M, 0 -MA, 0 -M10"1 [4 [IY3 2M4 1 22 45 1 rate T3 and the acceleration along the body axis qx as
I 0 Ml k8 M44 k51 1y I iM- o 0 014 they alter the "effective stiffness" in the flexibility
IAM• My 3  U34  4 .3 43 1 0 0 0 1 q.4

0 M44  34 t 0 0 /14/ equation. Assuming q3, qx are constants, figures7 and
L-Mi43s Mf M ,5 Mý M55 l I9  [M3 5  0 0o 8 show the effects of aircraft pitch rate on the coupled

o 0 0 1 o 1 U J2 IQ3 +-I . " 0 / (unbalance not equal zero) airfoil frequencies of
+1o l4l, Mi 11 1M3 1 + /_-[ .[ Q1 t+ 0 translation and rotation for the airfoil slightly aft and

k4 01 1  IMI II QI 4 I slight forward (I chord) of the aircraft axis.
0 k] ] tki [435J - J [ 0 1 [-q J

In the case of the unbalance equal zero, the vibration
where equations are uncoupled and the translation mode just

mwn= fdm acts as if the "effective" stiffness is
wing •w 2 = k4 ( 43 )2 1

k4d, =k 4 - m q3 44Sw =f dmII
Sw = fIn the case where the 43 = 0 but the unbalance is not

zero, the equations remain coupled, but the torsion

Iw = f• 2dm equation acts with an "effective" stiffness

wing k5 - Swqx = ks 1 2 g q2^2 5

M33 = If + Iw + mwx2 + 2Swxw rw 0:05 g)

Whether the effective torsional stiffness is slightly
M34 = mwXw + Sw larger or smaller depends on the sign of the unbalance

35 _- w + Sww and whether the aircraft is accelerating or decelerating.

4.4 Aeroelastic (Hvoersonic)
M/45 = Sw Equations

M-3 3 4 = mwq4 + Swq5 We use (for convenience) hypersonic aerodynamics from

AM3 3 5 = Sw(q 4 - xwqs) piston theory[ 81, to obtain the hypersonic flexibility
eutons.

M443 5 = Swq5 i. . 0 1 11 I1 -I
-_[([;L•2 o01 +, 11 ,21 I ", 1ý 1 0 O0144

0 1 0 j 0 i 211ý 1 f

My3= Sf +Xwmw + Sw aw ýz1-oI 1- -"1- 1 1 N

4.2 Separate Rihid and Flexible + 1 -t1 ,+,2 o11~,'1
Equations - Body Coordinates

where the nondimensional variables are defined by:
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Therefore those rigid body motions also can alter the
lengths aircraft speeds for acroelastic divergence and flutter. For
c=chord l=span example, under the assumed conditions we can obtain an

positions/coordinates xw = cxw 'le CýIe approximate expression for the It required for
q4 = CA4 qx = Cqx qy = C4, aeroelastic divergence:

qDiv -T--[- 0 Tk - TS T)

inertias -4 kuT vr
2-^ 2  w hereSW = mwCdw Iw = mwC rwV l-/

stiffnesses A q/4 •

2 2 2k2 2
k4= mwO4  k5 =Iwa)5 = MC rw5 which shows the importance on the divergence speed of:

a. c , the ratio of the pitch rate to the
danppngs uncoupled translation frequency;

c4= 2m~wa4g4 c5 = 2mwC rwtOJ55
b. -- ', the relationship of the acceleration to

time and frequency A5 rW

t = T =•"co the torsional frequency and the radius of gyration
SV.o c. 4, the ratio of the uncoupled translation and

time derivative rotation frequencies

f2() Vd. !-, the relationship of the unbalance to the
ft)f';)- f(/)f() radius of gyration.

air density and gravity We also can use the hypersonic aeroelastic equation to
do an eigenvalue calculation (dropping the RHS) to

C2 obtain flutter solutions. Figures 9 and 10 showpI= c A gc representative effects of pitch rate and acceleration on

W g hypersonic divergence and flutter boundaries.

aerodynamic coefficients 4.6 Forced Rigid Body Motions in the
Aeroelastic Equations

V2 1c 2 21c
Q4=N = CNw Q5N= Mw V CMw Rather than assume that the rigid body motions are

constant parameters, we can assume representative

Geometry integrals forms for their time dependent motions and then plug
them into the flexible equations of motion. We need the

A 2 .2

, = ý/e- 0.5 F2 = ýt2 - ýe + 0.333... terms a, , q3 ,qx, y and q3 . Following

Etkin's[ 9] notation we can assume the time dependent
As usual, the damping is modified with the aerodynamic forms for the oscillatory, damped speed, pitch angle and
damping and the stiffness is modified with the angle of attack, wherein each expression the terms a and
aerodynamic stiffness. However, the stiffness also has b are assumed constants:
terms that are proportional to the nondimensional pitch 4x = uO + E(auS1 + NCO

rate q6 and the nondimensional acceleration qx.
0 =q 3 =00 + E(aoS1 + boC1 )

4.5 Rinid Body Motions as Constant
Parameters in the Aeroelastic Equations a = a•0 + E(aai + baCI)

where
Now again consider the pitch rate and the aircraft - (0ýrbgbt

acceleration as constant parameters. From the S --sin n 0rbt C, = cosn arbt E =e-

differential equation and the vibration solutions, we (orb = assumed "rigid body" frequency
know that the rigid body pitch rate will decrease the grb = assumed "rigid body" damping
bending frequency (even if only slightly), and that the
rigid body acceleration (or deceleration) along the body Noting that qy Cha and combining angles where
axis can increase or decrease the torsional frequency. possible, we obtain the "forcing terms" to be included
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.2
in the equations of motion. The terms q3 , qx appear The kinetic energy, in terms of the inertial coordinates
on the LIIS of the equation and influence stability: is a lengthy expression which shows why it can be

4X (orbE(a**, S1 + b -.xC1  useful to use Olsen'sI 61 form of the equations of
r q. q ) motion (which doesn't require the kinetic energy), rather

q32 = (trb E (K. 2 + a2 S2 + b .2 C2  than Whittaker's[5] form which does require the kinetic
(3\q3 q3 q3 /energy.

The major point is that terms S2 = sin 2fl~rbt and 5.3. Overcoming the Tedious Aspects

C2 =cos2wolbt on the LIIS introduce behavior like that - Ouasi Coordinates

of Mathieu's equation. Again, we could use Lagrange's equations on the

5. The General Case - Three Dimensional Lagrangian in inertial coordinates to obtain the

Motion of a Flexible Vehicle equations of motion for the flexible system. We would
be accurately accounting for all of the inertia couplings

5.1 Geometry that arise from the fact that the noninertial x, y, z
system is accelerating and rotating in the inertial X, Y,
Z system. We could solve the problem in terms of the

We start with an inertial X, Y, Z coordinate system and inriltrsi We col sol an the Euler angthe
a noinetialx, , z ystm tat cn aceleatemidinertial translations ql, q2, q3 and the E uler angles

a noninertial x, y, Z system that can aceelerate and

rotate in the X, Y, Z system (Figure 11). The origin of q4, q5, q6 and then transform the results to the

the x, y, z is located in the inertial system at: translations along the body axes qx, qy, qz and the

X = X0 = ql Y = Y0 = q2 Z = Z4 = q3 instantaneous angular velocities ox, (oP, tz, using

the transformations:
The orientation of the x, y, z system is given by the { transf}ormations

conventional sequence of Eulcr rotations: qx, qy, qz = ['r I , q2' Q3 I
ip=q4 ( =q15 6=q6 1--=-{)xwY,'Z =[ k]{14'4 5 ,4 6 }

5.2 Inertial Coordinates
where

Then inertial coordinates of a general point in x, y, z [ -s 5  0 1]
are: tX,Y,Z}== ql,q2,q'3} +[r-x,Y,z}l [M=] 1c5s 6  C6  01

where [T], the Euler transformation 19 ], is the product [c 5 c6  -S6 0]

of three transformations that depend on the Euler angles: The approach is corrct in principal. lowever, it works

FrC] = [T 4 1- IT6] easiest for special cases like rotation about one axis
(where the time derivative of the appropriate Euler angle

rC4 -S4 01 rC5 0 S5] [l 0 01 is indeed the angular velocity). Hlowever, it suffers from
[-r4]= I•4 c4 01 [-rs]= 1 0 1 01 [T,]=10 c6 -S61 two shortcomings in the general case of three

[0 0 iJ [-S5 0 cn5 J [0 '6 c6  dimensional motions.

si= sin qi c = cosqi FirsA, the generalized coordinates ql, q2, q3

are the translations in the directions of the inertial
We also write the "local" coordinates in terms of coordinates. We would like to replace them with the

additional generalized coordinates (17,q8.... q, translations in directions of the noninertial, body - axis

coordinates qx, qy, qz"
{x, y,z = E {xi' Yi'Zi }qij( t)

fi= Second, the generalized coordinates q4, q5, q5

are the Euler angles. Their time derivatives q4, q5, q5
to obtain the inertial coordinates in terms of the may not be the physical angular velocities of the x, y, z
generalized coordinates: system for general motions. We would like to replace

y them with the physical angular velocities of the
{X, Y, Z} = {ql,q2,q,3j +[c {xi, Yi,Zi ýit) noninertial, body - axis coordinates, w2x, wy, aWz.

i =7
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Hlowcver, a much more elegant and simple method is alL 1 F OL 1] ai,]
available, the method of quasi - coordinates due to ,I I I Iq- I l

coordinates" refers to the fact that we cannot (in the d I iy y [ OyI
general case of three dimensional motions) directly d 0L , [Q31
integrate the angular velocities to get the generalized 7 q,-z J L0qj j -4z J
coordinates. Actually all we are doing is performing the
transformations before we apply Lagrange's equations to Rotation IDOFs:
obtain the differential equations, rather than after we get r [a[o 1 ]
them. rI0xI -d I 1d-- 5

Whittaker 5] and Meirovitch[ 12] explain the method It d -=[f ] "- } + [ ]5
of quasi- coordinates for the special case of rotational 9 [ 9t I I 9_ [0Q6J
motions. Several others, among them Nayfeh and 4 j L 3•-%[ J [ o'J
Mook 1 3], give applications.

'he basic idea is that we want to write Lagrange's Flexible DOFs remain the same (except that we must

equations in a form that treats directly the body axis use the modified Lagrangian L)
translations qx, qy, qz and the true angular velocities [ T L d -9L for i 7!

COx,W7y,WOz. Westartwiththeusualformof •i dqi Q

Lagrange's equations in terms of the original, where:
independent generalized coordinates ql, q2 . .. qn and 0 0 - z y

their time derivatives q1, q2 " -'n: [

d /_L 3 L\/3 Q. [Q]=I 0 - jTtd(O T"/}- 7•) = [-toy O)x 0

The Lagrangian can be written in the usual form in the These are the equations of motion in terms
original inertial coordinates: of auasi - coordinates. They are the

L L(ql,q2,q3, q4,q,q6,q7,'".qn ; fundamental advance which allows us to
L = q41 ,4 2 ,q 3 , 44 ,q 5 ,q 6 ,q 7 -..• formulate a unified set of equations that can

be used without simplification for the
aerodynamics, structures and stability and

If we note that: control of flexible aircraft - they allow us to

{14,q5,46} =[ 3]f x, COy, toz} place the aeroelastic problem into a

where coordinate system and notation that is used
51 -6 5in flieht mechanics and stability and control.Fo C5 S6  C5

1C61

]0[ ' 5.4 Enereies - Noninertial Body -
[0 1 = C6  -S6 Axis Coordinates1 t5s6  t5c6 I

t8 5The kinetic energy in terms of the body - axis variables
we can obtain the equivalent form of the Lagrangian in is:KE=M( +q +t22)

the quasi - coordinates:

L = L(qx,qy,qz q4 , q5 ,q 6 ,q 7 ,'"qn-; +Sx(yz- 4zOy)+ Sy(zox- xOz)+ Sz(qx y-4ywx)

4y glx4,ylz, O)x, (y,() z,47- ... n) +4 I wo 2y +O)2z )- _I, O y _IxzWxOOz

+ M1,+, O 2) _Iyz09y60 + 1 0)o~ +04)Then, following Whittaker[ 51 we can obtain the +$I, +( ) X + F (c+ X

equations for: +Siqx + Sýqy + St4z

Translation DOs: +(14 - ')>2 +(iy - +(ij -
S+.I
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where typical inertia integrals are: qx = U velocity along the x axis
M = fdm 4x = V velocity along the y axis

bodyx-m l jmq 4X = W velocity along the z axis

Sx = P angular velocity about the x axis
Sx =ftdm = wfxidmyi = y Sx •1 CY = Q angular velocity about the y axis

i z = R angular velocity about the z axis
Ixy = fxydm = Yfxiyjdni~iqj = .xy. qiqj Z(X,y,I)= X Zi(X'y)qi(t)

body tJ lJ

ity= f-iydm = .fxiYjdmeiqj =J xy.,iqj x The equations of motion become

body t, Translation
[1ý1 10 0 -s,1[ý] fwQ-V I R') PQ sThe potential energy due to gravity will come from our MW [0+1 0 -sf1 q 1+V -wp PQ -(P' + R)

gravitational model. In the case of a "flat earth": [V -S 0 R VP -UQ] 1 QR

= -gf(Z- Zrf)dm ,, 1 I 0 [(RI l-, . Ii
+g c5%g4

+glXis 1. 0 141 +q• - P Q R)jj i z = F,

=-gq3-Zref)m- g[O 0 1][,]l S, iqi
i=7 [Sz,] Rotation

C, 10 o 111 -alV - 1:J= c

We expect the potential energy due to flexibility to be [-sd 6. 0 L[w] 0 oC J.41,]
of the form F 0 PR QRjfL.] rvQjvR U Is [

n n4 I-CR - Q IR , C v J -ý P4,WRI s. cj oi5 • 0
Vf = I Vb qiqj PQ 02_ ý -io[Jj I -_P WQ -w ],,J [-5% -.' ]I,

Vf = YC 11 F- [ 0 C I [-(ViUR) -(R+PQ) (R2 - )1)

i=7J=74) 0-1 c,+I o 0 0 49 (tj-VR) (p2-,) -(R-P- S q /S
10 C 0] 1C -2P -2Q] ( 4VQ) -(P-QR) -(Q4 PR)1JI.,

Or perhaps a more general expression for larger ros, 0 . 1 fMJ

deflections 481s5 -C 01 Sx o i4P jiM0• oJ']s,.j 41 0 j [
1 n n n n n C. a01[S I 4[ 0

Vf = , 2 E VbJqiq flJ Flexible

i=7j=7 i-7j=7k-7 (W + VP -UQ)Sz -O- PR)Sxzi +( + QR)Syi

The author has performed those operations, and the +

complete set of differential equations is available (but + )[lj - ( qJZ z qi z=

too lengthy to present here). i

5.6 Simplification to the "Flat" The equations above are the equations to solve for the
Airplane static and dynamic response and stability of a flexible,

"flat" aircraft under steady state flight or in accelerations
If we specialize the general body to consider an and maneuvers. 'They are nonlinear and mutually couple
essentially "flat" surface in the xy plane (Right handed the overall rigid body motions with the flexible
xyz coordinate system attached to the body), Figure 12, deflections. They can be used for analyses of aircraft
and make the usual definitions performance, stability and control, flight loads, control

effectiveness and aeroelastic divergence and flutter. Of
course they are more complicated than the conventional
nonlinear equations for rigid body motions or the linear
equations for aeroelastic response (which are coupled to
the rigid body equations only through the
aerodynamics).

5.7 Perfect Masses and Modes

In the special case of
a. Mass symmetry about the y axis
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b. Origin at the center of mass coupling mechanism between the rigid body and flexible
c. Perfectly orthogonal free - free modes motions, even in the absence of aerodynamics. It

appears that if a flexible frequency is up to 1.3 - 1.5
the equations of motion simplify further to the usual times a rigid body frequency, then those coupling effects
rigid body equations and the modified flexible equations: should be considered. In some cases ("slender" aircraft)

the natural frequencies may already be in those ranges.
Translation In other cases (the X - 29) the aerodynamic forces drive

SWQ - VR s5 oFx some of the flexible frequencies down toward the rigid

fu fWUR -IWll l
UR-WP +g.-5s6 M 1 ,F 3. The airfoil on an accelerating/rotating fuselage shows

[W] [VP - UQJ k-c5c6 [Fz that the effective bending stiffness is reduced by a
constant pitch rate. It also shows that torsional stiffness

Rotation is increased or decreased by constant
acceleration/deceleration, depending on the sign of the[ 1 I ] unbalance. The results modify the divergence and flutter

QR speeds. If we impose the rigid body motions as forced,
-PR =xxsinusoidal, damped motions-then terms appear in the

Q ý + - y sdifferential equations which can produce additional

[RJ [ + PQJ iM /i instabilities, such as in Mathieu's equation.
/ J +IX +lyy J 4. In the case of general motion of a flexible body, the

combination of energy methods and quasi - coordinates
Fle xible can produce a practical set of equations that govern the

? _ (p a2 )} +=aerodynamics, flight mechanics and structures problems

14i + [a) -of flexible aircraft. They allow the determination of the

where effects of structutal flexibility on aircraft performance,

ti = natural frequency of the perfect ith mode stability and air loads and the effects of the "rigid body"
motions on aeroelastic control - effectiveness,

If we assume, for the moment, that the angular divergence and flutter.

velocities P and Q are constant, then one 5. For the special case of the "flat airplane" with perfect
approximation would be to treat the flexible equations mass distribution and perfect modes, a simple
as if the effective structural frequency for any mode is preliminary estimate of the effects of rigid body
just replaced by motions on flexible motions would be to replace all of

2 w2 _ (p2 +Q 22) the structural frequencies by:
/--W? --- t - +Q)

On the other hand, since P and Q will be functions of
time, the actual behavior will be more like the behavior 7. References
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An Integrated Design Procedure for Aircraft Structure Including
the Influence of Flight Control System on Aircraft Flutter

W. Luber, J. Becker

Daimler Benz Aerospace AG
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D-81663 Munich, Germany
Tel.: +49-89-607-26996
Fax: +49-89-607-28707

email: Wolfgang.Luber@m.dasa.de

Abstract serviceability, etc. are matched to the required
Modern fighter aircraft are using high sophisticated degree.
power control and automatic flight control systems, During this period a number of structural models
which basically are designed to maneuver the might be created to assist in the design and
airplane and to provide sufficient damping for the development process. Each model would use the
rigid body modes. Since the sensors are attached to best available information on structural
the flexible structure, motions of the elastic aircraft configuration and sizes, aerodynamic loads, the
will be measured and may influence the control distribution of mass, flight parameters etc.
system. In order to avoid instabilities it is necessary Once the design has stabilized a final model of the
to predict the response of the aircraft with the complete aircraft structure is created to verify'
control system and to correlate with flight test data. structural integrity and the flexural characteristics.
An analytical approach for the complete system The final model for the development phase the
including flight mechanics and unsteady checkstress model was to embody the 'best possible
aerodynamic forces is presented. The elastic representation of the actual aircraft'. The procedure
structure is described by a set of normal modes of assembling the components to the dynamic model
which have been updated by results of ground will be described.
resonance survey tests. Flutter calculations in open Figure I shows the two side view of the aircraft.
and closed loop on different flight conditions as well
as incidence variations are demonstrated as common
flutter plots. For the flutter analysis a set of notch
filter is required, which should be determined in an
integrated design step.

1. Introduction

The Eurofighter EF2000 will be developed and
produced within a four national cooperation. Such a
multi national cooperation requires special
agreements of system design responsibilities (SDR).
The design and development of a component is done
by the partner company (PC) who manufactures this
component. The overall design activities are shared
between partners with SDR for e.g. flutter with and
without FCS and with and without carrying stores.
The structural design of an aircraft evolves through
several stages where the conflicting requirements of
weight, stiffness, flight control system, flutter, cost,

Figure 1: Two side view of the Aircraft

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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Due to the fly by wire system the advanced digital D:\DGLR98\require3aflo AIRCRAFT

flight control system for a modern military aircraft is SPECIFICATION

strongly influenced by aeroservoelastic effects. The
flexible aircraft behavior especially for artificial STRUCTURAL

unstable aircraft configurations with outer wing DEFSTAN970 DESIGN MIL-A-8870A

missiles, tip pods and heavy under wing stores and
tanks has significant effects on the flight control FLUTTER

system. The signals of the Aircraft Motion Sensor SPECFCATON

Unit (AMSU) - the gyro platform - contain besides
the necessary information of rigid aircraft rates and
accelerations also flexible aircraft rates and PROGRAMME

accelerations in the frequencies of the aircraft elastic
modes. The 'flexible' aircraft rates and accelerations
measured by the inertia measuring unit (IMU) are GROUND STRUCTURAL WIND ILE IHTRESONANCE COPIG TUNNEL IT3
passed through the flight control system control TEST TET TEST

paths, they are multiplied by the FCS gains and FCS REPORTS REPORTS REPORTSTS

filters and inserted in the control surface actuator I I

input which then drives the controls in the L P ,
frequencies of the elastic modes of the aircraft. The CLEARANCE CLEARANCE

flexible aircraft is excited by the high frequency
control deflections and might also experience FLIGHT FLUTTER

aeroservoelastic instabilities i.e. flutter or limit cycle TEST REPORTS

oscillations may occur, and dynamic load and V C

fatigue load problems can arise. The FCS design RERTSREPORTS

therefore has to minimize all structural coupling

effects through the available means like optimumI INITIAL OPERATIONAL FINAL OPERATIONAL

sensor positioning, notch filtering and additional CLEARANCE CLEARANCE

active control. This paper describes the
aeroservoelastic work and problema areas which Figure2: Requirement for Qualification
must be considered during the clearance work for an

artificial unstable aircraft. Many of the design and The flutter requirements are mainly derived from the
clearance aspects have been published in previous U.S.-MIL-SPEC and the British DEF-STAN
papers, Ref.'s (1,4,8-11,15,16). For integrated design of documents.

notch and phase advanced filters see Ref.(2) ,for From these documents specific requirements for

unsteady aerodynamic see Ref. (8,2-14) and for testing ar see d omarg ns a ereaic rervoenastic
and ualiicaton Rf.("-')airspeed margins, aeroelastic and aeroservoelastic

and qualification Ref.O stability requirements can be derived.

Therefore the aircraft shall meet the following
2. Aeroservoelastic design requirements, stability design requirements for both normal and

Philosophy to get certification
emergency conditions.

2.1 Design Requirements e Margin:

Fifteen percent equivalent airspeed margin on the
2.1.1 Flutter Requirements applicable design limit speed envelope, both at

Analyses, wind tunnel tests, and airplane ground and constant altitude and constant Mach number.

flight tests up to design limit speeds shall e Clean Aircraft Damping:
demonstrate that flutter, buzz, divergence and other The damping coefficient g (structural damping)
related aeroelastic or aeroservoelastic instability for any critical flutter mode or for any significant
boundaries occur outside the 1.15 times design limit dynamnic response mode shall be at least three
speed envelope. dy n tmic responseti odeshallflight ledst t o
Figure 2 summarizes the requirements and evidence percent for all altitudes on flight speeds up to
required for qualification and certification of a design limit speed.
typical military aircraft.
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Aircraft with Stores Damping: The Military Specification MIL-F-9490 D for FCS
Critical flutter modes whose zero airspeed requirements shall be meet, the design boundaries,
damping is less than 3% 'g', the damping which include rigid aircraft motion, structural elastic
coefficient 'g' need only be greater than the zero modes and system modes.
airspeed damping coefficient in that mode.

The full requirements of the specification are
subjected to the MIL-A-8870B, Airplane Strength Z
and Rigidity Vibration, Flutter, and Divergence. ,

0
For the first flight standard the DEF-STAN was 0

adapted: Z -6-
The clean aircraft shall be allowed to fly up to half 0
calculated flutter speed for any critical flutter mode.
The aircraft with stores shall be allowed to fly up to
the minimum of half calculated flutter airspeed and
half required airspeed. OPEN LOOP PHASE (DEG)
It should be mentioned that the calculated flutter Figure 3: Production Stability Margin Criteria
airspeed includes validation of the theoretical model for Open Loop Frequency Response Function
by ground testing. After first flight the expansion of
the flight envelope is based on theoretical analysis
with flight test results.

2.1.2 Aeroservoelastic Stability Requirements 
/ 0

Interaction of the control system with aircraft elastic UNSTABLE
0

modes shall be controlled to preclude any structural ,-
Z -6coupling. Structural coupling is a phenomenon

associated with the introduction of the closed loop -9  STABLE

control system into flexible aircraft structure.
The equivalent airspeed margin and damping - -180 0
requirements shall be met with the FCS open and -360 -180

closed loop. In addition, the stability margin of the OPEN LOOP PHASE (DEG)
flutter system shall respect the structural frequency Figure 4: Prototype Stability Margin Criteria for
stability margins in the flight control system Open Loop Frequency Response Function
requirements.

The aeroservoelastic design requirements are 2.1.3 Vibration/Dynamic Loads Requirements
primarily stability requirements for all flight control
rigid/flexible aircraft modes. The stability is In addition to the stability requirements for the
achieved by the introduction of notch filters. The structural coupling unacceptable vibration levels
open loop frequency response requirements are must be avoided including noise levels. The
demonstrated in Figure 3, which describes gain and vibration levels induced by structural coupling
phase margins for production aircraft for might create high fatigue loads to actuators and to
configurations which are flight tested on prototypes aircraft structure. The notch filters together with
including structural coupling flight tests. In contrary noise filters have to be designed to meet the specific
to the production criteria a more conservative vibration requirements.
clearance requirement was established for the
prototype aircraft, Figure 4. For the initial phases of
the prototype program the decision was made to a 9 2.1.4 Backlash Requirements
dB stability margin requirement for all structural
mode frequencies. The first frequency of the low Aircraft backlash ground tests are required on all
flexible modes are phase stabilized and higher control surfaces to meet the flutter MIL-SPEC
frequency flexible modes are gain stabilized. Requirements:
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structural coupling areas. In order to avoid problems
Flaperons: Outboard 0.0022 Radians (pitch) in the notch filter design due to non-linear unsteady

Inboard 0.0200 Radians (pitch) elastic mode and control surface aerodynamics and
non-linear actuator dynamics the elastic mode

Foreplane: 0.0006 Radians (Pitch) stability requirements should mainly be based on
gain stabilization of the flexible modes. Phase

Rudder: 0.0022 Radians (yaw) stabilization shall only be applied to low frequency
elastic modes in order not to create too complex

For normal operation and during steady flight, the design and clearance procedures. Phase stabilization
flight control system induced aircraft residual of low frequency elastic modes might not be
oscillations at the crew station shall not exceed 0.04 avoided, it is used as tool to meet handling
g's vertical acceleration. For a typical unstable requirements.
aircraft configuration the FCS backlash requirement
for the flaperon and foreplane is 0.0006 Radians. The notch filter design can be based upon an

analytical model of the aircraft structure including a
linear FCS model. The analytical model must

2.2 Design philosophy for aeroservoelasticity however be verified through ground test results both
from ground resonance and structural coupling

Aeroservoelasticity or also called FCS-structural testing and from in flight flutter and structural
coupling is a phenomenon associated with the coupling testing. The model should be updated by
introduction of a closed loop flight control system the test results for different configurations. Due to
into a flexible airframe. The system might be restrictions in the accuracy of the analytical model
provided to enhance the natural stability of the predictions on ground and "in flight mainly at high
aircraft, or, to provide artificial stability to a frequency elastic modes where the prediction
configuration which has been designed to be becomes more and more unrealistic the analytical
unstable to achieve the aerodynamic system model data with respect to inertia shall be replaced
specification, by on ground measured data. In order to cover all
For solution of the structural coupling problem, possible sets of aircraft store configurations a
attenuation of the high frequency oscillatory signal selection of critical configuration has to be
introduced into the flight control system by the established by analytical model investigation in
flexible aircraft motion should be provided and advance.
notched, such that the closed loop is stable and
degradation of the performance of the flight control The most critical selected configurations have to be
system, or damage of the aircraft structure, is introduced into the design of the structural filters.
avoided.
Therefore an integrated design shall include the The integrated FCS gain, phase advance filter and
derivation of FCS gains, phase advance filters and notch filter design shall cover the full range of stores
notch filters to minimize structural coupling in one and fuel states for the absolute worst case of FCS
combined optimization process. The FCS shall be gain for trimmed aircraft conditions and shall also
designed to cover the full rigid, flexible aircraft take into account worst gain situations in out of trim
frequency range with respect to aircraft rigid mode conditions.
and structural mode coupling stability requirements
for each control system individual loop for on
ground and in flight. The structural coupling 2.3 Qualification and Certification
influences shall be minimized by FCS notch filters.
The FCS shall be designed to be as robust as For flutter and structural modes coupling stability it
possible with respect to all possible aircraft is required to provide evidence of Qualification to
configurations and configuration changes, (missiles prove that the aircraft is free from structural
on, off, tanks on and off etc.). That includes that all instabilities and to ensure safe flight, necessary for
structural coupling changes with configuration the flight testing task and verification against the
should be covered by a constant set of notch filters specification.
to avoid system complexity due to configuration As mentioned before, qualification is to demonstrate
switches for different sets of notch filters. In that the aircraft shall be free from flutter and
addition any scheduling of notch filters with flight aeroservoelastic instabilities at speed up to 1.15
conditions should be avoided in a wide range of the times the maximum airspeed and the maximum
flight envelope but not excluded for critical Machnumber for all flight conditions.
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Flutter and Aeroservoelastic qualification is Theoretical Models
achieved by: The aeroelastic and aeroservoelastc models are base

on a theoretical finite element model representative

* Theoretical calculations: of the stiffness and mass characteristics of the actual
Including the characteristics of the Flight aircraft, by means of dynamic assembly. The
Control System for all possible configurations complete flutter model is assembled using the
(clean and with external stores) as well as failure dynamic model by components and includes
cases. unsteady aerodynamic forces to analyze the

Supported by: aeroelastic stability characteristics of the aircraft.
Sensitivity studies are performed to investigate

" Ground Tests: parameter and failure variations (e.g. store and fuel

Ground vibration and resonance tests on mass, attachment stiffness and FCS configurations).
components and completed aircraft, structural
mode coupling tests, actuator impedance tests, Validation of Models by Ground Testing
static stiffness tests and backlash tests. Stiffness and mass data of the theoretical aircraft

model will be validate by component and total
"* Wind tunnel Tests: aircraft ground vibration tests. Ground vibration

Flexible and rigid model testing, with dynamic testing is performed on components, like wing, fin,
similar models foreplane, pylons and on fully assembled aircraft a

ground resonance test (including hydraulic system)

"* Flight Tests: is performed.

Vibration and flutter flight tests and inflight Static stiffness testing is performed on selected

structural mode coupling tests. combinations of pylon and store configurations and
impedance actuator testing covering single and dual

Figure 5 shows in principle the aeroelastic stability hydraulic system working as well as failure cases.

qualification route to flight clearance. Where any definite difference exist between the tests
and predictions derived from the theoretical models,

GROUND TESTS CALCULATIONS DATA SOURCES the models are updated to account for the results of
the ground testing.

AIRCRAFT GEOMETRY In general, the result of ground testing will be a
COMPONENT AIRCRFTS STIFFNESS validated aeroelastic model which is the basis for

predicting flutter characteristics for selected key

C O Tconfigurations.

STATIC TOTAL

STIFFNESS AIRCRAFT Validation of Models by Flight Testing

SUNSTEADY The main validation of the flutter model is made
IACTUATOR AERODYNAMIC with flight flutter testing, and this model is used to
IDANCE N OCFILTER derive clearances up to the required 115% of the

BACKLASH MIZATOID WNTUNNELS design speed envelope. The flight flutter tested key
TESTSH MODELS

DERIVATIVES configurations establish measured data, which are
AA compared with the theoretical results. Where any

GRT AIRCRAFT __ DESIGN differences reveal, the models will be adjusted to
___ CHANGES account for the results of the measurements. The

STRUCTURALI flight envelope expansion is done by a
COUPLING INITIAL FLIGHT] ADDITIONAL Machnumber/airspeed survey. In the beginning

CLEARANCE CONFIGURATIONS phase of flight flutter testing, the test will be

UPATS _"" concentrated on areas with high flutter stability.
FLIGHT FLIGHT When the measurement of frequency and dampingMODEL ETFCT1N RQIENS

UPDATE CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS shows a more conservative flutter onset or confirms

----- the predicted flutter point, the test in of more critical
FLUTTER FLIGHT SYSTEM points will be performed. In case of fundamental

MEASUREMENTS TRIALS QUALIFICATION differences to the predictions, the test will be

FIALinterrupted and the differences are investigated and
N the models are updated.

Figure 5: Flight Certification Route
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2.4 Aeroservoelastic Design Tools actuators, computer characteristics are described by
differential equations. The flexible aircraft with FCS

The integrated FCS design for the flexible aircraft is can be demonstrated in a matrix form.
possible with the assumption that the aircraft
characteristics are predictable to the necessary Assuming linear behavior of the structure the flutter
accuracy to optimize notch filters which meet the equations of an non-augmented aeroelastic system
requirements. The characteristics of the controlled can be written ini matrix differential equation form:
flexible aircraft shall be described in the form of
open loop frequency transfer functions of the FCS m,.b-,2 M,,,, .]ý +
control path feedback loops to a sufficient high LM M" J6J
frequency, see block diagram in Figure 9 for
longitudinal and Figure 10 for lateral control. In sRf 2  FgK<,, 0 V o] s, b, [C%, Cý1B4+
detail for the longitudinal control system the pitch + lW' 1Lo KZj2, S" 1• L Gj •- i•,,
rate, the normal acceleration and the flow sensor ct
open loop signal at the control opening point has to 2+b 2 KI,,<O, 0 C',
be known. For the lateral control the roll rate -, yaw L 0 KJ 2 s" Lcý cJ]SJJ { }
rate-, lateral acceleration - and flow sensor signal P3
open loop signal has to be described. The open loop where m, b, and o), are the reference mass, length
signal consists of the transfer function of the aircraft and frequency and M, K and C are referred to as the

due to control surface input sensed at the inertia generalized mass, stiffness and aerodynamic
measuring unit (rates and accelerations) and at the natrices which are nondiffensional. Tae generalized
flow sensors, and the transferfunction of the FCS mass and stiffness matrices are calculated using a
from the sensor to the opening point and from the finite element mode (FEM) of the total aircraft. For
opening point to the actuators. dynamic response calculation the FEM is reduced to

The individual transfer function can be derived from representative generalized dynamic DOF's. The true
airspeed V and selmispan sI? of tihe reference plane

two different methods the first using the analytical areed to form the rede q ency k ln

dynamic model calculation, the second using on are used to form the redfrced frequency k = ( thed/V.

ground measured sensor to actuator input transfer F is trle area of reference plane and g is the

functions from the structural coupling test structural damping of tie elastic modes. The

superimposed with calculated magnitudes of generalized forces Q(t) are equal to zero for the

unsteady aerodynamic transfer functions. The conventional flutter problem. The generalized

applicability of the analytical dynamic model coordinate q describes the amplitude of the elastic

calculation depends on the accuracy of the modeling airplane modes including elastic control surface

and its verification. Both methods depend on the modes for a system with actuators whereas 6o

accuracy of the unsteady aerodynamic transfer denotes the rotation of the rigid control surface

functions which are in both methods derived from according to the complex actuator stiffness

theoretical predictions of unsteady aerodynamics for represented by the impedance function of equation

elastic modes and control surface deflection. (2).

K =,",, + iK, [2]

3. Analytical Model of the Flexible Aircraft
with Flight Control System For the controlled aircraft the servo-induced control

deflection A6 has to be introduced as an additional

The analytical model of the flexible aircraft with degree of freedom for each control surface. The
FCS consists of the linear dynamic description of generalized forces generated by the servo induced

the flight mechanic equations of motion, the control deflections A6 can be described as the right-
description of the flexible aircraft through modal hand term of equation (1) by
description using generalized coordinates,
generalized masses, stiffness and model structural V,2 Fs'Pb,2 SR f t

damping and generalized aerodynamic forces of the { Q(t)=_mhjb•• "_ 2 SR 2 kV

flexible modes and generalized control surface

inertia and unsteady aerodynamic terms, the FCS is
described through linear differential equations. In PV2R b,2 CA6 A[3]
addition hardware and software, i.e. all sensors, 2 s" LC•, 1aJ
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Assuming normalized rigid control surface modes 8 0 The state-space-description of the dynamic equation
and A8, the rotation of each control surface can be describing the aeroservoelatic behavior is as
superimposed by follows:

S=N0 + A8 [4] {k}=[A]{X} +[B]{x,} [8]

5 is used here as abbreviation of foreplane, inboard where:
and outboard flap or for rudder, and differential A Dynamic matrices
inboard and outboard flap. B Input matrices

u Input quantities
Closed loop analysis: X State Vector
For each control loop the motion of the structure
picked up by the sensor can be expressed in terms of The matrix in equation (1) describing the flexible
the gyro station and the generalized coordinates, aircraft with FCS is enlarged by linearized rigid

x =flight mechanic equations. For example the state
x. = )X,- 1,[5] vector for longitudinal control includes then rigid

aircraft state variables
The relation between the servo induced control
surface deflections and the structural displacements X [Av / V;Aca;Ao;AO;c4;6 0;A;q;5 0;ASj [9]
sensed by the IMU are descried as:

A6 = Fsýo,,,cs .*Fs•,, .x, [6] The flight mechanic equations may in a first
approximation contain elastified aerodynamic
derivatives as function of incidence, Mach number

where the transferfunction of the FCS also includes andvthey ar for ow frequency ass um be
existing interfaces between the individual control and they are for low frequency assumed to be

exisingintrfaes btwen te idiviualconrol decoupled from the flexible aircraft equations. In
loops. Combination of the above equations, the another approximation the flight mechanic equations

control surface deflection A6 can be expressed by a are fully rigid and theoretical inertia and unsteady

transfer matrix which contains the properties of the aerodynamic coefficients are introduced.

interconnected control loops and the modal The flight mechanic equations for longitudinal

velocities, or displacements or accelerations at the control are described below:

sensor station.

With the assumptions Rigid aircraft equation with flexible coupling

terms Normal Force equationq~t:O~pt[7] •,Z: Pv2F rc, 'x.c•V
Z E 'F[ L o)) - + C _,"• ( (o) / (o•6t

the equation can be transformed into frequency - o ) -2 [ )V2F _q'm'. (0, + C'-'m'((0)., )
domain. -M VCos(c ) 2

Open loop analysis: -mgsin(cox)

In case of open loop analysis the signal is cut off 2
V2F[C'i(C) 6+ m* / 1- Zm, '

behind the sensor. This means for the flutter analysis 2Zt
no feedback of the control surface motion and the 1[-2
classical solution can be applied, and for the - 2  F C +',,(o()q+ oC',o()q1 =0 [10]
structural coupling analysis a harmonic oscillating I

electrical input signal with constant amplitude for
different frequencies. The deflection of the single Elastified normal force 'rigid' aircraft equation

input can then calculated. _ Z=- -V2F.Czq(a) -mV cos(oxoy) [1a]
2 (1

With the inclusion of the flight control system into P V2F• F.C.,, - mgsin(C0)) V V2F" C, (x)6 = 0
the flutter stability calculation, analysis methods and 2 2
aspects of control engineering have to introduced.
These methods are considerably different from the Pitch Moment equation with flexible coupling
classical aeroelastic methods. terms
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SM=-2•-F c[C...(o)a+ C,n,,,( 'a] The transfer function of the actuators shall meet the2
upper gain boundary. The actuator phase

-I 6)-- V2 F.-j2[C',q(0)o0y+C,';(o0)0y] characteristic shall include both extremes for
2 minimum and worst phase boundaries. Non-linear

9IV2F.-U[C,,5(Qo)6 +C,,5(O0/)/0.6•] MmJ actuator characteristics with amplitude reduce

2 L structural coupling.
j ,,,, +The actuator phase characteristic is important for the

-co qj(o)/o .q1 1 = 0 [12] phase stabilization concept.

The transfer function of the sensor platform IMU
Elastified Pitch Moment 'rigid' aircraft equation (Inertial Measuring Unit) has to describe the upper

IM=-PV2F'JC +o+ -PV2F.JC':() gain boundary and the minimum and maximum
2 2 F ,( ) phase boundary. Only the upper linear boundary is

P V2F" U2C __ (0 Y V2F" .- 2-C,, 0 [13] necessary to be represented.

2 2
Approximated measured flow sensor transfer

C' Real part of calc. aerodynamic coefficient functions shall be used.

C" Imag. part of calc. aerodynamic coefficient

2V 2 dynamic pressure Unsteady Aerodynamic Modelin2
The unsteady forces used in the dynamic model

F Reference area calculation shall be represented in a conservative
j, s Reference length manner.

q j generalized coordinate The magnitude (modulus) of the unsteady forces of
the flexible modes and of the control surface

It should be mentioned that at DASA structural defection shall be predicted to represent a realistic

dynamics in principle the same software for high value for all Mach numbers and incidences.

structural coupling and flutter is applied. Input Since flow separation at higher incidences is leading
datasets for both programs are common. Different to alleviation in the motion induced pressure
solutions are used, because the flutter problem will distributions of the flexible modes and of the control

be solved as a linear algebraic eigenvalue, whereas surface deflections the introduction of unsteady
the structural coupling will be solved as a response aerodynamic forces from pure linear theory is

problem with right hand side by inversion of the regarded to be conservative. Special attention has to

matrix. Therefore some general remarks for both be put to transonic effects on the unsteady

solutions are summarized: aerodynamic forces. Since, however, the structural
coupling critical conditions which are related to the

Structural Modeling worst gain condition of the FCS are high incidence
The assumptions to be made for dynamic modeling conditions, because the FCS gains result from low
including hardware have to be conservative in order control surface efficiencies at high incidence, the
to cover any system failure. assumption of linear unsteady subsonic and

supersonic aerodynamics derived by linear theory or
Consideration of the full travel of the flexible mode numerical Euler code calculations Ref (10) in the

frequencies with flight condition, fuel contents and linear range is believed to be conservative
actuator failure cases is necessary. The minimum throughout the full flight envelope.
experienced structural damping shall be applied. In
order to be accurate, the analytical model has to be The magnitude for the unsteady aerodynamic forces
updated from ground resonance test results mainly is sufficient for the design of high frequency elastic
with respect to mode frequencies. mode notch filters, because only a gain margin

requirement is requested.
In addition the aircraft identification test results
fromn structural coupling test shall be adopted. It shall be stated that the unsteady forces must be
Flexible mode frequency shifts with actuator calculated for a number of reduced frequencies to
demand amplitude shall be adopted to the modeling cover the full frequency range.

to represent minimum and maximum possible mode
frequency. For the phase stabilization of low frequency flexible

modes like the first wing/fin bending the unsteady
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aerodynamnic phase shall be represented in a
conservative manner. A reasonable approach for the
phase of the first elastic mode is again the
application of linear theory. The augmentation is
that at high incidence and combined high FCS gains
the aerodynamic damping is increased compared to
low incidence from experience found for different
wing configurations. In terms of phase stability
margin Ref. (8) explains the difference in a Nichols
diagram, where linear theory shows the more critical
condition.

FCS Model
In order to design in a robust manner the calculation
of open ioop transfer functions shall consider the Figure 7: Finite Element Model Aircraft,
worst FCS gain conditions. The worst trimmed end static fine mesh
to end gain conditions have to be included into the
mode! calculations. Special consideration shall be
also put to the maximum out of trim gain conditions
with respect to structural coupling criticality.

4. Theoretical Modeling of the Structure

Figure 6 depicts the general layout of the EF2000.
The aircraft was dynamically modeled by a 6 degree
of freedom finite element model which fully
representative of the total aircraft stiffness and mass.

Figure 8: Finite Element Model Aircraft,
dynamic coarse mesh

Definition of a fuselage Generalized Point
For each chosen fuselage section, a point was
required, such that its motion would be
representative of the section as a whole. Thus for a
series of such points distributed along the length of
the fuselage, the reduced stiffness and mass matrices
could be obtained and hence the mode shapes and
frequencies. The generalized point for the section
was located at the center of gravity of the set of grid
points to which it was connected. This generalized
point was then connected, using an NASTRAN

Figure 6: EF2000 General Layout RBE3 element, to this set of points, each of which
was a local hard point and had stiffness in X, Y and

The clean aircraft was split up into different Z directions at least. The RBE3 element defines the
substructures, namely, foreplane, wing with flaps motion as the weighted average of this set of points
and slats, fuselage, fin and rudder. All substructures on the section. This method eliminates the local
stiffness matrices were calculated with MSC eigenmodes which are inside the fine gird system.
NASTRAN, starting with a very fine static finite
element model Figure 7 by applying a dynamic Fuselage Equipment points
condensation to a coarse dynamic model, see Figure Special grid points were created at the center of
8. For the fuselage generalized and equipment points gravity of large items (greater than 30 kg) of non-
were generated. structural mass, such as engines, undercarriage, gun,

or avionics etc. where inertia loads were applied or
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mass and inertia properties allocated. Each Description of symmetric Frequency
equipment point was connected back to the Modes [Hz]
structure, using either elastic or rigid elements, in a 1st sym. wing bending 6.53
manner representative of the actual installation. 1 st vertical fuselage bending 12.35

radome vertical mode 16.42
Vibration normal modes of each substructure were engine pitch symmetric 19.63
produced and compared with and adjusted to 2nd sym. wing bending 20.33
available component tests. tip pod pitch symmetric 21.54

1 st wing torsion 23.88
In order to check the flutter mechanisms sensitivity engine lateral 25.04
to changes in structural stiffiness and mass, actuator chordwise wing bending sym. 29.97
impedance etc. on investigated components and total 1st sym. foreplane bending 32.80
aircraft using the branch mode model method. Using
this method it is possible to identify flutter Description of Frequency
parameter which are sensitive to components (e.g. antisymmetric Modes [Hz]
wing, foreplane) and control surfaces or store 1st antisym. wing bendin 7.27
attachments. 1 st fin bending n 10.61
The branch mode model is based on separate Ist f ul bendin g 13.33
component stiffness and concentrated masses for the 1st lateral fuselage bending 13.33
wing box, slats, flaps, fuselage, foreplane and fin engine pitch anfisymmetric 17.35
and rudder. Basis for the calculation of the branch engine fore and aft 19.42
mode model is the NASTRAN component analysis. flap rotation 21.10
Additional coupling, junction and direct loads data tip pod pitch antisymmetric 22.61
are required to assemble the complete aircraft 1 st wing torsion antisym. 26.81
model. The coupling data for instants are actuator foreplane bending 27.09
impedance, foreplane spigot bearing and back up
stiffness, wing to fuselage attachment stiffness, fine
to fuselage attachment stiffness, flap, slat, rudder Table 1: Symmetric and Antisymmetric Mode
attachment stiffness, pylon and pylon to wing Shapes ofthecleanAircraft.
attachment stiffness.
The branch mode method allow very easy the This modeshapes were use for calculating the

selection of symmetric and antisymmetric unsteady aerodynamic forces for flutter analysis.

calculations.
The vibration modes of all substructures were used
as branch modes and dynamically coupled together 5. Flutter Calculations

with rigid body modes to produce free-free total
airplane vibration modes. Starting with 283 branch The flutter calculations are produced using a
modes for the complete clean aircraft for the modified in-house p-k method. The results are
symmetric calculation 42 normal modes were used performed for different mission configurations,
together with the rigid body modes for and aft, Mach number, altitudes and the corresponding flight
heave and pitch and rigid surface mode for inboard, control laws, by interpolation of frequency, flutter
outboard and foreplane rotation. For the speed and ubsteady aerodynamics. No interpolation
antisymmetric calculation also 42 normal modes was made between the investigated Mach number
were used together with rigid body modes of side and the flight control data, because the change intranslation, roll and yaw and the surface rigid flutter speed should be shown as functions of
rotation of inboard, outboard and rudder, different gains. 2.5% structural damping (g) wasintroduced into the calculation.

Vibration Modes - modal analysis In general, we have to look for three flutter modes:

As mentioned before for the flutter analysis the
model was divided into a symmetric and s ywing bending mode on antisymmetric /
antisymmetric dynamic half model. The symmetric calculation. The flutter onset is very
fundamental normal modes at zero airspeed are high and above the flight envelope at sub and

described in Table 1. supersonic speed
"* foreplane torsion in the symmetric flutter

calculation
"* flap mode in the antisymmetric calculation
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0 Ground tests to check structural mode coupling
Figures 11-14 depicts v-g plots for sub and interaction must be performed to assure stability
supersonic analysis for longitudinal investigation, and to compare with analytical predictions. If
The flutter onset is nearly unchanged for the wing correlation is achieved variation of parameters
bending mode at subsonic speed. Whereas the flutter such as external stores, fuel content can be
point of the foreplane mode decreases about 50 Kts investigated pure analytically
in closed loop at supersonic analysis. At high ca 0 Open and closed loop flutter calculations have
(cx=15' or -3') an additional decrease of about 50 kts to be done to cover the full flight envelope.
were calculated showing the same flutter behaviour. Calculations have shown negligible influence of
Some practical remarks about the flutter calculation FCS on flutter at Ig flight, but an decrease of
including FCS. The analysis is divided into an open flutter onset at high a conditions.
loop and a closed loop analysis. Zero speed 0 Using phase stabilized notch filter, the damping
eigenfrequencies were used as a starting point for of the first wing bending mode increases
the closed loop analysis because the calculation substantially by nearly unchanged flutter point.
should show the influence of FCS on elastic modes.
Later, all modes (elastic and system) were calculated
to understand more the behaviour of the elastic 8. References
modes. In the longitudinal analysis the notch filters
were phase stabilized which includes some active [1] Lotze A., Sensburg 0., and Kifhn M.
control parts into the elastic system area. The result Flutter Investigations on a Combat Aircraft with a
of phase stabilization is an increase of damping for Command and Stability Augmentation System
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Abstract ings as well as distributed nonlinearities due to elastic
deformations in riveted, screwed and bolted connections.

The characterisation of the behaviour of nonlinear aeroe- Since then, several investigations of nonlinear aeroelastic
lastic systems has become a very important research behaviour have been conducted, most of which concen-
topic. Nevertheless, most of the work carried out to date trated on structural and aerodynamic nonlinearities. The
concerns the development of unsteady CFD solutions in whole area of prediction and characterisation of LCO has
the transonic region. Important though this work is, there been defined as being an area of critical research inter-
is also a need for research which aims at understanding est [3]. However, most work has concentrated upon the
the behaviour of nonlinear systems, particularly the occu- development of unsteady CFD solutions [4] primarily in
rance of Limit Cycle Oscillations (LCOs). The purpose the transonic region. Some recent notable exceptions are
of this paper is to study the stability of a simple aeroser- the experimental work carried out by Holden et al [5] and
voelastic system with nonlinearities in the control sys- Conner et al [6] as well as various numerical studies such
tem. The work considers both structural and control law as [7].
nonlinearities and assesses the stability of the system re- The increasing power of modem computers allowed
sponse by use of bifurcation diagrams. It is shown that the use of increasingly computationally intensive math-
simple feedback systems designed to increase the stabil- ematical tools for the characterisation of nonlinear be-
ity of the linearised system also stabilise the nonlinear haviour, such as bifurcation plots [8] and parameter-space
system, although their effects can be less pronounced. sections [9]. Limit Cycle Oscillations (LCOs) have been
Additionally, a nonlinear control law designed to limit observed and explained in terms of Hopf bifurcations
the control surface pitch response was found to increase [10] and the possibility of LCO control and suppression
the flutter speed considerably by forcing the system to has been investigated [11], [12]. However, the main sub-
undergo limit cycle oscillations instead of fluttering. Fi- ject of all this research has been structural nonlinearities
nally, friction was found to affect the damping of the sys- and, to a lesser extent, aerodynamic nonlinearities [13].
tem but not its stability, as long as the amplitude of the Little research has been conducted into the effects of non-
frictional force is low enough not to cause stoppages in linearities in the control system even though, with the ad-
the motion. vent of Active Control Technology (ACT), control sys-

tems are becoming increasingly nonlinear. Aeroservoe-
lasticity [14] is a relatively recent research topic which is

1 Introduction generally dominated by case studies such as [15].
Stability is of paramount importance in the design of

Over the past two decades there has been a pronounced all control systems whether they be linear or nonlinear.
increase in research into nonlinear aeroelasticity. It has However, the performance of nonlinear aeroservoelastic
been known for quite some time that aircraft contain a systems throughout the desired flight envelope as well as
number of nonlinearities which can significantly affect their interaction with non-designed nonlinearities, such
vibratory characteristics. These nonlinearities give rise as backlash in the linkage elements of the control system,
to phenomena (e.g. Limit Cycle Oscillations (LCO)) that has not been thoroughly investigated.
cannot occur if the system is linear. Consequently, it is In this paper, the aeroservoelastic behaviour of a num-
impossible to model and predict such behaviour using a ber of simulated systems is investigated and charac-
linear analysis. This limitation is becoming of increasing terised. The purpose of the work is to give an overview of
importance with the latest generations of aircraft. possible nonlinear behaviour that may occur either near

Some early work on nonlinear aeroelasticity [1] flutter, or as a result of the interaction of the control sys-
showed that limited amplitude oscillations in aircraft are tem with structural nonlinearities. Partricular emphasis is
nonlinear phenomena. Breitbach [2] identified a number given to assessing whether control laws designed to im-
of sources of nonlinearity in aircraft such as kinematic de- prove the stability of linear systems also have a stabilising
flections of control surfaces, solid friction in hinge bear- influence on nonlinear systems. The simulated systems
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considered contain a variety of nonlinearities that can oc- function, depicted in figure 4. In this case, the stiffness in
cur in the control system, ranging from nonlinear springs the inner region is zero. Again, the freeplay affects both
in the control actuator to nonlinear control laws. control surface velocity and displacement.

2 Simulated aeroservoelastic sys- 2.3 Backlash in PCU spring

tems Backlash is a piecewise linear hysteretic nonlinearity.
Figure 5 shows the variation of the force in the PCU with

The basis of all the systems investigated in this work is control surface deflection during a Limit Cycle Oscilla-

an extension of the Hancock aeroelastic model [16]. The tion, in the presence of backlash in the pressure feedback

basic Hancock model is a rigid wing with two springs spring. Whenever the control surface pitch changes direc-

at the wing root, giving the system two degrees of free- tion, the force in the PCU jumps from one of the sloped

dom, heave and pitch. The aerodynamics is modelled us- lines to the other. The horizontal distance between the

ing quasi-steady strip theory with approximate unsteady two branches is called the backlash distance. Such be-

aerodynamic derivatives. The model used here also in- haviour can be observed for example in the bearings of

eludes a control surface [12], i.e. it incorporates an ad- all-movable control surfaces of military aircraft [17]. In

ditional degree of freedom. The control surface is driven the american literature backlash is sometimes referred to

by a Power Control Unit (PCU) or Power Actuator. The as freeplay however, in this paper, the terms backlash and

PCU provides both stiffness and structural damping. The freeplay denote two distinct types of nonlinearity.

basic simulated system, which is shown in figure 1, was As with bilinear stiffness and freeplay, backlash affects

modified by the addition of a number of nonlinearities both the velocity and displacement of the control surface

giving rise to four different systems, with two possible of the system investigated here.

control laws.

2.4 Friction in PCU
2.1 Bilinear PCU spring This case models friction between the piston seals and

The Power Control Unit contains a pressure feedback the chamber. The friction depends on the piston velocity,
spring, as shown in figure 2. The first system examined hence the force, F, in the piston is given by
in this paper has a bilinear pressure feedback spring. Bi-
linear stiffness is a piecewise linear function shown in F = A, P + FRsgn( 3 ) (2)
figure 3. The stiffness, K1, in the inner region (delimited where FR is the magnitude of the friction force. Gen-
by ±• in figure 3) is lower than the stiffness in the outer erally, it was assumed that FR was low enough to allow
region, K 2. movement of the piston without stoppages.

This is not a straightforward case of bilinear stiffness
in the control surface since, because the bilinear spring is
in the PCU, it affects the control surface velocity as well 2.5 Delayed Feedback
as displacement. The PCU equation is A displacement feedback loop was added to the linear

system, in order to increase the separation of the natu-
VKF + vral frequencies. The feedback gains were calculated such
4N that the separation of the two closest natural frequencies

pd KFKV VP/2 P - ptdKFKV V/P5 /2l3i (1) was increased by 20%. The changes in the natural fre-
quencies at a speed of 40m/s are tabulated in table 1

where V is the volume of the PCU, N is the bulk mod-
ulus of oil, Pj is the difference of pressures in the two Open Loop Closed Loop
PCU compartments P1 and P2 (see figure 2), Kv is a 37.2441 tlz 46.3668 Hz
valve flow constant, AF is the effective area of the pres- 14.3522 Hz 15.2619 Hlz
sure sensing chamber, P, is the supply pressure, KF is 8.7812 Hz 8.4752 Hz
the stiffness of the pressure feedback spring, p is the lever
arm ratio, d is the distance between the PCU axis and the Table 1: Open and closed-loop natural frequencies of lin-
wing chord, 13 is the control surface deflection and /3j is ear system at V=40m/s
the demand angle. It can be seen that KF multiplies both
the fi and /3 terms. Hence, a nonlinear pressure feedback A further consequence of the displacement feedback was
spring affects both control surface velocity and displace- that the flutter speed of the linear system was increased
ment. by 1.9%. Figures 6 and 7 show the open and closed

loop natural frequencies and dampings respectively for

2.2 Freeplay in PCU spring a range of airspeeds. The open loop eigenvalues were ob-
tained by direct solution of the system equations of mo-

In this case, the pressure feedback spring contains tion while the eigenvalues of the closed loop system were
freeplay. Freeplay stiffness is also a piecewise linear calculated by curve-fitting the impulse response, hence
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they look less smooth. The figures show that all the nat- systems, whose behaviour changes with airspeed, phase-
ural frequencies of the closed-loop system are more sep- plane plots are not sufficient to determine their stability.
arated than those of the open loop system and that, even To this purpose it is necessary to use bifurcation plots,
though the damping of the critical degree of freedom in which can track the stability of a system over any range of
the closed loop system is lower, the closed loop flutter airspeeds. Bifurcation plots can be constructed by obtain-
speed is higher than that of the open loop system. ing the impulse response of a system and then calculating

To simulate the fact that real control systems do not the displacement of one of the degrees of freedom when
act spontaneously, the feedback signal was delayed by the velocity of the same degree of freedom is zero. If the
nAt seconds, where n can be varied. The delayed feed- system is undergoing a limit cycle at a particular velocity,
back control system was also used in conjunction with then the values of the displacement will be repeated. For
the freeplay, bilinear, backlash and friction nonlinearities example, in the case of figure 8, when, the displacement
mentioned above. takes two values at zero velocity. In figure 9, there are

six possible values of the displacement at zero velocity.
2.6 Control Surface pitch limit A bifurcation plot is obtained when all the values of the

displacement when the velocity of that DOF is zero are
An active control system was devised to limit the control plotted against airspeed.
surface pitch. Initially, it was assumed that the control Figure 10 shows a bifurcation plot for the system with
system knows at all times the exact value of the control bilinear pressure feedback spring described earlier. For
surface pitch. The pitch, r3, at time t is used in conjunc- airspeeds where the system is stable (up to 45 m/s), only
tion with the value of the pitch at time t - At to predict zeros are plotted. Between 45 mi/s and just over 52 m/s,
fl (t + At) using linear curve-fitting, i.e. the system undergoes LCOs. The limit cycles are period-

1, hence there are only two points plotted at each air-
f3 (t + At) = 2,3 (t) - /3 (t - At) speed. The amplitudes of the limit cycles increase almost

linearly up to approximately 51 mis. Between 51 and
If/3 (t + At) exceeds a given limit, !3 tim, then the control 52 m/s, the amplitudes increase exponentially, which is
system feeds back -K/3 through the actuator, where K a sign that the system is close to instability. At speeds
is some constant. Since a real control system would not above 52 m/s, the system becomes completely unstable
be able to instantaneously complete all the calculations, and flutters.
acquire the current value of /3 and feed it to the actuator,
the feedback in the simulated system is delayed by At.

4 Stability of the Aeroservoelastic
3 Limit Cycle Oscillations and bi- Systems

furcation diagrams The impulse response of the non-linear systems described
in section 2 were calculated for a range of different air-

For a single degree-of-freedom system, a Limit Cycle Os- speeds. Bifurcation plots were then generated in order to

cillation (LCO) is a limited amplitude oscillation occur- crerise the li t Cycle bhvor.

ring around a line singularity in the phase-plane called a

limit cycle. Such a limit cycle can be seen in figure 8.
The figure plots velocity (/3) against displacement (/3) for 4.1 Stability of Bilinear System
a system undergoing LCO. The resulting curve is the limit
cycle. Limit cycles are singularities since they can either As mentioned already, figure 10 is the bifurcation plot for
attract the phase trajectories (stable limit cycle) or repel the system with bilinear pressure feedback spring. There
them (unstable limit cycle). In the case of figure 8, where are three distinct regions of stability, tabulated in table 2.
a stable limit cycle is shown, the system response will al-
ways wind onto the limit cycle both from the inside and Airspeed (m/s) Stability
from the outside. In turn, this signifies that the limit cy- < 45.2 Stable
cle cannot be crossed. A limit cycle can be classed as 45.2-52.2 Period-1 Limit Cycle
period-I, period-2, etc depending on its complexity. Fig- > 52.2 Unstable (flutter)
ure 8 shows a limit cycle with only one loop, i.e. period-
1. A period-3 limit cycle, with three loops, can be seen in Table 2: Stability of bilinear system
figure 9.

For a multiple degree-of-freedom system, a limit cy- Systems with bilinear systems have already been exten-
cle is a multi-dimensional singularity, its dimensions be- sively analysed in previous work such as reference [18].
ing equal to the number of states in the system. How- The purpose of this section is to investigate the effects of
ever, limit cycles can still be visualised using phase-plane bilinearity in conjunction with control action to the stabil-
plots of the type shown in figures 8 and 9, provided ity of an aeroservoelastic system. Hence, results are pre-
the velocity and displacement for the same degree-of- sented from the coupling of the bilinear system with the
freedom (or mode) is plotted. In the case of aeroelastic displacement feedback of section 2.5. It has already been
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mentioned that the displacement feedback system was de- that freeplay is a much more nonlinear function than bi-
signed to stabilise the linear aeroservoelastic system. The linear stiffness and that its effects are more pronounced.
two main considerations in this section are whether the With the reference to the system investigated here, it
feedback system can also stabilise the bilinear system and should be noted that, since the stiffness is zero inside the
also what are the effects of delaying the feedback. It is freeplay region, the only source of stiffness in the control
of interest to note that the system with bilinear stiffness surface pitch direction is aerodynamic stiffness. This in
undergoes LCOs at airspeeds above the flutter speed of turn signifies that LCOs are expected to be encountered
the linear system with stiffness K1 and below the flutter at lower airspeeds than in the bilinear system.
speed of the linear system with stiffness K 2 . Figure 13 is the bifurcation plot for the system with

Figure 11 shows the bifurcation diagram for the bilin- freeplay in the pressure feedback spring but no feedback.
ear system with feedback (not delayed). It can be seen The first limit cycles appear at 19m/s and they are period-
that LCOs only begin to occur at airspeeds higher than 2. At approximately 33m/s the limit cycles change to
49 m/s. Additionally, up to approximately 51.5 m/s the period-I. Finally, the system flutters at 52m/s (see ta-
amplitudes of the limit cycles are very low. Flutter oc- ble 5).
curs at 54 m/s. The stability of the system is summarised
in table 3 Airspeed (m/s) Stability

< 19 Stable
Airspeed (mis) Stability 19-33 Period-2 Limit Cycle

< 49 Stable 33-52 Period-1 Limit Cycle
49-54 Period-I Limit Cycle > 52 Unstable (flutter)
> 54 Unstable (flutter)

Table 5: Stability of freeplay system without feedback
Table 3: Stability of bilinear system with undelayed feed-
back Figure 14 shows the bifurcation diagram for the

freeplay system with undelayed feedback. The system

Consequently, the effect of the feedback was to stabilise is stable up to an airspeed of 20m/s when period-3 limit
the system, despite the bilinear actuator spring. Limit cy- cycles appear. The amplitude of the limit cycles increase
des appear later than in the open loop system and they slowly until 53m/s when the system begins to undergo
are of lower amplitude. Additionally, flutter is delayed period-4 LCOs. Finally, flutter occurs at 55 mis. The
by approximately 3%. stability summary in table 6 shows that the feedback has

Delaying the feedback signal by one simulation time- stabilised the system by delaying the appearance of LCOs
step has an adverse effect on the stability of the closed- by imis and delaying flutter by 3m/s. Additionally, the

loop system. Figure 12 shows the bifurcation diagram for amplitudes of all limit cycles are lower than in the open
the bilinear system with delayed feedback. Limit cycles loop system. However, the stabilisation is not as radical
(period-1) first appear at 46 mis but their amplitudes re- as it was with the bilinear system.
main low up to an airspeed of just over 48 mis. At 51
m/s, the limit cycles change to period-3. Finally, at 52.5 Airspeed (m/s) Stability

mis the system starts to flutter. Table 4 summarises the < 20 Stable
information from figure 12. 20-53 Period-3 Limit Cycle

53-55 Period-4 Limit Cycle

Airspeed (m/s) Stability > 55 Unstable (flutter)
< 46 Stable<465 Pi ta C le Table 6: Stability of freeplay system with undelayed

46-51 Period- 3 Limit Cycle feedback51-52.5 Period-3 limit Cycle

> 52.5 Unstable (flutter) Finally, figure 15 shows the bifurcation diagram for

Table 4: Stability of bilinear system with delayed feed- the freeplay system with delayed feedback. Limit cycles
back first appear at 20m/s and are period-3, as with the unde-

layed feedback however, in this case there are no period-4

Nevertheless, the system with delayed feedback is more LCOS. Flutter occurs at 53mis.

stable than the open-loop system since limit cycles appear Airspeed (m/s) Stability
later and are initially of much smaller amplitude. < 20 Stable

20-53 Period-3 Limit Cycle
4.2 Stability of freeplay system > 53 Unstable (flutter)

As with bilinear stiffness, freeplay has been already thor- Table 7: Stability of freeplay system with delayed feed-
oughly investigated, most recently in [7] and [6]. Here, back
the effect of freeplay in conjunction with displacement
feedback is of interest. Firstly, it should be mentioned Figure 15, as well as table 7, show that the main effect
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of the delay is to decrease the flutter airspeed. Never- Airspeed (mis) Stability
theless, as with the bilinear case, the delayed feedback < 44 Stable
system is more stable than the open loop system since 44-52.5 Low amplitude Period-1 Limit Cycle
flutter occurs lm/s later and the limit cycles have smaller > 54.3 Unstable (flutter)
amplitudes.

Table 10: Stability of freeplay system with delayed feed-

4.3 Stability of system with backlash back

Figure 16 is the bifurcation plot for the open-loop system rection of the delayed displacement feedback is still un-
with backlash in the pressure feedback spring. The sys- changed and therefore the backlash region of figure 5 is
tem is stable up to an airspeed of 44m/s when very low shrunk, thus diminishing the effect of the nonlinearity.
amplitude period-I limit cycles appear. At approximately
51.5m/s the system flutters (see table 8). Hence, backlash
decreases the flutter velocity of a system and introduces 4.4 Stability of system with control surface
small amplitude limit-cycles at the high subcritical air- pitch limit
speed range. The nonlinear function described by the control scheme

Airspeed________Stability _presented in section 2.6 is shown in figure 19. The feed-
Airspeed (mis) Stability back signal is zero unless the linear extrapolation of 3, the

< 44 Stable control surface pitch degree of freedom, suggests that the
44-51.5 Period-1 Limit Cycle value of f3 in the next step will be higher than the defined
> 51.5 Unstable (flutter) pitch limit, in which case the feedback signal is equal to

-a13 where a is a gain coefficient. Consequently, it is ob-
Table 8: Stability of backlash system without feedback vious that, if the pitch limit were equal to zero, then the

control law would be a linear proportional feedback. For
Figure 17 displays the bifurcation diagram for the sys- the purposes of this work, the limit was set to +100.

tem with backlash in the pressure feedback spring and The effectiveness of the control scheme is demon-
undelayed feedback. Again, the first limit cycles ap- strated in figure 20 where the control surface pitch is plot-
pear at 44m/s and are low amplitude period-1. How- ted against time. The dashed line is the demand signal fed
ever, flutter is delayed beyond the flutter airspeed of the to the control surface through the power control unit. It
linear system by high amplitude period-1 LCOs in the can be seen that pitch rarely exceeds the limit of 10', even
range 52.5-53.5mis. After 53.5m/s continuous bifurca- though the demand angle is 12'.
tions to higher period limit cycles occur. Such behaviour Since the control system only engages when the con-
is termed period-doubling [12] and is an indication of im- trol surface pitch lies near the limit, it does not affect
minent instability either to flutter or to chaotic behaviour, the decaying impulse response of the system. Hence,
In this case period-doubling leads to flutter at 53.8m/s. self-excited oscillations are only possible when the lin-

ear system flutters. In other words, the control system
Airspeed (m/s) Stability contains flutter by constraining the system response onto

< 44 Stable a limit cycle. This can be seen in figure 21 where the bi-
44-52.5 Low amplitude Period-I Limit Cycle furcation diagram for the pitch limited system is shown.

52.5-53.5 High amplitude Period-I Limit Cycle Up to 52.7m/s, the flutter speed of the linear system,
53.5-53.8 Period doubling the response is decaying. Limit cycles exist at airspeeds

> 53.8 Unstable (flutter) between 52.7mT s and 57.7mis. Beyond this range, the
closed-loop system flutters.

Table 9: Stability of backlash system with feedback, no

delay Airspeed (m/s) Stability
< 52.7Stable

Finally, figure 18 shows the bifurcation diagram for the <52.7 S tab le

backlash system with delayed feedback. The behaviour 5.57.7 Unstable (fle

of the system is identical to that of the undelayed system

up to an airspeed of 53.5m/s. In this case however, period Table 11: Stability of system with control surface pitch
doubling-behaviour does not take place. Instead, the high limit
amplitude period-1 limit cycle behaviour continues up to
an airspeed of just over 54 mis when the system begins to It can be seen from the figure that the limit cycles are very
flutter, complex since many points appear at each airspeed, in

Consequently, unlike the bilinear and freeplay cases, fact so many that it is impossible to classify the limit cy-
delayed feedback increases the stability of the backlash des in terms of period. A phase-space plot of a limit cycle
system by delaying flutter. This phenomenon is due to at an airspeed of 55m/s is shown in figure 22. The com-
the nature of the backlash function itself. When the con- plicated shape of the limit cycles is due to the simplistic
trol surface pitch displacement changes direction, the di- manner in which the value of the control surface pitch
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at the next time step is calculated. A more detailed pre- The linear feedback that was applied still helped to sta-
diction algorithm would give rise to better behaved limit bilise the system, even with the presence of nonlineari-
cycles but would be less realistic, ties. Delays in the feedback signals reduced the effec-

tiveness of the control in all systems apart from the sys-

4.5 Stability of system with friction in the tem with backlash. If this delay was too great, then insta-
4.5 Sbility occurred almost immediately. A nonlinear control

law designed to limit the control surface pitch response

Friction is a mechanism that removes energy from the was found to increase the flutter speed considerably by

motion of a system. Given that the amplitude of the fric- forcing the system to undergo limit cycle oscillations in-

tional force, FR, is low enough not to cause stoppages, its stead. Friction was not found to alter the stability of any

main effect is to increase the damping present in the mo- of the systems investigated here as long as its amplitude

tion. A frictional force of varying amplitude was added was low enough not to cause stoppages in the motion.

to the open-loop linear, freeplay and bilinear systems. As
was expected, the main consequence for all the systems
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Figure 8: Phase-space diagram of period-i limit cycle
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linear system Figure 9: Phase-space diagram of period-3 limit cycle
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Figure 12: Bifurcation diagram of system with bilinear Figure 15: Bifurcation diagram of system with freeplay
spring, feedback and delay spring, feedback and delay
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METHODE DE CALCUL DU FLUTTER EN PRESENCE DE JEU MECANIQUE
ET VEPJFICATION EXPERIMENTALE

(FLUTTER ANALYSIS METHOD IN PRESENCE OF MECHANICAL PLAY AND EXPERIMENTAL
VERIFICATION)

par
C. PETIAU, B. JOURNEE, E. GARRIGUES

Aviation Marcel Dassault
78, Quai Marcel Dassault

Cedex 300
92552 St Cloud Cedex

France

RESUME ABSTRACT

Le calcul de flutter en presence de jeu micanique Flutter analysis in presence of mechanical play
intervient pour la certification des timoneries fail- occurs in the certification of fail-safe linkage of
safe des empennages des Falcon. Falcon horizontal stabilizer.

Une m~thode de calcul appropride a W ddveloppde The corresponding calculation method has been
dans notre logiciel ELFINI ; elle est fondde sur : developed in our ELFINI software, it is based on:

- une moddlisation structurale dynamnique - a Finite Element structural dynamics model,
Elments Finis,

- la reprdsentation des forces adrodynamiques - a time domain model of unsteady aerodynamics
instationnaires dans le domaine temps par (Karpel type),
modale type Karpel,

- une int6gration implicite dans le temps, - an implicit time integration,

- la r6solution des jeux et contacts par un - the resolution of play/contact by an algorithm
algorithme ddrivd des techniques d'optimisation derived from quadratic optimization techniques
quadratique.

Nous exposons la m6thodologie de validation We expose the experimental verification
exp6rimentale sur maquette dynamique en methodology with dynamic model in wind tunnel,
soufflerie, en 3 dtapes : in 3 steps :

- d6finition, calcul prdliminaire, dimension- - definition, preliminary calculations, sizing of
nement de l'expdrience pour v6rifier experience for checking observability of studied
l'observabilit6 des phdnom~nes recherch~s, phenomena,

- vrification, calibration du modale structural - verification, calibration of structural F.E. model
par essais statique et de vibration, du module with static and vibration tests, of aerodynamic
adrodynamique A partir de mesures de pressions model with steady and unsteady pressure
stationnaires et instationnaires et confrontation measurements, comparison of calculated /
des vitesses critiques de flutter measured critical flutter speeds with fixed
calcul6es/mesurdes contact bloqu6, contact,

- confrontations calculs/essais de flutter en - flutter calculation/test comparison in the
presence de jeux/contacts. presence of plays/contacts.

En proc6dant A partir des modales structuraux et From classically calibrated structural and
adrodynamiques recalds classiquement, la aerodynamic models, the simulation reproduces
simulation restitue les r6sultats d'essais A la fois test results both qualitatively (damped behaviour,
qualitativement (comportement amorti, cycles limit cycles, divergence) and quantitatively
limites, divergences et quantitativement (niveaux (acceleration levels).
d'acc61dration).

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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INTRODUCTION 2. PRINCIPES DE LA METHODE DE
CALCUL DE FLUTTER AVEC JEU

Le probl~me de l'analyse du flutter en prdsence de
jeu mndcanique se pose rdguli~rement pour la La m~thode a plusieurs variantes dont les points
certification des avions civils. Dans le cas des communs sont:
avions DASSAULT (Mercure, Falcon), il r~sulte
du montage "fail-safe" de la timonerie de calage de - une mod~Iisation 6lastique dynamique
1'empennage horizontal ; un 6l6ment de secours est E16ment Fini classique (voir maillage type
mont6 avec jeux pour ne transmettre les charges planche 2)
qu'en cas de d~faillance de l'6l6ment principal (voir
planche 1). . une reduction de base (facultative, voir plus

loin) pour limiter le nombre de degr~s de
Pour traiter ce cas, nous avons ddveloppd d~s la fin libertd, variantes base "modale" ou base de
des amides 70, et perfectionn6 depuis, un module "charge" (principe sp~cifique A ELFINI, voir
d'analyse sp~cifique dans le cadre de notre syst~me rdf~rence 1), dans tous les cas la base doit 6tre
d'analyse structurale et a~rodlastique ELFINI. Ce enrichie des d~form~es statiques pour des
module couple l'analyse dynamique E16ments Finis charges unitaires aux points de contact.
avec non lindaritd de contact avec un calcul
d'adrodynamique instationnaire domaine temps ;Hors moddlisation jeux/contact, H'quation de la
nous en prdsentons les grandes lignes au § 2. dynamique, dans la base de calcul, s'6crit :

La certification d'un avion fonidd sur un tel outil a W [mlx* +[Clx*+ [kix = fEaero + fEautres
posd d~s le depart le probl~me de sa validation.

On comen6 pr ds Wifcatonsparielesen - Representation rationnelle des forces
On suacomn ceprdsvrfctosprilee a~rodynamiques instationnaires (approche

s'assrant:type Karpel, rdf. 2)

- de la convergence et de la stabilitd des solutions Les forces a6rodynamiques instationnaires,
avec les hypotheses de moddlisation calculdes normalement par ELFINI dans le
(variantes/finesse du mod~le E.F., nombre et domaine fr~quence sont approxim~es (lissage
type des degrds de 1ibertd dynamiques, au moindre carrd) par une fonction de transfert
raffinement du mod~le a~rodynamique), de la forme:

- du comportement aux limites (contact 1I
permanent, jamais de contact) qui doit 8tre f.aero=[ - pV2Ao+- pVsA,+ - ps2A2
recoup6 par les calculs classiques, 2 2 2

- de ]a validit6 des composants de la m~thode de +-I pVsD(- I-R)-'E~x
calcul, qui, dtant employ~s dans d'autres 2 V
probl~mes, ont fait par ailleurs l'objet de
verifications expdrimentales (exemple contact correspondant A une reprdsentation par
statique, impact de projectile, interaction avion 6quations diff~rentielles:
atterrisseurs, flutter de panneau avec non
lindaritd de membrane des tuiles de la navette 1Z 1ar=Ip2A + pA
Hermes, ... ). 0 ~eo-p 2 A 2+ V~

Pour une verification exp~rimentale "complete", les +-I pA 2 *+-I pVDy*
essais en vol etant A l'vidence trop nisques, il a et 2 2
d~cidd de lancer ]a campagne de validation par -- R =Ex

essais sur une maquette adrodlastique dynamique Y -y E
en soufflerie dont nous prdsentons la d~marche et V
quelques r~sultats significatifs (§ 3). Les matrices Ai repr~sentent des termes de

rigiditd, amortissement et masse ajout~e, les
Du fait de son cofit important, cette operation, termes en y (6ventuellement n~gligeables)
supportte par les Services Officiels Frangais correspondent Ai l'effet des degr~s de libertds
(SPA6), a dt mende conjointement entre "internes" du fluide, pour la suite nous
DASSAULT, AEROSPATIALE et 1'ONERA. convenons de rassembler dans x tous les degr~s

de libert6, ce qui aboutit en rdunissant (D et (DA
la moddlisation du mouvement par un syst~me
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d'dquations diffdrentielles ordinaires du 26me du "gradient sphdrique" bien que ce dernier soit
ordre du type : prdsentd habituellement (d'ofi son nain) comme

± M x [B] x* + [K] x = f autres carrespondant A une minimisation su
[M~xcontrainte de forme quadratique (rendue

"sphdrique" par changement de rep~re).
- Schema d'int~gration implicite de 1'quation

pr~c~dente (Newmnark, Humbolt, etc ...) Autour des principes de base qui ant Wt
prdsent~s, la mdthode a plusieurs variantes :

Les termes en d~riv~es sont exprim~s comme - sur la modd1isation structurale E.F., qui peut
combinaison 1in~aire de 1'tat x(t) inconnu et etre mende sans reduction de base, en
des dtats pr~c~dents xt - nAt, 1'dquation particulier quand on est en prdsence de non
diffdrentielle (3) devient un syst~me d'6quations linearites structurales type grand deplacement
1in~aires ordinaires. ou plasticitd (voir calcul des tuiles de la Navette

Hermes ref. 3).
3ou4 - sur la mod~1isation adrodynainique et ses

a) [H In )=fate+ nxt-nt possibilit~s de recalage exp~rimental (voir rdf.
4), par le couplage direct avec calculs C.F.D.
(non lin6aires ou lin~aris~es, voir rdf. 5).

-La resolution des jeux et contacts est trait~e
comme solution d'un syst~me d'6quations et 3. VALIEDATION DE LA METHODE,
d'in~quations de la forme : CONFRONTATION EXPERIMENTALE

x f + [J cc arganisation de cette dtude a suivi une trame
semblable A celle de 1'enchainement

Equations d'6quilibre a~ro~lastique conception/calculs/essais d'un projet d'avion, vair

planche 3.
[N~t X - rŽ 0

Indquations des jeux 1 lre Rtape: d~finition de l'exp~rience et
de la maquette a6ro~Iastique, calculs pr~li-

a :!ý 0minaires supportant le dimensionnement
Copeson •u 0onsd cnat et la vWrification de I'observabilit6 des

Compesson ax pint de ontctsph~nom~nes recherch~s.
Apr~s avoir envisagd initialement de tester un

Elle est mende par une extension de empennage entier (d~rive + P.H.) de Falcon 10
1'algorithme dit de "gradient sph~rique" utilisd dans la soufflerie 51 de 1'ONERA de Modane,
dans ELFINI pour la resolution des contacts en on s'est limit6 A tine maquette dynaniique
elasticite lineaire. g~n~rique, de 'la formne d'un empennage

horizontal d'avion type Airbus dot6 d'une
La solution est recherchde comme combinaison gouverne de bard de fuite, test~e dans la
linfaire de la solution sans contact soufilerie transsonique S2 de l'ONERA (voir

[H]-' f planche 2).
et des daform~es pour des reactions de contact Le caisson du plan fixe est fixd A la paroi par
unitaire l'interm~diaire d'un talon situd A l'emplanture

[H]-i [Nc] du caisson. La gouverne est guidde en rotation
soit par quatre charni~res fix~es sur le caisson du

x= [HJ-1 [f + [Nc] a] plan fixe. Le blocage de la gouverne en rotation
Les erms cc r~ctios d conact(ouest assurd par l'intermddiaire d'une lame fix~e

mLes iteures de Laracing e) contactondeu en extrdnmitd de l'axe d'articulation. Cette lame
mul ~atipcaeus de Lonagrage, cl orrspnent W est bloqu~e en rotation par un dispositif

n~auxf (ecomrsion ) d contat nus dien r r~glable A but~e que l'an pent d~placer le long
n~gaifs comresson)an nls.de la lame. Ce dispositif associd A des lames

Ils ontobtnus ar a rlaton d je nu aud'dpaisseurs diff~rentes facilement inter-
cl ontac bteu prareainejunuauchangeables permet de rdgler la fr~quence de

[Nel X-c 0 oitrotation gonverne sur une valeur choisie. On a
[Nc~ X-r = 0 saitadjoint A cette maquette tine palette sur le

saumon du caisson afin de pouvoir introduire
(x =[Nc~t [H]-' [Nc] -I[ [Nc]t [H] -' f-rc]I une excitation forcde. Cette palette est

cominandde par un vdrin hydraulique situ6 dans
Il est A noter que la non syni~trie de [HM ne le caisson du plan fixe.
remet pas en cause la validit6 de l'algorithme
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L'instrumentation d'essai est constitude par un .les pressions sur la gouveme et le
ensemble de 17 pouts de jauge, de 20 moment de charni~re sont surestimds
accildrom~tes, de 5 fibres optiques, de 84 d'un facteur 2
capteurs de pression, ainsi que de deux:
potentiom~tres pour mesurer la rotation de la Cette confrontation a confirmd le facteur de
gouverne. correction de 0.5 des pressions gouvernes qui
Cette maquette poss~de plusicurs: degrds de avait ddJA Wt introduit "par exp~rience" clans
libertd au niveau du blocage de la lame en les calculs de prddimensionnement. Cette
rotation. Ce blocage est rdalis6 au niveau de la correction a 6t reconduite pour la suite des
lame par un dispositif mobile le long de la lame calculs.
qui permet de modifier la longueur
d'encastrement de la lame. 11 existe plusieurs - Validation du niod~le de calcul du flutter
lames d'dpaisseurs diffirentes. Ces deux hors effets de jeux/contacts.
possibilitds donnent une grande latitude pour le Des rdsultats types de la confrontation calcul
rdglage de la frdquence de rotation gouverne essais sont prdsent6s planche 8. Les
qui pilote le mndcanisme de flottement ainsi que comparaisons de pressions dynamiques (Pi)
la Pi critique, critiques et des 6volutions des
A ce dispositif de r~glage, on a ajoutd un frdquences/amortissements sont satisfaisautes.
dispositif permettaut d'iutroduire un jeu au
niveau de l'encastrement de la lame pour Nous avons aussi mend une verification par
dtudier les comportements non lindaires en expdrience numdrique du mod~le de
prdsence de jeu en soufflerie. Un schdma de ce rationalisation des forces adrodynamiques
dispositif est prdsent6 planche 2. instationnaires, le mod~le semble quasi exact

taut pour la reconstitution des forces
Le prddimensionnement de 1'exp~rience a dt gdndralisde que pour la vitesse de flutter (voir
mend avec le mod~Ie Eldments Finis prdsentd planche 9).
planche 4.

.3ýme itape :confrontation des r~sultats de
*2ýme ktave :calibration des mod~les flottement non lin~aire.

ilastique et akrodynamique classiques, hors
effet de jeux, mende en sous-dtapes. Nous en pr~sentons des extraits, planches 10 et

11, concernant un jeu "centi-d" de 0.1 mmn
- Validation du mod~le Elements Finis (dpaisseur lame 4,5 et 1,5 min longucur

statique avec les corrdlations calcul-essais 130 mm).
des rdponses dc jauges de contraintes A 12 Le calcul, comme les essais, permettent
chargements statiques. Cette corrdlation est d'identifier 3 regimes de fonctionuement:
relativement satisfaisaute en dehors: de tout stabilitd, cycles limites, divergences. Dans le
recalage (voir plauche 5). cas des cycles limites les niveaux d'accdl~ration

calcul~s/mesurds se comparent bien.
- Validation du mod~le dynamique (modes A noter que le domaine de pression g~n~ratrice

propres). Nous n'avons eu A procdder qu'A la des cycles limites ne colincide pas avec
seule calibration du coefficient l'intervalle des pressions critiques gouverue
d'encastrement de la lame sur l'axe libre - gouverne bloqude ; on peut rencontrer
(ind~pendante de H'paisseur et ]a longueur des cycles limites en dessous de la Pi critique
de la lame) pour obtenir une confrontation gouverue libre et des cycles limites
calcul essais satisfaisante (voir planche 6). "conditionnels" au-delA de la pression critique

gouveme bloqude, en fonction de H'nergie
- Validation du mod~Ie a~rodynamique (A initiale dounne au syst~me.

Mach 0.6). Elle a dt fondde sur la
confrontation du calcul aux mesures de 4. CONCLUSIONS, LECONS A TIRER
pression pour des excitations par braquage
de la gouverne en stationnaire et La chaine de calculs de mod~lisation du flutter en
instatiounaire (plauche 7). Le rdsultat est prdsence de jeu mudcanique est ddJA
conformne A notre expdrience habituelle de la couvenablemeut validde avec: cette premiere
mdthode des doublets: confrontation expdrimentale.

*le calcul prdvoit correctement les Les causes d'imprecision potentielle des calculs
pressions sur le caisson u'apparaissent pas devoir venir des parties les plus

*les pressions de bord d'attaque sont originales de l'algorithme comme la moddlisation
surestimides dynamique des contacts ou l'adrodynamique

instationnaire domaine temps, mais plut6t des
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PLANCHE 1

ORIGINE DE L'ETUDE

probleme de certification

del1'empennage

- Mercure

- Falcon 900

- Falcon 2000

"* conception fail-safe de la axe d'articulation

bielle d'attaque de principal
1'empennage

"* solution technique
comportant un jeu

"* comportement dynamnique
non-lin6aire

Empennagie

Dispositif
de commande Axe fail-safe
non-li ndaire

Axe empennage
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PLANCHE 2

MAQUETTE AEROELASTIQUE D'EMPENNAGE TYPE "AIRBUS"

ESSAYE A LA SOUFFLERIE S2 DE L'ONERA

palette d'excitation

* Structure de type a6ronautique

* dispositif de r6glage de la
frdquence de rotation gouverne caisson

* palette d'excitation

* encastrement au mur

* 250 capteurs ( pression, jauge,

acc~l6romnbtre, fibre optique) gouverne

encastrement ~-axe

dispositif de s6curit6 ~ guen

BLJTEE A JEUl

axe gouverne

II \ ~~~axe gouverne
lame

param6trage de la en translation
fr6quence de gouverne
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AN INTEGRATED PROCESS FOR DESIGN AND
VALIDATION OF FLIGHT CONTROL LAWS OF

FLEXIBLE AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE

Michel Lacabanne, Marc Humbert

Aerospatiale Matra Airbus

316 route de Bayonne, 31060 Toulouse, France

Abstract performance of the controller is looked for, progress will
have to be made in order to achieve an in flight

This paper recalls some problems which need identification of structural and flight mechanics modes
to be carefully studied in relation with flexibility consistent with the performance level which is aimed.
of large transport aircraft and control laws
design. The evolution of flexible aircraft models is List of notations
described, and it is shown that the evolution of
the FCS design process is coming along with [M] [B] [K] Mass, damping and stiffness matrices
more interdisciplinary models. The FCS [u] [/][]Generalized Mass, damping and stiffness matrices
validation process is supported by models, and by
flight tests. The need to perform an in flight Id] modal displacement matrix
identification of structural modes is explained, as {X} structure displacement vector, or state vector
well as the methodology which could be used for {q} generalized coordinated vector
future very large transport aircraft. [GAF] Generalized aerodynamic forces matrix

tGIAF6 I Generalized aerodynamic forces matrix associated
Introduction

with control surface rotation
Electronic Flight Control Systems (EFCS) have been 8 control surface rotation

implemented on AIRBUS subsonic civil aircraft since {U} input vector (control surface rotation...)
A320. The Airbus family has grown, mainly with
derivatives of A320, and also with long range twin and {Y} output vector (sensor accelerations, speed...)
four engine aircraft. From this date, EFCS have been [A], [B], [C], [D] state space model matrices
embodied on all Airbus types civil transport aircraft. The
increasing size of aircraft has emphasized the effects of Typical FCS design problems in relation with
structural flexibility on general aircraft performance. The structural flexibility
evolution of aircraft features in combination with the
implementation of EFCS is leading to promote A large number of problems need to he solved during
interdisciplinary ways of working and to develop new FCS design. Some of them are directly linked with the
tools, wherever necessary, in order to better predict the aircraft structural flexibility. Three typical FCS design
overall aircraft performance and to obtain the best problems are briefly reminded below:
achievable design.

This paper shows that the evolution of the FCS *Interaction of Control, with Aerodynamic and
design and validation process strongly depends on the Structure (ICAS)
progress made with the flexible aircraft models. The
flexible aircraft models upgrade the flight mechanics The FCS designers must be careful in order to avoid the
models, and, according the assumptions made, they can Interaction of Control, with Aerodynamic and Structure
be used for FCS design or validation. The use of such in the whole flight domain, for all mass configurations,
models helped FCS designers to implement active slats and flaps configurations.
control of flexible modes. For this reason, if high

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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Indeed, the direct consequence of ICAS is the commonly written in the normal modal basis, driving the
modification of "in flight" structural modes damping. A following well-known equation:
damping decrease of some structural modes can be
observed. - 02 [p] {q} + (j) [fP] {q} + [y] {q} = i. [GAF] {q} (1)
ICAS should not give zero damping for any of the
structural mode and a sufficient stability margin should The fact that this equation is named "the flutter
exist. While flutter of modern civil transport aircraft, equation" may lead to think that all of the aeroelastic
which is due to Interaction of Aerodynamic and science lies in this single equation. One has to admit that
Structure is likely to happen at high speeds in the this statement is not so false. This model is dedicated to
transonic regime, on contrary ICAS, can occur at low analysis of the stability of the structural forces -
speeds and Mach numbers according to the FCS tuningspees and Mchas numbers) aaerodynamic forces coupling that is still the first concern
(gain and phase values). of aeroelasticians, and is therefore still widely used

•Oscillatory Failure Loads (OFL) today. Moreover, this historical model is still living, andhas known many evolutions to integrate the best
structural and aerodynamic data available, from the first

The oscillatory failures on control surfaces are another finite element models in structure and aerodynamics, to

important concern. In some failure cases (for example, today's last unsteady aerodynamic transonic codes.

actuator bad functioning or control laws failure), the today's flexil a icraft cae esc
FCS o no opeate ropely.However, today's flexible aircraft challenges can not be

FCS do not operate properly. addressed using this only model.
The first evolution of it was driven by the EFCS

The Control surfaces can oscillate at a fixed frequency integration that requires pushing forward this stability
and produce high structural loads, except if special care model into an input - output model. A flexible aircraft
is taken during structural and FCS design (for example, model describing the dynamics between control surfaces
monitoring the oscillations which would impairstructural integrity, then switch FCS to a safe movements to control law sensors was required and
stturalnterity, tderived by adding few terms to model (1):
configuration).

* Aircraft Pilot Coupling (APC) - U2 [y] {q} + (Jn) [P] {1} + [y] {q} =

The Aircraft Pilot Coupling, which is the coupling of the ... i. [GAF] {q} + q. [GAF,5]. {1} (2)
pilot with Aircraft structural modes through the FCS, is
not acceptable for handling. {YJ = qj or (Im) [f] {q)°r-o' [f]{q)
APC can generally be prevented thanks to appropriate " [ [
filtering in the feed forward path. The aeroelasticians were then able to analyse EFCS

effects on flexible mode stability by introducing a

Evolution of Flexible aircraft modelizations: from the control law model in a linearized form, in the frequency

flutter equations to the integral model domain, into the model (2):

The history of aeronautical progress demonstrated that {1} = H (jm). [Y]
new technologies have always pushed the need for new
models; the aeroelasticity field is a clear example of this • The time domain approximation of unsteady
link. Aeroelastic models have deeply evolved recently to aerodynamic forces; the aeroelastic model in the
handle the new issues raised by very flexible, new large state space form and its derivatives
transport aircraft, and the integration of digital
technology into the flight control system. This kind of Because the unsteady aerodynamic forces are easily
evolution of the aeroelastic models developed by AM- computed in the frequency domain only, the previous
Airbus for Airbus programs development and models are limited to the frequency domain only. This
certification is described below, barrier was broken in the 70's by the proposal of a time

domain approximation of the unsteady aerodynamic
0 The flutter equation in the frequency domain and forces:

its improvement to cope with the electronic flight
control system apparition [GAF (M, m/V)] ,z [gaf (M, p)] p = j.m

The first historical model of the flexible aircraft consists Where
in the flutter equations expressed in the frequency
domain. This model is built from a structural model and t[GAF (M, ar/V ra t
an aerodynamic model linked together to describe [aAFp i of
coupling between structural and aerodynamic forces. It is GAF matrix
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development of a new multidisciplinary modelization of
Two methods are offered to carry this approximation; the the flexible aircraft.
Roger's approximation or the minimum state method Models (4) present a first level modelization of the flight
(Ref 1 and 2). Using one of these, the model (2) can be mechanics; however this representation is not suitable
turned into a time domain model. These approximations for a complete simulation in the whole flight envelope,
open the aeroelasticians to some of the special features as it is only a simplified, linearized model. Moreover, the
of the time domain simulations: comparisons between approach (2) assumes no dynamic couplings between
flight test and model time histories, analyses of some flight mechanics and structural dynamics modes, an
non-linearities (structure, control system...). hypothesis that is endangered with new very large
Moreover, the time domain aeroelastic model can then aircraft that exhibits a reduced frequency separation
be easily expressed in the state space form: between flight mechanics and first with flexible modes,

-[Al{X}+ [Blu} whereas approach (1) raises the community problems
(3) mentioned above.

Y}= [CJ{X}+[DJ{U} I To pass through these limitations Adrospatiale developed
The state space form may be regarded as a standard of an integrated model that joined together the best
dynamic system modelization, around which a large representative models in aeroelasticity and flight
number tools have been developed by the automaticians mechanics. This model is also upgraded by a load model,
community for analyses, simulation, reduction, and as the load analysis process showed a strong dependency
control. with flight mechanics, flight control system, and

structural dynamics fields. The flight mechanics model is
The state space formulation was a really strong evolution identical to the ones used in flight simulators, and is
in flexible aircraft modelization. Thanks to its well therefore valid for simulations in the whole flight
known form, it created the basis for an interdisciplinary envelope. The structural dynamics model is derived from
modelization of the flexible aircraft, and an efficient the state space aeroelastic model (3); a specific Mach
communication tool between aeroelasticians and number and speed interpolation procedure has been
specialists from other fields (flight mechanics, control incorporated to match its behaviour with the actual flight
law design, simulation...), who became involved in the condition. Coupling equations between flight mechanics
structural dynamics issues. and structural dynamics are added for a proper

description of the first flexible mode responses. The load
The first example of interdisciplinary modelization model runs a monitoring of about fifteen loads of special
around the flexible aircraft was the introduction of some interest, during all of the simulation:
flight mechanics behaviour informations into the state
space aeroelastic model (3). This was achieved and used {X} = f(X U, flexible bhaviour)
in AM-Airbus following two axes: The first one consists Flight mechanics model
in taking into the normal modal basis of (3) the rigid [Fi (Mah, speed)]. modJeflexiblel
body modes. This approach is commonly used for ta )[(Mcspe]blei= (5)
dynamic loads computation. Using the same formulation -tflexible integral

of (3), the model is now extended by some flight + [B (Mach, speed)], {U, rigid behaviour} model
mechanics representation; when doing so, care must be Aeroelastic model
taken to insure community with already existing flight {loads}= f (X, U) Loads model
mechanics models. A second approach consists in
putting the aeroelastic model (3) together with a flight This interdisciplinary model is named "the integral
mechanics model also derived in the state space form, by model", and is dedicated to the flight control system
simply adding the outputs of both models. validation. It can be run in differed time on a desk

simulator, as well as on real time on a development
Approach 1: {Xigid simulator, with a realistic cockpit environment.
Model (3) with [1]= [rigid *flexibleI {X}J Xflexible (4) * The other way in aeroelastic modelling : CFD /

Approach 2: FEM time domain coupling
Model (3) together wit flight mechanics state space
model The evolutions of flexible aircraft modelizations

described above were mostly required by the
Coming to an interdisciplinary flexible aircraft implementation of the EFCS. Aside from these
model: the integral model motivations is now growing the simulation in the time

domain of a CFD code together with the dynamic finite
With the development of new very flexible aircraft, element model of the structure. The objective of such
together with the introduction of active flexible mode procedures is to make aeroelastic analyses inherit the
control into the flight control system of Airbus aircraft, progress of last transonic, unsteady aerodynamic codes.
AM-Airbus felt the need for pushing further the [M{J I+[BI{J}+ [Kl{X}= Faero (6)

Faero = fn(X) (
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These new modelizations offer promising progresses in Evolution of FCS design and validation process
the flutter analyses of large transport aircraft flying in the
transonic regime. However, such modelizations require The evolution of the process has been pushed by two
high computationnal capabilities and are today only major reasons
dedicated to some flutter analyses at high mach number. - the need to reduce the FCS design and validation
However, some results of these time domain analyses are cycles,
incoporated in a linearized form in the aeroelastic - the need to have an early and right assessment of
models already mentioned. adverse risks due to flexibility (ICAS, APC, OFL...).

Summary of flexible aircraft modelizations Capabilities We show below that AM-Airbus has prepared this
evolution of FCS design and validation process

Model (1) (2) (3) simultaneously with the development, the issue of new

Flutter Flutter Structural flexible aircraft models and the merge of skills.
equations in equations with dynamics in As long as the FCS design problems related to flexibility

the frequency input / output the State Space were not crucial, the FCS specialists used a linearized
Analysis domain definitions form flight mechanics model in order to design flight control
Aeroelastic
Stability laws. The control laws were defined on the basis of

Aeroservoelastic classical or optimal control techniques.
stability X X The state space form of the flight mechanics model

being easy to derive from the full non linear flight
Active mode mechanics model, it was quite natural for FCS specialists
Control law design X
Integrated control to use the optimal control techniques.
law design Even if the problems described above were not a major

concern on Airbus A320, it was necessary to check the
Flight control absence of ICAS, to compute the OFL and to assess the
system validation effect of GLA (Gust Load Alleviation embedded in the

Flight test FCS) on gust dynamic loads. For A320, most of the FCS
comparison F /a F / a, TF F / , TF, f(t) validation work induced by the interacting systems and
capabilities structure problems was made a posteriori after the FCS

was defined. This a posteriori analysis was sufficient,
because many problems had been anticipated and solved

M el (4) (5) (6) thanks to simple design precautions (e. g., low pass

Structural Integral model CFD / FEM filtering of structural modes). At this time, the inhibition
dynamics Non linear Time domain of structural modes responses was the policy of FCS

+Flight flight coupling designers.
mechanics mechanics But, when the aircraft become more and more flexible-it

State Space + structural
Analysis form dynamics was the case of Airbus A330 and A340 - the classical
Aeroelastic X process becomes too risky and too long.
Stability X (with non

linear aero) A right in time and satisfactory design is very difficult
stability X to obtain if FCS is designed only on the basis of the

flight mechanics model
Active mode
Control law design X The evolution of the process comes along with the state
Integrated control space form of the aeroelastic model.and with the need to
law design X anticipate design problems coming from the presence of

Flight control structural modes close the flight mechanics modes.
system validation X In the research field, this formulation has been widely

used since the late seventies.
Flight test f(t)
comparison F / , TF, f(t) f(t), (including At AM-AIRBUS, these models were used later, typically
capabilities whole flight unsteady aero in the mid eighties, but, first limited to aeroelasticity

envelope measurements) applications.
The development of Airbus A340 family gave the

F / c frequency/damping opportunity to distribute the aeroelastic model to FCS
TF Transfer functions designers and to share more and more the skills involved
f(t) accelerometers time domain response in FCS design and validation (FCS, loads and

aeroelasticity specialists). The model (4) approach 2 is
now used for FCS design.
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To distribute this model is preferred to the exchange of Flight test identification of the structural dynamics
transfer functions often used for military aircraft FCS and its use for EFCS design and validation
design, because the model (4) is adequate for a direct
application of all recent optimal control techniques. Previous paragraphs have presented the increasing use of

models for control law design of today's high flexible
Other advantages in using model (4) for FCS design are transport aircraft. The complexity of the modelizations
listed below : have grown up to respond to the new issues raised by
- the possibility to combine several design criteria, not integrated flight mechanics - flexible mode control

limited to handling, but including structural loads and systems.
dynamics criteria, These new flight control systems push the flight tests in

- ICAS and APC can be monitored, a similar way. The main objectives of flight testing are
- optimisation of sensors position is easily achievable, more or less unchanged from the early years of first

flight control system development : aircraft security

It means that handling objectives of the control can be demonstration, analyses of control system performances,
worked out with structural dynamics objectives, data recording for model validation and adjustement.
including an active control of flexible structural modes However, these three activities have known recently
(Ref 6). These objectives can be met while reducing the many evolutions linked to the specific flexible aircraft
number of iterations between FCS, loads and flight control laws.

aeroelasticity specialists.
However, because of some simplifications which were With the Airbus A320 was first introduced EFCS in a
made to build model (4) approach 2, - e.g., no dynamic civil aircraft. Even if the flight control law of this aircraft
coupling between flight mechanics and structural is not dedicated to flexible mode control, the in-flight
dynamics modes, use of a limited number of modes -, it flutter clearance demonstration had to take into account

remains necessary to perform validation of the FCS the new specificities of the "aeroservoelasticity". The

design with more complete models and with tests. influences of the flight control law on the dampings of
the flexible modes had to be measured during the flight

Before the flight test, the current practice is the tests. Another consequence is that the transfer functions
validation of the FCS design with the complete flight characteristics (aircraft response / control surface order)
mechanics, complete loads and aeroelastic models, of the aircraft became of first interest for flutter
Typically, model (2) is used for aeroelasticity, model (4) clearance, and a major point for aeroservoelastic model

approach I for loads analysis and the complete non validation, in addition to the usual frequency / damping

linear mechanics model for handling qualities analysis. characteristics (Ref. 3).
The validation process with the complete models is long.
If some problems are found with the complete models- Introduction of an active flexible mode control function,
for example, loads increase which cannot be sustained by (passenger comfort improvement on Airbus A340-A330)

the structure- , it can be too late to find a solution which brought a second evolution in flight testing. Flutter flight
would avoid structural reinforcements. Therefore, it is tests results took place not only in the control law

necessary to improve the validation process in order to validation process, but were used for control law
anticipate and find, earlier than before, solutions to adjustement. Aircraft transfer functions of interest for
problems which can happen in relation with structural control law tuning were measured, using control surface
flexibility and FCS design (Ref. 5). sine sweep excitations usuallly used for flutter flights.

A way to anticipate better such problems is to Although the aeroelastic model behaviour was very close

extensively use the integral model (5). Even if the to the aircraft , some refinements of the flexible mode
integral model cannot replace the individual specialized control law were performed using these transfer
models, it is the best model for flight mechanics functions. Later flights were then dedicated to comfort
simulation of a flexible aircraft and for quick design law performance and stability margins demonstration
validation purpose. With the possibility to survey (Ref4).
structural dynamic responses as well as loads, the
integral model offers capabilities for FCS design All of these new flight tests driven by new flight control

analysis in relation with questions raised by structural systems should not hide the older in-flight identification
flexibility (including loads), of the flight mechanics that was still an important feature

for these aircraft. These tests followed classic

Finally, flight test results are used to consolidate procedures : calibrated inputs on the control surfaces are

theoretical analysis and validation activities. We show applied to induce a proper excitation of the flight

below how the flight tests can support FCS design and mechanic modes ; aircraft responses are recorded, and

validation process. used in an identification procedure of the flight
mechanics derivatives. The process is repeated for many
flight conditions and excitation levels, providing an
identification of the aerodynamic gradients, including
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their non linearities, in the whole flight domain. From References
this data package a model of the aircraft flight mechanics
is built that produces responses nearly identical to the
one of the real aircraft. This model is the basis of the
design of an efficient control of the rigid-body modes. (1) Roger, K.L, "Airplane Math Modeling Methods for

Active Control Design", Structural Aspects of
For the development of a streched version of the A340- Active Control Design, AGARD-CP-228, Aug.
300 (the A340-600/500) the flight test activities is going 1977, pp. 4-1 to 4-11.
to evolve once again. The integration process between
flight mechanics and structural dynamics discussed in (2) Karpel, M., "Physically weighted approximations of
the previous paragraphs in the modelization and control unsteady aerodynamic /orces using the minimum -

law synthesis fields will reach the flight testing . As a state method", NASA TP3025, March 1991.
model of the flexible modes behaviour is necessary for
the integrated control system design, the identification of (3) Lacabanne M., Esquerre JP., "Correlation between
this model during flight test will be performed and used Theoretical Flutter Models and Tests for Civil
for control law adjustemnent, as it is today's usual pratice Aircraft", International Forum on Aeroelasticity and
for the rigid body mode. Moreover, this identification Structural Dynamics, June 1991, 91-133, pp. 594 to
will be linked with the classic flight mechanics 602.
identification, to provide "integral identified models",
describing both rigid-body and structural dynamics (4) Seyffarth K,, Lacabanne M., Koenig K., Cassan H.,
responses. "Comfort In Turbulence for a Large Civil Transport

Aircraft", International forum on aeroelasticity and
The identification of this model will be based on both structural dynamics, Strasbourg 1993.
usual rigid body excitations and sine-sweep excitations
for flexible modes . The beginning frequency will be (5) Besch, H.M., Giesseler, H.G., Schuller, J., "Impact
lower than the one used for flutter sweeps to provide of Electronic Flight Control System Failure Cases
information about the aircraft response in the overlap on Structural Design Loads", AGARD Report 815,
aera of flight mechanics and structural dynamics Sept. 1996, pp. 14-1 to 14-10.
bandwith. The identification methodology used the
output-error approach. Initialization of the flight (6) Kubica, F, "New fliht control laws for large
mechanics parameters is taken from the theoretical capacity aircraft experimentation on Airbus A340",
model, weheras the flexible aircraft model is initialized ICAS 1998.
by a combination of a least-square estimation of the
impulse response, transformed into the state space form
with the ERA procedure (Eigenspace Realization
Algorithm). The output-error minimization process can
then be carried out on a model of both rigid and flexible
modes; influences of rigid-body modes at the structural
modes frequency is therefore taken into account
properly.

This identification provides the control law designers
with the model required by the integrated flight
mechanics and flexible modes control law approach
selected by AM-Airbus for future large civil aircraft.

Conclusions

With the development of large transport aircraft, the
structural dynamics issue is no more the field of
dynamics loads and flutter specialists only. Control law
design, flight control system validation, flight test
identification are now activities where strong capabilities
around the flexible aircraft questions are needed.
Exchanges of modelizations, flight test results, and
knowledge between the specialists of these different
areas is a key point for the realization of the best flight
control system on these aircraft.
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Abstract (low aspect ratio, high t/c), increasing structural weight
to provide additional stiffness, and/or using horizontal

Active Aeroelastic Wing (AAW) Technology tails to provide supplemental roll moment. A
represents a new design approach for aircraft wing conventional wing design presents a severe
structures. The technology uses static aeroelastic compromise between aerodynamic, control, and
deformations as a net benefit during maneuvering, structural performance.
AAW is currently being matured through a flight
research programl; however, transition of the Active Aeroelastic Wing (AAW) technology is a new
technology to future systems will require educating wing structural design approach that integrates flight
designers in multiple disciplines of this new design control design to enhance aerodynamic, control, and
approach. In order to realize the full benefits of AAW, structural performance.2  AAW exploits inherent
aeroelastic effects will need to be accounted for from structural flexibility as a control advantage, utilizing
the beginning of the design process. Conceptual design both leading and trailing edge control surfaces to
decisions regarding parameters such as wing aspect aeroelastically shape the wing. The entire wing acts as a
ratio, wing thickness-to-chord ratio (t/c), and wing control surface, with the leading and trailing edge
torque box geometry may be influenced, if designers surfaces acting as tabs. The power of the air stream is
choose to utilize AAW. used to twist the wing into a favorable shape. The

degree of deformation is not necessarily any more than
This paper presents recent efforts in developing for a conventional wing; however, the deformation is
conceptual aircraft design guidance for AAW advantageous instead of adverse to the maneuver (See
technology and identifies improvements to the design Figure 1). AAW can be used to generate large roll
process that could facilitate future AAW design control authority at higher dynamic pressures, and
applications. This process involves using results from enables maneuver load control for both symmetric and
aeroelastic design methods, typically used in asymmetric maneuvers. AAW does not require "smart
preliminary design, with conventional conceptual structures", advanced actuation concepts, or adaptive
design methods. This approach will allow aeroelastic control law techniques; however, AAW may
effects to be considered in making conceptual design complement these other advanced technologies. The
decisions. key difference between AAW and the conventional

approach is the exploitation of aeroelastic methods
Introduction throughout the design process.

Conventional aircraft design philosophy views the
aeroelastic deformation of an aircraft wing as having a L Aeroelastic twist TE
negative impact on aerodynamic and control _L•E
performance. The twisting of a wing due to aileron V- LE and TE used, TE only used,

deflection during a roll maneuver can produce the Twist advantageous Adverse twist

phenomena of aileron reversal. Aileron reversal is the AAW Conventional
point where the deflection of the aileron produces no
rolling moment. That is, the rolling moment produced
by the change in camber due to aileron deflection is Figure 1. AAW vs. Conventional Roll Maneuver
offset by the effective reduction in wing angle of attack
due to the aeroelastic wing twist. Aircraft designers
have generally tried to limit the effects of aeroelastic The AAW approach removes static aeroelastic
deformation by designing geometrically stiff planforms constraints in the wing design. Previous studies have

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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shown that an AAW can generate sufficient roll Designers will, in large part, quantify design parameters
moment without the need for a horizontal tail to provide based on experience and a historical database of
supplemental roll moment. 2' 3'4  AAW expands the existing aircraft. The methods are generally an
design space for a design team by enabling thinner, effective approach early in design, but their
higher aspect ratio wings to be weight competitive with effectiveness can be limited when designing for many
geometrically stiffer planforms. AAW technology is new technologies, such as AAW. These empirical
currently being matured through a full-scale flight methods were developed from a database that does not
research program.' While this full-scale demonstration include AAW designs, and AAW represents a
and characterization of AAW is absolutely necessary to revolutionary shift in the design paradigm. Likewise,
validate the technology, transition to future air vehicles the analytical methods typically employed during
will ultimately depend on educating aircraft designers conceptual design are not likely to be multidisciplinary
on the AAW design approach. The objective of this and, therefore, do not account for interactions such as
paper is to present findings of a lightweight fighter flexibility effects on aerodynamics, control
design study to aid future conceptual design teams in performance, loads, and structural weight. The current
the application of AAW technology, approach to a conceptual aircraft design would be to

constrain the design space early in the design to avoid
Impact of AAW on Conceptual Design Decisions "problems", like static aeroelastic effects, as the design

progresses. These constraints would be based on the
Conceptual aircraft design results in the specification of designers' experience.
the vehicle geometry that will best meet the mission
and design requirements. Conceptual designers In designing with the AAW philosophy, quantifying the
quantify a number of conceptual design parameters effects of airframe flexibility is an absolute necessity.
such as wing area, aspect ratio, thickness-to-chord ratio In order to account for flexibility, it is necessary to
(tic), taper ratio, sweep angle, etc. The AAW design employ methods such as TSO 5 or higher fidelity finite
approach enables designers to consider configurations element based methods such as ASTROS 13 or
outside the conventional design space. Because the NASTRAN 14 . The problem with using such methods to
AAW approach enables designers to use static influence conceptual design decisions is the time
aeroelastic deformation as a net advantage, thinner required to build the models and perform the analyses
and/or higher aspect ratio wings can be effectively and/or design optimizations. Typically a conceptual
employed. Previous AAW design feasibility studies design will undergo many changes very rapidly, and it
have demonstrated the benefits of AAW by expanding is difficult to build the models and perform the higher
this design space.''' 2  In addition, these studies fidelity analyses quickly enough to influence the
indicate that AAW may enable configurations with conceptual design decisions. A design environment
dramatically reduced horizontal tail area. Based on that includes parameterization of design and analysis
current design methods, conceptual designers would models and associativity between the models and
find it difficult to choose the best configuration for an conceptual design parameters would enable higher
AAW design, because AAW represents a dramatic fidelity models to be updated as the conceptual design
change in the design paradigm. Designers trying to parameters are changed. With this capability, higher
employ AAW would likely have many questions and fidelity methods could be employed to make better
few answers. How high of an aspect ratio is feasible? decisions during conceptual design.
How low of a wing tic is feasible? Where should the
leading and trailing edge spars be located? How should Process and Methods Used in this Study
the control surfaces be sized and located? In order to
effectively exploit AAW technology, designers will A lightweight-fighter mission was chosen for this
need benchmark design studies to reference and a design study because of the familiarity of designers
design process that enables the quantification of with the conventional design space for this type of
flexibility effects on aerodynamics, control aircraft, and the availability of design and analysis
performance, loads, and structural weight. models. Choosing this design space will provide an

excellent point of comparison for designers to
Limitations in the Conventional Design Process reference. A design process was established with

methods and models available to the Air Vehicles
Conceptual designers typically use a combination of Directorate of AFRL. Figure 2 shows the design
empirical and relatively low fidelity analytical methods, process used in this study.
and simplify the design problem by making
assumptions such as a rigid structure for the purposes of Algorithms were developed to generate wing geometry
estimating aerodynamic and control performance. based on wing area, aspect ratio, t/c, taper ratio, and the
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sweep angle of a user-specified constant chord line. by General Dynamics under an Air Force contract in
The algorithms also allowed for the definition of torque the early 1970s to enable the consideration of
box geometry and a spanwise control surface break composite structure impact on configuration selection
location. The algorithms assume a trapezoidal wing during the early stages of the aircraft design process.
planform, constant t/c along the span, and four control TSO does not require the high degree of modeling
surfaces (2 leading edge and 2 trailing edge). The detail that is needed by finite element methods such as
entire input for all of the design and analysis models ASTROS or NASTRAN, making it an ideal method for
was associated with these design parameters using a considering aeroelasticity impacts on conceptual design
Microsoft EXCEL spreadsheet environment, decisions. TSO utilizes a Rayleigh-Ritz equivalent

plate technique for the wing structural model. 8' 9 TSO
provides the designer with a first-order estimate of

Configuration Selection structural material weight and its distribution (including
(aspect ratio, taper ratio, composite ply orientation) required to meet strengthand thickness-to-chord ratio) and aeroelastic requirements. TSO's simplicity does

bring with it additional limitations. TSO sizes
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Figure 2. Design Process

5 LiV
For this study, the torque box and control surfaces were .. "
held constant in terms of percent chord and percent
span of the wing. Also, in an attempt to isolate the
effects of aspect ratio and t/c from sweep effects, the
wing 40% chord was held constant at 24 degrees. This I
assumption was made because the 40% chord 0.4 0.3 0.2
represents the maximum thickness of the airfoil, which
influences structural stiffness and critical Mach Taper Ratio
number. The ¼ chord point of the mean aerodynamic
chord was also held at a constant fuselage station. Figure 3. Range of Configurations Investigated

TS0 5 (Wing Aeroelastic Synthesis Procedure) was
chosen to conduct aeroelastic analysis and structural only the wing skins, and the upper and lower wing
sizing. TSO is a multidisciplinary method that skins are constrained to be the same thickness. The
combines aerodynamic, static aeroelastic, and flutter wing substructure weight is calculated using a density
analyses with structural optimization. It was developed factor and internal wing box volume. There are no
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buckling constraints. The load conditions are limited to constraints were evaluated at 24 points distributed over
two symmetric conditions and one asymmetric the wing box. The experience of the authors is that the
condition. A 9 g symmetric pull-up at Mach 0.9 and TSO design will typically be somewhat lighter than a
10000 ft, a 7.2 g symmetric pull-up at Mach 1.2 and finite element model prediction due, in part, to the
10000 ft, and a 7.2 g, 100 degree/sec rolling pull-out at limited number of evaluation points; however, the
Mach 1.2 and 10000 ft were used in this study. The trends over the design space should be consistent with
Carmichael linear aerodynamic method' 5 was used for the finite element designs.
steady aerodynamic loads, and the N5KA doublet
lattice method5 was used for unsteady aerodynamics. In design optimization using the conventional
The steady aerodynamic model, shown in Figure 4, philosophy, aircraft trim was satisfied using angle-of-
used 398 panels for the semispan configuration. The attack and horizontal tail deflection for the symmetric
unsteady aerodynamic model was a wing only model, maneuvers. For the antisymmetric portion of the
extending to the side of body. The flutter analyses were asymmetric maneuver, the aileron and horizontal tail
based on Mach 0.9, sea level conditions. The were used to generate rolling moment with a horizontal
optimization approach in TSO is a Davidon-Fletcher- tail-to-aileron blend ratio of 0.33. In addition to the
Powell unconstrained minimization with a penalty constraints mentioned above, the conventional cases
function to account for constraints, were also designed to meet a roll effectiveness

constraint. This constraint was defined such that the
minimum roll moment flexible-to-rigid ratio of the
aileron was 0.62 at the Mach 0.9, 10,000 ft. condition.
This value was chosen based on the authors' experience
to maintain some contribution from the wing to
maneuvering forces. For the supersonic asymmetric
"design condition, the horizontal tail could provide
sufficient rolling moment; however, this would induce
large weight penalties in the aft fuselage and
empennage, and large yaw moments during the roll
maneuver. These are both undesirable from a vehicle
design standpoint, and could not be accounted for in the
models used for this study.

Figure 4. Steady Aerodynamic Model (wing control The AAW design philosophy incorporated a gearing of
the four wing control surfaces along with the angle-of-surfaces and structural box highlighted) attack and horizontal tail deflection to trim for each

symmetric condition. An antisymmetric component

For each configuration, N5KA and Carmichael 5were gearing of the four wing control surfaces was added to

executed to provide the aerodynamic data needed for the symmetric gearing ratio for the asymmetric

TSO. A TSO structural optimization was completed for condition. The horizontal tail was not deflected to

both the conventional philosophy and the AAW generate rolling moment. The gearing ratios were
determined through a separate trim optimization modelphilosophy. The wing box skin thickness was described in References 10 and 11. The authors also

represented by a quadratic polynomial in both the

chordwise and spanwise directions. The coefficients of tried other gearing ratios, based on their experience, for

this polynomial and the orientation of the composite the antisymmetric portion. Both the symmetric and
laminate were chosen as the structural design variables. antisymmetric gearing ratios allowed maneuver load
The TSO model also accounted for the flexibility of the allowed for symmetric maneuvers were +30 deg. on the
control surfaces; however, the fuselage and empennage a
were considered to be rigid. Both the conventional and wing trailing edge surfaces, and +30/0 deg. on the
the AAW models utilized strength constraints on the leading edge surfaces (all surface deflections arewing using strain allowables (.003 nin tension and positive down). The antisymmetric deflections werelimited to +5 deg. for all wing control surfaces in thecompression and .01 in/in shear at limit load) consistent AAW models.
with damage tolerance requirements. Additional
constraints included a minimum allowable flutter speed Based on the optimized structural designs for the AAW
of 780 knots at sea level, a minimum gage of .005" per and conventional approaches, a ratio of the TSO wing
ply (0, +/-45, 90 laminate), and a maximum thickness and prentions foroach apra ch Ts win
per ply of 70% total skin thickness. The structural weight predictions for each approach was thendetermined. This ratio was then used as a technology
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factor to be applied to the wing box structural weight Design of Experiments and statistical multivariate
equation in a vehicle synthesis procedure to represent regression analysis as described in Reference 10. Least
the wing structural weight advantage of the AAW squares fits of a second order polynomial were used to
design philosophy. This technology factor was generate approximate models of the design space with
assumed to be constant for a configuration over a range respect to wing box skin weight and TOGW. These
of vehicle design weights. approximate models were then used to provide the

graphical representation of the design space in Figures
GASP (Combat Aircraft Synthesis Program)6 was the 5 through 8. Table 1 also shows the technology factor
method chosen to conduct vehicle sizing. It is typical used to account for AAW structural wing box weight
of many vehicle synthesis procedures in that it utilizes savings for each configuration. The aspect ratio 5, t/c
statistically based methods for weight estimation. The 0.03 configurations did not meet all of the design
aerodynamics and control analyses are based on Digital requirements for the conventional design philosophy.
Datcom7 empirical methodology. GASP has several The taper ratio 0.2 configuration could only achieve a
sizing options available, but the program was only roll effectiveness value of 0.56, while the taper ratio 0.4
executed in a single point design mode and was used to configuration could only achieve a roll effectiveness
minimize take-off gross weight (TOGW) for a typical value of 0.34 and a roll rate of 50 deg/sec. The other
lightweight fighter air-to-air mission. Vehicle sizing is conventionally designed configurations met all of the
driven by range requirements, and point performance design requirements. All of the configurations using
metrics do not drive sizing in GASP. To ensure the AAW approach met the design requirements.
comparable maneuverability levels between Despite the inability of two of the conventionally
configurations, wing loading (83 psf), vehicle thrust-to- designed configurations to meet the requirements, the
weight ratio (0.8), and static margin (0.01) were held authors chose to use these values in order to enable the
constant for all configurations for both the conventional regression analysis and graphical representation of the
and AAW design approaches. design space. However, it is likely that the technology

factor for these two configurations would be lower than
Design Study Results the values used. Table 1 also shows that the roll

effectiveness constraint was active for each
Table 1 shows the configurations that were configuration using the conventional design approach.
investigated. This matrix was chosen to facilitate a

aspect tic taper tech conv active AAW active cony AAW
ratio ratio factor constraints Constraints TOGW TOGW

3 0.030 0.2 0.87 1,5 2,3,4 1.053 1.021
3 0.060 0.2 0.84 1,2,3 2,3 1.084 1.040
3 0.030 0.4 0.91 1,2,3 2,3,4 1.195 1.149
3 0.060 0.4 0.82 1,2,3 2 1.395 1.294
5 0.030 0.2 0.46* 1,2,3 2,3,4 1.219 0.871
5 0.060 0.2 0.66 1,2,5 2,3,5 1.159 1.009
5 0.030 0.4 0.62* 1,2,3 2,3,4 1.832 1.247
5 0.060 0.4 0.48 1,5 2,3,4 1.688 1.374
3 0.045 0.3 0.74 1,2,5 4 1.115 1.045
5 0.045 0.3 0.53 1 2,3,4 1.336 1.041
4 0.045 0.2 0.63 1,3 3,4 1.052 0.935
4 0.045 0.4 0.63 1,5 2,3,4 1.408 1.219
4 0.030 0.3 0.52 1,2,3 2,3,4 1.261 0.984
4 0.060 0.3 0.73 1,2 2,3,5 1.283 1.176
4 0.045 0.3 0.57 1,2,3,5 3,4 1.210 1.029

Constraint Key *Conventional design did not meet all design requirements
1- Roll effectiveness
2- Minimum gage
3- Strength
4- Flutter
5- Ply thickness %

Table 1. TSO Design Results Summary
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Other than for the highest t/c configurations, flutter Conventional design wisdom indicates that wing box
became an active constraint for the AAW designs. structural weight increases directly with aspect ratio
The final two columns of the table show the results and taper ratio, and inversely with t/c over the range
from the vehicle synthesis for each configuration. of the variables in this study. Figure 5 clearly shows
The TOGW values for the conventional and AAW these trends. In these figures, the wing box structural
designs are normalized by the lowest conventional weight has been normalized to that of the lowest
design TOGW. Based on the approximate model conventional TOGW configuration (aspect ratio 3,
derived from the regression analysis, the lowest taper ratio 0.2, and t/c 0.04). Figure 6 presents the
TOGW for the conventional approach was found to wing skin weight vs. aspect ratio for a t/c of 0.03 and
be an aspect ratio 3, taper ratio 0.2, and t/c 0.04 0.045. The figures also show that the sensitivity of
configuration. The table shows that the best wing box structural weight with respect to aspect
configuration for the AAW design approach was an ratio and t/c is less for an AAW approach than a
aspect ratio 5, taper ratio 0.2, and t/c 0.03 conventional approach especially as aspect ratio
configuration. The data indicates that the TOGW increases and t/c decreases beyond the conventional
savings due to AAW is approximately 13% for this design space. AAW philosophy should enable an
lightweight fighter mission. The reader should note expansion of the design space for a lightweight
that the technology factor used for this configuration fighter design. Figure 7 shows the impact of the
was likely not as low as it would have been had the
conventional design met all of the design
requirements.

aspect ratio 3, taper ratio .2 aspect ratio 3, taper ratio .4

4- 4
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Figure 5. Summary of wing box skin weight vs t/c
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Figure 6. Summary of wing box skin weight vs aspect ratio
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Figure 7. Summary of TOGW vs aspect ratio for taper ratio 0.2
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Figure 8. Summary of TOGW vs aspect ratio for taper ratio 0.4
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AAW approach on TOGW for the same range of Related/Future Work
variables shown in Figure 6. Figure 8 shows the
impact on TOGW for taper ratio 0.4. It is interesting Reference 10 documents a similar study using an
that the sensitivity of TOGW with respect to aspect ASTROS finite element design model. The authors
ratio is highly dependent on taper ratio, and results in compared the designs from both studies and found
a change of sign in the AAW design space. The similar trends in the predicted weight benefits.
reader should notice a slight downward turn of the
curves representing the conventional approach at the The authors recognize many opportunities for
highest aspect ratios. This is due to the inclusion in extending this effort. It would be interesting to
the approximate models of the two conventional investigate the effect of other design parameters such
cases mentioned above that did not meet all of the as wing box geometry, control surface sizing,
design requirements. maneuver requirements, wing area, and vehicle

design weight on the benefits of the AAW approach.
Conclusions Improvement in the optimization methodology to

enable more optimal gearing ratios, simultaneous
This study demonstrated that AAW technology can structure and controls optimization, and possible
have a significant effect on conceptual aircraft design configuration optimization will be considered for
decisions, and enable expansion of the feasible further investigation. Additional AAW design
design space for a lightweight fighter aircraft. In guidance will be developed through the correlation of
order to implement the AAW design approach, full scale flight test data with higher fidelity
design teams must account for structural flexibility analytical predictions and scaled experimental
throughout the design process. This study predictions.
demonstrated the importance of accounting for
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ACTIVE AEROELASTIC AIRCRAFT AND ITS IMPACT ON STRUCTURE AND
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGN

Johannes Schweiger, Johann Krammer
DaimlerChrysler Aerospace AG
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P. O. Box 801160

D-81663 Muenchen
Germany

Abstract This hierarchical approach allowed no feed-back from the
structural design to the flight control system design. In the

Active aeroelastic concepts have been proposed for several past, flexibility or structural dynamic effects could only be
years now. Their common incentive are improvements of identified and quantified very late in the design process. This
aircraft performance and stability by the intentional use of resulted in additional weight, degraded performance, or costly
aeroelastic effects. This means that the basic flexibility redesigns. On the flight control side, adjustments to optimize
characteristics of a new aircraft project must be included in the the handling qualities could be made quite easily during the
early conceptual design process, and the structural and flight flight test program, as long as the flight control system was
control system design must be coupled very closely, manually actuated. This was also possible, if servo actuators

were used. Even an analog electrical flight control system with
The knowledge about the magnitude of aeroelastic impacts on feed-back loops allowed quick fixes or adjustments by trial
aerodynamic forces and aircraft stability is still very limited and error methods.
within the community of people involved in aeronautical
engineering - even among the specialists in aeroelasticity. For For a modern airplane the development of the digital flight
a successful application of active aeroelastic concepts, their control system is a time consuming and costly process.
proper identification is therefore the first step. It will be shown Therefore, it is today much more important, to know the
for some selected examples, which static aeroelastic effects aeroelastic characteristics of the airplane as good and as early
are usually very important for conventional designs, and how as possible during the design process.
they can be made even more effective in a positive sense for
future designs. This fact becomes even more important, when active

aeroelastic concepts are considered for a design. They will
The accuracy and proper use of aeroelastic prediction methods either have their own control system, which may create strong
and analysis models is addressed briefly in the context of interactions with the aircraft's main flight control system, or
interactions with other disciplines, and ideas are developed for they are directly controlled by this one. In this case, it means
the multi-disciplinary design process of active aeroelastic direct impacts on the flight control system's authority and
aircraft concepts. stability.

Whereas static aeroelastic effects usually only become 2. Historic developments
important with increasing airspeed, a concept will be
demonstrated for aeroelastic improvements, which also works Although aeroelasticity was still completely unknown to the
at low speeds. pioneers of aviation, the success of the first powered flight

may be contributed to a great extend to a sophisticated active
1. Introduction aeroelastic concept for directional control. In his book "How

we invented the airplane"', Orville Wright describes this
Traditionally, aircraft structure and flight control design could system of cables, connecting the sliding cradle, which could
be handled as quite independent processes. The flight control be moved by the pilot, to the wing tips, which were twisted by
concept was defined as a part of the conceptual design the pilot' motion in opposite directions. This provided roll
process. After this, the structural design concept was defined, control without ailerons.
taking into account that the structure had to be strong enough On the other hand, the Wright brothers' main competitor,
to bear the loads for all desired maneuvers, including the Samuel P. Langley, was very likely less fortunate with his
forces from the predefined control surfaces. The detailed Aerodrome designs because of insufficient aeroelastic
dimensions of the individual structural components could then stability2 .
be determined by a refined assessment and distribution of An other example demonstrates how strongly interdisciplinary
aerodynamic and inertia loads. For each of the following the design of airplanes already was in those early years.
design loops, these loads were considered invariable from
changes of the local mass distributions, from resulting changes During the First World War, designers and government

of the control forces, or from aeroelastic effects on the authorities began to fear the loss of structural integrity from

aerodynamic loads. These changes could only be analyzed battle damage and looked for redundancy of major load-
after each major design loop, and then be used as an update for carrying parts. In the case of the monoplane Fokker D.VIII,
the next loop. shown in Figure 1, a superior design with cantilevered wings,

where the box structure provided excellent redundancy, the
rigid certification rules caused a series of fatal accidents,

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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which were caused by aeroelastic divergence. As Anthony in the design process, with or without active aeroelastic
Fokker describes in his book3, sufficient strength of the design concepts.
had already been demonstrated by proof load and flight tests,
when regulations called for a reinforced rear spar with
proportional strength capacity to the front spar. This 3.1. Definitions for active aeroelastic concepts

redistribution of stiffness caused torsional divergence under
flight loads. In a more traditional sense, active aeroelastic concepts can be

defined as active control concepts for the cure of static or
dynamic aeroelastic deficiencies with respect to stability,
maneuverability, loads, or aerodynamic performance. In this
case, the aeroelastic impacts are considered to be bad in
general.

Examples are gust load alleviation or active flutter suppression
concepts, where control surfaces are actively deflected to
counteract loads or create unsteady aerodynamic damping

-- I to . forces. One reason why these systems did not become
common practice, is the insufficient static aeroelastic
effectiveness of typical control surfaces like ailerons.

Since several years, the expression "active aeroelastic" is more
used for concepts, where aeroelastic effects are exploited in a

Figure 1: Fokker monoplane D-8 beneficial way to improve aircraft performance, handling, or
directional stability compared to a rigid aircraft. Using this

In the following years, designers began to fear the flexibility definition, only static aeroelastic concepts are addressed.
of the structure, as quoted from a review paper on Aeroelastic
Tailoring by T. A. Weisshaar 4 "As a result, aeroelasticity Possible benefits from aeroelasticity were already addressed in
helped the phrase "stiffness penalty" to enter into the design the seventies and eighties, when advanced composite materials
engineer's language. Aeroelasticity became, in a manner of together with formal structural optimization methods offered
speaking, a four-letter-word...it deserves substantial credit the possibility of Aeroelastic Tailoring an aircraft structure .
for the widespread belief that the only good structure is a rigid One of the first demonstrations was the Active Flexible Wing
structure." wind tunnel test program6 . On this model, Figure 2, two

leading and two trailing edge surfaces are adaptively deflected
Only recently the authors could listen to this demand again, at different aerodynamic conditions to achieve optimum roll
when a colleague from flight control systems design asked to control power. This multiple surface control concept allows to
build future airplanes as rigid as possible. use the trailing edge surfaces beyond their reversal speed.

Today, the high performance of fighter aircraft, and the -

increasing size of transport aircraft, together with modern light g
weight structures, have enlarged the flexibility effects on the
aerodynamic characteristics of airplanes. Modern airplanes are
also operating more often near and closer to the high speed
edge of the flight envelope. In the past, it was for example l i
sufficient to ensure the avoidance of aileron reversal at limit lb
speed, a speed where the aircraft would usually not operate.

In the past, the structural dynamic characteristics of an
airplane had only rarely to do with the flight control system.
Flutter as the classical aeroelastic instability could be treated 

AM

independently from the flight control system by proper
adjustments to the stiffness and mass distributions. The
frequency band of the aircraft's rigid body Eigenmodes and
the dynamic characteristics of the control surface actuators
were usually well below those of the flexible aircraft. Today's
actuators however as well as the speed of the flight control j
computers are causing overlaps which require careful 4W ,
aeroservoelastic analysis. Stability deficiencies are usually Figure 2: Active Flexible Wing wind tunnel model
treated by implementing notch filters for the structural
dynamic Eigenfrequencies into the flight control laws. For a To demonstrate this concept in flight, an F-18 is currently
fighter airplane which is usually flying in many different modified with a more flexible wing, other control surfaces,
configurations and at different flight conditions, a multitude of and the appropriate flight control laws7 .A more flexible wing
these filters may be required to provide sufficient stability, means in this case, that an original F-18 wing torque box will
This usually results in a considerable degradation of the be used. This structure had to be reinforced after initial tests
aircraft's agility. because it did not provide the desired roll control power.
This implies that a different approach will be required in the The expression "Active Flexible Wing" may have mislead to
future for the treatment of flight control system and structure the believe that an airframe structure must now be made as

flexible as possible to improve an airplane's performance.
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This is as wrong as the above quoted "as rigid as possible", Mainly for transport aircraft wings, active aeroelastic concepts
because excessive weight penalties would be created in both offer an attractive opportunity to adjust the shape of the
cases. The objective must be a minimum weight design, where flexible wing for minimum drag under varying flight and
the external geometry, the arrangement and shape of control internal loading conditions.
surfaces, are optimized together with the flight control law to
achieve aeroelastic tuning or amplification of aerodynamic So far, mainly wings have been addressed by active
forces at all flight conditions. aeroelastic concepts. But horizontal and vertical tails could be

at least as attractive. Whereas wings have to meet a multitude
Additional interest in active aeroelastic concepts arose in of design objectives and requirements, which somehow limit
recent years with the development of active materials, where the design space for active aeroelastic tailoring, the only
the stiffness can actively be adjusted. Active structures purpose of empannage surfaces is the provision of directional
concepts, where the stiffness of individual components is stability and directional control about the pitch and yaw axis.
actively modified, also belong to this category. This means, that they offer a larger design space. One such

concept for a vertical tail is described below.
The overview paper from McGowan et al. 8 gives an excellent
overview on recent activities for static and dynamic 3.2.2. Classification by active devices
aeroelastic applications.

There are two major groups of active devices: aerodynamic
3.2. Classification of active aeroelastic concepts control surfaces and structural devices. The first one creates

external aerodynamic forces to stimulate deformations of the
3.2.1. Classification by aeroelastic phenomena flexible fixed surface, while the other one is based on

interactions between the active elements and the passive
If the definition of active aeroelastic concepts is expanded to structure by internal forces.
all active concepts, where structural dynamics or aeroelasticity
are involved, the elastic mode control system ILAF The effectiveness of aerodynamic actuators relies upon the
(Identically Located Acceleration and Force) 9 of the XB-70 aerodynamic flow conditions. Their power increases linear
must be considered as one of the first applications. A similar with the dynamic pressure at smooth flow conditions. For
system is installed today on the B-lB to counter turbulence, turbulent flow, for example at high angles of attack, or for

large deflections, they can completely lose their effectiveness.
In the seventies, active flutter suppression systems by means This makes them very efficient for applications at high speeds,
of activated control surfaces were developed and flight where only small deflections are required. But this also
tested10 . Besides the criticality aspect of a potential system requires, that their natural static aeroelastic effectiveness is
failure, an other reason, why they are not yet in use, may be high. Natural means that it already comes from the wing or
their limited static aeroelastic effectiveness, as already stabilizer planform geometry and location of the control
mentioned above, surfaces, with no additional investment of stiffness and

weight.
In recent years, active concepts for the alleviation of dynamic
loads from buffeting conditions of vertical tails were designed Aerodynamic control surfaces are limited for dynamic
and tested in wind tunnels and on full scale ground tests with applications by the frequency range of their hydraulic actuator.
simulated loads"1"1 2

. The active control system has to be integrated into the main
flight control system, and depending on the required control

The first demonstration of active materials concepts for the surface authority, they will limit the basic aircraft
reduction of dynamic loads in a flight test was a smaller performance.
structural component. Piezo-active elements were used to
reduce the vibration loads on a skin panel of the B-lB rear The effectiveness of the achievable actuation from active
fuselage section 13

. structures and materials concepts is independent from the
external flow conditions. The achievable stimulation of

The group of concepts, where aeroelastic phenomena can be aeroelastic servo-effects however also here depends on the
used in a beneficial way, can be subdivided for the following basic geometry and structural arrangement.
applications.

Their effectiveness relies upon the optimum placement within
Improvements of directional control forces by using classical the passive structure to achieve the best possible deformation
aerodynamic control surfaces as tabs to initiate the main of the flexible structure. Active materials can be embedded
control force by an aeroelastic deformation of the fixed within the passive structure or attached to, distributed over
surface. Theoretically, the same effect could be achieved by an larger areas, or concentrated active elements are acting
active deformation of the fixed surface directly. Several between a few selected points for high authority.
studies' 14' 15'16' 17"18 demonstrate the principle of these concepts
and explain the required design approach. Mainly roll control It is sometimes said that these concepts could completely
is addressed by these concepts, because the outboard ailerons replace conventional control surfaces. But this looks very
on wings usually show the highest aeroelastic sensitivity, unrealistic at the moment. The major difficulties for a

successful application are here the limited deformation
A second application of static aeroelastic concepts is the capacity of active materials, as well as their strain allowables,
reduction of gust or maneuver loads. Active load alleviation which are usually below those of the passive structure.
concepts in the past suffered from a lack of aeroelastic However, this can be resolved by a proper design of the
effectiveness of the control surfaces - usually the outboard interface between passive and active structure. But the
ailerons. essential difficulties are the stiffness and strain limitations of

the passive structure itself. It can not be expected that the
material of the passive structure just needs to be replaced by
more flexible materials without an excessive weight penalty. It
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is also not correct to believe that an active aeroelastic concept Besides formal methods, an efficient MDO approach also
will become more effective, if the flexibility of the structure is requires experienced engineers with a broad knowledge in all
increased. The aeroelastic effectiveness depends on proper involves disciplines and their interactions. It is also essential,
aeroelastic design, which needs a certain rigidity of the that the proper levels of single-discipline analysis models and
structure to produce the desired loads. A very flexible methods are used for the integrated design process.
structure would also not be desirable from the standpoints of
aerodynamic shape, stability of the flight control system, and 5. Approach for the aeroelastic analysis of an active
transmission of static loads. structure

Because large control surface deflections are required at low For the static aeroelastic analysis of the achievable rolling
speeds, where aeroelastic effects on a fixed surface are small, moment, induced by active structural elements, the
it is more realistic to use conventional control surfaces for this optimization program LAGRANGE' was modified. For the
part of the flight envelope, and make use of active aeroelastic static aeroelastic analysis of a conventional passive structure,
deformations only at higher speeds. This would still save the analysis process is initialized by defining the aerodynamic
weight on the control surfaces and their actuation system due deflections of control surfaces. The resulting "rigid"
to the reduced loads and actuation power requirements. aerodynamic load is then used as a starting point to obtain the

aeroelastically balanced equilibrium condition, as depicted in
4. Optimization methods in aircraft design Figure 3.

Any improvement of a technical system is often referred to as
an optimization. In structural design, this expression is today Intialste Structural Model Aerodynamic Model

Aerodynamic Model

mainly used for formal analytical and numerical methods. -y M

Some years after the introduction of finite element methods Aerodynamicfor.

(FEM) for the analysis of aircraft structures, the first attempts . .",-
were made to use these tools in an automated design process.
Although the structural weight is usually used as the objective I
function for the optimization, the major advantage of these deflected modified angles of attack

tools is not the weight saving, but the fulfillment of aeroelastic control surface m- modified loads

constraints. Other than static strength requirements, which can Figure 3: Process for static the aeroelastic analysis with
be met by adjusting the individual finite elements' dimensions, control surfaces
the sensitivities for the elements with respect to aeroelastic
constraints can not be expressed so easily. For an active structure, the chosen new approach first

simulates the deformation of the structure under the loads of
In the world of aerodynamics, the design of the required twist the activated elements. This static solution delivers the initial
and camber distribution for a desired lift at minimum drag is angle-of-attack distribution for the aeroelastic analysis, as
also an optimization task. Assuming that minimum drag is shown in Figure 4.
achieved by an elliptical lift distribution along the wing span,
this task can be solved by a closed formal solution and 0 -2• 2IŽ. 0
potential flow theory. More sophisticated numerical methods
are required for the 2D-airfoil design or for Euler and Navier-
Stokes CFD methods, which are now maturing for practical Apply internal forces to generate Calculate aerodynamic angle of attack

use in aircraft design. deformations in strictaral model distribution from initial deformations m

For the conceptual aircraft design, formal optimization
methods are used since many years. Here, quantities like direct
operating costs (DOC) can be expressed by rather simple
equations, and the structural weight can be derived from Calculate aeroelastic equilibrium from Optimize location and direction of
empirical data. Formal methods like optimum control theory initial deformations active components

are also available for the design of the flight control system.
Figure 4: Static aeroelastic analysis steps for an active

So one might think that these individual optimization tasks structure
could easily be coupled for one global aircraft optimization
process. The reasons why this task is not so simple are the To verify the approach, three different cases were analyzed,
different nature of the individual disciplines' design variables, using the wing model from the example below: one for a
and their cross sensitivities with other disciplines. The conventional control surface deflection by specifying its initial
expression Multi-Disciplinary Optimization (MDO) aerodynamic deflection, one with the equivalent deflection
summarizes all activities in this area, which have been from static loads applied to the element that represents the
intensified in recent years. It must be admitted that today most actuator, and one, where in-plane loads are applied to the skins
existing tools and methods in this area are still single of the control surface. The results are shown in Figure 5.
discipline optimization tasks with multi-disciplinary
constraints.

In order to design and analyze active aeroelastic aircraft
concepts, especially when they are based on active materials
or other active structural members, new quantities are required
to describe their interaction with the structure, the flight
control system, and the resulting aeroelastic effects.
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R M Static load cases + 9g , - 4g

* Rolling Moments Roll rate at Ma 1.2, S/L 120 °/s
2, Max. hinge moment per surface 15 kNm

_ Max. control surface deflection 15 0

-0 RIGID f7}LE TOMA Table 1: Basic wing design conditions

-30 ( ' . .. Figure 8 depicts the achievable rolling moment with
increasing airspeed for rigid conditions. These two graphs

?IOTE/IB_active actuator clarify, why usually only trailing edge surfaces are considered

0 TE/iBiactivestretch it skins for roll control. Besides their different size, main reasons for
better aerodynamic performance are the different sweep

Figure 5: Results for test cases angles, and mainly the camber effect, which supports the
trailing edge surfaces and counteracts at trailing edge

6. Examples for active aeroelastic concepts deflections.

6.1. Active aeroelastic wing 25

F/S-T/E
To demonstrate the principle of active aeroelastic concepts for 20 ------ -----

improved roll performance, a low aspect ratio fighter aircraft 1j 15 ........... --------- -- -- ----- - -
wing was chosen., because here one would not expect Z
considerable aeroelastic improvements. The Finite Element . 10 /
model for this generic wing is shown in Figure 6. 5 .....

Elements 1329 . - - ........ 0

Nodes 513 o 0,62 ot4 0,06 o,b8 0,40 0,12 0,14 0.16 0,

g Design Variables 588 -5 . F/S-L/E
Constraints 1570
Degrees of Freedom 2167 ..............................................................

-15

Dynamic Pressure (MPa)

Figure 8: Achievable rolling moment for a 1° deflection of
leading and trailing edge surfaces without structural

'/ Top Skin Removed flexibility

But things look quite different, as soon as the aeroelastic
__ , effects on the flexible structure are taken into account. For the

initial structure, which had already been optimized for
increased rolling moment effectiveness of the trailing edge

Figure 6: Finite Element model for low aspect ratio fighter surfaces, the achievable rolling moments are compared in
wing Figure 9.

The original model, which had only two trailing edge 25

flaperons for roll control, was modified by two addition
leading edge surfaces for roll control. The had to be rather
small to avoid modifications of the torque box structure. 2 15 F/S TIE

zFigure 7 shows their representation in the aerodynamic -
analysis model. The basic design conditions for the
optimization are summarized in table 1. FE 5

Total Planfbres Area 50 m
2  .1

Total sPan Ae 500 5a 0,D2 0,04 0.06 0b 0,10 0,22 0.14 016 0,5T otal Span 10.5 M ...... ...... ..... - --- ----- -- -

AR 2.205 .........

Panels 156
Nodes 182 LIO #..-TO- .

Figure Dynamic Pressure (MVPa)

Figure 9: Rolling moments for leading and trailing edge

ST/I surfaces with flexibilities of the initial design

7' / , jTraditionally, if only the trailing edge surfaces are used for
7<2' -roll control, the achievable roll rates for a design with fixed

planform and control surface geometry can only be improved
L_, by additional structural weight. For this example, the

structural optimization of the wing box skins with different
constraints for the rolling moment effectiveness results in theFigure 7: Aerodynamic model of the wing graph of Figure 10 for skin weight and effectiveness. If the

leading edge surfaces are used in addition, the results in table
2 can be achieved for the basic static design. If buckling
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stability is not considered for the wing skin design, which 1.00
could be possible by additional spars, the rolling moments vs.
dynamic pressure for the individual control surfaces in Figure
11 are obtained. In this case, the leading edge surfaces get
more effective, and the trailing edge surface could be used 0.90
beyond the reversal speed. More details about this study are C
reported in refs.","17.

0.80 _____120 0.__

- ------- 8:essgtha, Fin Efftionc100 S.. . .. t.... Bcklin.g
StTrhEtha rkling F in Effeon-y

*F!S TIE~f,, WhOE e,,rr1n80 ......... 0.70
10.0 20.0 30.0 400 50.0

60 . . . . . . I S t O g ........... Skin W eigh1 [kg]
qL t OE c tE,-,tn. : Figure 12: Static aeroelastic effectiveness vs. structural

40 .............. - ,,, ,, ,.t . . . . .weight for a typical vertical tail

20 IrRat prov meant

Although this means a weight increase for the cover skins, the
0 , . . :total structural weight can be decreased by reducing the size of050 100 10 200 250 300 350 the tail proportional to the increase in effectiveness.

Weight (kg) Additional increases are then obtained by relaxing the stiffness
Figure 10: Optimization results with different rolling of the forward root attachment and modifying the rear
moment effectiveness constraints attachment in such a way that the aerodynamic surface can be

deformed in a more favorable way.
Contcntionally Static design tuith additional roll control from LIE surfaces

Without L/E WithL/E, basic WithLIE, 50%larger. For further improvements, the concept of an Active Vertical
c afgtoir dfeeta deflections Tail was developed. The principle is depicted in Figure 13. It

Skin wcitgh 0 1 1111is a lSkind.cigt 307 178 178 17i all-movable tail, where the attachment is positioned in
Total rolling momen.t fort' such a way, that the aeroelastic effectiveness is above 1.0 for

T/E - I/B 32.tI 9.00l 9.t4 9,00
1 2.94 2)4 2.94 all aerodynamic flow conditions. The amount of effectiveness

L -01B 1301 4.52 can be adjusted by a variable torsional stiffness element. This
Total hinge moment fort° can for example be achieved by a mechanical, hydraulic,

T/E - I/B -.117 2.06 2.86 2.6TIE-O/B 1.79 1.51 1.13 1.53 electric, or active materials system. The actuation of the tailL0E-IB 1.34 0.51 for yaw control can be integrated into the same system, or it
LIE / O3 0.20 0.30 ya nerteytm

Required hinge moment for 1201 As and flnap deflection [kNm] can be designed as a separate system. A separate actuation
T/E - I/ 13.61.5' 47.0. 16.5' 32.1. 114' 14.3. 5ti' system by a conventional actuator with constant stiffness
T - .4. 5' 27.7, 165' 1N.7. 11.4' 15.3. 5.(1 '"LfE-l 3.g,.4o 7.7. 15.f1' would be less complex for the flight control system.

1I I 2.2. 11.4' 4.5. 13.11'

Table 2: Optimization results for the wing All movable vertical tail • /
with active attachment

2 0 .. .....i .......... ..... .. --. .. .. .. ... . .... .. ... .... ... .. .... ......F/S- LIE A' ' ~
15I

-10 ... ...... ............. ............. i........... ............ W•~ ." ... ..i ....:' ..........- ................ :/ .. .

E ...........

/0 002 .0i4.ca00b.00d.0d0to.2e014.0,0w0.0

F/S-T/E -~ 1 tc.~o-10 a.a ca

' swConventonal hydraulic

Dynamic Pressure (MPa) stifuatss

Figure 11: Rolling moments for the static design without
buckling stability Figure 13: Concept of an all-movable Active Vertical Tail

6.2. Active aeroelastic vertical tail This vertical tail needs no additional weight for aeroelastic
effectiveness. Its size can be reduced to the value, where

The structural design of the vertical tail for a fighter aircraft sufficient directional stability and yaw control are provided by
usually requires additional stiffness for the static aeroelastic the proper amount of effectiveness from the variable
effectiveness of the lateral stability and for the rudder yawing attachment stiffness. The lower boundaries for the stiffness are
moment. A typical effectiveness-vs.-weight trend is depicted defined by sufficient flutter stability. This means, that flutter
in Figure 12. To improve this situation, the concept of a stability and aeroelastic effectiveness have the same stiffness
Diverging Tail was developed by Sensburg et al.2 .In a first demands: low at low speeds, and high at high speeds.
step, the effectiveness is increased by means of aeroelastically This concept reverses the traditional design approach for
t a i l o r e d s k i n s . i m p r o v ed re r se s t hef f e c t i on e s i g n i n cr ea s e i simproved aeroelastic effectiveness, where an increase is
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achieved by additional stiffness. Whereas the minimum size of Attachment
the passive design for the diverging tail is limited by stability stiffness
and control requirements at low speeds, where no aeroelastic
effectiveness improvements are possible, the Active Vertical
Tail also provides increased effectiveness at low speeds. Required for optimal effectiveness

A different concept for a variable stiffness actuation system is
already used for the new F/A-18E/F2 1 . Here the hydraulic
pressure switches from 207 bar to 345 bar (3000 to 5000 PSI)
at high dynamic pressures to compensate aeroelastic losses.

7. Impacts from active aeroelastic concepts on the
FCS design Dynamic pressure

The design of the flight control system should not become
more complex because of an active aeroelastic concept. But Figure 15: Attachment stiffness requirements for Active
the impacts from this active concept on the aircraft's Vertical Tail
parameters, which are implemented in the flight control laws,
must be known and respected. The design space for aeroelastic effects must be as wide as

possible in the beginning. That means, the sensitivities of
The performance of the flight control system should not be basic geometry parameters for wings and control surfaces, the
degraded in the presence of an active aeroelastic system. If positions of control surfaces, and their functions must be
designed properly, there should even be improvements, like considered as design variables in the beginning.
reduced power and stiffness demands for the flight control
actuation system. The analytical description of active aeroelastic concepts must

directly be included in the structural analysis model because of
As an example, the simplified schedule in the flight control the impacts from the passive structure's design constraints on
laws for the leading and trailing edge surfaces for roll control the effectiveness of active aeroelastic systems. In order to
of the wing above could look like in Figure 14. make them efficient, it is required to understand, design and

simulate the interfaces between components and the passive,
load-carrying structure.

9. Needs for the integrated design of airplanes with
active aeroelastic concepts

It is obvious that integrated design and multi-disciplinary

GAIN o optimization processes are an absolute must for active
I 0aeroelastic concepts.

MDO does not mean to combine single discipline analysis
tools by formal computing processes. It means first a good

TIE-Reversal understanding of what is going on. This is already essential for
i -- a conventional design. Only after this understanding the

Dynamic Pressure MAX creative design of an active concept can start.
Figure 14: Leading and trailing edge control surface
authority for roll control It is then very important to choose the proper analysis methods

for the individual disciplines. Usually, not the highest level of
The variable stiffness for the attachment of the vertical tail accuracy is suitable for the simulation of important effects for
might look like in Figure 15. Here, the optimum stiffness for other disciplines. This also refers to refinement of the analysis
aeroelastic effectiveness must be tuned together with the flight models, where local details are not interesting for interactions.
control laws for handling and stability requirements. It is more important to keep the models a versatile as possible

for changes of the design concepts to allow the simulation as
8. Impacts from active aeroelastic concepts on the many variants as possible. This also means an efficient

structural design process for the generation of models, including the knowledge
of the user for this process. Fully automated model generators
can create terrible results, if the user can not interpret or

In order to incorporate active aeroelastic concepts into the understand the modeling process.
structural design, it is no longer sufficient to specify Also the quality and completeness of analysis models is
aeroelastic constraints like for flutter or control surface essential, as far as impacts on neighbor disciplines are
effectiveness, and apply it to the structural optimization concerned. Especially for formal optimization processes,
process for a predefined structural concept. model errors will create foolish results. To achieve good

The design space for aeroelastic effects must be as wide as results, a careful selection and combination of the design
possblein he bgining Tht mensthesenstivtie of variables and the completeness of the design requirements arepossible in the beginning. That means, the sensitivities of iprat

basic geometry parameters for wings and control surfaces, the important.
10. Conclusions

positions of control surfaces, and their functions must be
considered as design variables in the beginning. The qualities and quantities of impacts from aeroelasticity on

structural loads, aerodynamic performance, maneuverability,
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stability and agility of the flight control system of an airplane U:S.-F.R.G. Program. ICAS- CP 80-5.5. Munich,
became more and more important in recent years. This fact is Germany, 1980.
now more and more often also recognized outside the
aeroelastic community. [11] Hopkins, M.A.; Henderson, D.A.; Moses, R.W.: Active

Vibration Suppression Systems Applied to Twin Tail
Especially the complexity of a modern digital flight control Buffeting. SPIE's 5th Annual International Symposium
system requires a careful identification of aeroelastic impacts ,,Smart Structures and Materials". San Diego, CA,
to avoid degradations or costly redesigns. If an efficient MDO 1998.
process can be set up early enough for a new design,
aeroelastic impacts can be minimized or can even be used in a [12] Simpson, J.; Schweiger, .J.: Industrial Approach to
positive sense. Piezo-electric Damping of Large Fighter Aircraft

While this is slowly being accepted for a conventional design, Components. SPIE's 5th Annual International

concerns are already expressed, that active aeroelastic Symposium " Smart Structures and Materials". San

concepts may' not be desirable because of possible negative Diego, CA, 1998.
interferences with the flight control system. which is already [13] Larson, C.R.; Falanges, E.: Dobbs, S.K.: Piezoceramic
complex enough. Active Vibration Suppression Control System

The development of active aeroelastic concepts should Development for the B-1B Aircraft. SPIE's 5 th Annual
therefore not merely be seen as a task in aeroelasticity. It must Interntional Symposium - Smart Structures and
be a creative part of the overall flight control system design. Materials". San Diego, CA, 1998.
together with the aerodynamic and structural design. This
process must include experts from all involved disciplines [14] Crowe, C.R.; Sater, J.M.: Smart Aircraft Structures.
(flight control laws, actuation systems. including those for AGARD Symposium on Future Aerospace Technology
active structures, aerodynamics, structure, and aeroelasticity) in the Services of the Alliance. CP-600, Vol. 1. Paris.
with a good understanding of the other disciplines. 1997

If this is possible, great achievements from active aeroelastic [15] Andersen, G.; Forster, E.; Kolonay, R.; Eastep, F.: A
concepts can be expected for future designs of airplanes and Study of Control Surface Blending for Active
all kinds of flying vehicles. Aeroelastic Wing Technology. 3 7th AIAA-SDM
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Aeroservoelastic Characteristics of the B-2 Bomber and
Implications for Future Large Aircraft

R. T. Britt*, J. A. Volk, D. R. Dreim, and K. A. Applewhite
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Abstract. Design and development of the B-2 Bomber vehicle to possess more pitch stability than predicted by wind
presented many challenges in flexible vehicle control, many tunnel tests. This required adjustments to the analysis
related to the unique configuration and design requirements. models and revision to flight control feedback gains. The
The technical challenges posed by the aeroelastic flutter clearance wind tunnel test program was not designed
characteristics of the all-wing aircraft were recognized at the to assess rigid body pitch/flex mode coupling at transonic
outset of the development program and included the speeds, and unpredicted response characteristics were later
configuration's near-neutral pitch stability and light wing discovered during the flight test program.
loading which made the aircraft highly responsive to
atmospheric turbulence. This dictated the requirement for an This paper discusses elements of model development,
active digital flight control system to provide both stability methodologies used to design the gust load alleviation (GLA)
augmentation and gust load alleviation. The gust load control system, analyses to define gust design load
alleviation flight control system was designed by a requirements and verify aeroservoelastic stability, and the
multidisciplinary team using a combination of optimal and flight test program used for system verification.
classical control design techniques and a common analysis Recommendations will be discussed as appropriate, as well
model database. Accurate representation of the vehicle as a discussion of new innovative approaches to flexible
aerodynamics characteristics, actuators, and sensors were key vehicle control and analysis.
to successfully developing and testing the flight control
system and verifying performance requirements. Flight test 2. B-2 Configuration Overview
data analysis included the extraction of the vehicle open loop
response which were utilized to adjust the analytical models The B-2 is an all wing, high subsonic aircraft which utilizes
and make final revisions to control law gains. The three sets of elevons for combined pitch and roll control, a
multidisciplinary design approach resulted in the successful centerline gust load alleviation surface (GLAS) for pitch
development of a control augmentation system that provides control, and upper and lower split drag rudders for yaw
the B-2 with superb handling characteristics, acceptable low control. The planform and airfoil design are dictated from a
altitude ride quality, and substantial alleviation of gust loads combination of aerodynamic performance, control authority,
on the airframe. With this back drop, a technology and low observables requirements. At maximum fuel loading
assessment is performed which discusses potential conditions the I" flexible symmetric wing bending mode is
technology improvements for application to future bomber less than 2 hz while for low altitude high speed conditions
and large transport aircraft. the short period mode can approach 1.5 liz.

Key words: Aeroservoelasticity, Gust Load Alleviation, The aircraft employs a full time active flight control stability
Flight Test, Ride Quality, Structural Mode Control augmentation system. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the

quad redundant flight control architecture and major
components. The feedback sensors used for active stability

1. Introduction augmentation include the Air Data System (ADS) to measure
the flight condition, aerodynamic angle of attack and angle of

Design goals for the B-2 flight control system included sideslip, and the Attitude Motion Sensor Set (AMSS) to
aggressive gust load alleviation, good ride quality, and a provide inertial response data.
stable platform for weapons deployment. The design effort
required a multidisciplinary team approach involving The Flight Control Computers (FCC's) functions include
structural dynamics, aeroelasticity, and flight control computing surface position commands in response to the
specialists. Design activities included refinement of the feedback sensor inputs, pilot inputs, and guidance commands
planform configuration, design and placement of control as well as redundancy management. The FCC's also interface
surfaces with the required control authority to meet flying with other elements of the avionics system.
qualities and gust load alleviation objectives, selection and
placement of appropriate sensors, definition of actuator force,
rate and bandwidth requirements, and synthesis of the control AVI-NIC .
laws.. ".--ST MI -S

4 Chnnel 553 Bus 15 l3us 4 Channel
iardwiro Actual., AR RT Hardwlre Actuatorontirot Loo0

A common analysis database was utilized by all disciplines to Control Loops

ensure consistent, adequate performance with the final Mi...tddle

design. This database evolved from analytical models which Rudders board Split Drag

were then revised as results of laboratory and flight test data Ruddes Rudders
became available. The flight test program showed the Figure 1 Flight Control Architecture

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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3. Analytical Models

Figure 2 shows the basic flow of modeling activities which
supported the various analysis requirements. All models
evolved from the appropriate databases. To support the many
parametric analyses required to understand the vehicle
response characteristics and to rapidly design effective
realizable control laws, a low order structural model was
desired. The aerodynamic formulation needed to reflect
available wind tunnel test data, especially with respect to
pitch stability, since a flying wing design is inherently
marginally stable or unstable in pitch. The models also
needed to be capable of including a representative model of
the actuation system and sensors. MSC/NASTRAN was the
primary tool for conducting the modeling activities and for Figure 3 Half-Span Finite Element Model
performing the analyses for determining flutter speeds and
gust loads. Elements of the NASTRAN solution were also
used as input to a state space model formulation used for Aerodynamic Modeling
control law synthesis and analysis. Note that the flow of
information through the system was driven by many different The subsonic aerodynamic forces for both motion and gust
separate programs and analysis steps and was by no means induced angle of attack were generated from a half-span 384
automated. box model (Figure 4) developed to satisfy reduced frequency

apdes requirements for both flutter and dynamic gust response

FrFI usencies Ianalyses. The two dimensional Doublet Lattice Method
(DLM) was selected to develop the unsteady forces.

Data CSteady wind tunnel test data was available from testing
performed on two models. The first model was 0.032 scale

Flotter Mode Shapes Beam and the objective was obtaining an airloads database
Speeds & Frequencies Model Aincluding the effects of controls and inlet mass flow. This

model was tested in the Arvin-Calspan 8 ft by 8 ft transonic
Vo AState tunnel. A second model of the 0.06 scale was tested in the

Analysis nalys Analysis Space Models Analysis PWT 16 foot tunnel. Test objectives included obtaining data
OFligt afor basic stability, control effectiveness, Reynolds No., and

Controlairloads verification.

Fil ht Flig Comparisons were made between the low frequency
Flu e Testprediction of the Doublet lattice model and certain

parameters derived from measured data. Coefficients of
particular concern were the spanwise distributions of lift
curve slopes and aerodynamic centers, and the total pitching
moments due to control surface deflection. These were

Figure 2 Model Synthesis developed from pressure distributions at angles of attack
representative of trim. These are important parameters
relative to the assessment of basic vehicle pitch stability and

Structural Modeling for developing active control schemes for ride quality and
gust load alleviation. A correction factor program (reference

Basic structural and aerodynamic modeling was carried out in 3) was utilized to develop weighting factors which when
the MSC/NASTRAN 2 finite element modeling system. The applied to the DLM aerodynamics insured that the spanwise
majority of dynamic analyses utilized half-span models. distribution of lift curve slopes and aerodynamics centers

Separate symmetric and antisymmetric response analyses matched wind tunnel test data. The weighting factors are

being accomplished by inserting the appropriate centerline applied directly to the box forces in NASTRAN (via DMAP
boundaiy conditions. A high order stress model was reduced Alter) and, therefore, apply to all modes. The correction
for dynamic analyses and included over 10,000 elements, factor methodology was unable to generate factors which

3800 grid points and a reduced analysis set (A-set) of 631 would also satisfy the pitching moment due to control surface

degrees of freedom (Figure 3). A simpler 'beam' FEM was deflection constraint and therefore they were handled as part

constructed for use in the many parametric analyses. The of the gain scheduling in the active system implementation.
models were reviewed and modified as appropriate Figure 5 shows the aerodynamic model box layout with the

subsequent to the full scale vehicle ground vibration test. values of the factors shown on the figure.

Since the correction factors were generated for steady flow
conditions the application of them to all reduced frequencies
was reviewed. Early flutter analysis comparisons with both
low and high speed flutter model test results demonstrated
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that the flutter phenomena could be successfully predicted purpose. The resulting analog state space models retain 2
without the aid of correction factors, and therefore it was rigid body (pitch and plunge) modes, 16 flexible modes, four
decided to schedule these factors as a function of reduced control surface inputs, and a gust disturbance input. The
frequency. A reduced frequency of 0.4 was chosen as the analog state space models generally have about 100 states.
point at which all the correction factors would become unity. The large number of states utilized by the method of
This value was recommended in reference 21. Therefore, the reference 17 limited the number of structural modes that
factors generated for each box force coefficient were linearly could be retained. The use of alternate aerodynamic
interpolated with reduced frequency so as to become unity at approximations, which feature a smaller number of states,
a reduced frequency of 0.4. has not been explored on the B-2 but would be recommended

for future development work.

Excellent agreement between the NASTRAN frequency
"domain solution and the state space model was achieved as
seen from the comparison of Figures 6. Close agreement is
"absolutely mandatory if control law performance is going to
"be consistent between the two models.

WN IGUSTVELOCITY

0 NASTRAN
- OSTATE SPACE

300.0 000.0 900.0 1200.
WING STATION

0.1 1.0.....01
Figure 4 Doublet Lattice Model FREQUENCY (radians/second)

jEICT7N FITCR ýýSEDON WIND TUNNZL RESULTS3

"0•.1 1.0 10.0 100.
FREQUENCY (radiansisecond)

Figure 6 Response due to Gust

-0 0, Actuator Modeling

0... --- 7 A model of the actuation system was required in both the
AING AT !ON NASTRAN formulation and the state space model. The

Figure 5 Weighting Factor Distribution actuator was modeled as a force-producing element between
the control surface and back-up structure rather than as an

Frequency Domain - State Space Conversion enforced deflection. This allows the dynamics of the
combined actuator and control surface to be reflected in the

MSC/NASTRAN was utilized to generate the basic data analysis. In NASTRAN the multi-point constraint (MPC)
necessary to transform the 2`01 order frequency domain feature is used to define relative motion using scalar point
equations of motion into a state space formulation required degrees of freedom. The block diagram in Figure 7 shows
for flight controls design tasks. Generalized mass, stiffness the general form of the model1. The actuator includes an
and aerodynamic matrices (both motion dependent and gust outer position control loop and dynamic pressure feedback
disturbance) were the starting point for this model. A subset control loop to dampen the control surface resonance modes
of the physical degrees of freedom in the mode shapes were at low dynamic pressure (or low aerodynamic damping).
provided at locations of interest so that physical motions Extra point degrees of freedoms are used to define other
could be recovered to define sensor feedback outputs and block diagram variables. The transfer function (TF) option is
forces developed by the actuation system. Bending moment used to define the actuator model in NASTRAN. Figure 8
modal coefficient data were also provided, shows the actuator and surface response to command,

illustrating the surface dynamics included in the model.

Conversion into a state space formulation4', 6 requires a
frequency domain approximation of the doublet lattice
aerodynamics. The method of reference 17 was used for this
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S... oo,.-,)/hphase degradation of feedback signal data latency and digital
S~implementation. To minimize these effects, a "bottom up"

Ao,,.,orapproach was taken to define performance and throughput
r,,-,,o vvo ,•m~•, c,,,orrequirements for the Senlsors, MIL-STD- 1553 multiplex bus

o."- ,-• -- (traffic and timing, FCC timing and throughput calculations,

actuator bandwidths, and surface rates.

l Feedback signal data latency was defined and included into

Po•,•o° _the digitized models as partial and full flame delays.
Co,,p,,,°,....Feedback data latency is th• finite time delay measured from

_____ the analog air vehicle motion or state feedback, through the
Flight Control Computer (FCC) surface comnmand

Figure 7 Actuator model calculations to the actuator command at thle Actuator Remote
Terminals ARTs. The digital response in Figure 9 shows the

SURFACE AND ACTUATOR DISPLACEMENT RESPONSE TO COMMAND phase lag due to throughput and digitization effects compared
S • to the analog response.

i ATUAORAnalog filters were developed to approximnate the ratio of the
-~ 0 SRFACEopen loop digital and analog model fiequency responses.
O These filters were then applied to the NASTRAN analog
_= • model to approximate the GLA perfoilmance with the digital

-• and throughput delay effects. Figure 9 shows how these
i• analog filters adequately approximate thle digital model

a response up to 70 radians/second, which is well beyond the

-. 10.10. GLA controller frequency range of interest. Flutter analyses
FREQUENC 1HZ100 included additional filters to assess the impact of phase shifts
FRE______UEN_____Y___(H____)___ beyond this frequency.

o Magnitude

<[ -~~~~40 ....... AnalUgApprox

..1.01.10 ~ A1igD ia Apoimto
FREQUENCY. HZ0 [ ---10 Phas An rgla

Figure 8 Surface Response to Command LDg)"
(Se"s, \

Actuator dynamic stiffness and hinge line back-up stiffness [ iitl'

can be included in the basic structural model which produces Anl,,gta prx
the vehicle modes. An alternative approach is to omit these -, '.,

springs in the modal analysis and add them back in at the FREQUENCY (,4dj,,sI.....ld)

modal level when the actuator equations are added to the Figure 9 Open Loop Pitch Rate to Inboard Elevon
equations of motion. The latter approach, using a truncated
set of structural modes, leads to greater accuracy than the
former. The actuator model shown in the block diagram of
Figure 7 is for the zero frequency control surface mode
formulation. 4. Gust Load Alleviation(GLA) Summary

This model of the actuator allows the calculation of actuator Gust load alleviation control of the B-2 involves quickly
rates which can then be used to determine practical gain pitching the aircraft into the gust to control the build up of
scheduling based on realizable surface rates. The model is gust angle of attack and thereby minimize normal
extendible to use in non-linear simulations where the effects acceleration and structural loads. Effective gust load
of actuator rate and deflection limits, hinge moment limiting, alleviation performance requires a high bandwidth pitch
and actuator hydraulic pressure limits could be assessed, control augmentation system with high control surface rates.

Lateral gust load alleviation was not required due to the low

projected side area.

Digital Effects Figure 10 shows an example of the centerline bending

moment gust load alleviation performance achieved on the B-
Early flight control analysis showed the high bandwidth 2. Generally, the GLA controller performance reduces
required for effective GLA performance was sensitive to the incremental gust loads by up to 50% wvhen compared to an
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open loop (unaugmented) model, or a closed loop handling
qualities controller design. Similar ride quality FORMATIONOFGUSTANGLEOFATTACK

improvements are also attained.
XG oUGUST'-

PSD Incremental Root Bending Open Loop
PSD - MomentlItps Wgust flGA ,T. o-k doyr I Uau k 000

(In-Lbs)2  GLA +(Radfsec) |Handling Qualities/ j... HandliGL Qulte+OT ~o~oo nHandling Quallitee -,1 .1 ,,U
Closed Loop Closed Loop

__________________________________________IADS =0pg½e oi on 0R from 0r0Bar Sylim

RMS Accumulation Open Loopic aefrmArrm ouldSno e

R S Increm ental Root Sending_° ..................... in " l a

Moment I fps Wgust /-closed Loop

(In-Lbs)

GLA +
Handling Qualities
Closed Loop I tAf~1S~~~............Coo~o Figure I11 Gust Angle of Attack

FREQUENCY (radianslsecond)

Figure 10 GLA Performance Pitch Control Surface Utilization

Gust design load requirements were derived from continuous Innovative pitch control surface mixing is used to provide
turbulence analysis criteria t and are greater than maneuver active flexible mode damping at low and high altitudes.
requirements over a significant portion of the inboard wing. Figure 12 shows the node line of the first flexible symmetric
Considerations related to development of phased load design mode. Aggressively pitching the B-2 into vertical gusts at
conditions for structural analysis followed approaches similar low altitude using the GLAS and Inboard Elevons
to those in reference 9. Effects of control system significantly reduces the low frequency rigid body gust
nonlinearities at peak gust conditions were included, also in a response, but tends to excite the first flexible mode. Since
manner similar to those in reference 9. Non-uniform the Outboard Elevon is outboard of the node line,
spanwise gust effects have also been examined for the B-2 10. commanding it out of phase with respect to the Inboard

Elevon dampens the first flexible mode response. The
Outboard Elevon also provides local high frequency direct lift
control by decambering the local wing chord.

Gust Load Alleviation Controller Development

The Pitch Control Augmentation System (PCAS) GLA
synthesis utilized classical and modern control theory
methods. Piloted simulation was used to verify and adjust, as
required, the predicted handling qualities. i I

Optimal controller results were used to bound the achievable I i
GLA performance and focus development of a classical
multiple input multiple output (MIMO) design. Each 0ddle outboard
feedback loop was confirmed by classical analyses and a solid Io I*+
physical understanding before implementation. This quickly
eliminated many ineffective "optimal" gains, and retained the GLAS
available elevon surface rates for the best control loop GLA First Flexible Symmetric Spit Drag
performers. Mode Node Une Rudders

The B-2 PCAS achieves consistent Level I handling qualities
throughout the flight envelope using a load factor and pitch . .........
rate proportional plus integral (NZQPPI) design. GLA -------- -
performance is achieved with a combination of NZQPPI low
frequency control and a gust sniffer loop for mid and high
firequency control. The gust sniffer loop senses the
aerodynamic gust angle (Figure 11) of attack by subtracting Figure 12 0 Flexible Symmetric mode
the inertial angle of attack from the total (inertial + gust)
aerodynamic angle of attack at the nose. Feedback gains,
loop shaping compensation, and surface utilization mixing Figure 13 shows the effectiveness of utilizing the outboard
are scheduled with flight condition. elevon out of phase in reducing the center line bendingmoment.
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A series of wind tunnel tests, both high and low speed were
Rootboardig Mmevnt ut La Aperformed during the development program. One low speed

test featured a model which was cable mounted and included
an active system for dynamic pitch control. Correlation of
this test with analysis was excellent and provided confidence

-With Outboard Elevon in the modeling analysis procedures.

There were a series of three transonic flutter model entries.
Two entries were wall mounted semispan models of 3.5%

scale. The third entry was of a full span model on a sting of
1.75% scale. A set of flutter speed correction factors was

developed firom the semispan models by comparing test

W oresults with corresponding analysis of the flutter model. The
full span model was used primarily to verify that the
antisymmetric flutter mechanism produced the lowest flutter

.. " W speed. None of these tests were able to evaluate the
VIEoUI,,c• (HZ) interaction between the pitch mode and the flexible modes of

Figure 13 Effectiveness of Outboard Elevon the vehicle.

Reduced aerodynamic damping at high altitude produced a
significant flexible mode contribution to the total pitch

control loop for heavy outboard fuel conditions. An
innovative control surface mixing concept, referred to as the

Inertial Damper(reference 18), was developed to minimize -

the excitation of and dampen the I" flexible mode while still
maintaining the required control loop bandwidth. Flight test 00

data in Figure 14 shows how the Inertial Damper surface
mixing achieves the desired flexible mode gain attenuation o LEoEND

without incurring the additional phase lag fiom a classical . Xi"A•ni--L

notch filter implementation. o0 ... o

Magnitude V- NoIertial Damper Fih Data o. NO 0.0

(Dbs) MACH NO

/ Figure 15 Transonic Flutter Speed Correction
"° OLR(s) = -Cts)*G(s) Notch t4 With Ineril Dateer

"ott 6. Flight Testing

Phase i Flight testing (reference 12 and 18) was conducted to verify

(degs)° Nol.1 D..p.r that flutter, flying qualities, and other dynamic response
- Notch Filter characteristics were satisfactory. Because of the highly

With Inertial Daonper" 0 augmented flight control design, integrated flight control and

FREQUENCY (radianslsecond) flutter flight tests were required during envelope expansion.

Figure 14 High Altitude Inertial Damper The vehicle was dynamically excited by oscillating the

control surfaces. This was accomplished with pilot pitch and
5. Flutter Analysis roll stick inputs or by special test hardware (Flight Control

Test Panel (FCTP)), mounted in the cockpit. The bandwidth
Matched point flutter analyses were performed using the PK of the actuation system, together with the size of the B-2
solution in NASTRAN. Both symmetric and antisymmetric control surfaces, was sufficient to provide effective excitation
analyses were conducted. Matched point flutter analyses of the air vehicle. Frequency and damping could be readily
including the active flight control system were also determined firom the recorded data.
performed. The spanwise stiffiness distribution of the
graphite composite wing box of the B-2 was tailored to The final test matrix for flutter clearance did not include the
achieve a wide separation between the fundamental bending assessment of payload effects. Test schedule and asset
and torsion frequencies. As a consequence the basic flutter availability required a continual review of test requirements.
speeds were predicted to be well outside of the required Low speed wind tunnel flutter model testing and extensive
flutter boundary. The minimum flutter speed condition parametric analysis did not indicate flutter sensitivity to
involved coupling between antisymmetric I" and 2"" bending payload so these points were not flight tested.
and 1" torsion modes. The flutter firequency was
approximately 9 hz and the flutter speed was well outside the Subsequent flight controls clearance testing with payload
required envelope. showed an apparent coupling between the rigid body pitch
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and first wing bending mode at a Mach number just beyond * . • ....... nO....o..

the operational limit. This has been reported in references 19 G)s= NZ NZ NZ NZ NZ

and 20 and referred to as Residual Pitch Oscillation or RPO. u(s) V.os .... 1. 8u...
Conif-ller Q Q a Q Q

GCI(s) = y(s) =y(s) a ..a . a

7. Flight Test Matching/Model Update o,,,o=(S) U- n =O a
Full time active flight control augmentation requirementsG

prohibited testing with the augmentation disengaged. I +C(s)G(s) y s 1 N U1

Control surface effectiveness, surface mixing, and short G(s) =IGc_•si .

period/flexible mode interaction are important to both the B- I-C(s)'Gci(s) a o•,• o ..... J
2's high altitude Inertial Damper and low altitude high speed
GLA performance. Verification of the accuracy of the open Figure 16 Open Loop Response Calculation
loop aeroservoelastic model, therefore, was necessary.

The vehicle configuration gross weight, center of gravity, and
B-2 flight test data parameter identification and model fuel distribution were kept approximately constant by
matching attempts using NASA's MMLE3 (Modified collecting all the necessary individual surface excitations for
Maximum Likelihood Estimator' 4) program gave inconsistent a given flight condition in rapid succession. The flight
results, with wide variations in model estimates between very condition was kept constant by using the autopilot to
close flight conditions, for all except the basic dominant maintain pitch attitude and thereby trim altitude and angle of
derivatives. Parameter identification was further complicated attack. The pilot's only task was to maintain the desired
by the sensitivity of closely coupled flying wing aircraft to speed condition using slow smooth throttle movements.
differential motions between the structural(sensor) and mean Keeping the pilot's hands off the stick eliminated any
inertial axes15. While early flight test results verified the "disturbances" in the closed loop response due to unknown
basic aeroelastic stability and flying quality performance, and adaptive human pilot control loop inputs.
detailed correlation with the analytical models indicated that
some aerodynamic terms required adjustments. The open loop MIMO FDM compared well with the open

eflight data verification bypassed the difficulties and loop quasielastic (rigid + elastic corrections) and
Thelimitat a veriencatin bypast by directlting aeroservoelastic models. Increased pitch stability and
limitations experienced in the past by directly developing variations in individual surface effectiveness were noted.
open loop frequency domain "Flight Data Models", G(s), Comparisons were also made of the total pitch control open
from the closed loop responses. The open loop "Flight Data loop return (OLR= -C(s) *G(s)) developed from a single
Models" (FDMs) permitted direct frequency domain pilot pitch frequency sweep and the open loop FDM. Figure
comparisons with the aeroservoelastic models, closed loop 17 shows a good match between approximately 2 to 40
design performance verification, and flight test based analysis radians/second which was the frequency range of interest and
confirming proposed design adjustments. Quasi-steady low where the individual surface excitation power was
frequency (wind up turn) flight test results compared concentrated.
reasonable well with predicted wind tunnel data. The FDMs
successfully captured the effects of the unsteady lo Magnitude

aerodynamics and flexible vehicle interaction for the mid Pitch Frequency Sweep

frequency range near and around the short period and first °

symmetric flexible mode. The high altitude Inertial Damper .10 "Flight Data Model"

was efficiently tuned using the open loop FDMs. dbs
.20 Open Loop Return

Figure 16 shows the open and closed loop MIMO FDM .30 (OLR = -C(s) G(s))

frequency response matrix format. Closed loop time response Phase

flight test data to individual pitch control surface random ____|

excitations were collected using the Flight Control Test
Panel. High coherency frequency responses of the closed degs Pt F ncy Sweep

loop outputs to the known random surface excitations were
then constructed during post flight analysis, and included in . "Flight Data cdale
the appropriate column of the closed loop frequency response
matrix Gcl(s). C(s) is the "constant" MIMO Controller for "l6o
the tested condition. By keeping the vehicle configuration and FREQUENCY(radianstsecond)

flight condition constant, the only unknown in the closed loop Figure 17 Flight Data Model
equation is the open loop frequency response G(s), shown in
Figure 16. Post flight analysis compared the FDMs with the predictions

of the NASTRAN model. Flight data analysis indicated that
the vehicle had more static stability than predicted. A
uniform adjustment (% MAC shift) in aerodynamic center
was made across the span of the wing by modifying the
aerodynamic weighting factors as shown in Figure 18.
Figures 19 shows good agreement of the adjusted NASTRAN
models and FDMs.
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,6001'[EG (I PGONnMC rnU,,• The RPO phenomenon was not predicted by analytical
methods to this point in the program, was not observed
during low or high speed wind tunnel flutter testing, and was
not observed during the previously completed flight flutter
testing. Aeroelastic models using linear aerodynamic
representations were incapable of capturing RPO. The low
speed wind tunnel testing lacked the effects of transonic flow.

-1 .- When the high speed wind tunnel flutter model was designd
it was decided to mount it rigid and avoid the complexity of
making the model free flying since the flying wing was
statically unstable for certain conditions. This prevented
detection of RPO during the high speed wind tunnel
programs. RPO was not observed during the flight flutter test
program because the most RPO critical configuration of
heavy payload and forward center of gravity condition had

60J.0 ... .. . 2.... not been included in the final test matrix.
A oNG STnTIcN

Figure 18 Flight Test Adjusted Weighting Factors After the RPO was encountered, II dedicated flights were

flown to collect data to better understand the phenomenon
and to define the on-set boundaries. Figure 21 shows typical

Original NASTRAN Prediction vertical load factor responses to pitch doublets as an RPO

Adjusted NASTRAN ModOe condition is approached by slowly increasing Mach number

in level flight. The response transitions from being highly

damped to being oscillatory with a relatively small increase
0. in Mach number. During the flight program, conditions of

zero damping were encountered on the critical heavy weight
. "Flight Data Model" configuration.

Analysis of the RPO flight data did not show the
160 characteristics normally expected of a classical flutterFREQUENCY (radiansisecond)

PITCH FAREISUEC D ELEoCTION phenomenon. An oscillating shock was visible in the
condensation cloud over the engine nacelles during some of
the forced response tests. Flight test data indicated that the

.... ...... aircraft aerodynamic center moved aft by as much as 3 feet as
/- . = the RPO Mach was approached.

II -~ o~4Load Factor AMSS (g's) ___

=2° J ~ 0.4 . ..

0.2-

f0.0

FREQUENCY (radiEanssecond) -0.2

Figure 19 Open Loop Pitch Rate to Inboard Elevon -0.4 . . . . . . . .- • ____

8. Residual Pitch Oscillation Mc 1b 7 o 30 40IMach Number I =me tleecon~s

The B-2 aircraft encountered a nonlinear aeroelastic
Residual Pitch Oscillation (RPO) during low altitude high
speed flight testing. The RPO response was observed after
control surface pitch doublets were input at flight conditions Pilot Pich
outside the operational envelope. The initial air vehicle DoubletS

response decayed in amplitude but transitioned to a small,
constant amplitude, iresidual pitch oscillation after several

cycles (See Figure 20). io 10 20 30 40

Pitch Rate (Deg./See.)
2.5 Pt R1 (I FlihtcestFigure 21 - Pitch Response Approaching RPO

Two analytical model development approaches were initiated
0 to increase the understanding of the RPO phenomenon and

investigate potential fixes. The first approach assumes that
the unsteady air loads in the transonic regime can be

2.5 represented as the superposition of linear theory and a
0 5 10 supplemental linearized transonic shock force doublet.

Time (Sec.) Model solutions are performed in the frequency domain with
Figure 20 - Typical RPO Response To Pitch Doublet
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conventional methods. The shock force doublet phase lag control system. This was not deemed practical, and it is
relative to angle of attack could be tuned to produce a zero unlikely that this is a viable avenue for future programs.
damped condition. The second approach utilized the time Scaling issues in themselves are intractable, for example
marching computational aeroelastic method of NASA actuators do not scale down well and would likely impose
Langley's CAP-TSDv code. Good success was achieved mold line bumps which may significantly influence results.
with CAP-TSDv in simulation of RPO. Details from these
studies have been reported in References 19 and 20. A more affordable practice may be to perform unsteady

(forced oscillation) wind tunnel tests where pressure data is
These studies combined with the flight test results, provided captured, then imported into analytical models. It is possible
insight into the RPO mechanism. As the vehicle airspeed is that sufficient data would have been available to capture the
increased toward RPO, shock formation on both the upper B-2 phenomenon if such a test and analysis were performed,
and lower surfaces cause an aft shift in the aerodynamic however boundary layer and shock scaling need to be
center. This increases the static stability and increased the considered carefully. Such tests with flexible models would
frequency of the rigid body short period motion. For low be preferable, but not always necessary, and may not be
altitude high speed conditions, the increased short period practical with high Reynold's number loads.
frequency causes an interaction with the 1 st symmetric wing
bending mode (for certain configurations). As RPO The CAP-TSDv code was able to simulate the RPO condition
oscillations ensue, the shock locations become oscillatory and after the fact, requiring a significant effort to extend the
participate in the aeroelastic phenomenon. The constant code's capability to include rigid body modes and an active
amplitude residual pitch oscillations (as shown in Figure 20) control system. Even though chosen over other CFD based
were determined to be caused by deadband in the control aeroelastic tools for computational efficiency , each time
surface actuators and to occur at conditions where the critical accurate RPO simulation takes approximately 8 hours of CPU
mode damping was small, on a high end multiprocessor workstation. Considering

projected advances in computational performance it is still

A Mach number overspeed protection warning was developed doubtful that the number of simulations required to capture
to help the pilots avoid encountering an RPO outside the like phenomenon could be accomplished in a manner
operational envelope. The primary concerns that required consistent with vehicle program development schedules.
avoiding the RPO included undefined structural loads in an Navier-Stokes based aeroelastic CFD approaches would take
RPO with turbulence and reduced fatigue life considerations, at least an order of magnitude more compute time than CAP-
flying qualities, and safety of flight considerations. This TSDv. For this reason research into Reduced Order
system includes an audio warning to the pilot which is a Methods is of interest, such that results of high fidelity

function of the configuration, current Mach number, and aerodynamics codes may be used in quick turnaround
acceleration rate. Pilots are alerted to reduce thrust to slow aeroservoelastic, flutter and static aeroelastic analysis.
the acceleration when approaching a potential RPO condition. aeroelastic analysis. The duration of time required to
Piloted simulator and flight test evaluations were performed assemble and execute a high fidelity analysis to simulate
to show that the Mach overspeed protection system provided behavior such as the B-2 RPO
good lead time indications so the pilots could avoid RPO. is of concern. The extensive, focused effort also resulted in a

procedure with many elements specific to the B-2.
Modifying the code for each new applications will require

10. Technology Assessment problem specific changes. The ability to quickly assemble
and execute high fidelity aeroservoelastic systems is

This section of the paper, in light of the B-2 aeroelastic and imperative to minimizing the likelihood of future problems
aeroservoelastic design challenges presented, assesses such as RPO, as
technology needs for a future heavy bomber or transport of a well as addressing issues that do arise.
similar configuration. Technologies assessed will include
those to improve the design process, as well as consideration Regarding the multidisciplinary design environment, recent
of emerging hardware concepts. research emphasis has been on developing multidisciplinary

frameworks for design and analysis. One representative
Design Methods system in development is the MultiDIsciplinary

Computational Environment (MDICE)27 activity funded by
Areas of recent research activity relating to improved design the Air Force Research laboratoiy (AFRL). The strategy of
tools for aeroelastic and aeroservoelastic design can be this design framework is that of the loosely coupled systems -

categorized into two areas, 1) High Fidelity Simulation and a framework where user selected CAD and CAE tools may be
Test 2) Multidisicplinary Design Environment. 'mixed and matched' to perform model generation and

multidisciplinary analysis. The MDICE software is a
A recurring theme related to areas needing improvement is in graphically driven, object oriented system providing dynamic
the area of aerodynamic analysis and test, both steady and data sharing, execution control and synchronization. A key
unsteady. For example, the RPO condition previously element of the system are interdisciplinary interfaces - such
discussed was not predicted by either analysis or test, as algorithms to connect fluid-structure boundaries. MDICE
primarily due to the inability to capture transonic shock hosts a library of interface routines selectable by the user, as
oscillations. The high speed flutter model used during B-2 well as the ability for the user to attach routines of choice.
design development was fixed on a sting, therefore the rigid Various aeroelastic applications have been demonstrated23,
body modes that are key ingredients of the phenomenon were with plans to extend demonstrations to aeroservoelasticity.
not represented. A high speed flutter model to predict RPO
would have required an unrestrained model with an active
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MDICE is just one of many firameworks being developed for the RPO phenomenon, as reported in the previous section. In
engineering design environment automation. Maturation and general the lags were manageable, the primarily impact being
implementation of systems to conveniently and robustly increased control system design costs to model and
couple engineering design disciplines is imperative to cost accommodate the lags to meet system requirements.
effective future design and development programs. The
ability to selectively incorporate high fidelity modules is a Electrohydrostatic actuation is a promising technology,
very attractive feature of loosely coupled systems. however most of the gains are related to overall system level

benefits (lower cost, improved reliability and maintainability)
with goals to meet current conventional actuation

Actuation and Sensor Technology performance. Lags due to valving may be addressed in a
similar manner whether conventional or EHA, so this may

A problem area typically encountered to some levels in not be a significant discriminator. Lags due to distance from
vehicle development is accurate determination of vehicle the centralized unit of conventional systems are eliminated.
body axis rates. Flexible modes are typically filtered out by
notch filters. Resulting phase lag reduces system stability Electromechanical actuators also strive for similar system
margins, and sensor noise causes design and performance level benefits as the electrohydrostatic. A clear benefit would
issues. To address this, under the AFRL AMICS 24 program, be the inherent near zero lag of electromechanical systems.
a Rigid Body Synthetic Sensor (RIBS) approach was However there is a tradeoff in bandwidth due to the large
designed and tested analytically. This approach proposed a amount of gearing required. ElectroMagnetic Interference
distributed sensor network whose data was processed by (EMI) of the actuator is an area that also needs to be
neural network algorithms, providing spatial filtering. The addressed. In the cases of both the EHA and EMA, fiber
test demonstrated the ability of the RIBS approach for control optic control is proposed and has been demonstrated. Fiber
law state system feedbacks which could be used both in the optics provide data rates that easily meet specification,
design process, as well as real time on board sensing. however both systems require power distribution by electrical
Research and development is continuing in the microsensor cabling which is being evaluated for cost, reliability and
area such that they could be affordably implemented into maintainability vs. conventional hydraulics.
vehicle structure. Micro gyros are projected to have unit
costs under S 10. Figure 23 presents a high level schematic of Adaptive Structures
the RIBS approach for lateral directional rate sensing.

Active Aeroelastic Wing (AAW)26 is a technology about to go
into the flight demonstration phase on a modified F/A- 18.
This technology is most applicable to designs requiring

Rot1 Rate Mico senas Padditional structural weight to prevent control surface
1 RIBS ' ~ aeroelastic degradation at high dynamic pressure. Instead of

Y..a Rate Mj- Seso Ne, OP. r BRoy stiffening the structure, innovative control logic optimizes thes steSae surface usage for given flight conditions to both alleviate
-- ay maneuver loads and provide control authority. It is not felt

that the technology would be well aligned with a B-2 class
Stodea vehicle, because wing stiffness design is dominated by

Statesni o intdb
S-ates strength considerations from a variety of sources not

including static aeroelasticity as illustrated in figure 24.

Figure 23 -RIBS Simplified Block Diagram for the

Lateral-Directional Axis. +

Much of the research in advanced actuation is in the area of ROLL

electric actuators. The primary motivation is to reduce E

manufacturing costs and maintenance costs by replacing SAXI ROLL

costly hydraulic systems with potentially lower cost electrical 0 U, -UP

ones. Both electromechanical (EMA) and electrohydrostatic
(EHA) actuators are being developed. The electrohydrostatic
actuators are self contained units incorporating electrically
driven 'local' hydraulic systems which power the individual GUST
actuator. The DARPA Fly-By-Light Advanced Systems
Hardware (FLASH)25 program is performing modeling, - Bending Moment ±
analysis, testing and system demonstration of EHAs.

The B-2 requires relatively high bandwidth control actuation
due to the inherent instability of the system and the GLA Figure 24 - This load diamond of a B-2 wing stationillustrates the wide variety of loading conditions that
system requirements. Slight lags are induced by the in
centralized hydraulic system, but somewhat larger lags are define the wing stiffness (Roll refers to roll maneuver).

realized by the direct valving system. This valving system The AAW concept also leans towards larger numbers of
also resulted in some secondary ringing in conjunction with cTr sAA cestao p ea owrdsi ariables tocontrol surfaces to provide rnore design variables to optimize
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for various maneuver and dynamic pressure conditions. B-2
class vehicles strive for continuous structure and low control This paper outlines the multidisciplinary approach to
surface activity to minimize radar cross section and improve developing the analytical models used in refining and
survivability. AAW was initially conceived for fighter validating the total system design. Some of the unique
aircraft weight reduction and performance enhancement. aeroelastic characteristics have also been discussed. Finally,
This technology may also be conducive to supersonic a technology assessment is performed which discusses design
transports or bombers, where slenderness constraints impose methods and technology improvements in the areas of
intrinsic stiffness limits, however flutter suppression may be actuators, sensors, and adaptive structures that could benefit
required. future bombers and large transport aircraft.
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27 and Continuous
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Abstract aeroelastic control, and other aerospace areas. Smart
In the last decade, smart technologies have become important technologies are currently under development for each
enabling technologies that cut across traditional boundaries in application area. In some cases, the smart technologies are
science and engineering. Here smart is defined as the ability consolidated into devices that have local sensing and feedback
to respond to a stimulus in a predictable and reproducible control. For many applications, these devices will modify
manner. While multiple successes have been achieved in the local phenomena to support a macroscopic strategy, such as
laboratory, we have yet to see the general applicability of flow separation control for advanced high lift systems.
smart technologies to actual aircraft and spacecraft. The Consequently, a combined approach to control systems and
NASA Morphing program is an attempt to couple research system identification is being used in the Morphing program
across a wide range of disciplines to integrate smart to address the control laws and controller responses required
technologies into high payoff applications on aircraft and for the individual devices, as well as addressing global
spacecraft. The program bridges research in several technical requirements for distributed arrays of devices to achieve an
disciplines and combines the effort into applications that overall system benefit. Furthermore, a research area in the
include active aerodynamic control, active aeroelastic control, Morphing program referred to as "integration" is targeted at
and vehicle performance improvement. System studies are developing smart devices via a mechatronics-based design
used to assess the highest-payoff program objectives, and approach and devising embedding strategies. At the system
specific research activities are defined to address the level, multidisciplinary design optimization will take
technologies required for development of smart aircraft and advantage of the tools developed in the program to optimize
spacecraft. This paper will discuss the overall goals of the component technologies and provide a systems approach
NASA's Morphing program, highlight some of the recent to component integration.
research efforts and discuss the multidisciplinary studies that
support that research and some of the challenges associated This paper highlights some of the research activities in the
with bringing the smart technologies to real applications on Morphing program beginning with the research on smart
flight vehicles, materials and fiber optics. Various application areas are also

discussed herein including a summary of some of the issues
associated with final application of smart technologies on

Introduction aircraft and spacecraft. Although specific application areas are
The Aerospace Vehicle Systems Technology (AVST) Program summarized in this paper, much of the research on the
office of the NASA Office of Aero-Space Technology has development of enabling technologies can be applied to a wide
been developing coordinated research programs in which range of engineering applications.
individual disciplines are supported in a collaborative
environment to foster the development of breakthrough
technologies. As part of AVST, the goals of the Morphing
program at the NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) are to Smart Materials Research
develop and mature smart technologies and address the The foundation of the Morphing program at NASA is research
multidisciplinary issues associated with their efficient use to on smart materials to develop actuators and sensors for aircraft
provide cost-effective system benefits to aircraft and and spacecraft applications. Three aspects of smart materials
spacecraft. The program seeks to conduct research that will research at NASA are summarized herein: advanced
enable self-adaptive flight for a revolutionary improvement in piezoelectric materials, fiber optic sensors, and development
the efficiency and safety of flight vehicles, of smart devices. Research in the area of advanced

piezoelectric materiais includes optimizing the efficiency,
The Morphing program is an inherently multidisciplinary force output, use temperature, and energy transfer between the
program, and has been built around a core discipline-based host structure and the piezoelectric material for both ceramic
structure to provide the fundamental technology base. This and polymeric materials. Fiber optics research is focused on
maximizes the leveraging of all technology developed in the non-destructive evaluation of the composite cure process and
program, and more fully integrates the output of each part of monitoring the health and configuration of aerospace
the program. The key disciplines in the program include structures. Device development research in the Morphing
materials, integration, structures, controls, flow physics, and program integrates smart materials (actuators and sensors) into
multidisciplinary optimization. The discipline-based research devices that are designed to address specific engineering
activities are integrated to support the program application applications.
areas that include active aerodynamidc control, active

Paper presented at the RTO A VT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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Advanced Piezoelectric Materials piezoelectric constant of P5 is the same order of magnitude as
Piezoelectric materials have been identified as a promising that of PVDF. Furthermore, any loss in piezoelectric effect in
actuator technology for numerous flight vehicle applications P2 and P5 is recoverable: as amorphous polyimides, P2 and
including active flow control, active noise control and active P5 can be regenerated by repoling.
aeroelastic control. However, many potential applications
require displacement performance larger than that currently
achievable in conventional piezoelectric materials.
Researchers at NASA LaRC have developed a high- 100

displacement piezoelectric actuator technology, THUNDER
(THin layer composite UNimorph ferroelectric DrivER and P5

sensor) to meet these high displacement requirements.
THUNDER actuators are unimorph-type actuators, which 10 ......... - - -----
consist of a piezoelectric ceramic layer bonded to one or more d2PC/N)

non-piezoelectric secondary layers. Because of the use of
elevated temperatures during consolidation, internal stresses
are created in the layers of materials; these internal stresses ..........
significantly enhance displacement through the thickness of
the actuators. Currently, the processing, characterization, and
modeling of these high-displacement actuators are under
investigation. References 1-3 contain more information on I .
THUNDER devices and their application. 0.1

0 50 100 150 200

Temperature (QC)
High performance piezoelectric polymers are also of interest to
the aerospace community as they may be useful for a variety of
sensor applications including acoustic, flow, and strain
sensors. Over the past few years, research on piezoelectric
polymers has led to the development of promising high
temperature piezoelectric responses in some novel polyimides. Polymer Structure ID
The development of piezoelectric polyimides is discussed in
references 4-6.

A comparison of the characteristics of two new polyimides, P2
identified as P2 and P5, to the only commercially available
piezoelectric polymer, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), is
shown in Figure 1. This figure shows the value of the 0 0

piezoelectric constant, d31, as a function of temperature for -- soP
PVDF, P2 and P5. The polymer structures for P2 and P5 are 0
shown in Figure 2. In general, loss of the piezoelectric effect Figure 2 Polymer structure for P2 and P5
occurs for both PVDF and the polyimides over time and
temperature. However, for PVDF this loss occurs at lower
temperatures (approximately 80'C) and is not recoverable due
to a loss in the mechanical orientation of the material. Within Fiber Optic Sensorsthe operating range of PVDF (approximately 25°C to 80°C) FieOpcSnsr
the piezoelectric constant of PVDF is two orders of magnitude Significant research is also being done in the development of

tthepiez osletric forseith pofyimds two rshow i gnFigure 1 fiber optic sensors for cure, health and configuration
higher than those for either polyimide, as shown in Figure 1. monitoring of aerospace structures. '8 Currently, techniques
Typically, PVDF is not used above 80'C since at thesetemperatures the polymer begins to loose its mechanical are being developed for using optical fibers to monitor
orientationsimpartedyduringgprocessing.eThesmaterialcals composite cure in real time during manufacturing and to
orientation imparted during processing. The material also monitor in-service structural integrity of the composite
starts degrading chemically, and aging of the piezoelectric structure. A fiber optic sensor is currently under development
effect is precipitated at these high temperatures. that is capable of measuring chemical composition, strain and

On the other hand, the new polyimides, P2 and P5 are resistant temperature. Both single mode and multimode optical fibers
to temperature effects in this range. For the range ofinvestigated.
totemperatures effminet in thisurangthe. Forarein the rChemical spectra of a high performance epoxy resin were
temperatures examined in Figure 1, the polyimides are in the obtained using both types of fibers. Temperature and strain
glassy state; hence, they do not deform readily. As polymers measurements were made using single mode fibers containing
approach their respective glass transition temperatures, d31  Bragg gratings and compared to data obtained using
increases due to a decrease in the material modulus making the conventional techniques and the results showed excellent
new polyimides useable in a higher temperature regime. agreement. 8 Further work is being done on creating a more
Notice that at 1501C, the piezoelectric constant of P2 is only robust chemical sensing region in the fiber that will better
one order of magnitude lower than that of PVDF. Moreover, withstand the harsh composite cure environment. A patent
at two times the operating temperature of PVDF, the
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application has been filed for the chemical/strain/temperature aerospace vehicle flight control. A number of flow control
sensor. actuation concepts were considered including piezoelectric

actuators and fluidic effectors which can produce forces and
Developing Smart Devices for Steering Optical Mirrors moments by creating small flow distortions over the surface of
Another aspect of smart technologies under study is the an airfoil as described in references 11-13. Here an effector is
integration of smart materials into devices to address specific defined as the mechanism that has an effect on the airflow
engineering problems. One example of integration for space with the purpose of controlling the flow (e.g., a control surface
application uses curved piezoelectric actuators for steering or jet of air) and the actuator is defined as the mechanism that
optical mirrors. A prototype system, initially discussed in creates the movement of the effector (e.g. hydraulics or
reference 9, is shown in Figure 3. This mechanism consists of piezoelectrics). Fluidic effectors can also be used to alter the
a curved piezoelectric actuator bonded to a polypropylene degree of separated flow over specifically-designed portions of
mount with a mirror attached to the center of the actuator. To an airfoil.'4'1 5 An advanced aerospace vehicle might use
get rotational motion of the mirror using the curved actuator, distributed arrays of hundreds of such effectors on its surface
the piezoelectric actuator has individually electroded sections to generate forces and moments for stabilization and maneuver
on each side. By applying opposite voltages to each side, one control, without the need for conventional, hydraulically-
side expands while the other side contracts causing the actuated ailerons, flaps or rudders as investigated in references
actuator to flex into an 'S' shape making the mirror rotate. 16 and 17.

Development of Actuators for Active Flow Control
An important element of creating a more optimized smart
actuation device is using a mechatronics-based design
approach. The term "mechatronics" implies the consideration
of integrated mechanical and electrical properties, drive
electronics, computational control algorithms and hardware,
sensor and interface impedance for the purpose of tailoring
and optimizing the device design to a specific application.
Several smart actuation devices for active flow and flight
control are being developed with a mechatronics-based design
approach in the Morphing program including synthetic jet

Figure 3 Piezoelectric single axis mirror steering mechanism actuators and vorticity-on-demand actuators.18 Coupling
mechatronics-based design with more effective piezoelectric
actuators, new structural embedding technologies, adaptive
controls methods and a systems-based optimization scheme

The photograph in Figure 4 shows a closer look at the actuator may ret i n aryipem enti n t cien a
usedin he mrro sterin mehanim sownin Fgur 3. may result in revolutionary improvements in the efficiency and

used in the mirror steering mechanism shown in Figure 3.aeyo lih eils

Actuator characterization to predict shape after the

consolidation process and performance when driven Recently, a significant amount of research has been devoted to
electrically is discussed in reference 10. Accurate and developing zero-mass synthetic jet actuators for control of
experimentally validated tools to predict the response of such flow separation over an airfoil. The actuator is a diaphragm
systems will accelerate integration of these technologies into that, when actuated, sucks and blows air through a small
engineering applications. orifice. The amount of air sucked in and blown out are equal,

hence the name "zero-mass". Figure 5 shows a photograph of
one of the piezoelectrically-driven synthetic jet actuators
under development and testing. The actuator in Figure 5 is
being developed for application to cavity noise control. One
of the many challenges with synthetic jets is to get the
necessary flow momentum to affect flow over an airfoil at high

2 ... Reynolds numbers, as discussed in reference 19.

Figure 4 Curved piezoelectric actuator

Novel Actuator Arrays for Active Flow and Flight Control
Recent discoveries in material science and fluidics have been
used to create a variety of aerodynamic control devices that
have great potential to enable entirely new approaches to Figure 5 Piezoelectrically-driven synthetic jet actuator
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Fligzht Control Using Fluidic Effectors Using this tool, the designer can quickly build up and analyze
A portion of the research in the Morphing program seeks to an array of shape-change effectors by designating geometry
address controls issues related to the goal of using smart grid points at which he or she wishes to place each element of
actuators and fluidic effectors for localized flow control and the array. Once a grouping of shape-change effectors has been
global flight control. Some of the important issues are: how defined, the designer can obtain a preliminary prediction of its
does one determine where to distribute fluidic effectors over effectiveness and generate a perturbed geometry grid, which
the aircraft or spacecraft surface, and how does one use such includes the deployed effector array. This geometry file can
radically new effectors in a control system to actually then be used with aerodynamic analysis programs to further
maneuver and fly the vehicle? The controls research in the assess the effectiveness of the effector.
program attempts to address such questions by applying arrays
of a generic shape-change actuator to a conceptual aircraft
configuration called ICE (Innovative Control Effectors)20 in a
dynamic simulation. NASA is using the ICE design, shown in xo

Figure 6, as an example configuration under a cooperative
agreement with Lockheed Martin.

Wing4 Characteristics U1e~~EO~4 ~ ~gt
Area .... 75.12 m2 (808.6 ft.20 11 02

Span~~~~2 1.. 114t 3.5f. l 02
Spa ... 1143 (7. f.)22 11 02

Aspect Ratio ... 1.74 23 1 0.2

Leading Edge Sweep ... 1. 134 rad. (65 deg.) L iI
Figure 6 Lockheed Martin Innovative Control Effector (ICE) Figure 7 Example shape-change effector array designs applied

configuration to the ICE configuration

An interactive Matlab-based design tool has been developed Four such distributed shape-change effector arrays that were
which allows quick build up and analysis of distributed arrays designed using this tool are shown in Figure 8. This figure
of small shape-change effectors on the surface of the ICE shows the ICE configuration at a positive pitch and a negative
aircraft. The shape-change effectors in the design tool pitch orientation, with the shaded regions indicating the shape
simulate the virtual shape change created by fluidic effectors change effectors used. These effectors were applied to the
(i.e., a small bump on the airfoil). This tool helps the designer ICE vehicle in a simulation and used in a stability
to determine placement, size, and shape of the array so that the augmentation and control system design. The control system
array can produce the desired forces and moments to deploys the effector arrays in a "quantized" fashion. That is to
maneuver the vehicle. Figure 7 illustrates the graphical user say that each shape change (modeled as a small bump) in an
interface for the Matlab-based effector array design tool. The array is either completely on or off, and more of them are
shaded regions in the figure (colored regions on the computer turned on to produce larger forces as needed. Using these
screen) present sensitivity data that indicate the best locations effector arrays, the control system is able to stabilize and
to place the shape-change effectors. The sensitivity data is maneuver the vehicle without conventional moving surfaces
obtained by differentiating a computational fluid dynamics such as ailerons or a rudder. The predicted authority of these
panel code (PMARC, a Panel Method from the Ames effectors is still rather low when compared to a rudder or
Research Center)2i using the ADIFOR tool (Automatic aileron, so the control system generates relatively low-rate
Differentiation of Fortran)22 applied to the ICE configuration maneuvers (roll rates of 5 degrees per second). Future
model. The sensitivity data consists of the partial derivative of research will focus on experimental validation of the predicted
the forces and moments on the aircraft with respect to authority of various flow control effectors and on flight
displacement along the surface normal to every grid point on control using large arrays of interacting effectors.
the aircraft or spacecraft geometry model as described in
reference 23.
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Fabrication of Composites with SMAs for Noise and Panel
Flutter Suppression
Two aerospace applications being studied at NASA LaRC are
noise suppression and panel flutter suppression using

Upper embedded SMA wires. Interior noise, sonic fatigue, and panel
Upper Surface Surface flutter are important issues in the development and design of

Trailing-Edge Array Wingtip
Array advanced subsonic, supersonic, and hypersonic aircraft.

Conventional air vehicles typically employ passive treatments,
such as constrained-layer damping and acoustic absorption
material to reduce the structural response and resulting

Uperacoustic levels in the aircraft interior. To prevent the potential
destruction of panels that may result from panel flutter,

Leading- A conventional air vehicles employ thickened panels and addedEdge Array stiffeners. These conventional techniques require significant
Lower addition of mass and only attenuate relatively high frequency
Surface •noise transmitted through the fuselage. Adaptive and/or active

methods of controlling the structural acoustic response and
flutter of panels to reduce the transmitted noise and avoid
panel destruction may be accomplished with the use of SMA
hybrid composite panels. These panels have the potential to
offer improved thermal buckling/post buckling behavior,
dynamic response, fatigue life, and structural acoustic

Figure 8 Example shape-change effector arrays design applied response.25 26

to ICE configuration
Initial work at NASA LaRC in the fabrication of active
composites has focused on the manufacture of E-glass/
Fiberite 934 epoxy panels with embedded shape memory
alloys. Quasi-isotropic panels with unstrained SMAs
embedded in the zero degree direction have been successfully
fabricated. Test specimens machined from a cured hybrid
panel are shown in Figure 9. Future panels will be fabricated

Integrating Smart Actuators into Structures for Enhanced with prestrained SMA strips. These panels will require
Performance tooling which will restrain the SMA strips from contracting

Shape memory alloys, piezoelectrics (including piezo fiber during the thermal cure. Panels with bi-directional (0'/90')
composites and single crystals), and magnetostrictive materials SMAs as well as hybrid built-up structures will also be
have been successfully demonstrated as strain actuators for fabricated. All panels will be subjected to various tests to
controlling structural response. At NASA, research on assess their noise, buckling, and fatigue characteristics as
integrating smart actuators and sensors into structures has compared to baseline panels without embedded SMAs.
focused primarily on integrating piezoelectric materials and
shape memory alloys. The goal of this research is to advance
the technology of embedded strain actuation to a level such
that system designers may employ the use of active strain ______________I_1__________I_......................

actuation for revolutionary advances in aerospace vehicles.
These advances may include significant reductions in .
structural weight, dramatically increased fatigue life and
improved ride comfort. Active strain actuation typically refers
to dynamically or statically straining (bending or twisting) a Figure 9 SMA wires in composites
structure to achieve control.

There are numerous challenges in embedding smart materials
into composite structures including: electric circuit failures
due to dielectric breakdown and arcing, breaking of ceramic Fabrication, Modeling and Validation of Structures with
wafers and electric leads (particularly in curved surfaces), low Piezoelectric Materials
performance due to temperature changes or impedance Due to their 20 KHz bandwidth and effectiveness in strain
mismatches, and compromised structural integrity due to actuation, piezoelectric materials used as actuators have been
microcracking and macrocracking in the host composite the smart material of choice for numerous control applications
structure.24 These complications are even more problematic were high bandwidth is required. One fabrication issue that
when high strain, high stress applications are pursued; which became apparent after experimenting with integrating several
is typical of aerospace applications. piezoelectric actuators into curved structures (which is

common in aerospace structures) was the compliance and
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flexibility of piezoelectric actuators. Figure 10 shows a newly Although this particular test-bed is extremely simple, the idea
developed encapsulated piezoelectric actuator being flexed is to investigate modeling of such a system using
without damaging the actuator. This flexibility allows shape commercially available analysis tools and to provide a
forming of the actuator to different contoured surfaces. benchmark problem for individuals developing new analysis
Another actuator that can be easily integrated into curved tools. A second-generation test-bed is shown in Figure 13,
surfaces is a fiber-based piezoelectric actuator,2 7 where constructed with a hollow box cross-sectional area (to mimic
interdigitated electrodes are used to actuate the piezoelectric more realistic wing-box structures) using composite materials.
fibers (see Figure 11). Once integrated into composite Localized behavior of actuators and strain transfer efficiencies
structures, these actuators are very effective in controlling are being measured to better understand the modeling
structural response as has been demonstrated in laboratory problems associated with this type of structure. This class of
experiments, structure presents a different set of modeling and fabrication

problems, particularly with strain transfer of piezoelectric
actuators when bonded or embedded into composite
structures.

Figure 10 Flexible piezoelectric patch

Interdigitated
electrodes Figure 12 Aluminum beam with surface-bonded piezoelectric

- --]actuator

PZT fibers
Epoxy matrix

Figure 11 Fiber-based piezoelectric actuator

Fundamental understanding of the behavior of in situ f,,,:
piezoelectric actuators including the development of high
fidelity analytical models is extremely important to help bridge
the gap between isolated laboratory demonstrations and
practical implementation. Towards this end, a number of Figure 13 Composite box beam
simple structures are being fabricated at NASA for the purpose
of creating a database with test data for model validation.
Figure 12 shows a photograph of an aluminum beam with a
newly developed piezoelectric actuator bonded to the surface.
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Using Smart Materials to Control Structural and Aeroelastic
Response -4--- Without
The goals of applying smart devices to aeroelastic problems o 80 structural damping
are to control the aerodynamic and/or structural characteristics - -4 - With 3%
of air vehicles to improve flutter, gust, buffet and maneuver 2 70 str a dmito• structural damping

load behavior of fixed-wing vehicles and reduce dynamics and
loads on rotorcraft. In many cases, applications of smart • 60
devices will take advantage of the inherent flexibility in air
vehicles; using flexibility to create more efficient structural • 50

designs. Several analytical and experimental studies clearly 40
demonstrate that piezoelectric materials (piezoelectrics) can be 4

used as actuators to actively control vibratory response, ' 30
including aeroelastic response.28 One important study has -•

successfully demonstrated using piezoelectric actuators to E 20
control buffeting on the vertical tails of twin-tail, high-
performance military aircraft. This international effort • 10
includes wind-tunnel testing of a 1/6 scale F/A-18 model I

experiencing aerodynamic buffet29 and ground-testing of a 0 0 100 200 300 400
full-scale F/A- 18 airplane using simulated buffet input.3° Velocity, ft/sec
Previous studies have also demonstrated active flutter
suppression and gust load alleviation using piezoelectric Figure 14 Reductions in peak bending (plunging) response
actuators. 31 Piezoelectric actuators have also shown to be using shunted piezoelectrics

effective in active noise suppression.
32

Depending on the application, there are some important issues Using Smart Materials to Imrove Vehicle Performance
in using piezoelectrics as actuators for active control: 1) the Also within the Morphing Program, NASA has collaborated
potentially large amount of power required to operate the with DARPA, the Air Force and the Navy in two unique
actuators, and 2) the complexities involved with active control(added hardware, control law design, and implementation). programs investigating using smart materials to improve the
(actied hardwassive, dampntrol lawudesign imentation ). uperformance of military vehicles. The DARPA/AFRLUNASA
Active or passive damping augmentation using shunted Smart Wing program, conducted by a team led by the
piezoelectrics may provide a viable alternative. This approach Northrop Grumman Corporation (NGC), addresses the
requires only simple electrical circuitry and very little or no development of smart technologies and demonstration of
electrical power. A recent NASA analytical study examined relevant concepts to improve the aerodynamic performance of
the feasibility of using shunted piezoelectrics to reduce military aircraft. Reference 34 provides on overview of the
aeroelastic response using a typical-section representation of a DARPA/AFRcrNASA Smart Wing program. During Phase I
wing and piezoelectrics shunted with a parallel resistor and ofRthis program, w ind model,inductor. 33 Using Theodorsen aerodynamics, the bending of this program, a 16% scale, semni-span wind-tunnel model,
(plunge) response of two aeroelastic models to sibnsoidal representative of an advanced military aircraft wing, was
(pluinge restonse otwos aoex a stic to studytheeftivenussoil designed and fabricated by NGC and wind-tunnel tested at
forcing functions was examined to study the effectiveness of NASA LaRC's Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT) in May
using shunted piezoelectrics to reduce aeroelastic response. 1996 and June-July 1998. The "smart wing" model
These results demonstrate that shunted piezoelectrics can incorporated contoured, hingeless flap and aileron designs
significantly reduce aeroelastic response; for example, actuated using built-in SMA tendons. Control surface
reductions of up to 70% in plunging response were realized. deflections of up to 10' were obtained. Variable spanwise
Figure 14 shows an example of the results obtained (discussed twist of the smart wing was achieved using mechanically
in reference 33) for the reductions in peak plunging response simple SMA torque tubes that employed novel connection
achieved using the shunted piezoelectrics at several airspeeds. mechanisms to effect a high degree of torque transfer to the
The effectiveness of the shunted piezoelectrics was found to structure; 3200 in-lbs. of torque was generated by the SMA
be a strong function of the inherent structural and aerodynamic tubes. Up to 50 of spanwise twist at the wing tip was
damping. Thus, this application may not be effective for demonstrated. Under steady-state conditions, 8% to 12%
highiy damped structures. However, for lightly damped improvements in lift, pitching and rolling moments were

structures, shunted piezoelectrics provide a simple, low- achieved over a broad range of wind tunnel and model

power, fail-safe vibration suppression mechanism. Follow-on coigu ra icoarin o a cone l des
studies are planned to explore developing higher fidelity configurations, in comparison to a conventional design
sudies arlnnd to validatexploresudesveoing highner fdetit. incorporating hinged control surfaces. During Phase II of the
models and to validate the results via wind-tunnel testing. Smart Wing program, research and development are focused

on the application of smart technologies to uninhabited air
vehicles and further raising the technology readiness level of
these technologies for future applications.

In the Smart Aircraft and Marine Propulsion System
Demonstration (SAMPSON) program, NASA LaRC is
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collaborating with DARPA and the Navy's Office of Naval References
Research (ONR) on a team led by the Boeing Company to
demonstrate the application of smart materials and structures 1 Bryant, R., Fox, R., Lachowicz, J., Chen, F., Proceedings of
to large-scale aircraft and marine propulsion systems. 35 This Society for Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers, Vol
program seeks to show that smart materials can be used to 3674, 220-227 (1999).
significantly enhance vehicle performance, thereby enabling
new missions and/or expanding current missions. Currently, a 2 Mossi, K., Selby, F., and Bryant, R.: Materials Letters,
demonstration of a full-scale adaptive fighter engine inlet is 35,29 (1998).
planned for testing in the NASA Langley 16-foot Transonic
Tunnel in the Spring of 1999. Smart technologies will be 3 Bryant, R.G. "Thunder Actuators", 5th Annual Workshop:
utilized to actively deform the inlet into predetermined Enabling Technologies for Smart Aircraft Systems, NASA
configurations to improve the performance at all flight Langley Research Center, May 14-16, 1996.
conditions. The inlet configurations to be investigated consist
of capture area control, compression ramp generation, leading 4 Ounaies, Z., Park, C., Harrison, J.S., Smith, J.G., and
edge blunting, and porosity control. The wind-tunnel Hinkley, J.A., Structure-Property Study of Piezoelectricity
demonstrations will serve to directly address questions of in Polyimides, Proceedings of Society for Photo-Optical
scalability and technology readiness, thereby improving the Instrumentation Engineers, Ed. Y. Bar-Cohen, Vol 3669,
opportunities and reducing the risk for transitioning the 171-178 (1999).
technology into applications. The analytical and experimental
expertise gained from the wind-tunnel tests conducted in the 5 Ounaies, Z., Young, J.A., and Harrison, J.S., An Overview
Smart Wing and SAMPSON programs are an important part of Piezoelectric Phenomenon in Amorphous Polymers in
of the technology development process in the Morphing Field Responsive Polymers: Electroresponsive,
program and provide an excellent opportunity for Photoresponsive, and Responsive Polymers in Chemistrycollaborative research.PhtrsosvndRsosvPlyesiCeity

and Biology, Ed. Khan, I. and Harrison, J.S., ACS
Symposium Series 726, Washington, DC, (1999).

Concluding Remarks
The integration of smart technologies into aircraft and 6 Ounaies, Z., Young, J.A., Simpson, J.O., Farmer, B.,

spacecraft structures shows the promise of high benefits if the Dielectric Properties Of Piezoelectric Polyimides, Materials

appropriate technological issues are addressed. To effectively Research Society Proceedings: Materials for Smart Systems

approach the long-term technology issues, the Morphing II, Ed. E.P. George, R. Gotthardt, K. Otsuka, S. Trottier-

program at NASA Langley Research Center integrates smart McKinstry, and M. Wun-Fogle, Vol. 459, 59(1997).

material and structures research efforts across many
disciplines. For example, coupling mechatronics-based design 7 M. Froggatt and J. Moore, "Distributed measurement of
of smart devices with new embedding technologies, more static strain in an optical fiber with multiple Bragg gratings
effective piezoelectric materials, adaptive controls methods at nominally equal wavelengths," Applied Optics, 37, pp.
and a systems-based optimization scheme may result in 1741-1746 (1998).
revolutionary improvements in the efficiency and safety of
flight vehicles. These improvements are not limited to, but 8 Brown, T., Wood, K., Childers, B., Cano, B., Jensen, B.,
may include a significant increase in the fatigue life of Rogowski, R., Fiber Optic Sensors for Health Monitoring of
structures undergoing high-cycle response (such as buffeting, Morphing Aircraft, Proceedings of Society for Photo-
gust, or acoustic response), a significant reduction in the Optical Instrumentation Engineers, Vol 3674, 60-71 (1999).
structural weight of load-carrying components such as wing
boxes, and dramatic improvements in high lift systems. 9 Homer, G.C., Taleghani, B.K, "Single Axis Piezoceramic
Ground and wind-tunnel tests are currently underway in the Gimbal," Proceeding of the SPIE International Symposium
Morphing program to bring these technologies to fruition. on Smart Structures and Materials, Newport Beach, CA,
The Morphing program strives to assure the ultimate usability 1999.
of the technological product of this work and, potentially,
have a major impact on air and space travel and the way in 10 Taleghani B.K, and Campbell, J.F., "Non-linear Finite
which aircraft and spacecraft are manufactured and flown. Element Modleing of THUNDER Piezoelectric Actuators,"

Proceedings of the 6th Annual International Symposium on
Smart Structures and Materials, Newport Beach, CA, 1999.
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ABSTRACT
According to predictions of market researchers a large growth in numbers of passengers as well as of airfreight volume can be
expected for the civil transport aircraft industry. This will lead to an increased competition between the aircraft manufacturers.
To stay competitive it will be essential to improve the efficiency of the new aircraft generation. Especially the transonic wings
of civil aircraft with their fixed geometry offer a large potential for improvement. Such fixed geometry wings are optimized for
only one design point characterized by the parameters altitude, mach number and aircraft weight. Since these vary permanently
during the mission of the aircraft the wing geometry is only seldom optimal. As aerodynamic investigations have shown one
possibility to compensate for this major disadvantage lies in the chordwise and spanwise differential variation of the wing
camber for mission duration. This paper describes the design of a flexible flap system for an adaptive wing to be used in civil
transport aircraft that allows both a chordwise as well as a spanwise differential camber variation during flight. Since both
lower and upper skins are flexed by active ribs, the camber variation is achieved with a smooth contour and without any
additional gaps. This approach for varying the wing's camber is designed to be used for replacement and enhancement of a
given flap system. In addition the kinematics of the rib structure allows for adaptation of the profile contour to different types of
aerodynamic and geometric requirements.

most airliners [2]. In addition, the airplane weight drops up to

1. INTRODUCTION 30% during a long range mission due to fuel consumption [3].
AlradyOto Lliethl wo s aso aled he Faherof Such significant changes in flight conditions can be

Modem Aviation", recognized through extensive observations cmiessoduatedsfiionntoy obtai nearyioptimu wigeoametrefr the

of bird's flight that camber is essential for generating lift. With flightion dirtions to obeai enonteared othisu appmeroac has the

this knowledge he managed to perform the first successful fih odtost eecutrd hsapoc a h

glide of a human being in 1891. Many others followed. The potential to lead to a considerable improvement of the

wings of these first aircraft where of fixed geometry where the aerodynamic and structural efficiency of an aircraft.
fligt cntrl wa relizd b weiht ranfer nd nerly The introduction of new technologies such as camber

fltighticbd control was rhealized. by weigh trandsfoeread tat narl variation to improve aircraft efficiency is essential for the

vartisticodycnto of the pibeealot. itprwasdsoonedscveredtablty an future success of the airplane manufacturers. Especially since

variathion ofs the camber enablted fimrove maneuverabligty ofnh market research predicts a very positive development for the

1903h brthisrws, therae withra cothel first motorized fltightiofth aircraft industry an increasing competition is to be expected:

the wings in opposite direction to each other. But a twisting of duinThe pii icastdeaswihnavrg incuty assons reas eoofi 6%prot

the wings for lateral control did not remain practicable very yeariFor the next 20cayeas wthe lnavrage ainrplane manfacturers

long because structural stiffness of the airplanes increased yairbu Inusry ahe ndBigexp0yastec lagrowthrpates oanfactround

with the need for more performance. Thus, in 1910 Henry AibsIdtran ogexctrwhrtsofrud

Farman introduced the first ailerons. Due to continuously 4.5% per year [4]. This means that over the next 15 years the
inraigweight and size of the airplanes high lift flaps son number of passengers is expected to double, the amount of

inam ncrasingrert iceaeth ame sond airfreight probably will increase even more. The expectation
bhecamoe nhecessadryingodrt ices the ctrnlnigpamber ainue of a steady growth in aircraft industry over the next 20 - 25

thereforse the lift durin th[ trtadlndn hse.ic years is justified when taking into consideration that only a

199ahsecarey tin se [1].l apiaio ffap a o very small part of the world population is responsible for a

Bhasicoally, thiso prtinciple m apliationi ofvflap hranspnort great deal of the world wide air traffic today: e.g., US-citizens

aichanged Wto dthe, alsoention modtestrtng tandonicdivil transpor make up only 4.6% of the world population but hold 41% of

aircraf.sithrathe uexeto offlpan therstartinghande lfanding phse the worldwide kmn flown per passenger. In contrast, China and

beno cosierablmed Dusen ofmlast and thereforhtte hangei of camberdi India together represent 37% of the world population but hold

bigeopetrformed. Dueringfost of cntheflgt thmer wing is jofrie only 3.4% of the worldwide km flown per passenger. If in the
dsdatgoffxdgeometry andsi ta thereor ofn contan cabr.Te eao future the worldwide population flies as much as US-citizens

dpiisadvatg fof fixedesgeoer woings ischatacthriey cabny bhe today, and taking into consideration the predicted world

optiamizedfrs onttue, deigaoitchnubrandarractwerized. byithe population growth from 5.6 billion to 8.3 billion by the year
paraetevrs alntituude, machn numer aisind oh aircraft weg t.hine 2025, then the kmn flown per passenger would rise by a factor

thgesemvary cninuously seduringpthemissio ofThe aircrafmet the of 13. At a growth rate of 4.5% per year this factor would first

wingswtfie geometry is onlyfor seldom opia.Thedeelpento be reached in 60 years. Assuming a healthy worldwide

compromise between design and off-design point where a inteonoidearefutu en [5, r 6]. agr fmre strto

better performance at the design point leads to a worse off i h erftr 5 ]

design performance. E.g., for a civil aircraft it may be
necessary to fly fast and at low altitude with light weight over 2. VARIABLE CAMBER PRINCIPLE
a short stretch one day. The next day it may be beneficial to It is of special interest to achieve a chordwise and
fly at high altitude with maximum load, and at an economical spanwise differential camber variation with one structural
velocity for a much longer range. In the first case the lift system providing a smooth contour having no additional gaps.
coefficient could be only 0.08 whereas in the second case it The camber variation concentrates on the trailing edge since
might be as large as 0.4. Thus, values of the maximum cruise under aerodynamic as well as structural aspects this region has
lift coefficient can be as much as five times the minimum for the highest efficiency [7]. On civil transport aircraft the

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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Fowler flaps and ailerons are positioned in this region (see * a chordwise and spanwise differential camber variation
Fig. 1). has to be achieved with one structural system

* a smooth contour having no additional gaps has to be
provided

0 the actuators have to be integrated into the flap structure

0 the profile contour has to be able to be adapted to different
types of aerodynamic and geometric requirements

- the structural stiffness is not allowed to change during
actuation

Both chordwise and spanwise differential camber variation
are expected to have various effects on aerodynamic and
structural efficiency. The following improvements over fixed

inner geometry wings are expected:
F higher aerodynamic efficiency due to optimized lift/drag

Fowler flap (L/D) ratio leads to an extended cruise range and reduction
aileron in fuel consumption

Fig. 1: Flaps of a civil transport aircraft 0 improved operational flexibility by shifting the maximum
L/D ratio to higher values

Therefore it is important to develop a cambering system

that on the one hand can be used to enhance the Fowler flaps a extended buffet boundary enlarges the operative range and
by an additional cambering function and on the other hand reduces structural weight
enables a complete substitution of an aileron. Fig. 2 shows this
principle for a Fowler flap with enhanced cambering. reduction of structural weight

* increased stretch potential leads to a significant reduction
variable camber. of development costs

A general description of the effects of these two types of
camber adjustments for a typical civil transport aircraft of the
early 90's is given in the next two sections.

"2.1 Chordwise camber variation

The chordwise camber variation is mainly responsible for
the improvement of the aerodynamic efficiency by optimizing
the L/D ratio for present flight situation. This directly leads to

chordwise variable camber a reduction in fuel consumption. The L/D ratio results from
the wing data, altitude, mach number, and aircraft weight.
Special emphasis is given to the weight loss due to fuel
consumption (>30% during a long distance flight) which has
considerable negative influence on the L/D ratio of the aircraft
that can be compensated by a camber variation. Thus, at the
beginning of the flight the camber has to be large, to decrease

spanwise differential variable camber later with the reduction in weight. As shown in Fig. 3, the
chordwise camber variation leads to an optimization of the
L/D ratio according to the present flight situation between 3%
to 10%. The dashed curve indicating the variable camber
presents the envelope of a number of optimal camber

Fig. 2: Chordwise and spanwise differential camber variation positions. This results in an extended cruise-range in
of Fowler flaps with an enhanced cambering function comparison to a fixed wing (solid line) by shifting the

maximum L/D to up to 12% higher CL-values. Another
The cambering system should also be constructed such advantage of a wing with variable camber consists in the

that during its actuation the structural stiffness does not improved buffet boundaries. This is equivalent to an enlarged
change. This ensures that sudden changes in loading caused by speed range meaning that, for instance, during the landing
gust for example, lead to failure. When the Fowler flaps are phase a larger time range is available so that unnecessary
enhanced by an additional cambering function they should still holding patterns can be avoided [7, 8].
retain their primary function as a high-lift device. If the
ailerons are replaced with such a cambering system the
actuators have to be positioned inside the structure. In addition
it is important to be able to adapt the profile contour to
different types of aerodynamic and geometric requirements for
the median line. Considering the remarks made above, the
following basic requirements can be defined:

* the structural system has to be suitable for replacement
and enhancement of a given flap system
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Fig. 3: Variable camber effect on L/D [7, 8]

2.2 Spanwise differential camber variation flexible section
Besides L/D optimization, this system can be used to gain

control over dimensioning load cases such as the maneuver
situation where the pilot has to execute a 2.5g maneuver load. Fig. 5: Position and distribution of active deformable ribs in
In Fig. 4 the potential of spanwise camber control is the Fowler flaps
demonstrated. Compared with the typical lift distribution for
optimal performance (solid line) the differential deflection The flexible ribs were realized by combining separate
leads to a significant reduction of the root bending moments plate like elements with revolute joints having the kinematics
(RBM) through redistribution of the spanwise lift distribution described in Fig. 6a. Fig. 6b represents one rib of the flexible
(dashed line). This is achieved by cambering the inboard and section. Each rib only has to be actuated at one single point.
de-cambering the outboard wing. In all a 12 - 15% reduction The rotation of the driven element is transferred gradually
of the RBM is achieved leading to an increase of the from element to element by the kinematics and this way
payload/structural weight ratio. When combined with a provides the wanted rib contour.
chordwise camber variation a wing with a high adaptability
towards different types of requirements can be provided [3, 9]. (a)L L 7 2 13 prismatic joint

L L 7 - 2 __i

Al 8 / 14 revolute joint

spanwise l5 elementloddistribution (b) joints

0 0 8 139 1410 1511 1612 6-\

Fig. 4: Load control by means of variable camber [3] 1 2

elements
3. STRUCTURAL CONCEPT3. SRUCURALCONEPTFig. 6: Kinematics of active deformable rib

As mentioned the cambering system has to be suitable for
replacement of an aileron as well as enhancement of a Fowler The kinematics will be described by referring to the first
flap. Under structural mechanical aspects it is more three elements (1 to 3): An actuator (7) is supported by the
demanding to enhance a given flap structure with a cambering fixed first element (1) which represents the continuation of the
system since there is less space available and also the stiffness rib in the front fixed section (Fig. 5). The actuator (7) drives a
of the flap is much more critical. This means that when a second element (2) which is attached to the first element (1)
solution can be found that can enhance a single flap it is all the by a revolute joint (8). The second element (2), too, is
more usable to substitute a total flap. Therefore the approach connected to the third element (3) by a revolute joint (9). In
demonstrated in this paper is presented for a Fowler flap with addition the third element (3) is connected to the first one (1)
an enhanced cambering system. As shown in Fig. 5, the basic by a prismatic joint (13). By putting the actuator (7) into
concept for the design of the flexible Fowler flaps consists of motion the second element (2) rotates about revolute joint (8).
replacing the stiff inflexible rib elements reaching into the Due to revolute joint (9) the third element (3) rotates about
flexible section (dark gray) by active deformable elements revolute joint (8), too, and is supported by the first element (1)
with high stiffness. This means the skin fields must then be in prismatic joint (13). This way the third element (3) is bent
able to glide on the flexible ribs. The basic design of the front towards the second one (2) about revolute joint (9). These
fixed part (light gray) is changed as little as possible to avoid a kinematics can be applied to an unlimited number of elements.
totally new design concept for the fixed flap section [10, 11, To provide functionality at least three elements must be used.
12]. A variation of the individual length between the joints (e.g. the
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region between the joints (8) and (9), (8) and (13) as well as An aluminum model of the flexible rib is demonstrated in
(9) and (13)) allows a precise adjustment of the rib contour. Fig. 9. It shows the rib in its neutral position as well as at

Fig. 7. shows a modification of the active deformable rib maximum upper and lower deflection. A carbon fiber
in Fig. 6 with an additional lever (17) in order to reduce composite rib has also been constructed. It has stiffness
structural loads and the driving force. The kinematics of the similar to the aluminum version with about 40% reduction in
active deformable rib remains the same with the exception that weight. For this rib a spindle drive is used as actuator.
the actuator (7) is attached to lever (17) and not to element (2). -.- ,
The lever is connected to the first element (1) by revolute joint
(8) and with element (4) by a prismatic joint (18). To provide
functionality at least four elements must be used. 1
(a) :: ,

_7 13____prismatic joint 1W
1 8 2 14 I 2 3 4oint

17 to 5i

e t element
(b) joints lever w additional.lever

146

7 •1 2 3 4 5 6 '-...• :,

elements

Fig. 7: Kinematics of flexible rib with additional lever...

Fig. 8 shows how the elements are configured using the I
third element (3) as an example. For the purpose of good load A
transmission a symmetrical design was developed. In the .. . , -• I
horizontal projection the elements have the shape of a tuning --

fork. The element itself consists of one inner and two outer ".
parts which are attached to each other with an adhesive. Every
element is provided with two bore holes for the prismatic and
revolute joints.

Fig. 9: Active adjustable rib in neutral position and total upper
and lower deflection

S_,The design of the upper and lower skin is presented in Fig.
. "10. As shown in section A-A the stringers are interrupted by a

/ linear slide bearing. At the upper and lower part of the rib

bore holes for elements counterparts are attached which make up the inside
revolute joints part of the linear slide bearing. These bearings allow a

chordwise displacement between the rib and the upper and
lower skin. Simultaneously a lift-off of the upper and lower
skin due to aerodynamic loads is prevented. At the trailingj edge the upper and lower skins are combined by a linear slide
bearing allowing a chordwise translation here, too. In addition

/ the trailing edge can easily be replaced if damaged.

'// bore holes for
Souter parts prismatic joints

inner part

Fig. 8: Geometry of an element
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By the second function a bending line is used, too. The
2 representative difference is that it is inverted meaning that the free end of
205 section equation (1) is now rigidly clamped with an angle fs'(x) = 0.

front spar Az(" X2 + x' (2)

rear spar 3300 For the third median line the circular function is being
shroudlin used. An arc of a circle is totally defined when it runs through

"flexible shroudline of two defined points where from one of the points the gradient is
region /outer Fowler flap known. In this case the position of the rigidly clamped and the

21.3' free displaced end is known. At the rigidly clamped end the

---- angle is f3'(x) = 0.

n ) -_ X2 (3)~~~~~10210 i ý ý,

For rib structure general formulations have been
Fig. 13: Geometrical requirements established allowing calculation of the rib geometry and the

joint loading according to any given aerodynamic and
In this paper the calculation and presentation of results geometric requirement. Parameter variations have shown that

will concentrate on the rib structure. Therefore in Fig. 14 the the most useful configurations occur by an amount of
following designations for the rib are chosen. The segment segments n = 4 and n = 5 which is why the following
length indicated as 1i (i = 1, 2 ... , n) is defined describing the presentation of results concentrates on these two cases.
distance between the revolute joints (see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, No. The results for the joint loading of the rib without lever
8-12) whereas n indicates the number of segments. The (see Fig. 6) for the three median lines are shown in Fig. 16. It
revolute joints are now described by Gil (i = 1, 2 ... , n), the can be seen that independent of the number of segments and
prismatic joints by Gi2 (i = 1, 2 ... , n-1). In addition the the type of median line the maximum loading appears in the
functionfs(x) for the median line is introduced. front two joints GI and G21. Moreover, in all joints the global

G G,, , G 4, G,, loading is higher at n = 5 than at n = 4. It is also obvious that

the maximum loading clearly appears for the beam function,
G,. G,, G. G•,_ median line f(x) the lowest for the inverse beam function. The circular function

-•--- -. - leads to slightly higher values than the latter.. .--. . . . . . . ...

...... .......". 84000. circular function
... 72000- beam function

l, I, l l l 60000- inverse beam function

. .. on48000.

;9 36000"

Fig. 14: Designations of rib structure - 24000-

12000
According to the defined basic requirements it is important 0

to provide the possibility to adapt the contour towards Gil G,2  G,1 G 22 G,1 G31 G4,

different median lines occurring due to different aerodynamic joint number, n = 4

and geometrical demands. Therefore the kinematics of the rib
is investigated for three different types of functions fs(x) for 120000- circular function

the median lines which are shown in Fig. 15. 105000. beam function

90000. inverse beam function

840 750000

circlular function 
6 45000

C 150 
45000 _

"0100 beam function . 30000

150 'N- - inverse 15000

-.... beam function 0
0 200 400 600 800 G2 G,, G, 30G12 G G G4] G4.

cambering position --. joint number, n = 5

Fig. 15: Three different types of median lines Fig. 16: Joint loading for rib without lever

The first function is for the median line equivalent to The joint loading for the rib without lever is quite high,
elastic line according to Bernoulli's beam theory for a one especially for the beam function. An additional lever allows a
sided rigidly clamped beam with a displacement applied to the significant reduction of this loading. In this case the lever was
free end. attached to the joints Gu1 and G31. As can be seen in Fig. 17

the lever relieves the front joints from the high loads. Similar
Sx x(1) to the rib without lever the beam function causes the highest

ism = -| -- loads, too. Also a higher number of segments results in higherjoint loading.
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circular function
30000- beam function

2 0 inverse beam function

1 0000 /

Gl G 2  G2  G,2  G.I G,, G4,

joint number, n = 4

50000- circular function
beam function

40000- inverse beam function

30000-

'20000-

10000-

Gil Gl, G21 G,, G, 3  4 G2 G

joint number, n = 5

Fig. 17: Joint loading for rib with lever

A comparison of the joint loading for the rib with and
without lever shows a significant reduction by the active .8 e
deformable rib with lever (see Fig. 18). For joint G11 loading 2 "
decreases by 60% and is nearly independent of the number of
segments and the function for the median line. For the joints -..

G12 and G21 improvements between 70% - 95% can be
achieved. All other joint loadings stay unchanged.

100°
S90- - circular function

80, • beam function
--70 inverse beam function

e 60-
50-

30
20

10-.

Gil G12  G21 G,, G,, G3, G 41

joint number, it = 4

90

• 80 - circular function
"f70 beam function
S60- inverse beam function
5 0-

S40-3

•20.
.•10.

G0 G12 G 2 1G G, I G G3, G41 G4, G51
joint number, , = 5

Fig. 18: Comparison of joint loading for rib with and without
lever

Since the rib with an additional lever shows a significantly "

reduced joint loading compared to the version without (see
Fig. 18) it is advantageous to use the former for the given Fig. 19: Rib geometry for different types of median functions
maneuver load case. Therefore the complete rib geometry in and number of segments
Fig. 19 has been calculated for the preferred configuration The first rib element is already provided with the
with a lever. Since the formulations have been made in a necessary opening for the transmission beam and the wedge
general form it is easily possible to perform these calculations system of the drive system. Investigations with the finite
for the given median line and the calculated joint loading. In element method (FEM) have shown that no critical
order to get a better overview the lever is not included in the deformation or strain appears. Moreover it can be seen that
illustrations of Fig. 19.
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depending on the median line the length of the segments 'Adaptiver Flogel' (ADIF)", DGLR-Jahrestagung,
varies. The stronger the curvature is the shorter the segments DGLR-JT97-147, Mtinchen 1997
have to get in order to reproduce the median line in a [4] Airbus Industry, "Global Market Forecast 1997 - 2016",
sufficient way. Therefore, by the circular function all March 1997
segments are of equal length due to the constant curvature. By [5] R. Kelm, B. Kiebebusch, H. G. Klug, H.-H. Thiele, K.-
the beam function the shortest segments are close to the fixed H. Vahle, "Grenzen Flugtechnischer Entwicklung:
region and get longer towards the trailing edge. As to be Oberlegungen zum mittel / langfristigen Potential der
expected by the inverse beam function, the shortest segments Treibstoffeinsparungen und Emissionsreduzierung im
are at the trailing edge with increasing length towards the zivilen Luftverkehr", DGLR-Jahrestagung, DGLR-JT97-
fixed section. The overall length of the segments gets shorter 106, Mtinchen, August 1997
when the number of segments increases. For the rest of the [6] Statistisches Bundesamt, "Statistical Yearbook 1996 for
elements FEM calculations have also been performed showing Foreign Countries", Metzler-Poeschel, Stuttgard 1996
that here, too, no critical deformation or strain occurs. [7] H. Hilbig, H. Wagner, "Variable wing camber control

for civil transport aircraft", ICAS Procedings, ICAS-84-

5. CONCLUSIONS 5.2.1, pp. 107-112, Toulouse 1984
[8] J. Szodruch, "The Influence of camber variation on theThe present paper describes an approach to achieve a aerodynamics of civil transport aircraft", AIAA-Paper

chordwise as well as spanwise differential camber variation in 85-0353, Reno, November 1985

the wings of civil transport aircraft by designing a flexible flap [9] E. Greff, "The development and design integration of a

system for the trailing edge. According to the aerodynamic variable camber wing for long/medium range aircraft",

investigations the camber variation should start after 90% of Aeronautical Journal, pp. 301-310, November 1990

the wing chord which corresponds to the shroudline. On civil [10] H. P. Monner0," r o vem it vr be

transprt aircraft the ailerons and Fowler flaps are positioned in P1o]iH. daption", G anPtenmpplit 197 41

this region. Therefore the demonstrated cambering system can 326.9-22, 1997

both be used as total replacement of an aileron and as 3692,19
bothncbeeusedfas totalrreplacementsofoanlaileroncandeasg [11] H. P. Monner, H. Hanselka, E. Breitbach, "Development
enhancement of a Fowler flap. Because of less space being and design of flexible Fowler flaps for an adaptive
available and structural stiffness being critical it is much more wing", SPIE's 5th Annual International Symposium on
demanding to enhance a given flap structure which is why the Smart Structures and Materials, Paper No. 3326-08, San
variable camber concept was presented for the enhancement of Diego, CA 1-5 March, 1998
a Fowler flap. This means the trailing 50% of the Fowler flap [12] A. Klose, H. P. Monner, "Konstruktion eines
had to be modified. As a design approach active deformable Funktionsdemonstrators der flexiblen Rippenstruktur
ribs were introduced into this flexible flap section. These einer adaptiven Fowlerklappe", 1B 131-98/1,
active ribs consist of separate plate-like elements connected by Braunschweig 1998
revolute joints that can be driven from one single point. The [13] V. Kilimann, H. P. Monner, "Finite-Elemente-
rotation of the driven element is transferred gradually from Berechnung der flexiblen Hautstruktur einer adaptiven
element to element by these kinematics. Two variations of Fowlerklappe", 1B 131-98/20, Braunschweig 1998
these kinematics were developed and different configurations [14] C. Anhalt, H. P. Monner, "Entwicklung und
were compared with each other for different types of profile Konstruktion von Antriebskonzepten fir die
contours. One system consists of the basic kinematics, the formvariablen Fowlerklappen des adaptiven FlOgels",
other one was enhanced by an additional lever. It was shown
that the large joint loading of the solution without lever can be
reduced by up to 90% using the solution with an additional
lever. This makes the approach with lever advantageous for
this given maneuver load case. In addition the kinematics has
the advantage that by varying the distances between the
revolute and prismatic joints the rib can be adjusted to nearly
any desired median line. Moreover, the formulations for
calculating the rib have been made in a general form and allow
an easy adaptation of the rib design for different geometrical
and aerodynamical requirements. Taken together the results of
the investigations made this far are very promising for the
continuing work on this concept.
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NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO INTERNATIONAL
ACTIVE BUFFETING ALLEVIATION PROGRAMS

Robert W. Moses
Aeroelasticity Branch

NASA Langley Research Center
Mail Stop 340

Hampton, VA 23681-2199, USA

Abstract characterize the flow mechanism and to quantify the
unsteady differential pressures acting on the vertical

Buffeting is an aeroelastic phenomenon which plagues tails during high-angle-of-attack maneuvers'-7 . The
high performance aircraft, especially those with twin major findings of these tests were: 1) that the buffet
vertical tails like the F/A-18, at high angles of attack. pressures vary with flight conditions; 2) that the
This buffeting is a concern from fatigue and inspection buffeting (response of the tail) varies with flight
points of view. By means of wind-tunnel and flight conditions; and 3) that the frequency spectra scale with
tests, this phenomenon is well studied to the point that Strouhal number. Later comparisons among pressure
buffet loads can be estimated and fatigue life can be data from reduced-scale wind-tunnel, full-scale wind-
increased by structural enhancements to the airframe. tunnel, and flight tests revealed that the (spatial)
In more recent years, buffeting alleviation through correlation time delays as well as the frequency spectra
active control of smart materials has been highly scale with Strouhal number67 .
researched in wind-tunnel proof-of-conicept
demonstrations and full-scale ground tests using the
F/A-18 as a test bed. Because the F/A-18 resides in ...
fleets outside as well as inside the United States, these
tests have evolved into international collaborative
research activities with Australia and Canada,
coordinated by the Air Force Research Laboratory
(AFRL) and conducted under the auspices of The
Technical Cooperation Program (TTCP). With the
recent successes and advances in smart materials, the
main focus of these buffeting alleviation tests has also
evolved to a new level: utilize the F/A-18 as a
prototype to mature smart materials for suppressing
vibrations of aerospace structures. The role of the
NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) in these
programs is presented.

Introduction Figure 1. Flow Visualization of Vortex from the LEX

The Problem Bursting ahead of the Vertical Tail
(Photograph Courtesy of the

NASA Dryden Flight Research Center)
For high performance aircraft, such as the F/A-18, at
high angles of attack, vortices emanating from wing
leading edge extensions (LEX) often burst, immersing Past Alleviation Techniques
the vertical tails in their wake (Figure 1). Although
these vortices increase lift, the resulting buffet loads on Historically, solutions to these fatigue problems have
the vertical tails are a concern from airframe fatigue and involved controlling the vortex or altering the structural
maintenance points of view. properties of the vertical tail'. Vortex control has

included blowing and sucking flow from various ports
Previous Investigations on the aircraft and at various rates' 11, attaching

different size and shape leading edge extensions
Previous wind-tunnel and flight tests have been (LEX)"2 , and attaching fences3'4 to these LEX. These
conducted to quantify the buffet loads on the vertical changes have had limited success since they are
tails of the F/A-18. These tests were designed to

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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effective only at specific flight conditions, control algorithms and distributed, layered,
Modification of structural properties has included piezoelectric strain actuators that were bonded to the
increasing the damping and stiffness of the vertical tail. surface of the vertical tail. Their analysis indicated that
Structural damping has been increased by applying more than a 50 percent reduction in the root mean
various concepts such as constrained-layer damping, square (rms) strain at the root of the tail could be
damped-link, tuned-mass damper, interface damping, achieved at selected flight conditions with a smart
and solid-spacer damping 3,". Each of these treatments material system. Moses"'"' and Hauch et al.2"
has demonstrated the ability to effect the dynamic separately investigated active buffeting alleviation
response of the structure, but is limited to specific control systems utilizing piezoelectric strain actuators
locations, modes, or within specific operating (among other strategies) on sub-scale, twin-tail, fighter-
environments, like aircraft models. Both researchers found that active

control systems can significantly reduce buffeting. As
Stiffness increases have been implemented by means of indicated in Figure 2, Moses' effort also showed that
increasing skin or spar thickness or applying rudder and piezoelectric actuation are similarly
reinforcing members such as brackets, cleats, or effective up to the worst case buffeting conditions. At
doublers. An example of a structural stiffness angles of attack above the worst case condition, the
modification is the composite skin doubler, or rudder becomes less effective because of separated
"Exoskin," devised by McDonnell Douglas Corporation flow over the aircraft. However, the piezoelectric
for a specific series of fighter aircraft' 5 . The doubler is actuators, that are not dependent upon the flow
bonded to the outboard skin of the vertical tail's main characteristics, continue to perform well beyond this
torque box and effectively increases the tail's stiffness, point.
The doubler decreases the load on the internal structure
under the patch thus reducing the fatiguing strain in that Recent Research
area. This doubler has effectively eliminated a buffet
induced fatigue damage site within those vertical tails Several international programs are performing
with a minimal increase in overall vehicle weight (16 buffeting alleviation research by means of wind-tunnel,
pounds). Often, changes such as these yield the ground, and flight test demonstrations of advanced
undesirable result of increasing the overall vehicle concepts. The Aeroelasticity Branch at the NASA
weight and transfer the load and damage to other LaRC is contributing to these ongoing programs by
structural members. To date, however, the testing scaled F/A-18 models in the Transonic
modifications to the set of vertical tails with the doubler Dynamics Tunnel (TDT) and by participating in
attached have not shown counterproductive effects. conducting full-scale ground tests and in planning flight
Ferman et al."5 point out that selective stiffening such as demonstration tests.
this is "especially applicable when a single mode
produces a highly concentrated area of strain energy During the ACROBAT (Actively Controlled Response
density." However, when the modal strain energy is Of Buffet-Affected Tails) program at the LaRC,
evenly distributed throughout a structure, alternate feedback control to the rudder on the starboard fin and
means must be sought. to piezoelectric patches on the port fin were

implemented to reduce fin buffeting on a 1/6-scale full-
Since passive methods did not fully solve the buffeting span F/A-18 model' 8.. 9 . The rms value of the root
problem on the F/A-18, active buffeting alleviation bending moment was reduced by as much as 20% using
control schemes were investigated. Rock et al."' magnitudes well below the physical limits of the
analyzed active buffeting alleviation systems for the F- actuators. These experimental results agree well with
15 and F/A-18 that employed the rudder as the primary the analysis results of Reference 16. Other important
actuator. For the F/A-18, their analyses showed that if findings were that the rudder's effectiveness was
the rudder actuation frequency bandwidth could be limited by degrading flow field conditions due to
increased to include that of the first two structural separated flow at high angles of attack. However, the
modes, then the root mean square (rms) of the root piezoelectric actuators maintained their effectiveness
bending moment could be reduced by as much as 33 regardless of flight condition. In addition, not only did
percent using 3.2 degrees rms rudder deflection, the modal response in the first three modes (first
Furthermore, their analyses showed that the fatigue life bending, first torsion, and second bending) of the tail
might be increased by a factor as high as 25. Lazarus, change with angle of attack, but also the frequency of
Saarmaa, and Agnes' 7 developed an analytical model of the first bending mode changed with angle of attack
an active buffeting alleviation system utilizing linear while maintaining a constant tunnel speed. As a result,
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the control laws developed had to be sufficiently robust response of the tail were not considered in the
to account for these changes in the "plant". Similar mathematical models of the "plant"; consequently, the
plant sensitivities were later corroborated in a separate actuators did not provide the same level of
wind-tunnel investigation21 . To demonstrate active effectiveness that was predicted using these
buffeting alleviation during the ACROBAT test, one mathematical models. As a result, the alleviation
time-invariant, fixed-parameter, single-input-single- targets were not quite reached, as shown in Figure 5.
output control law worked well to alleviate the Additionally, to maximize control authority for each
buffeting for all flight conditions. This control law was simulated flight condition, a separate optimal controller
not optimized for any particular flight condition, and it was designed and tested by ACX for each of the four
is thought that its performance would be improved flight conditions illustrated in Figure 5. During the
considerably using optimal controller design techniques worst case flight condition, only one control law lasted
with "plant" information from all possible flight the entire duration of the load cycle without
conditions. overdriving the amplifiers and thus triggering a shut-

down switch inside the amplifiers for protecting the

* Open-Loop ,Closed-Loop system from harmful electrical inputs. This control law
(Constant Gain) was designed for controlling responses in the first

1.0. 1.0- bending mode of the tail only and commanded only one
of the two amplifier channels driving the piezoelectric

Normalized actuators. Further details and results may be found in
Peak of Reference 24.
Root

Bending
Moment

PSD

0 0
26 30 34 37 28 30 32 34 37

Angle of Attack, deg Angle of Attack, deg

(a) Rudder Results (b) Piezo Results

Figure 2. Comparisons of the Normalized Peak Values
of the PSD of the Root Bending Moment

at the Frequency of the First Bending Mode,
Open-Loop and Closed-Loop Conditions,

Various Angles of Attack, 14 psf

Figure 3. IFOSTP Facility with the F/A-18 Test Article
The lessons learned during the ACROBAT program

were incorporated into a full-scale ground test of a
buffeting alleviation system on an F/A-18 at the AMRL Although this test was highly successful, recent
in early 1998. During this AFRL program, conducted improvements in amplifiers and piezoelectric patches
under the auspices of TTCP, researchers from the promise superior capabilities to the system tested at the
United States, Australia, and Canada used feedback AMRL. Ongoing programs at AFRL, NASA, and
control of piezoelectric patches to reduce the response AMRL address the transition of these newly improved
of the starboard fin to simulated buffet loads. For this components to vibration suppression of aerospace
test, the International Follow-On Structural Testing structures through wind-tunnel demonstration tests at
Project (IFOSTP) 2 2 rig at AMRL (Figure 3) was used. LaRC, future full-scale ground tests at AMRL, and
This buffeting alleviation system used off-the-shelf planned flight demonstration tests at the NASA Dryden
piezoelectric actuators23 , shown in Figure 4. Flight Research Center (DFRC).
Researchers from Active Control eXperts (ACX),
NASA LaRC, AMRL, and the National Research In a parallel effort at LaRC called SIDEKIC (Scaling
Institute (NRC) - Canada designed and tested control Influences Derived from Experimentally-Known
laws to alleviate buffeting resulting from four different Impact of Controls), scaling relationships of
simulated flight conditions 24. Unfortunately, the piezoelectric actuators are being derived and verified
nonlinear effects of the load shaker on the modal using results friom the full-scale ground test at the
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AMRL and data acquired in the fall of 1998 on a 1/6- The SIDEKIC model shown in Figure 6 differs from
scaled F/A-18 model tested in the TDT. During this the ACROBAT model in three ways: 1) continuous
test, additional concepts and configurations were tested skin construction was used for the tails; 2) the layout of
as proof-of-concept for buffeting alleviation systems. the piezoelectric actuators; and 3) the type of amplifiers
Additional concepts are planned to be tested in the TDT used in the buffeting alleviation system. The port fin,
during 1999. LaRC plans for contributing to these shown in Figure 7, is a scaled version of the buffeting
programs are presented next. alleviation system tested at the AMRL. After the

establishment of target tip deflections and the
estimation of force output of the actuators from their
specifications, frequency response methods were
employed for determining actuator layout and sizes.
Results of the ACROBAT and F/A-18 ground test
programs were used to guide the establishment of target
tip deflections in two ways: 1) the tip deflections
caused by the buffeting at various flight conditions

-. •were known; and 2) the tip deflections achievable by
... shaking the tail using just the piezoelectric actuators

"were known.

Figure 4. Piezoelectric Actuators Being Bonded to
Inboard Surface of the F/A- 18 Vertical Tail

"% Reduction -Target
in RMS of 5a

Root F Flight Speed
Bending / I ', I
Moment 2 5 1 1 A

High -i - High

Moderate - 0 0 E E Moderate Figure 6. 1/6-scale F/A-18 SIDEKIC Model

Lo/ - I J Mounted in the TDT
Lw - I Low

Simulated I No. 1 No. 3 No.5 No.6L
Flight i(leastsevere)N I rnost.evere

Condition I I I For SIDEKIC, a higher tip deflection ratio of item 2
with respect to item 1 was selected as the target because

Figure 5. Summary of Alleviation Results for Four the manufacturer specifications tend to overstate the
Simulated Flight Conditions in the IFOSTP authority of the actuators that is achievable when

bonded to host structure. The resulting additional
actuators did not pose a problem for the amplifiers
since they could easily handle the additional

Current Programs and Plans at LaRC capacitance load posed by the piezoelectric actuators.
Switching amplifiers were selected for the SIDEKIC

SIDEKIC test because they are better suited for driving
capacitance loads more efficiently than the linear
amplifiers that were used in the ground test. Because
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the voltage levels required for SIDEKIC were below
200 volts (400 volts peak-to-peak), suitable amplifiers Figure 8. Details of Starboard Vertical Tail, 1/6-scale
could be obtained from commercial sources. F/A-18 SIDEKIC Model Mounted in the TDT

The starboard fin, shown in Figure 8, employs an active A variety of control schemes were investigated for
rudder for controlling responses in the first bending alleviating the tail buffeting. Boeing, who participated
mode, around 16 Hz, and active piezoelectric actuators in the SIDEKIC tests through a Memorandum of
for controlling responses in the first torsion mode, Agreement (MOA), designed and tested a variety of
around 50 Hz. The rudder is activated using a shunt circuits and neural predictive controllers. A
hydraulic actuator and a servo valve. The piezoelectric variety of modern state-space controllers were designed
actuators are the same type used on the port fin. This by LaRC and tested for reducing tail buffeting in the
configuration of control effectors, referred to as a first two modes mentioned previously. For example,
blended system because two actuator technologies were shown in Figure 9, simultaneous feedback control of
blended, provides a compromise between using an the rudder (top graph) and of the piezoelectric actuators
existing control surface and a reduced number (relative (bottom graph) caused a pronounced difference in the
to port fin) of additional devices (piezoelectric root bending moment (RBM, second graph) and the tip
actuators) that would require integration into an already accelerations (third graph) compared to the open-loop
tightly-packed aircraft. case (when the values of the rudder and piezo

commands in top and bottom graphs are zero). For a
better comparison, power spectral densities of tip

:W K 'accelerations and root bending moment are computed
ik• Wfor open-loop and closed-loop conditions. In Figure

10, significant reductions in the first bending mode
(around 17 Hz) and the first torsion mode (around 58

S Hz) were accomplished when feedback to the rudder
and piezoelectric actuators are turned on.

Rudder (deg)

-10

100 RBM (IN-LB)

Figure 7. Details of Port Vertical Tail, 1/6-scale F/A-18 0

SIDEKIC Model Mounted in the TDT -100

2• Tip Accel(G) I

w e 10C I I I I I

S~0

-10
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Time, sec

Figure 9. Time Histories of Actuator and Sensors
During Feedback Off and On, Blended Buffeting

Alleviation System, Starboard Vertical Tail, 1/6-scale
F/A-18 SIDEKIC Model
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and accelerometers were bonded to the tail surface for
measuring modal response if buffeting was

300- encountered. The rigid, port-side, vertical tail shown in
Tip Acceleration Figure 13 was instrumented with pressure transducers

bonded to both surfaces for measuring unsteady
pressures. In addition, tests were performed to measure
"the rudder's effectiveness at high angles of attack. This

.was accomplished by implementing a closed-loop
control system that moved the rudder in response to any
buffeting. The control system was designed so that the
rudder could reduce buffeting if it occurred. The model

was tested at angles of attacks between 7 degrees and
40 degrees and at Mach number between 0.03 and 0.11.

0

Root Bending Moment

. Feedback Off ...........
Feedback On -

Frequency
Figure 10. Power Spectral Densities of Buffeting

During Feedback Off and On Conditions, Blended
Buffeting Alleviation System, Starboard Vertical Tail,

1/6-scale F/A- 18 (S1 DEKIC) Model

Figure 11. 0.135 Scale F-22 Model

F-22 Buffet Tests Mounted in the TDT

In collaboration with the F-22 System Program Office
(SPO) and the AFRL at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, a 13.5% F-22 model (an aerodynamics model
designated D6), shown in Figure 11, was refurbished
with a new, starboard-side, flexible vertical tail and
mounted in the TDT. The purpose of this test was to
determine if the F-22 configuration would experience
buffeting of the vertical tails similar to that encountered
on the F/A-18 at high angles of attack, and to measure
the F-22 rudder's effectiveness at the buffeting
conditions if encountered. Because of restrictions •
placed on dissemination of test results by the F-22 SPO, ,
only a description of the test is provided herein.

The flexible tail shown in Figure 12 had a rudder
surface driven by a hydraulic actuator for potential
buffeting alleviation investigations, and strain gages
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Figure 12. Details of the Flexible Starboard Vertical demonstrate that the technology has matured
Tail, 0.135 Scale F-22 Model Mounted in the TDT sufficiently for vibration suppression of general

aerospace structures. In support of this program, LaRC
plans to design and test control laws for the rudder and

"". for the piezoelectric actuators, as well as to provide
technical oversight as needed. Separate, and as a
precursor to the ABATE program, DFRC plans to
assess the effectiveness of the rudder on the F/A-18 at
high angles of attack for confirming some of the results

S.. .of the ACROBAT program. LaRC plans to assist
-... DFRC with test planning, some data analysis, and

.. control law design as needed.

-Conclusions

The NASA LaRC is playing a vital role in maturing
Figure 13. Details of the Rigid Port Vertical Tail, smart materials for vibration suppression on aerospace

0.135 Scale F-22 Model Mounted in the TDT structures. Specifically, LaRC is conducting wind-
tunnel tests of new devices to demonstrate their
effectiveness under specific load conditions. From

Future Efforts and Their Planned Support by LaRC these tests, LaRC will continue to extend any lessons
learned directly to other national and international

Planned Ground Test Follow-On Activity buffeting alleviation programs. In conjunction with
plans at the AFRL to mature smart material

Because of the recent significant strides made in technologies for general aerospace use by means of
piezoelectric actuator and amplifier technologies, the full-scale ground and flight tests, LaRC plans to
AFRL is planning with the AMRL, NASA (LaRC and continue the development of new interdigitated
DFRC), and the NRC to ground test these new piezoelectric actuators and to use these new devices
technologies in the IFOSTP rig using the F/A-18 during future buffeting alleviation demonstrations.
aircraft. The primary actuator candidates are some new
interdigitated piezoelectric actuators being developed at
LaRC. A program at LaRC is underway to mature Acknowledgments
these new actuator concepts for ground test program at
the AMRL. Within the scope of this program is a The author would like to express his gratitude to the
planned TDT test of these actuators embedded in the AFRL for its support of the collaborative programs at
skins of a vertical tail of the 1/6-scale F/A-18 model. LaRC in the field of buffeting alleviation. Its support
This wind-tunnel test will be conducted under the has been critical to the success of the wind-tunnel tests
Evaluation of New Actuators in a Buffet Loads at LaRC. Appreciation is extended to the F-22 System
Environment (ENABLE) program at LaRC25. Program Office at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base for
Following this test, additional lab tests will be loaning the F-22 model for this research. In addition,
conducted for estimating the fatigue life of these researchers from ACX, CSA Engineering, the AFRL,
actuators when subjected to a high strain environment, the AMRL, and the NRC are acknowledged for their
Any required enhancements to the actuators will be excellent work during the TTCP ground test at the
accomplished prior to the ground test at the AMRL. AMRL. It was truly an international collaborative

activity that increased the awareness of the then-current
Planned Flight Tests at NASA DFRC capabilities of piezoelectric actuators to resolve

problems on aerospace structures. The participation of
Under its Active Buffeting Alleviation of vertical Tails Boeing enhanced the SIDEKIC program significantly.
Experiment (ABATE) program, the AFRL plans to Last, and far from least, sincere gratitude is extended to
flight test a buffeting alleviation system on an F/A-18 the LaRC wind-tunnel test teams, and especially the
at the NASA DFRC. The objective of this program is technicians who refurbished many elements of the
not only to alleviate buffeting on the F/A-18, but also to ACROBAT, SIDEKIC, and F-22 models. The TDT
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RESUME ABSTRACT

Nous avons ddvelopp6 d&s ]a fin des anndes 70 Since the end of the 70ies we have developed,
dans notre logiciel ELFINI des techniques within the frame of our ELFINI software, original
mathdmatiques originales d'identification de techniques for mathematical model identification,
modules, en particulier pour les modules in particular for calibration of dynamic Finite
dynamiques Eldments Finis et pour le recalage des Element models from ground vibration tests and of
modules de charges adrodlastiques stationnaires sur steady aeroelastic loads from flight tests.
les essais en vol.

Nous nous sommes maintenant attaquds au Now we have tackled calibration of unsteady
recalage des charges adrodynamiques airloads from flight vibration tests.
instationnaires sur les essais de vibration en vol.

Sur le plan mathdmatique nous utilisons toujours ]a Mathematically speaking, we keep the same
mdme approche, qui differe notablement des approach, which differs notably from classical least
mdthodes classiques de moindres carrds square methods (minimization of a calculation -
(minimisation d'une "distance" calcul-mesure en measurement "distance" in function of calibration
fonction des param~tres d'ajustement). Nous parameters). We prefer to use a quadratic
prdfdrons utiliser une approche type optimisation optimization type approach with the minimization
quadratique en minimisant une "distance" entre les of a "distance" between calibration parameters and
param~tres d'ajustement et leurs valeurs thdoriques their theoretical or presumed values, constraining
ou pr~sumdes, en forgant la solution A satisfaire les the solution to satisfy measurement reconstitution
indquations de reconstitution des mesures par le by the model at a given accuracy.
module A une pr6cision donnde.
Parmi tous les avantages de cette technique le Among advantages of this technique, the principal
principal est de s'affranchir du probl~me des is to get rid of ill-observable parameters.
param~tres mal observables.

Nous montrons 2 applications en adrodlasticitd: We describe two applications:

- Le recalage des champs de pression - Calibration of steady aerodynamic pressure
adrodynamiques stationnaires par les mesures fields from flight measurements of strain-gage
en vol de rdponses de jauges de contraintes en responses in maneuver, illustrated by an example
manoeuvre, illustrd par un exemple issu de la coming from the calibration of Rafale airloads,
mise au point des charges du RAFALE.

- Le recalage des forces adrodynamiques - Calibration of unsteady airloads from wind
instationnaires sur la mesure en soufflerie, mais tunnel measurements, transposable to flight
transposable en vol, des fr6quences et measurements, of frequencies and dampings of an
amortissements d'une maquette adrodlastique aeroelastic dynamic model of an Airbus type
d'empennage type Airbus. Nous montrons que stabilizer. We show that critical flutter speed is
le calcul de la vitesse critique de Flutter est identified from tests at much lower speed.
recal6 A partir d'essais A vitesse bien inf6rieure.

Nous concluons en pr6sentant les perspectives de As a conclusion we present the future prospects of
ddveloppement de la mdthode. the method.

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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1 INTRODUCTION 1'ONERA (voir notre prdsentation sur ce sujet dans
ce meeting, rd6frence 4).

Par definition l'analyse a6rodiastique couple 2 types
de mod~le qui au depart sont issus de calculs sur
plan: 2 PRINCIPES GENERAUX DES TECH-

NIQUES MATREMATIQUES
- mod~le structural dynamique Eldments Finis de D'IDENTIFI-CATION DE MODELE

l'avion (deformations "souples" de l'avion en
fonction charges ; voir planche 1), Nous nous plagons dans le cas g~ndraI ou nous

disposons des r~sultats de mesures expdrimentales
- mod~le adrodynainique thdorique "lin6arisd" rassemblds dans un vecteur ames, et des m~mes

par m6thode de singularitd etlou Eldments Finis quantitds ar(%), calculdes par un mod~le
Euler, ... , stationnaire et instationnaire (charges numdrique ddpendant de param~tres
aerodynamiques en fonctions des mouvements d'ajustement X.
"rigides" et "souples"),

qu'ele ~unt (oirplache ) e de mo~le de L'approche habituelle en identification de mod~le,
qu'elqe d~un (voir plavinchue"2 en des vibratiosd dont nous allons montrer les inconvdnients en
manrdisiques duxvol avio souppeort des vibationsd particulier pour l'adrodlasticitd, est la m~thode des

sabrolast6(iverg enc~e, Fluttr)oet des calculsde moindres carr~s, avec le principe de minimisation

structurale en manoeuvre, turbulence, etc .. duefnto 'rerEX el om

Une des complexitds de l'analyse adrodlastique est E(X) = X i (a1 X) aj mes) 2

de rendre ces mod~les thdoriques coh~rents avec
les r~sultats expdrimentaux issus: (Hi =facteur de ponddration des diffdrentes

mesures)
- des essais statiques et de vibration au sol,
- des essais en soufflerie, Cette minimisation est traitde par une mdthode
- des essais en vol, de r~ponse en manoeuvre et type Newton, ou la matrice Hessienne de E est

d'excitations vibratoires. approxim~e par:

En rdponse A ce besoin, nous avons d~veloppd [HI] = -i (aayi / a)j)t ((Dcr / axj)
progressivement, depuis la fin des ann~es 70, une
panoplie d'outils dc recalage du mod~le dite matrice de Fisher (voir r~fdrence 4).
structural dynamique et de la partie
stationnaire des charges a~rodynamiques sur les La m~thode ne fait intervenir comme calculs lourds
rdsultats exp~rimentaux. que ceux des a;(X) et des gradients 8cr / a), qui

Ces outils sont fondds sur une technique rdorntcelud de1):sanadprELI vi

math~matique originale d'identification de mod~le rftne1
(voir r~fdrence 2 et 3) ; ils sont intdgrds dans notreLecoxdsfturdepnrai ipuvt
(voirie r df~renc 1). Cette approhe stiexose daFns poser probl~me, est souvent r~solu avec la variante
lesi §d~ec 2) ettt 3prceetepsedn dite "maximum de vraisemblance" (voir r~fdrence

les 2 e 3.5 et 6) ou on it~re la m~thode des moindres carr~s
Nous pressentions que la mEme technique pouvait en prenant comme facteur de pond~ration A chaque
s'appliquer A l'identification des forces itdration l'inverse du carrd de l'erreur de
aerodynamniques instationnaires et permettre le reconstitution de l'itdration pr~cddente.
recalage du calcul des vitesses critiques de Flutter La difficult6 de ces techniques de moindres carrds
par des essais en vol A des vitesses bien inf~rieures est leur impossibilit6 de traiter des param~tres ou
(voir rdfdrence 3). combinaison de param~tres d'ajustement mal

La ~mostrtio devaldit decete aprohe ar observables par les mesures (entrainant la

essais en vol 6tant 6videmment trop risqude, nous iglrtdeamticdeFsr)ccq s e
cas presque g~n~ral avec les param~tresmontrons ici (§ 4) comment nous avons profite d 'autmn q 1aues ge ode

pour la tester de la campagne de validation des ard'autmn na turels"vi d 3 es ).L sodluton
mod~les de flutter en prdsence de jeux m~caniques asodyenam e (v~onir §, 3e et 4).e Lsac souton
par des essais d'une maquette adro~lastique souv~tent pr'conste, en (sousr lespace des vcer
d'empennage "type Airbus" dans la soufilerie S2 de parampres dAj~urstppemet(os nnulespc desl vetrcteu

de Fisher), n'est pas "physique" car elle fait
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d~pendre I'espace des param~tres d'ajustement des pression discrdtis6es dans la base de charges
points de mesures choisies. ELFINI (plusieurs centaines de composantes

pour un champ), pour les effets de chaque degrd
Cet inconvenient nous a amen6 i reformuler de libertd de mouvement rigide (incidence,
compl~tement le problme d'identification sous ddrapage, ... , braquages gouvernes,..)
la forme:

-Les mesures sont directement les rkponses de
- minimiser Z = Q(k - Xj tb) 2  jauges de contraintes rdparties sur l'avion

(quelques centaines), mesurdes pendant un
Z reprdsente une distance entre les valeurs ensemble de manoeuvres d'oscillation de
recherchdes Xj des param~tres d'ajustement et tangage, roulis, d~rapage i fr~quences
leurs valeur X.j th, thdoriques si elles sont issues variables, dites "stimuli" (exemple planche
de calculs ou prdsumdes s'il s'agit de donn~es 2), qui rendent observables les effets de chaque
physiques. degr6 de libertd du mouvement. Pour observer

les effets non 1in~aires de grandes incidences on
- En satisfaisant les indquations: compl~te par des mont~es lentes en facteur de

charge.

Sji mes - Si :5 a, (k) •5 c5 mes + si Le mod~le adro~lastique ELFINI (voir

restitution des mesures par le mod~le A une planche 1) fournit directement la reconstitution
pr~ciion onnd Ci.thdorique de ces mesures a(%) en fonction des
prdcsiondonne ~'param~tres d'ajustement 7, des champs de

Cett miitnsaton ous-ontaines e Zestpression (qui coincident directement avec les

trait~e par une technique d'optimisation ainpsiques deur grampdient a rsso disrax.
quadratique, oii conune pour les moindres isqulergadnt a/OX
carrds les seuls calculs "lourds" sont ceux: de eoprtusonnnliarspr1'ft

a~k) t aa ak."adrodlastique" des modes souples (ces effets
Les principaux: avantages compards aux moindres adrodynamiques des modes souples ne sont pas
carrds sont: ajustds du fait de leur faible observabilitd dans

les manoeuvres considdrdes).
- pas de difficult6 avec les param~tres mal Nous montrons des exemples extraits des

observables, uls sont automatiquement 1aissds A travaux: de calibration des charges du RAFALE.
leur valeur thdorique ; on n'est donc pas limit6
par le nomnbre des paramrtres d'ajustements, -Un exemple de manoeuvre de stimulus par

excitation du canard avec, planche 3, la rdponse
- les facteurs de ponddration des mesures, fli ou incidence de l'avion, la rdponse de la jauge

plus ou momns subjectifs, sont remplacds par d'emplanture du canard avant et apr~s recalage,
une precision de reconstitution des mesures Si, le recalage est IA presque parfait puisque cet
qui peut etre estimde objectivement A partir de essai a servi de base au recalage.
la prdcision des mesures et de celle du mod~le,

-La comparaison essais-calculs avant et apr~s
-si le biais du mod~le est trop grand, recalage, avec des manoeuvres contrdes de
1'algorithme donne un diagnostique clair des roulis complexes, n'ayant pas servi au recalage,
mesures que le mod~le n'arrive pas A pour des jauges de ddrive et d'6levon externe,
reconstituer. planche 4, le r~sultat est tr~s satisfaisant.

Un point important A signaler pour l'application de
3 APPLICATION A L'IDENTIFICATION la mdthode est la ndcessitd absolue de recalage

DES CHARGES AERODYNAMIQUES pr~alable du mod~le Eldments Finis statique de
STATIONNAIRES A PARTIR DES l'avion (voir planche 1) pour garantir la validitd de
MESURES EN VOL l'op~rateur donnant les contraintes dlastiques en

fonction des charges appliqudes, au travers duquel
La m~thode a dtd appliqu~e d&s la fin des anndes sont observds les charges a~rodynarniques. Cette
70 pour le MIRAGE 2000 (voir rdfdrence 2) elle a calibration, ou souvent simple validation, se fait A
dt6 perfectionn~e et utilis~e systdmatiquement pour partir des correlations calcul/mesures des r~ponses
le programme RAFALE: des jauges de contrainte sous quelques dizaines de
- Les paramktres d'ajustement sont Ua changements d'dtalonnage au sol (voir rdf~rences 2

directement les: composantes des champs de et 3).
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- Comparaison calcul-essais sans recalage,
4 IDENTIFICATION FORCES AERODYNA- pression critique calculde 128000 Pa contre

MIQUES lINSTATIONNAIRES 85000 Pa mesurde.

Pour dvaluer la capacitd des techniques prdcddentes - Comparaison avec 1 seul point en Pi de
A calibrer les mod~1es de calcul des vitesses recalage A 38700 Pa, la pression critique
critiques de Flutter, nous: avons profitd de la calculde devient 73000 Pa.
disponibilitd du jeu complet de calculs et de
mesures expdrimentales r~alisd avec la campagne - Comparaison avec 2 points en Pi de recalage
d'essais dans la soufflerie S2 de l'ONERA d'une (37800 Pa et 60000 Pa), la pression critique
maquette dynamnique d'empennage type Airbus, calculde est de 84500 Pa.
destind initialement A la validation des calculs de
Flutter en prdsence de jeux mdcaniques (voir A noter cependant que pour que l'algorithme
planche 5). trouve ces solutions nous avons 6td: conduits A

relAcher la precision de reconstitution de
-Paramntres d'ajustement 1'amortissement du mode tr~s amorti de torsion

voir axe de daveloppement (§5).
En considdrant l'quation du Flutter exprimde
dans la base des modes propres: Dtautres tests mends A partir de calculs

adrodynamiques volontairement erronds (d~faut
[(K) _ (0

2 (M) _ M2z pV2 [A(wIV)I x =f sur la forme gdomdtrique) donnent des rdsultats
semblables, ce qui montrerait une certaine

et sachant que nous ne sommes pas contraints robustesse de la m~thode.
par leur observabilitd, nous avons pris
directement comme param~tres d'ajustement
tous: les termes des matrices complexes 5 CONCLUSION, AXES DE DEVELOPPE-
[A((oIV)] sous la forme rationalis~e de Karpel MENT
(voir r~fdrences 6 et 7). On imagine sans peine l'intdr~t potentiel de la

Les matrices (K) et (M) sont considdr6es IA mdthode de recalage des forces a~rodynamiques
comnie constantes (modes propres recalds avec instationnaires prdsent~es, en particulier pour

les ssas devibatio sas vet).assurer la sdcurit6 de l'ouverture des domaines de
les ssas devibatio sas vet).vol, cela d'autant plus que la mise en oeuvre est

-Mesures relativement simple et peut cofiteuse (le calcul des
gradients des frdquences/amortissement est

Le recalage se fait directement A partir de la insignifiant quand on travaille en base r~duite, voir
"1mesure" en soufilerie des fr~quences et r~f~rence 1).
amortissements des seuls 2 modes intervenant
dans le Flutter (flexion, empennage, rotation On peut cependant se poser la question de la
gouverne), A quelques points de pressions vahidite et la coherence physique et mathematique
dynamiques (1 et 2 dans l'exemple que nous de tels recalages "brutaux" sur les forces
prdsentons). a~rodynamiques instationnaires g~nfralis~es. Ce

qui nous mane A dtudier des sophistications
A noter que la "mesure" de ces notables de la mdthode, principalement:
frdquences/amortissement rdsulte de -Pedelsprmte 'jseetd o~
l'identification par la m~thode de Prony des Predndre les par tamtres ar d'ajustement du moae
pflles des fonctions de transferts entre l'effort de aorerod enamsqe insatironnair drescteffcents "a la
la palette d'excitation et les mesures sourice" d'len se rapproh nantdscofiiq ent e
acc~l~romdtriques (voir conclusion, davelop-marcd'nueearoymqe
pement).

[DCp I a(o/)1~
Nous pr~sentons des rdsultats caractdristiques reliant les coefficients de pression Cp sur la
mends A partir du modale adrodynamique par surface avion aux incidences locales ct de cette
m6thode de doublets (maillage planche 5) surface.
n'ayant pas subit de recalage en particulier sans
le recalage par les mesures de pressions Un des avantages est de forcer la cohdrence
instationnaires prdsentd dans la rd6frence 7). entre les effets a~rodynamiques non

inddpendants (exemple : incidence et vitesse de
Sont pr~sentds planche 6: pompage avion).
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- Intdgrer en une seule approche l'identiflcation
-Prendre aussi les mesures plus "A la source", des charges stationnaires prdsentdes §3 et celle

avec les fonictions de transfert mouvements- des charges instationnaires.
gouvernes-rdponses accdldromdtriques voir
jauges de contrainte, ce qui a l'avantage de - A la limite int~grer aussi la calibration du
s'aff-ranchir de l'imprdcision dventuelle de mod~le structural dynaniique, A partir de
l'identification des fr6quences amortissement stimuli A basse vitesse. L'intdr~t serait de
par la m~thode de Prony, et surtout des simplifier la procedure, le recalage du mod~le
difficultds possibles d'appariage modes dynamidque se faisant souvent* par des essais
calculds - modes mesurds dans les situations d'excitation par les gouvernes l'avion reposant
complexes. On pourrait, A la limite, exploiter sur son train, ce qui peut n~cessiter des
directement les mesures en temps. corrections de mod~le.

*Sur les MIRAGE 2000 et RAFALE qul
disposent d'une puissance et d'une bande
passante de servo-commande importante.
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PLANCHE 1

MODELE ELEMENTS FINIS POUR CALCULS AEROELASTIQUES
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DEFORMEES AEROELASTIQUES

PLANCHE 2

ELFINI - AEROELASTICITY
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Mass Elastic Aerodynamic
Model Model Model
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operators - ~ F.C.S

Model
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Analysis

Calculation of

Aircraft Motion

Load Sizing
Calculation Loads
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PLANCHE 3

STIMULUS PAR EXCITATION CANARD

Braquage cana~rd, Rponse indicence

-- 4-

Riponse jange jl
d'eninlantture canard 'mlnuecar

(avat caibraion)(apr~s calibration)

PLANCHE 4
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Comparaison inod~e - mesure avant I apres recalage
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PLANCHE S

MAQUETTE AEROELASTIQUE D'EMPENNAGE TYPE "AIRBUS"
ESSAYEE DANS LA SOUFFLERIE S2 DE L'ONERA

Mod~e Sructralpalette d'excitation
El6ments Finis 1 '

j'~~' ~ ~caisson /

~, - /. J .

encastrement ax

dispositif de S6CUrit6 , ouen

PLANCHE 6

CONFRONTATION CALCtTL - ESSAIS - RECALAGE
(Fr~quences - Amortissement)

Comparaison essais calculs Recalage sur un point Recalage sur deux points
avant recalage (flexion) de mesure de mesure

Fr6quence (Hz) Recalage 1 pt
40 A40 A40

20 30lul 20
20 2 Recalage 2 pt

10 /10 10
IPi en bar

2.0 + 1.0 2.0 1.0 2.0
0.01 0. 01 0.01
Amortissement(%

Pi critique esuree
0.85 bar
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PASSENGER COMFORT IMPROVEMENT
BY INTEGRATED CONTROL LAW DESIGN

Frangois Kubica, Beatrice Madelaine

Aerospatiale Matra Airbus
316 route de Bayonne, 31060 Toulouse, France

Abstract It was shown that the second approach seems to be
more convenient from the handling qualities point of

This paper presents comfort criteria based on view [1].
ISO 2631-1 standard, and shows how these As regards comfort, it seems more difficult to make
criteria can be applied to a large capacity civil comparisons because comfort evaluation is a
aircraft for passenger comfort evaluation, complicated problem.

The results obtained show that fly-by-wire The first objective of this paper is to define the more
allows to improve comfort with respect to the convenient comfort criteria for aeronautics field. These
natural aircraft. More over an active control of criteria must take into account both rigid-body and
the first flexible modes allows not only to improve elastic dynamic aircraft responses. In a second step,
'low frequency' comfort (vibrating comfort), but these criteria will be used in order to choose the best
also 'very low frequency' comfort (motion methodology for control laws design.
sickness phenomenon).

This study defines tools for comfort analysis Definition of comfort criteria
and control law design, which could be used for
future large civil aircraft, like the A340-500/600 Comfort evaluation is a difficult challenge, because a
and the A3XX. lot of elements can influence it (sound, temperature,

smells, passenger activity, ...). In this paper, we will
focus on vibrational comfort, which is recognized to be

Introduction preponderant for passenger comfort.
Numerous studies have been conducted to examine

Today, air transport growth is making the the effects of aircraft vibrations on passenger comfort.
aeronautical industry become aware of the necessity of Generally, the effects of vibration on passenger comfort
developing high capacity long-range aircraft. These large are considered in the frequency range [1 Hz-80 Hz].
aircraft are characterized by flexible structures which Our experience in the design of flight control system
lead to new technological challenges. As regards the (Concorde, A320 family, A330/A340) shows that some
flight control system, this flexibility increases the particular attention must be focused on frequencies
interaction between control laws and structural dynamics below 1 Hz. Indeed, flight mechanics modes are located
modes, the frequency of which becomes lower, in this frequency band and can influence passenger

In order to cope with this problem, two ways can be comfort.
considered: A recent international standard [2] gives some

criteria for the complete frequency range. In fact comfort
SA passive approach which consists in filtering evaluation is split into two frequency bands:

the flexible modes in order to avoid coupling
with the control laws, > 'Very low frequency' range (frequency below 1

Hz),

> An active philosophy which consists in

controlling the first flexible modes. > 'Low frequency' range (frequency above 1 Hz).

For these two bands, specific criteria are defined in
order to evaluate comfort sensitivity.

Copyright @ 1999 by Aerospatiale Matra Airbus

Paper presented at the RTO A VT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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Concerning 'very low frequency' comfort, the'-verticalfiltering - lateral filtering
standard is based on vertical acceleration felt by human
passenger. A frequential weighting is introduced in order
to represent sensitivity to motion sickness. This filtering 1,-
is presented in Figure 1.V 1

E 0,5-

10. fffn 7H 0-

0 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

S -1 0 Frequency (Hz)
S-20

-30- Figure 2: Frequency weighting for comfort

E -50 The standard proposes to compute the root mean

-60 square (r.m.s.) value of the weighted acceleration aw

0,02 0,05 0,13 0,32 0,80 2,00 (m/s 2) during T seconds:

Frequency (Hz)
arm = T-; a'wt~t

Figure 1: Motion sickness sensitivity

It consists in a band-pass filtering centered at 0.16 Hz At a measurement point p, a global comfort criterion
which is considered as the critical frequency for motion can be computed from r.m.s. values of weighted
sickness phenomenon. accelerations in each direction:

The ISO 2631-1 standard proposes to compute a
motion sickness index representative of the Percentage 2a 2 2 + k, 2 +k2 2 2-
of Ill Passengers (PIP). PIP is defined as: aP (k, aP 2 a2 2,)

1-T 2 ( 1 / 2 where:

PIP = 1/3 *LJ3 a* yt aa, , ap., , apz are r.m.s. values of weighted

accelerations respectively on x, y and z axes ;

2) kx, k, k, are weighting factors; for a seated
where aw is the measured vertical acceleration (r/s2) person the standard proposes the following factors :

during T seconds weighted by the motion sickness - at the supporting seat surface : kx=l, k,/=1, k=1;
filtering. - at the feet: kx=0.25, k,=0.25, k.=0.4.

We have to underline that this standard contains In order to evaluate the discomfort level felt by a
some limitations for aeronautics applications. It was person, the above procedure has to be applied to each
derived from seaboard studies, and the specifications are movement transmitted to the human body by supporting
only given for vertical axis. In this paper, we will surfaces. Then for a seated person, vibrations at the
consider that the specifications are also applicable to supporting seat surface, at the feet and at the back of the
lateral axis. seat have to be taken into account (comfort of a seated

person may also be affected by rotational vibrations on
the seat; the standard proposes specific frequency
weightings for these ones).

Concerning 'low frequency' comfort, the standard When comfort is affected by vibrations at several
is based on measurement or calculation of the points, the overall vibration can be computed from the
acceleration felt by a human passenger at one point and r.m.s. value of global vibrations at each point:
in one direction.

As for motion sickness, frequency weighting 2
functions are introduced in order to represent the ao, = (ap12 ap2 +p3 )2

physiological response of human body. For a seated
person, two frequency weightings are used, for vertical For civil aircraft applications, rotational vibrations as
(z axis) and lateral (x and y axis) accelerations; these well as the ones transmitted by the back of the seat may
filters, presented in Figure 2, emphasize the frequency be neglected. Then only vertical (z axis) and lateral (y
range between 4 to 8 Hz for vertical acceleration and 1 axis) accelerations at the supporting seat surface and at
Hz for the lateral ones. the feet are taken into account. Accelerations at the
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supporting seat surface are obtained by filtering
accelerations at the feet with an experimentally
determined filter, representative of the mean response of
a seat with a person.%

The standard gives approximate indications of the 3
likely reactions to various magnitudes of frequency- 25
weighted r.m.s. accelerations:

< 0.315 ni/s 2  not uncomfortable 2--1 Natural aircraft
0.315 -0.63 M/s2  a little uncomfortable ImPassive control
0.5 -1 Mis 2  fairly uncomfortable [Atie controlJ
0.8 - 1.6 m/s2  uncomfortable
1.25 - 2.5 m/s2  very uncomfortable0,
> 2 rn/s2  extremely uncomfortable

Large capacity aircraft application

For 'very low frequency comfort', we applied this Figure 4: PIP in turbulence (vertical axis)
standard to a large capacity aircraft in order to evaluate
passenger comfort in different airplane locations At first, we can notice that the PIP is small whatever
(forward fuselage, center fuselage, aft fuselage). the configuration (<0.9% for lateral axis and <3% for
Standard missions were simulated including mannruvres vertical axis). This means that aircraft is a comfortable
(heading change, level change, ... ) and turbulence for way of transport. We can remark that the level of
different configurations: comfort depends on location in the aircraft, and that the

PIP progressively increases with respect to the distance
> natural aircraft without high level control law from aircraft nose (whatever the type of control law).

(yaw damper only), Control laws allow to improve comfort for all
locations, and the active control seems to be the more

> passive control law (filtering of flexible modes), efficient. We can explain it by the fact that the active
control allows to increase control law bandwidth, and

> active control law (control of flexible modes). thus to accelerate flight mechanics modes (short period,
dutch roll, ... ). It means that the global aircraft dynamics

PIP in manaoeuvres were found negligible for any will be faster than the motion sickness critical
type of control laws and passenger locations (less than frequencies (about 0.16 Hz). With a passive control,
0.1%). Concerning turbulence, some differences can be which means low frequency filtering, it is not possible to
noticed and the results are shown in Figures 3 and 4 significantly increase the aircraft dynamics, which can
(simulations of 3 minutes in strong turbulence). remain in the motion sickness frequencies.

These results are coherent with our experience in the
field of flight control system development (sensitivity

% ~around 0. 16 Hz, control law tuning, ... ). The IS0263 1 -1
seems to be a useful tool for comfort evaluation.

0,9.~

0:- Natural aircraft Concerning 'low frequency' comfort, the standard

0,U Passive control I was applied to evaluate passenger comfort in different
05. 3[ctve ontrol locations all .along the fuselage. Realistic turbulence

during a cruise configuration was simulated for two
0 :1 .configurations:

> natural aircraft,

~ ~ .. , '..,> active control law (control of flexible modes).

The case of passive control law is not mentioned here
Figure 3: PIP in turbulence (lateral axis) since the passively controlled aircraft has the same

behavior as the natural one, from a low frequency
comfort point of view.
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Figure 5 presents the results for a vertical turbulence, Conclusion
rather than the ones for a lateral one, since acceleration
level due to a lateral turbulence is far less critical. This paper shows how comfort criteria based on

ISO 263 1-1 standard can be applied to a large capacity
04.. ... .... ... ... civil aircraft for passenger comfort evaluation.

The results obtained show that control laws allows
.............. ........ to improve comfort with respect to the natural aircraft.

More over an active control of the first flexible modes
.20-3 .....I ... .............................. allows not only to improve 'low frequency' comfort

(vibrating comfort), but also 'very low frequency'
025 ......... comfort (motion sickness phenomenon). It means that

an integrated design, which actively controls both rigid
and flexible modes, seems preferable for comfort

0.2 ........ .. .... ....... .... .. .. ..... -... ...... ..

improvement.
Trssuydfnstosfrcmotaayi n

0.15 control law design, which could be used for future
large civil aircraft, like the A340-500/600 and the

0 0 30 40 A0 50
aircraft longitudinal axis position (in)

Figure 5: Comfort in turbulence (vertical axis) References

Note first that computed acceleration levels are rather [11 "New flight control laws for large capacity aircraft.
small. According to indications given by the standard, Experimentation on Airbus A340", F. Kubica, in
the aircraft is considered not uncomfortable nearly all proceedings ICAS, 1998.
along the fuselage; only the pilot location (at the very
front of the fuselage) and the very rear of the fuselage [2] "Mechanical vibration and shock - Evaluation of
may be felt a little uncomfortable. human exposure to whole body vibration", IS02631-1,

The active control law improves comfort particularly 1997.
at the front of the fuselage, also at the rear of the
fuselage, but not at other locations. This is due to the
active control of the "2 nodes fuselage bending" mode at
2.5 Hz, which appears particularly at the front and at the
rear of the fuselage.

The maximum improvement of the comfort criterion
due to the active control law is 10%. The significance of
this improvement was successfully checked, since it was
indeed noticed by passengers during laboratory tests
with a vibrated seat.
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INTEGRATED FLIGHT MECHANIC AND AEROELASTIC MODELLING AND
CONTROL OF A FLEXIBLE AIRCRAFT

CONSIDERING MULTIDIMENSIONAL GUST INPUT

Patrick Teufel, Martin Hanel, Klaus H. Well
Institute of Flight Mechanics and Control

Stuttgart University
Pfaffenwaldring 7a

70550 Stuttgart, Germany

Abstract Both effects lead to more flexible aircraft structures with sig-

In this paper, the influence of gusts on the dynamics of a nificant aeroelastic coupling between flight mechanics and

large flexible aircraft is analyzed, and an integrated flight structural dynamics, especially at high speed, high altitude

and aeroelastic control law that reduces gust sensitivity is cruise. To counteract gust and maneuver induced aeroelastic
presented. The calculations are based on an integrated vibrations, which impair ride comfort and structural loads,

model that includes all Ist order couplings between flight active aeroelastic control strategies are investigated.

mechanic and structural degrees of freedom. Uniform, 1- Using separate models for flight mechanics and aeroelastics
dimensional and multidimensional gust models are imple- (sufficient for the smaller and more rigid aircraft in service
mented and used for gust sensitivity analysis. For the exam- today) aeroelastic coupling cannot be described. Further, it is
ple aircraft, the differences in gust sensitivity calculated doubtful whether simple uniform or ID gust models are still
with the 1-dimensional and multi-dimensional gust models adequate for large aircraft. To address the former deficiency,
are significant. Integrated attitude, stability augmentation, integrated models describing both the flight mechanic and the
and aeroelastic control laws for longitudinal and lateral aeroelastic behavior of flexible aircraft have been developed
motion are designed using V.t - synthesis. With the control recently'. The issues of gust modelling and active aeroelastic
laws, flight maneuvers do not excite elastic reactions, and control are addressed here.
the sensitivity to gusts is considerably reduced. Calculations of gust loads are of major importance for the

Nomenclature structural and aerodynamic layout of an airplane. Certification
requirements due to disctete gusts as well as continuous gust

Bhh = modal damping matrix loads have been developed. FAR 252 describes one dimen-
k = reduced frequency sional (1D) 1-cos shape gust requirements. The FAA-ADS 532
Khh = modal stiffness matrix report describes 1D continuous gust requirements, which are
L = characteristic wave length for gust (2500 ft) based on power spectral density PSD methods.
Mhh = modal mass matrix There always have been efforts to extend existing gust formu-

Ph = modal applied aerodynamic forces (gust) lations to a more realistic modelling as the most widely used
Q(ik) = modal aerodynamic force coefficient matrix ID gusts are the most abstract realization of real gusts, which

tabulated for reduced frequencies k will be random not only in one direction but in each direction.
q = state vector in generalized coordinates The energy distribution within gusts has already been
xj = x location of aerodynamic panel described in the early 60s by Dryden and von Kdrmind. These
xo = reference value for aerodynamic coordinate system gust spectra have been developed in 3D space, but in the later
u,v,w = longitudinal, lateral and vertical velocity years only the ID spectra have been used. Nevertheless,
p,q,r = roll, pitch and yaw rate research on multidimensional formulations of gusts and the
w = aerodynamic downwash modelling of the induced aerodynamic forces is continuing. On

a ,P13,y = angle of attack, sideslip angle and flight path angle the evaluation of multidimensional gust fields and the resulting

7 = dihedral angle airplane responses, most authors rely on cross-spectral formu-
lations. Crimaldi3 describes a method for 2D gust modelling

4) = mode shape matrix which is based on calculations of the cross-spectrum of a gust

0,0,xV = roll attitude, pitch attitude and heading acting on single aerodynamic strips of panels along the longitu-
9 = phase angle dinal axis of the airplane. These gust cross-spectra depending
4) = matrix of one dimensional spectrum function on the lateral separation distance have been developed by
' = matrix of two dimensional spectrum function Eichenbaum 4 and are described by Bessel functions of the third

4si ,•so = symmetric and antimetric deflection of kind.

ýai '4ao inner and outer ailerons The gust models described in this paper avoid the evaluation of
cross-spectral density functions by applying directly 1D and

S,TI ,• = aileron, elevator and rudder deflection 2D PSD functions to vertical and lateral gusts as in Etkin'.
0o = frequency Starting from a very basic formulation gust models are step by
S= tuoV wave number step developed towards a fully multidimensional gust descrip-

tion, so that effects caused by the increase in accuracy of the
models can be identified.

1 Introduction Conventional flight control systems are designed to assure
Today's airlines are requesting bigger and more fuel efficient good handling qualities and to eliminate the influence of elas-
aircraft to reduce their operation costs. Consequently, fuselages ticity, treating the aircraft as a rigid body. For ride comfort
and spans of new aircraft designs are getting longer, and the improvement, separate aeroelastic control loops have been
need to reduce structural weight reduces structural stiffness. implemented on some modem aircraft6. The flight control and

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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the aeroelastic control loops are then separated by dynamic flu- domain. For this study, the Minimum State Method of Karpe114

ters. As rigid body dynamics and low frequency elastic modes has been used to perform the approximation.
get closer with increasing structural flexibility, separate design ,•
of stability augmentation systems and aeroelastic control loops
becomes more difficult. Therefore, several recent
studies"'7,'8,9,1 have investigated integrated flight mechanic and
aeroelastic control design. In this study, an integrated flight and
aeroelastic control law for a heavy study four-engine civil
transport aircraft at high-speed, high-altitude cruise is pre-
sented, and the influence of the integrated control law on gust
sensitivity is analyzed.

2 Integrated aircraft model Fig. 1: Aerodynamic model (NASTRAN) - the lifting surface
is discretized using 1570 doublet elements (boxes)

Linearized integrated flight mechanic and aeroelastic models

for different flight (20000ft to 30000ft altitude and Ma=0.4 to For the time-domain model, gusts are modelled as acting uni-

Ma=0.86) and load (full and empty wing and trim tank) condi- formly on the aircraft structure and separately on longitudinal

tions are derived for the example aircraft. The modelling fol- and lateral motion. Then a (linear, time-invariant) state-space

lows the procedure described by Schuler'. description of the (linearized) aircraft dynamics

Structural Dynamics X = Ax+Bu+Ew (4)

The structural dynamics of the aircraft structure are analyzed z = Cx + Du + Fw

using a detailed full-span FEM-model. A normal mode analy- with control inputs u and (uniform) gust inputs w is
sis is performed and the low-frequency elastic modes up to a derived' 2'""' The uniform gust model however is too inaccu-
frequency of about 20Hz are retained. Additional mode shapes rate an approximation for gust analysis. Therefore, in the
for rigid body motion and control surface deflections are gen- sequence, more realistic gust models are discussed (sections 4
crated. Modal coordinates q (qr for rigid body motion and qe and 5). Finally it is analyzed how the controllers designed with
for elastic modes) are introduced and used to describe rigid the uniform gust model perform with respect to more realistic
body and structural dynamics: gust models (section 9).

" f(qIr) + FF + FG + FA 3 Random turbulence models

(1) For most evaluations turbulence is regarded as a random phe-
q, = -2ýmAq'e - A2qe + FF + FA nomenon. Its energy distribution has to be described in the 3D

space.

with A = diag(wj), modal damping coefficient ým, (here

ým = 0.01 ), aerodynamic forces FA, thrust forces FF and
gravitational forces FG. Displacement, velocity and accelera-
tion of the structure in physical degrees of freedom (z, z, z) are
expressed in terms of modal coordinates by '33

z = Oq, Z = (Dq,•z =_ 0, (2)

where (D is the mode shape matrix.

Aerodynamics

Steady and unsteady aerodynamic forces are calculated using
the Doublet-Lattice method", as implemented in NASTRAN. Fig. 2: 2D spectrum T 33 of vertical von Kdrmdn turbulence
The location of the 1570 boxes (each representing a doublet- Considering vertical gusts for airplane, it is apparent that only
singularity) is shown in Fig. 1. Aerodynamic force coefficients variations in longitudinal and lateral direction will be signifi-
are calculated for 18 discrete reduced frequencies and tabu- cant and variations of gust velocity in vertical direction can be
lated in matrices Q(ik). Linearized aerodynamic forces can neglected as the airplane height is small in comparison to span
then be written as and length. 2D spectra will therefore be appropriate. In this

study, the von K~rmdn Spectrum'" is used to describe the
FA -Qrr(ik) Q re(ik qt + [Qrg(ik)]w energy distribution versus frequency. For vertical turbulence it

A =Qer(ik) Qee(ik)J [Q egi g (3) is given by

16c2(W )4 (1 + "2)

with Qre and Qer representing the cross-coupling between T'33('21, '2) = 92L 2(2 + 2 22))7/3"
rigid-body and structural modes and Qrg and Qeg the forces (I +a L I 2
due to gust vector inputs wg. In the form of Eq. 3, aerody-
namic forces can only be evaluated for harmonic oscillations at Results presented in this paper will be calculated with the
given discrete frequencies. For simulation purposes and control appropriate 1D and 2D von Kk.rmdn spectra. Fig. 2 shows the
law design, the aerodynamic force description is therefore 2D von Krmdn spectrum. ID spectra are obtained by integrat-
extended to the Laplace domain, approximated by a rational ing Eq. 5 with respect to K22. Wavenumber 02 and Q0l will be
transfer function matrix and then transformed to the time discussed in section 5.
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4 Standard ID continuous gusts response delay along the flight path is the first step towards a 2D gust

For ID gust loads only changes of gust velocity in flight direc- model. The effect on the acceleration of the wing can be seen

tion are considered, for vertical as well as for lateral gusts. in Fig. 3. The evaluation of the response of the wing bending is

One way to compute these gust forces is to assume a uniform used in most studies for the evaluation of the critical loads of

gust velocity over the airplane. Gust forces are obtained that an airplane. This might be in general true for smaller aircraft,

are equal to the generalized aerodynamic forces of the transla- but from Fig. 3 two important things can be seen: Phase delay

tional vertical and lateral rigid body modes. Standard gust cal- changes the aircraft response, and there are modes beside sym-

culations (NASTRAN) consider phase delay effects along the metric wing bending at higher frequencies that will be consid-

flight path. The gust field is assumed to be frozen (Taylor's erably excited independent of gust model.
hypothesis). Gust forces are related to a normal downwash at a As to the response of an airplane to lateral gusts, it is obvious
specific aerodynamic boxj by that the so called "fish tailing" mode and "fuselage bending"

Ph(ro) = Qhj(Ma, k)w 1((o), (6) mode at higher frequency should be considered. The "fish tail-
ing" mode results in high accelerations in the rear fuselage of

where Qhj relates downwash and modal aerodynamics forces the airplane and small loads at the front fuselage, see Fig. 4.
and is available through NASTRAN. The downwash of a verti- For clarity: response of uniform gust is not depicted.
cal gust which actually describes the phase delay is given by16

5 Multidimensional continuous gust response
V Gust calculations for multidimensional continuous gusts are

wj(0o) = cosyje (7) based on the method described by Etkin5 . It differs from the ID

where the normal downwash on a aerodynamic box is propor- continuous gust in that there is an additional variation along the

tianal to the dihedral angle y.. For lateral gusts cosyj has to be span. The gust velocity is varying along the flight direction as

replaced by sinyj. . before and is "wavy" over the airplane.

uniforri gust engine mnodes _ : L

-first-wing ---
bending mode: _
- -- ------ -- ------ : - --

- -- -- - - -- guatwith i
phis e- alay- -- -

Frequency
Fig. 5: Aircraft flying through a 2D vertical gust field

Fig. 3: PSD of acceleration of outer wing due to uniform ver-

tical gust and gust with phase delay effects in flight For the vertical gust case a 2D gust field is obtained, where the

path direction downwash is dependent on wave numbers 01=o7/V and 0 2.Eq. 7 is modified:
The flutter equation in generalized coordinates is used for open

loop simulations with applied forces: wi = cosYjei(41l(Xi-XO)+2Y) (9)

[-MhhO 2 + iBhh. + Khh - (p Qhh(Ma, k) q = Ph(o)X8) It can be seen that the second wave number K12 results in a dif-

ferent phase of the downwash compared to the 1D gust

In this equation modal masses Mhh, damping Bhh and stiffness assumption. Assuming a fixed proportion of £22 and Q2l the sit-

Bhh are real matrices, the matrix of modal aerodynamic forces uation can also be described by the airplane flying over a ID

Qhh coefficients is complex. The result is obtained in modal gust field with an angle a, see Fig. 5. Lateral gusts are imple-

coordinates. Displacement, velocity and acceleration of the mented similar to vertical gusts. By implementing the depen-

structure in physical degrees of freedom can be computed with dence on L22 Eq. 8 is extended to a 2D transfer function. As an

Eq. 2.. example the acceleration of the wing for different values of 02
is presented. It can be shown that dependent on each character-

fish tailing mode ^ fuselage b eding: istic mode, the second wave number K22 yields higher or lower
------------- -. - -- -- -- -- -,-- accelerations. Additionally, it has to be mentioned that because

S- -- - - -- -- - of the phase delay the response of the left and right side of the

airplane will be different. Similar to the ID-case the response
-has been multiplied with the 2D-spectrum. Neglecting longitu-

-enge - - - dinal gusts it has been shown5 that the total RMS response for
isotropic turbulence is given by the uncorrelated response of

vertical and lateral gust. Therefore the spectra for lateral and

Frequency vertical motion can be computed separately and added :

Fig. 4: PSD of acceleration of fuselage close to pilot and rear l'x•(t, ( 2) = xivlI'2'vv(01, ' 2)+ IX.I'iT..(i2. , C2) (10)

fuselage due to ID lateral gust with phase delay In this equation T,, is the 2D spectrum response of a selected

The RMS values of the response in physical coordinates are physical degree of freedom xi. Xiv is the response due to unit
obtained by applying 1D gust spectra. Considering the phase gust input.
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wing K22•-0: quency. As at higher frequencies gust spectra become very
small, only the first number of elastic modes will lead to PSD

---- ----- lieft wing- ------ values that are used for evaluation.

.- ' .Adding lateral gusts to the response according to Eq. 10 causes

right wing a slight increase of loads on surfaces that are mainly affected

------2 - by vertical gusts (see Fig. 8). For antimetric modes ("fish tail-

ing") the situation will be vice versa.

ve rticial+laieral:

-wing Q2-O antimetrine - --- ---- : -

lef win el-n
lef wing -------------- -

- - vertical

2 0.08Frequency
Frequency

Fig. 8: PSD of vertical acceleration of outer wing due to ver-

Fig. 6: PSD of acceleration of outer wing due to 2D vertical tical 2D gusts alone and a combination of vertical and

gust for 922=0.02 and L 2=0.08 lateral 2D gusts

To compare these results with the 1 D case we need 6 Open loop system analysis

With all models based on NASTRAN frequency domain aero-

(fl) = I Wxjxj(Q, 029d2 2) (11) dynamics, frequency responses are the natural choice for air-
craft dynamics analysis and offer the most accurate results.
Further advantages are the possibility to clearly identify the

W ith th is e q u atio n th e a c c e le ra tio n o f th e w in g a n d o f th e o u te r F u e n c ed of nin divid u al te astic sm o d esyto oass ss rth e iinflu e n c eh o
engie de toID nd D gut iputis cmpaed nd peseted influence of individual elastic modes, to assess the influence of

engine due to 1D and 2D gust input is compared and presented random disturbances (such as gusts) and to readily draw con-
in Fig. 7. clusions for control design (stability margins etc.). While fre-

/1D gust quency responses could also be obtained from the linear state-

1Dgt asy. wuing bedin space models (Eq. 4), those shown below have been calculated
---- ---- ---- --- by directly solving the flutter equation (see Eq. 8), thus avoid-

ing errors resulting from the transformation to the time-

S 2D gust domin
------------- --- Elevator on cockpit vertical acceleration il -z~,j

1 iPhugoid 1! i epigine 1
!::shortpenribdanhd•-

: : ngin :.'"
la= 4,!ý=1700t I o I s

M " ' : ,, 1 ... ,
- - - -- - ---- - - - -~'r _ _ _ __0_

- o .....M*-�--6 ...25 -00 ft

Frequency 0 -9o

Fig. 7: PSD of vertical wing and lateral outer engine accelera- I80

tion for ID and 2D gust input Frequency

It can be seen that the 2D formulation leads to lower accelera- Fig. 9: Cockpit vertical acceleration frequency response to

tions for the first wing bending mode. Due to the antimetric elevator input for different flight conditions

phase delay antimetric modes are excited, which can clearly be Fig. 9 shows the transfer function from elevator to cockpit ver-
seen for the first antimetric wing bending mode .This antimet- tical acceleration for different flight conditions. As expected
ric response of the first wing bending explains the reduction in from rigid-body flight mechanics, the gain amplitude increases
the symmetric wing bending, as the ID spectrum with 922=0 with dynamic pressure, the phugoid frequency decreases, and
puts too much emphasis on the first wing bending mode. In the frequency of the short period motion increases with air
contrast to the first wing bending mode, there are modes whose speed. In the aeroelastic frequency range, the gain response
response can increase for the 2D gust formulation. The reason shows the influence of dynamic pressure on amplitude, while
is that based on the phase delay there are situations when the phase response is not much affected by changes in flight condi-
gust shape over the wing is equal to a characteristic wing bend- tion. For changes in load condition, however, the situation is
ing form and will therefore amplify the response at this fre- different. The load distribution (fuel and payload) strongly
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influences the dynamic behaviour of the elastic structure and position and lateral acceleration at inner and outer engines are
consequently aeroelastic coupling. Fig. 10 shows the frequency retained for both longitudinal and lateral control. Lateral accel-
response for three different load conditions at constant flight eration at a rear fuselage position is added for lateral control.
condition. While changes in elastic mode shapes and frequen- Model reduction
cies are not unexpected (wing bending frequency should
increase with fuel consumption), strong changes in damping As the linearized integrated model (see section 2) features a

(maximum amplitudes) and phase response are also observed, high number of states (e.g. 103 states for the longitudinal
motion) an order reduction is required to derive a control

Elevator on cockpit vertical acceleration --4 Zpi design model. A 30-state reduced order model is obtained by
Ingine -- t f i applying a combination of balanced truncation and balanced

condensation model reduction techniques18 .

ae 1 , ..., -- Choice of the Design Method

"� ig -synthesis 19' 20 has been chosen for control design for several
S, I !reasons. Since the aircraft model is based on frequency-domain

aerodynamics, frequency domain control design is advanta-
180 - - geous, as important time-domain model characteristics, such as'-• tnrim tank

, t apole positions do not directly relate to the physical modellingc90-
tY., wing tanks process but result from the transformation of the frequency

o- domain model to the time domain. The interpretation of short
period frequency and damping for example is not possible in

- I , ______ j .terms of short-period-pole-position alone, because the influ-
IS0Cn ence of aerodynamic lag-states has to be considered.

Frequency
A MIMO control design method has been selected, as com-

Fig. 10: Cockpit vertical acceleration frequency response to bined control surface actuation is much more effective for

elevator input for different load conditions aeroelastic control than separate control loops for each control
input, given the position of elevator and ailerons on the aircraft

A fixed gain control design therefore faces a robustness chal- structure. With 30-state control design models, the availability
lenge in both the low-frequency range (rigid body dynamics of numerically reliable algorithms for H, - optimization / It-
changing mainly with flight condition) and the high-frequency synthesis is another important consideration. Closed loop
range (aeroelastics changing mainly with load condition). With shaping21'2 2 has been chosen for setting up the H_ - optimiza-
the low-frequency elastic modes being close to the short period tion problem for its flexibility in translating design specifica-
mode, (the 1It wing bending mode is not visible in Figs. 9 and tions into weighting functions.
10) strong coupling between rigid body and structural dynam-
ics is observed. The design process follows the procedure outlined in Ref. 10.

The C* combination of pitch rate and vertical acceleration
Under these premises, the aforementioned difficulties associ- (C* = q - z/V) is chosen as control variable for the longitu-
ated with separate flight and aeroelastic control and the advan- dinal motion. A proportional-integral control characteristic is
tages offered by integrated control are evident, achieved by adding the integral of C*, C as an additional

measurement. Accordingly, in the lateral motion, roll rate p istroldesign forinte e the control variable and roll angle 4 is added for PI-control.
aeroelastic control

Actuators Command tracking, vibration reduction, aeroelastic damping

The integrated control law commands the conventional control increase, control effort, disturbance attenuation, and gust sensi-

surfaces for primary flight control, i.e. elevator, rudder, and tivity are considered for nominal performance in the design by
innerfaces four prilerons.ightoi~ e. elevSchuler'assum metr, a including and weighting the corresponding transfer functionsinner and outer ailerons. While Schuler i ase lymmetri- in the performance index for He - control. As the more sophis-
cally deflected inner ailerons to be available in the longitudinal ticated gust models described in this article are not available
motion, in this study symmetric inner and outer aileron deflec- fr(tt-pc-oe-ae)cnrldsgtegs estv

tionis adeavaiabl, hwevr retritedto lw athoity for (state-space-model-based) control design, the gust sensitiv-
tion is made available, however restricted to low authority ity objectives are formulated using the uniform gust approach.
aeroelastic control purposes. In a robust performance formulation, robustness is demanded

Sensors against changes in the aeroelastic frequency and damping

As all physically realizable sensor signals contain both rigid parameters and strengthened in several g-synthesis design iter-

body and elastic motion, sensor number and position is an ations. The gt -synthesis design is executed using the Xmath-
important consideration. Kubica and Livet8 and Ward and Ly7  Software package.
use the signals of the conventional aircraft sensor platform. In The resulting 40th-order longitudinal controller features rela-
this study, roll attitude 0 and pitch attitude 0, roll, pitch and tively high low-frequency gains for pitch rate and C* feedback
yaw rate (p,q,r), vertical and lateral acceleration are assumed to to elevator, nearly no low-frequency aileron activity and a rap-
be measured by a sensor platform in the forward fuselage sec- idly decreasing control effort in the frequency range of the
tion. As in Schuler', additional accelerometers at different elastic modes. Acceleration measurements are mainly used for
points of the aircraft structure are assumed to be available. aeroelastic control purposes in the lower frequency range.
They are placed at positions where low-frequency signals are Using Hankel norm optimal model reduction"3, a controller
dominant (providing for a physical low-pass filter) using a sen- order reduction to 26 states can be performed without signifi-
sor placement strategy1 7 . Vertical acceleration at a mid-wing cant performance losses. High-frequency control gain attenua-
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tion however is lowered. If the controller order is further The closed loop time response to a Is - pulse command
reduced, performance rapidly deteriorates. In the lateral 7=0.02°/s and a 3.5' symmetric aileron disturbance inpulse at
motion, roll rate and roll angle feedback on ailerons and yaw t=6s is shown in Fig. 12 (empty symbols)..
rate and sideslip (estimated from lateral acceleration) feedback
on rudder dominate the integrated control law as expected. [rad] flight path angle and pitch rate

Again, the feedback of the acceleration measurements is prin- 0.02 .

cipally used for aeroelastic control in the low aeroelastic fre- q 0
quency range. Model reduction techniques are applied to [radqs] cockpit vertical acceleration
reduce the controller order (to 26 states). [ ca1

8 Closed loop system analysis - . , . .. . _.... .....

In this section, an analysis of the closed loop aircraft dynamics Tm/s ] inner engine lateral acceleration
is presented. The discussion is intended to give an overview 0.2 -- ---- ----------- - -

over the different performance objectives considered for ýt- ie. -
synthesis. For the sake of brevity, it is restricted to the longitu- 02 -----. -- -------- --------- -- ----- --

dinal motion. The results achieved with the lateral control law [rad] elevator and symmetric aileron activity
are similar to previous results1 °. Robustness to system changes, rI 0.0 ý_ 0[ J---- -j-- 1- -dis rbanie ---- - -

however, has been increased considerably by using gt-synthesis i

instead of standard H_ control. .0.05 -0 2 ....... 0 1•2

The robust integrated flight and aeroelastic controller consider- s figh ctl
o • filled symbols: flight controller

ably increases the damping of the low-frequency elastic modes o r3,& empty symbols: robust integrated controller
as shown by the comparison of open and closed loop pole loca-
tions in Fig. 11. Damping increase is 40 to 400% for the first 6 Fig. 12: Closed loop response comparison of a flight controller
elastic modes. and the integrated flight and aeroelastic controller

- For an assessment of the robust integrated controller, the time
+ closed loop poles (8) response of a simple C* -flight controller is shown in compari-
X open loop plant poles son (filled symbols). Command tracking is equally fast for both
o open loop corpensator• oles (7)

... ..... controllers, with a somewhat lower short period frequency for
the integrated controller.

_ _ i 1(6)

-low --requency ( Mach 0.86, 300d0ft engilie
elastic modes: G. . (solid lies) modds #1.

3 ( SyG (dashel lines)
"• 1] iig en i~ ........ ......................... ..... ........................ .4 ..._[, ] [[ i ngst

~o () iibendini - 41 o wing
• (2) inner engine lateral I , bending

"- (3) outer engin ertical
(4) fuselage benda.n- i - .....
(5) outer engine lateral . . p( p..ugoid .ho-t
(6) wing fore and aft period--

S...... • -- -i ................. . .• . . ......... .. .... .. ............... ... ..... . ...................... ...... •. '
! • ' short/ .. .. p e io .- .. ........ ..........

f d--- ------------- -
>phii i

Real

Fig. 11: Pole shifting - longitudinal control; final gi - controller Frequency
on linearized plant model, Mach=0.86, h=30000ft;
plant pole damping is increased, while compensator Fig. 13: Open and closed loop sensitivity to input perturbations
(observer) poles are shifted to the right - gI-controller longitudinal motion; Singular values of

For geometric reasons it could be expected that the damping of G and SyG; Sensitivity to input disturbances is
wing and engine modes is mainly due to the availability of reduced in the frequency range of controller operation;
symmetric aileron control input, whereas the damping of fuse- The control effort of the integrated control law is based mainly
lage bending modes is achieved by elevator activity. While thiswas eneall cofirmd i th deignprocsscoodinted on elevator. Low amplitude inner and outer aileron deflections
cosgentrolly sufcoefletion tenhanesn perfornces, Forfighted are used for aeroelastic damping (but not for direct lift control).control surface deflection enhances performance. For flight

and load conditions beyond the design case, the damping While command tracking excites practically no elastic vibra-
increase achieved with the robust fixed gain controller in the tions, the disturbance impulse causes aeroelastic vibrations. It
loop and control performance in general decreases. Although, can be seen that the integrated controller rapidly damps theses
in the present case, a damping increase can be achieved for all vibrations, especially in the fuselage, but also at the inner
flight and load conditions, the limits of robust fixed gain con- engine. The handling qualities achieved with this controller are
trol for changing flight conditions are evident, significantly improved over previous resultst °.
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Input sensitivity Cockpit vertical acceleration

The singular values of the transfer matrix from the control a) fusol open loop
(internal) inputs to the measurement (internal) outputs are cal- 1t wing bending A. closed loop
culated for both the open loop (G) and the closed loop system M -bending -. ........ ---- ---

(SyG) to analyze the sensitivity to input perturbations.

Fig. 13 shows the singular value diagram for the design flight
and load condition for rigid body and elastic mode frequencies.
It can be seen that the input disturbance sensitivity is consider- b) ----------
ably reduced in the frequency range of the phugoid and short- .se
period motion, the lightly damped engine modes, and the fuse- 1st wing bending
lage bending mode. The input sensitivity in the range of higher - ----endg . ----------

frequency elastic modes is not affected by the control law. This
observation confirms the conclusions drawn from the pole- -od- . -- mes--i.. -

shifting analysis. ! de

9 Closed loop gust sensitivity Frequency

In this section, a detailed analysis of closed loop performance Fig. 15: Open and closed loop sensitivity to vertical gusts;

with respect to gusts is presented. In the first run, the uniform a) uniform gust model; b) ID gust model;

gust models used for control design and the NASTRAN 1D von Kdrmdn spectrum; t-controller longitudinal

gust model (standard for smaller aircraft) are employed. In a motion, Ma=0.7, h=25000ft; the gust sensitivity

second analysis run, the 2D gust model of section 5 is reduction in the range of engine and fuselage modes is

employed, significant, independently of the gust model employed

Gust sensitivity analysis using ID gust models The same analysis is performed for the lateral control law. Fig.
16 shows the cockpit lateral acceleration response to a von

For the gust sensitivity analyses of the first run, a 1D von Krmdn spectrum -based ID lateral gust input for the open and
Kdrmdn gust spectrum15 is used. the closed-loop system. Here the reduction in gust sensitivity

achieved by the controller does not fulfill the expectations.
H[ 1 ~ i i~ . I ' i' l' , '• -

i ! cockp e vertwcal a~cere a ti ngustres 0 S1I cdler htion 1 ....

~li~~Hibdnd&ii! ne e A c osed I es

_L: Ug mode I
shrt I jI~ding rolltc

in Ki n I I I I I i,~ st

vonn Kwnal-s
L*2509ft,ý thlm, • •jf von KAh d06f d I I bendi

__N_ ___Q _ _ I I __L i7

Frequency Frequency

Fig. 14: 1D vertical gust response - vertical acceleration in the Fig. 16: 1D lateral gust response - lateral acceleration in the
cockpit; open and closed loop sensitivity, Mach 0.7, cockpit; open and closed loop sensitivity, Ma=0.7,
h=25000ft, lt-controller; the gust sensitivity in the fre- h=25000ft, t-controller; the gust sensitivity in the
quency range of the rigid body motion is reduced rigid-body mode frequency range is reduced;

Fig. 14 and 15 compare the open and the closed-loop cockpit While the gust sensitivity in the frequency range associated
vertical acceleration gust responses. As expected, a sensitivity with the dutch roll mode is somewhat reduced and shifted to
reduction can be observed in the frequency range of the rigid higher frequencies (as dutch roll frequency is increased), the
body motion. Further, the integrated flight and aeroelastic con- sensitivity in the aeroelastic range is reduced only for some
troller achieves a significant reduction of the acceleration asso- modes.
ciated with engine and fuselage modes over the entire aircraft Fig. 17 shows the detailed results for both the uniform and the
structure. The vertical gust-induced acceleration associated ID gust models. It can be noted, that the significant reduction
with e.g. the 1 st wing bending mode is significantly reduced on of the sensitivity peak associated with the fuselage bending
the wing of the aircraft while no improvement (or even a dete- mode in the case of uniform gusts is not achieved for ID gusts.
rioration) can be detected in the cockpit. As the difference in phase between uniform and 1D lateral

The influence of the controller on gust sensitivity is essentially gusts unfolds over the length of the fuselage, it is not surprising
similar for both the uniform gust model used for design and the that the fuselage bending mode is the most affected. Regarding
ID standard gust model, although the quantitative results dif- the engine modes, the larger sensitivity reduction can be
fer. observed for the 1D gust model. For the fish-tailing mode, the
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controller produces no improvement for uniform and even a damping of the wing bending and engine modes entails a gust
deterioration for ID gusts. sensitivity reduction.

Therefore further research should concentrate on improving Naturally, the longitudinal controller cannot reduce the excita-
the performance with respect to fish-tailing. Further, it is tion of antimetric modeshapes. Clearly, for the example air-
expected that using the 1D gust model for control design will craft, lateral aeroelastic control action is required for vertical
improve the achievable sensitivity reduction, especially with gust sensitivity reduction. It should be noted however, that by
respect to fuselage bending. considering (uniform) roll gusts for lateral control design, the

a) Cockpit lateral acceleration influence of vertical gusts on the lateral motion has already
S___ _fuselage__ - - -! been partly accounted for.t--engine ,fslg 1/

m... • -- o-des'• T-/ --,benditg-1- ! -•-!..fi shndg 1 10 Conclusion

- ------g-- - In this paper the response of a large aircraft to gust input has

...... been evaluated. For the analysis, a high fidelity structural and
aerodynamic model that also represents aerodynamic coupling
between rigid body and structural modes is employed. Using

b) gust models of different accuracy and complexity (uniform,

i fsselage ID, 2D, vertical and lateral), it is shown that aircraft reaction__benc
tailing can diverge significantly for large aircraft.

nn g Aeroelastic vibrations of the aircraft are considerably excited
bending \..I_. by vertical and lateral gusts. Therefore, realistic gust models

e• gine that describe the distribution of the gust over the aircraft struc-
modes ture are required. From the comparison of uniform and 1 D gust

Frequency responses in the aeroelastic frequency range (e.g. fuselage

Fig. 17: Open and closed loop sensitivity to lateral gusts; bending), it can be concluded that uniform gust approximations
a) uniform gust model; b) 1D gust model; are inadequate for sensitivity analysis. This is especially true

4-controller lateral motion, Ma=0.7, h=25000ft; sensi- for large airplanes, where the delays between the gust effect at

tivity reduction depends strongly on the gust model the front and the rear of the aircraft are more important.

Gust sensitivity analysis using the 2D gust model Investigations often neglect the response of aircraft due to lat-
eral gusts, which also lead to a considerable excitation of the

In the analysis run, the 2D gust model described in section 5 is airplane. In particular, the bending modes of the fuselage and
employed to compare the open and closed loop gust sensitivity, the wing versus fuselage "fish tailing" mode have to be stud-
Only the longitudinal controller is implemented. ied, as they cause high loads at the rear fuselage.
a) The implementation of 2D gust models adds new aspects to the

win' -rn. fuselage o open loopi problem, especially the response of the wing is further modi-wi \: .•• A dosed foop)
. .b-- 1 • - - -- -- ------ fied. Vertical gusts excite antimetric modes and the energy of

/ the gust is distributed on more modes. This explains the PSD-
Ell reduction associated with the first wing bending mode. On the

other hand there are modes whose response is amplified by a
----------- engine --- 2D gust. In particular, if the gust velocity distribution has the

modes " same form as certain mode shapes (e.g. higher order wing

bending or engine modes), an amplification of the correspond-
b) ing PSD results.

ist :~21) vbn Kdrn~dd :n
--------- ........ ._ : _ :SpeGrmL .25b•.t The closed loop system analysis (section 8) demonstrates that

bend'g' a =•i ! m/ss , the integrated controller meets the formulated performance
-- - -- -.. - -- -7 requirements. The comparison of open loop and closed loop

gust induced acceleration PSD curves shows that aeroelastic
1st sym. engine .,.. control achieves a significant reduction. The use of uniform
wing - -m - • gust approximations for control design is not satisfactory, as
bending , the sensitivity reduction results are different for the uniform

and the ID gust models. In particular, 1D gust sensitivity peaks
associated with fuselage bending modes cannot be reduced by

Fig. 18: Open and closed loop gust sensitivity to vertical gusts; the controller. This is not unexpected as the phase difference
2D gust model; longitudinal g-controller; between uniform and ID gust excitations is strongest over the
a) PSD for outer wing vertical acceleration; length of the fuselage.
b) PSD for outer engine lateral acceleration; Therefore, future research should concentrate on developing a

Fig. 18a shows the open and closed loop outer wing vertical realistic time-domain gust formulation that can be employed
acceleration PSDs. The outer engine lateral acceleration PSDs for state-space-model-based control design. It is expected that
are given in Fig. 18b. The reduction of the sensitivity peaks this step will entail a significant improvement in the controller
associated with the symmetric modeshapes corresponds to the performance, especially with respect to the fuselage bending
reduction observed for the ID gust model. The increased modes and the fish-tailing mode.
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SUMMARY another approach is necessary.
In a flexible aircraft flight control, load control and structural One of the most obvious models is therefore a linear model valid
mode control interfere with each other. Therefore, an integral de- for a working point under steady state flight conditions. This al-
sign of controller(s) is necessary. This paper describes how an in- lows the study of movements around this point, and flights within
tegral aircraft model covering the requirements of all three disci- the whole envelope are possible by interpolation between differ-
plines can be derived and how an integral controller can be ent working points.
designed by multiobjective parameter optimization. General de- The model presented here is based on the traditional aeroelastics
sign criteria for mode control are proposed. model in frequency domain. But it has been improved so that its

rigid-body modes should approach the modes of the linearized
1. INTRODUCTION flight mechanics model. The improved model includes the fol-
Flight control and aeroelastics are two disciplines for aircraft (a/c) lowing:
design which have worked more or less independently from each -1 stiffness matrix of structure
other in the past. Flight control deals with the nonlinear rigid- -2 inertia matrix including all grid points
body motion of the a/c and aeroelastics deals with linear vibra- -3 aerodynamic panels, also for the fuselage
tions of the a/c structure. -4 steady state air loads at the working point
This was possible as long as the eigenfrequencies of rigid-body -5 steady state elastic deformations of the structure
motion and structural vibrations were clearly separated from each -6 corrections of the stiffness matrix due to steady state
other and slow movements of control surfaces were sufficient. But deformations
with modem large and flexible a/c there are interferences of both -7 corrections of the inertia matrix due to steady state
types of motion. deformations
There are three reasons for this. -8 eigenvalue analysis of the structure
First the eigenfrequencies of rigid-body motion and structural (without aerodynamics)
vibrations come close together causing stronger cross coupling. -9 mode reduction by truncation
Second the measured input signals of the electronic flight control -10 addition of control modes for compensation of
system (EFCS) might contain signal parts of structural vibrations, truncation effects
Feeding back these signals could therefore lead to instability of -11 transformation of rigid-body modes from main inertia
flutter. axes to geodetic aircraft reference axes
Third there may be the phenomenon of aircraft pilot coupling -12 traditional unsteady air loads
(APC) where vibrations of the cockpit floor structure may lead to -13 addition of missing elements to traditional unsteady
movements of the side stick via pilot seat and pilotbody/pilot arm, air loads
thereby causing control surface movements with eigenfrequen- -14 inclusion of gust loads
cies of the rigid-body and the a/c structure. -15 smoothing of rigid-body air loads at zero frequency
With modem a/c it is therefore no longer possible to neglect the -16 engine loads
coupling between rigid-body motions and deflections of the -17 weight force
structure. Interdisciplinary cooperation of flight control, aero- -18 structural damping
elastics andofthe disciplineloadspredictionisthereforerequired. -19 linearization and transformation into time domain
An integral a/c model and an integral controller covering the -20 eigenvalue analysis at working point
requirements ofallthesedisciplinesarenecessaryforasuccessful -21 introduction of nonlinear rigid-body motion
a/c design. -22 installation of actuators
In the following some details of integral model derivation and -23 if wanted, transformation of rigid-body modes into
some remarks on the design of integral controllers are given. Em- completely moving coordinates offlight mechanics
phasis is put on the structural vibrations part of this controller. -24 if wanted, further mode reduction for use inflight

simulators
2. THE INTEGRAL MODEL -25 addition of aircraft pilot coupling (APC) transfer
The integral mathematical model of the a/c must include rigid- functions
bodymovements andstructural vibrations. This causesproblems. -26 addition of electronic flight control system (EFCS)
In the past rigid-body movements studied by flight mechanics Items - 1, 2, 3 (partially), 8, 9, 12, 18, 20 are already covered by
covered large movements such as large angles of attack, and this classical aeroelastic analyses. Items -10, 22,26 are to be added at
required nonlinear aerodynamics and nonlinear Euler-Newton least for the analysis of"structural coupling of EFCS". The others
equations. Elasticity or structure deformation was only are recommended for integral control design and analysis.
introduced via "elastified" aerodynamic coefficients taking into In the following some of these items are discussed in more detail.
consideration steady state deflections of the a/c structure.
On the contrary, structural vibrations studiedby aeroelastics were 2.1 Aerodynamic Panels (-3)
describedby linearequations paying attention to the first harmon- Classical aeroelastics most often neglects the air loads of the
ics of unsteady aerodynamics with small amplitudes of angle of fuselage. This is not sufficient for an integral model. The in-
attack and neglecting completely aerodynamic forces in fore and clusion of a panel cross (s. Fig. 2.1-1) with vertical and hori-
aft direction. Therefore, rigid-body motion is included -if at all zontal panels may be the most simple approach if loads
- in these linear equations only in a rather rough manner. caused by roll movements are excluded and if all loads are
An integral model covering the requirements of both disciplines scaled (from panel to cylinder loads). A scaling factor of 0.5
may thereforebe rather complicated. Itshould superimpose small was sometimes found by experience.
deflections of the grid point masses of a huge FE-model with
large three-dimensional movements in space. It should take into 2.2 Stiffness and Inertia Corrections (-6, -7)
account aerodynamic loads due to large angles of attack and large They are second order effects,but theirrealizationis rather simple.
amplitudes of the phygoid for 100000 degrees of freedom. In It simply requires the multiplication of the original stiffness and
addition, Navier-Stokes CFD codes and nonlinear Euler-New- inertia matrices from the right and the left side by a transposition
ton inertias should be implemented. But for the time being, matrix resulting from steady state structure deformations.

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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2.3 Control Modes (-10) For the other frequencies a smoothed change to doublet lattice air
A classical flutter analysis includes about 100 modes with the loads can be chosen. For a linear smoothing this yields:
lower frequencies of a system of about 100000 degrees of free- P = Pmeasured (CO) if CO < co1
dom. Due to this truncation, local stiffnesses maybe lost. Butjust P = Pmeasured (t0) ((Or- 0) / (Wr- CO1) +
such local connection stiffnesses may be important if control sur- + Pdoublet lattice (0)) • (W - C0l) / W

0 r - WO1)
faces are to be moved via EFCS by actuator loads. Therefore, as- if (l -- (0 !5 0)r
sumed modes according to Rayleigh-Ritz are added. These mo- P = Pdoublet lattice ((0) if (0 > Or
des are defined by a unit deflection of the actuator and the
resulting deflectionsoftheothergridpoints ofthe structure. These 2.6 Engine Loads and Weight Forces (-16, -17)
modes are called control modes and are to be introduced in addi- Loads such as gross thrust, ram drag and gravity weight are not
tion to the classical rotation modes of the control surfaces. With includedin aeroelastic analyses,but they areofinfluence forflight
rigid aircraft both modes would be identical. mechanics. Therefore, they must be introduced.
More details about the influence of control modes are given in As to the engines, their unsteady load portion is due to three dif-
ref. 1. ferent reasons:

First from the unsteady movement of the engine position and its
2.4 Unsteady Air Loads (-13) steady state loads, i.e. due to the change of direction (T'epo) and
Until now traditional unsteady air loads are e.g. NASTRAN dou- due to transposition (V'EaO)
bletlattice airloads. These are the firstharmonics forapanel oscil- p0 + Ap = V'Eo • T'E. • pOeE
lating in an air stream. The initial angle of attack is zero and the
Mach number (Ma) is constant. Therefore, the following loads are resulting in

not covered: Ap = - FP(pOýE) • AroE 2.6-1
- in plane loads (mainly fore and aft drag and side loads) with
-unsteadyloadsdueto 0 0 0 0_p -pzpOy 1 AX

" in planemovements (mainly fore andaft) a0 0 0 paz0 O x'Ay
"* air density p varying with altitude 0 0 0 -pOy pox a AZ"• Mach number varying with altitude and velocity. FP(POE) = |0 -pOz pOy -0- -0 0 ;Ar°E = A(P

pOz 0 -pOx 0 0 0 Af
For an integral model this approximation is not sufficient. If better -poy pox 0 0 0 0 Aip
air loads (e.g. from CFD codes) are not available, some correc-
tions are necessary. Details for this are given in ref. 2.
Here it can be stated that steady state air loads p0- also computed Second from their derivatives due to velocity and altitude changes
by the doublet lattice method in NASTRAN for each aerody- as the air loads (2.4-5, -6)
namic panel- can be used to establish the missing elements. This
results in the following: pO(Ma2) - pO(Mal)

For lift forces resulting from steady state drag loads Ap Ma2 - Mal

Apz =- pOx. Az/x0 2.4-1 . Ax_ Mao a(z 2) - a(zl) ' AZ)+

For negative drag loads (induced drag, neglecting friction)

Apx = (Apz) •O - p0z • Az/xO 2.4-2 + P z(Q2(Z2) - P0(@1 (zl)) Az 2.6-2

For side loads Third from their derivatives due to control inputs
Apy = -p0z Acp + pOx • A,/x0 2.4-3 Ap = p0(n2)-p0(nl)

For in plane movements n2 -n1  An 2.6-3

Ap(x) - 10 2 0 A 2.4-4 The weight must be introduced if the final equations are trans-
p 02 formed from the geodetic (g) to the moving coordinate system (f)

For dependencies from Q and Ma [-Aft cos (p0 - cos M0 + AV • sin pO • cos 60

A PO(Q2( 2)) - p ( 1(z1)) AzAgf = .* AVp cos cp0 • cos 013 - AVi • sin 10
-Z2 2.4-5 Z1 sinpO cos 0 + Af. sin0M

2.6-4

Ap(Ma) pO(Ma2) - pO(Mal)

Ma2 - Mal 2.7 Linearization and Transformation into Time
(Ax Mao a(z2) - a(zl).z 2.4-6 Domain (-19)
N l -- Z -ZI For the purpose of controller design, the subsequent inclusion of

nonlinearities or the use in flight simulators, the integral model is
required in time domain. When starting with the aeroelastics

Another deficit to be mentioned here are the doublet lattice air model in frequency domain, a linearization of air loads and a
loads of control surfaces. Usually, they are too large and should transformation are necessary. Methods for this were proposed by
be corrected to wind tunnel results of hinge moments. But the Vepa (s. ref. 3), Roger (s. ref. 4) orKarpel (s. ref. 5). Especially the
corrections must also include the airfoil in front of the control sur- minimum state method of Karpel was successfully used, though
face. Correction factors of up to 0.6 are possible. it requires a larger amount of computing. Fig. 2.7-1 shows an ex-

ample of good approximation.
2.5 Smoothing of Rigid-Body Air Loads at Zero Frequency

(-15) 2.8 Introduction of Nonlinear Rigid-Body Motion (-21)
If steady state air loads from wind tunnel measurements are avail- All the improvements mentioned above may not be sufficient for
able, it should be possible to improve the doublet lattice air loads a precise rigid-body movement as required by flight mechanics.
of rigid-body modes at zero frequency. This can be done by sepa- Therefore, a substitution of the improved "aeroelastic" rigid-
rating these loads by an eigenvalue analysis. After transformation body motion by the "flight mechanics" motion is recommended.
ofthe separated doublet lattice air loads into the coordinate system In this process a nonlinear rigid-body movement can also be
of the measurement, these loads can be substituted by Fourier - introduced.
transformed air loads measured for zero frequency and the small- Of course this substitution must only be done for the decoupled
est non-zero frequency. orthogonal modes followed by a modal retransformation to the

original coordinates.
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By starting from the aeroelastics equation orifices and the quantization effects of the digital servo control
xA = AA • xA + BA • u 2.8-1 loop. Therefore, actuators have to be substituted by their fre-

with quency response functions (in the following called transfer func-

rxAr [qAr tions), if linear systems are to be used. This includes the first har-
xA xAe 4)A I q monic but neglects all higher orders or subharmonic responses.

I L Then a decision has to be taken on the actuator model. There are
VA =*A two possibilities for actuators with closed control loop.

The stroke model:

resulting in the orthogonal coordinates zA = HzA,U • u 2.9-1[4ArI [rXAr 0 ] [qAr+ and the load model:
qAe [0 kAe "qAe + zA = HzA,uU -u+ HzA,pA 2.9-2

[VArr • BAr + VpAre • BAe where zA = realized actuator stroke
+ [VAer BAr + VAee • BAe " 2.8-2 U = commanded actuator stroke

LpA = actuator action load
H_.. = transfer function

with the eigenvalues (HzA,u may be called "frequency response function
XAr (rigid) and XAe (elastic) of control" and HzA,pA "frequency response function

of disturbance")
and defining and after some rearrangements of equation 2.9-2 for the

xFr = ,Arr qAr 2.8-3 loads model:
as intended by traditional flight mechanics, pA = pH - kA • za 2.9-3

one obtains with equation 2.8-2 with

xFr = ,)Arr - XAr ' *Arr-
1 xFr + pH = HpH,u u + HpH,zA ' ZA

+ Arr - (iArr BAr + VAre BAe) u 2.8-4 HPH,u = -- lp H
HpHi,zA =H-1 +- kA

Further on it results after some rearrangements: kH ~pA A hosen + ka

kA = chosen more or less arbitrarilyE xAr] [1 *r-
xAe = [Aer •A • xFr + Both models have their advantages and disadvantages.

1 2.9-1 The stroke model

+ •Are XAe "PAer FAre XAe WAee [xAr This is the simpler model and the one most often used. It requires
+LAeee XAe -PAer pAee XAe .Aee [xAe the elimination of ZA, the actuator stroke or deflection, from air-

craft structure equations and its transfer to the right side of these
[pAre • (WAer • BAr + VAee • BAe) equations to make it available as excitation.

The remaining homogenous equations of structure on the left side[,Ace (VAer BAr + VAee • BAe) u 2.8-5 dono longerinclude actuators. They are only validforrigidactua-
tors or rigid connections between control surface and aircraft.

Briefly, equation 2.8-4 and -5 can be written as follows: Therefore, two eigenvibration calculations are required. The
usual one for classical flutter analyses without electronic control

xFr AFrr 0 0 i [xFr but with flexible actuators and the other one for flutter analyses
xAr = AFrr ALrr ALre • xAr + with electronic control and with rigid actuators. Most probably,
xAe L4Ler" AFrr ALer ALee J xAe the eigenfrequencies and mode shapes of these two models will

vary to a greater extend.
The models represent two different working points. The one with[BFr rigid actuator may be too far away from the conditions needed

BFr + BLr u later when the actuator is flexible and moved by electronic con-[)Ler • BFr + BLe trol.
Besides, it should also be mentioned that in case of polynomial

or approximations of the transfer function of the stroke model, the
order of the denominator polynom must be two orders higher than

xU = AI • xI + BI • u 2.8-6 the nominator polynom to get accelerations of actuator stroke
That is the integral equation of aeroelastics and flight mechanics. from commanded stroke.
If required, AFrr and BFr (implying 4Frr and XFr) may be taken
from flight mechanics or the nonlinear xFr = f(xFr, u) of flight 2.9-2 The loads model
mechanics may be introduced. In any case, it is the most reason- This model is the more complicated one. Its advantage is that it al-
able compromise. It keeps the eigenvalues of the rigid a/c Xr of the lows the inclusion of actuator flexibility existing under dynamic
discipline defining xFr and keeps the eigenvalues of the elastic conditions. The model operates as areal linear spring and adistur-
structure ke of aeroelastics unchanged as can easily be proven. bance load PH in parallel. If the spring term -kA- zA of equation
Even simulations in a moving simulator with elasticity included 2.9-3 is brought to the left side of aircraft structure equations, a
can be performed. The eigenvector matrix of AI reads: classical eigenvibration calculation with flexible actuators can be

(Frr or PArr) 00performed and one set of modes can be used for flutter analyses
or )0 0 r with and without electronic control. This is a second advantage of

(LAFrr or VrArr) -1 •Ar e the loads model. The stiffness kA (and perhaps even an additional

LAee -Are ((PFr or VArr) -4Aer (PArr (Aee damping term) can be taken from ground vibration tests. A third
advantage could be the fact that the introduction ofHpH,zA inpin-

and their eigenvalue matrix: ciple allows a stiffness correction even after modal truncation, as
explained already in ref. 1.

(UrFr XAr) The control term HpHu • u and the difference between complex

0 2.8-7 and real negative actuator spring (H-1 + k remain on
X.Ae the right side of aircraft equations. An example of the negative

complex spring"stiffness" H A Ais given in Fig. 2.9-1, together
with a chosen real substitute -T. The differences are not negligi-

2.9 Installation of Actuators (-22) ble.
Actuators are highly nonlinear elements, mainly due to the vis- Fig. 2.9-2gives some information aboutthe influence ofdifferent
cous damping effect of the oil flow, the overlapping of the throttle terms of the actuator transfer function. It shows a vertical wing tip
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acceleration response due to elevator movement in flight. Three eludes the velocities of the aircraft. All the other terms contain
cases are shown. The first one for the complete actuator model small variables.
with 2.11 Addition of Aircraft Pilot Coupling (APC), (-25)

zApA zAu In classical aeroelastics the movement of an aircraft is determined
HpH,zA = H-1 + kA exclusively by the aircraft structure and the air. But with highlyzA,pA Aflexible a/c, a pilot in the loop must also be investigated.

the second one arbitrarily with If e.g. the floor of the aircraft cabin is vibrating, this vibration is
HpH,U = __ .H1 zA,u transferred via seat, pilot body and arm to the side stick. The side

zApA stick is unintentionally moved and introduces signals to the actua-
HpH,zA = 0 tors deflecting the control surfaces which excite the aircraft via air

loads and closes the loop of vibration (s. Fig. 2.11-1).
the third simplified one with This is not only of theoretical interest, critical cases -called PIO

H H,u = kA " HzA,u cases before - are known from several aircraft.
HpH,ZA = 0 Therefore, the complete integral model should include this bio-

mechanical closed loop circuit of APC.
In the figure the peaks of structural response are clearly visible. This can be done if a transfer function from aircraft cabin floor
The second case shows large deviations at about 17 Hz, while for vibration to stick input is available. Such functions were recently
the third case, only small deviations at about 8 Hz are visible, measured and some are published in ref. 6. Fig. 2.11-2 shows an
So it can be concluded that the complex frequency response func- example.
tion of disturbance HzA pA has a larger influence and should be If everything mentioned up to now is introduced, the integral
precise enough, if used. model is ready for design and application of integral control.

2.9-3 Scatter 2.12 Results from an Integral Model
Another important factor of actuator models is the large number An aircraft model including most of the effects mentioned above
of influence parameters, such as was established and its characteristics were studied.
L] temperature, environment Based on flight mechanics, three different sets of linearized rigid-
Li backlash, wearing body models were available. An early one FlLr, an improved one
[] supply and return pressure with "rigid" aerodynamic coefficients F2Lr and one with "elasti-
I] servo control law (gain, sample rate) fled" aerodynamic coefficients F2Le.
Li activated mode Based on aeroelastics, three different sets of models are available.
E] amount of mass to be moved The first one A(qr) includes only rigid-body modes, the second
Li static load in working point one A(qs) includes the first six symmetric and six antisymmetric
[] static position in working point elastic modes, and the third one A(qc) includes two times 27
Li amplitude and frequency of command instead of 12 elastic modes.
Li amplitude and frequency of external load
Li failure conditions 2.12-1 Eigenvalues"* supply pressure decrease Table 2.12-1 gives a survey of the eigenvalues (frequency fn and

"w leakage damping ýn) of the most important rigid-body modes."• wrong activation status For the "short period" the frequencies of flight mechanics are in" desynchronization of multiple actuators general smaller than the frequencies of aeroelastics, while the
" mechanical blocking or fracture dampings show opposite tendencies. Elastic a/c show smallerfre-
"* air in hydraulic oil quencies and larger dampings for both disciplines. The influence

Therefore, a broad scatter band of transfer functions is to be ex- of elasticity is not negligible.
pected. The influence of this scatter is shown in Fig. 2.9-3. The Forthe"dutchroll"the frequencies areinbetteragreement, where
same transfer function as the one shown in Fig. 2.9-2 is given for as the dampings of flight mechanics show larger scatter. Theinflu-
the complete actuator model, together with its upper and lower ence of elasticity is smaller.
tolerance (mainly due to oil temperatures of 90', 350 and -15 *). The "phygoid" is rather sensitive and a larger scatter is visible for
The differences are dramatic. As a consequence, stability and re- the values of flight mechanics. Nevertheless, the frequencies of
sponse analyses must include a reasonable amount of scatter. aeroelastics do not differ so much. The influence of elasticity is

visible.2.10 Transformation into Completely Moving The other aperiodic rigid-body modes show relatively good
Coordinates (-23) approximation. The increase of the number of elastic modes to 54

Right mechanics use a coordinate system which moves com- has minor influences on the frequencies and dampings ofthe first
pletely with deflection. Aeroelastics use an inertial geodetic coor- 12 elastic modes.
dinate system. The integral model derived from aeroelastics starts
with the inertial system. Therefore, a transformation may some- 2.12-2 Response to Control Inputs
times be necessary. For the sake of completeness, it should be Figures 2.12-1 to -4 show examples of time response of rigid-
mentioned here that any transformation into the flight mechanics body states
system adds so-called Euler terms to the equations. They can sim- 0 pitch acceleration due to elevator "step" (+1 degree)
ply be derived as follows: 0 roll acceleration due to aileron "stair" (+10 °0, 0-1 , 00)
If 0 yaw acceleration due to rudder step (+1 °)

Sft = TfAg " Sgt 2.10-1 Figure2.12-1 compares thedifferentmodelsofflightmechanics

with with the reference model of aeroelastics A(qs). The differences,
velocity with components measured in the mainly in yaw damping, and the influence of elasticity are clearly

Sgt ooit e wi t em g visible.
inertial coordinate sy stem g Fig. 2.12-2 compares the influence of a different number of elas-

tsame velocity, but its components are now tic modes. It shows the influence of elasticity more clearly. Espe-
measured in the completely moving coordinate cially with pitch and roll acceleration, it is visible that with elastic
system f. modes the vibrations move around their own average curve but

not around the curve of the simple rigid model. This proves again
TfAg matrix of coordinate transformation from g to the influence of elasticity on rigid-body movement.
f with Euler angles Fig. 2.12-3 compares the results of the integral model I(A(qs)),

i.e. (s. § 2.8) rigid-body behavior determined by aeroelastics, xFr
the following results: = xAr(A(qs)) with I(F2Lr), i.e. rigid-body behavior determined

Sft = TfAg " Sgt + TfAg 2.10-2 by flight mechanics, xFr = xF(F2Lr).
The differences are rather small. They result from the different

with the first term being the Euler term (derivated without cross rigid-body models.
products or special derivation symbols for derivation in moving In addition, one can see clearly that the same elastic vibration is
coordinate systems!). TheEuler termis not negligible since sgtin- superimposed to the applied rigid-body movement. This proves
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again that elasticity can be superimposed by applying equation in combination they can reach a value of < 10-9, as required. But
2.8-5 if a good rigid-body model is available, nevertheless, VF<VD if the MC system fails, although VF cannot
Finally Fig. 2.12-4 shows the measurable acceleration at the pilot be reached due to the HSP system.
seat (model (A(qs)) due to control commands. Here the influence 3.2-2 Mode Control Design Criteria
of elasticity is rather large as already shown. The response ampli- Any controller shouldbe safe, efficient, robust and shouldnot dis-
tudes due to rudder step are nearly twice as large as those of rigid turb other positive features of the controlled system.
a/c, the same applies to the elevator step whichintroduces a strong For saf"e_ reasons, the a.m. JAR requirements defined by the flut-
response peak right at the beginning. ter speed to be reached must be fulfilled. But there are other safety
Naturally, such a large elastic a/c response would be reduced in criteria too.
reality by electronic filtering or by mechanical reduction due to First the amount of modal damping which indicates a certain sta-
slow actuators. In this simulation no reduction was introduced. bility robustness against scatter, ageing or disturbances.
The transfer functions of actuators were set to 1 =constant with the Second the phase and gain margins (well known for single input/
intention to show the potential of the aircraft, single output (SISO) - systems) which show the robustness

against deviations from nominal conditions or against minor fail-
ures not especially mentioned.

3. THE INTEGRAL CONTROLLER The efficiency or performance of the controller can very simply
3.1 Objectives be defined inmost cases by the flutter velocity or the modal damp-
There are three different tasks of the integral controller to be dis- ing to be reached.
tinguished: flight control, load control and mode control. Their The robustness is a more complex issue. One aspect, the "safety
objectives are rather different. robustness" was already mentioned before. Another aspect is
In general one can name: "performance robustness" against disturbances or against opera-

flight control: tion conditions. The number of the latter one is huge, It includes,
- flight stability among others, a/c velocity, altitude, flap/slat setting, payload, fuel
- aircraft protection and their distributions. Each combination of these conditions de-
- maneuverability fines a load case to be included in the controller design.
- defined flight path following Finally it must be shown by the evaluation of time response due
- reduction of workload of pilot to step input or frequency response due to random excitation that

load control: the controller neither introduces unwanted features nor reduces
- reduction of limit loads wanted features, such as good a/c maneuverability.
- reduction of fatigue loads In the following some requirements are detailed as a first proposal
- avoidance of critical failure conditions for a multi-input / multi-output (MIMO) controller.

mode (or structural vibrations) control
- aeroelastic stability Flutter control:
- minimization of structural vibrations For modal damping "ýn" of each of n eigenvalues shall be
- improvement of passenger comfort ýn _> 0.5% (% of critical) and

All these objectives interfere with each other, some are even con- dn > -0.01 [% / kts CAS]
tradictory to each other, and most of them can be subdivided into dv
a larger number of subobjectives. This guarantees stability.
Nevertheless, they can be detailed and - with some exceptions -
given as criteriain amathematical formulation. So an integral con- I] Comfort control:
troller can be designed in a multicriteria optimization process, The maximal singular value "a" of a number m of pick-up
with targets and constraints, signals "ym" due to gusts "w" in frequency range "fl"
For the purpose of mode control, which is of main interest in this to "f2" shall be minimal and at least smaller than a limit
context, one can distinguish three different types of controller ob- value GHym,w i.e.
jectives: flutter suppression, flutter margin augmentation and re-
duction of vibration level for comfort. Flutter suppression would max (a (Hym,w (ico))) -> min
cure a flutter case within the flight envelope. Flutter margin aug- fl -f2

mentation would cure afluttercase in an areaforwhichthe aircraft
is not designed but which must be covered as required by law. max (0 (Hym,w (io))) < GHym,w
Comfort control would reduce the natural structural vibrations 0÷+ oo
caused by air turbulence down to a comfortable level on a natu- where Hym,w (ico) is the transfer function
rally stable aircraft. from gust w to the pick-up signal ym.
All rpode controllers aim at anincrease of the damping of structure This should reduce the response to turbulence.
modes. Their main difference is the required level of safety.

I Robustness of control (based on ref. 7):
3.2 Requirements and Restrictions for Mode Control The phase margin of the open loop transfer function
3.2-1 Airworthiness Requirements Hu,u (iwo) of all actuator signals u shall be
For mode controllers the main safety requirements are also air- 300* 2 2 arcsin (mm (a (1 + Hu, u (ico))) /2)
worthiness requirements. For civil aircraft and structural aspects,180 -1
these are the FAR or JAR 25 requirements, here § 25.629 "Flutter, the gain margin of the open loop transfer function Hu,u (s)
Deformation and Fail Safe Criteria" and § 25.302 "Interaction at of all actuator signals u shall be
Systems and Structure". If one looks at the flutter speed to be
reached a literal interpretation of the requirements leads to Fig.
3.2-1 for its definition. The required speed depends on the sys- and
tem'sprobabilityofbeinginfailure.SoonecanreadinFig.3.2-1 1 / (1 + min (c_ (1 + Hu, u (ho)))) <_ 0.66
that: where a is the minimum singular value.
[ flutter suppression controllers need a probability of being in This should ensure safety robustness.

failure state of <10-9, since they have to shift the flutter
speed from below VD up to 1.15 VD If these criteria were really met in the whole envelope of velocity

EJ flutter margin augmentation controllers need < 10-5, since and altitude as well as in all loading conditions of fuel and pay-
they have to shift from above VD up to 1.15 VD load, a good controller should be reached.

[] comfort controllers need <1, since here the natural a/c Butthese requirements areprobably too stringent and some moni-
reaches already 1.15 VD. If the system fails, there is no safety tored exceptions are therefore necessary. At the moment, there is
problem but only a comfort problem which is not the insufficient experience available to present more details onthisis-
subject of these paragraphs. sue. But one thing is beyond question: some requirements of this

A special situation arises if a high speed protection (HSP) system type are necessary.
and a mode control (MC) system are used in combination to keep The mere definition of the required flutter speed, as given in FAR
V 5 Vc and to avoid flutter within VC<VF<VD. If both systems 25.302, is not sufficient. At least a certain amount of robustness
have an independent probability of being in failure state of<1 0-5, is necessary for safety to cover smaller scatter or deviations from
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nominal conditions which are not defined as separate failure 4. CONCLUSION
states. [ Increasing a/c flexibility requires integral controllers for

flight, load and mode control.

3.2-3 Reliability / Failure Probability [ The controller design must be based on an integral a/c model

A good reliability or low failure probability can be reached by dif- which covers the requirements of flight mechanics, loads and

ferent methods. For example, redundancy of hardware installa- aeroelastics.

tions and signal monitoring are well known. For MIMO control- [ The integral model can be based on a classical aeroelastics

lers studied here, special attention should also be paid to the model if several improvements are introduced.

minimization of interactions between the different signal lanes of [I Linear or nonlinear rigid-body motion of traditional flight

the controller. mechanics can be coupled with structural vibrations of
traditional aeroelastics without restrictions.

3.2-4 Safety Restrictions for Mode Control i APC can be included.
This could include: j Controller design should be performed by a multiobjective

[ Low pass filter for the flight control signal part andbandpass parameter optimization to reach an optimum for all criteria.
filter for the signal part of mode control. This prevents a I] Safety and design criteria for mode control need further

failure in the more complicated flight controller part from discussion.
causing flutter problems and a failure in the mode controller Aknowledgement:
part from influencing the flight path. This work was partialy sponsored by the german BMBF.

[ Decoupling network with diagonal structure of the controller
transfer matrix of MIMO systems. This could e.g. be done by
superposition of different effective SISO systems which do REFERENCES
not interfere with each other. 1. K. Konig "On the New Quality of the Flutter Problem Due
If all SISO systems are stable and effective for themselves, a to Coupling of Structure and Electronic Flight Controls in
failure and a switch-off of one of these lanes will not lead to Modem Large and Flexible Civil Aircraft"
a complete loss of the controller. International Forum on Aeroelasticity and Structural

Admittedly, such measures cannot always be taken. Especially a Dynamics, Stragbourg, May 24 - 26, 1993
separation by filter does not work if rigid-body frequencies and
elastic mode frequencies are close together. But if it works, these 2. J. Schuler "Flugregelung und aktive Schwingungsdam-
filters should be used under all circumstances. Missing filters pfung for flexible GroBraumflugzeuge"
present an unnecessary risk. VDI Fortschrittsbericht Reihe 8 Nr. 688 Dtisseldorf:

VDI Verlag 1998
3.3 Design
The design of the integral controller is amultidisciplinary process 3. R. Vepa "On the Use of Pad6 Approximants to Represent
of multicriteria optimization. Fig. 3.3-1 may give a survey of its Unsteady Aerodynamic Loads forArbitrarily Small Motions
principle structure. of Wings", Proceedings of the AIAA 14th Aerospace
First an integral model of the a/c must be established and made Sciences Meeting, AIAA Paper No. 76-17,
available in linear and nonlinear form for all loading and flight Washington, D.C., January 26-28, 1976.
conditions to be covered.
Secondacompletelistofcriteriais to be established, including all 4. K.L. Roger "Airplane Math Modeling Methods for Active
objectives of the different disciplines. Control Design, AGARD-CP-228, pp. 4.1-4.11.,
Then the question arises how the controller should be structured. August, 1977
In most cases experience answers this question, otherwise,
theoretical methods of robust optimal control law design as e.g. 5. M. Karpel and E. Strul "Minimum - State Unsteady Aero-
the H . method are available to find a good structure. dynamic Approximations with Flexible Constraints,
If the structure is known its parameters can be optimized by a Proceedings of the International Forum on Aeroelasticity
multiobjective optimization strategy. and Structural Dynamics, pp. 66.1-66.8, Manchester,
Finally the resulting controller must undergo a special assessment June 26 - 28, 1995
by the different disciplines, including simulations withpilot in the
loop. 6. L. Boger et. allied "Experimentelle Ermittlung der kine-
Of course, one has to keep in mind that by increasing the number matischen RUckkopplung des Piloten aufgrund von Cockpit
of aims the efficiency of the controller will be reduced. Beschleunigungen", DGLR - JT 98-008 p.753-762,
It is still impossible to get everything simultaneously! Bremen, October 6th, 1998
Modifications of controller structure, of criteria or even of control
surfaces or systems may be necessary. 7. N.A. Lektomaki, N.R. Sandell Jr., M. Athans "Robustness
The first three iteration steps of an example of such a multicriteria Results in Linear-Quadratic Gaussion Based Multivariable
optimization is shown in Fig. 3.3-2 (s. ref. 8) where a limited Control Design", IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control,
number of criteria was studied. One can see that finally all criteria vol. AC-26 No. I, p. 75-93, February, 1981
are met. The program stops when "pareto optimal" results are
reached, i.e. when a value of one criteriacan only be improvedby 8. G. GrUbel et. allied "ANDECS / MOPS 3.0 Tutorials"
impairing another one. DLR Oberpfaffenhofen, July 1995

FIG. 2.1-1: MODELING OF FUSELAGE FOR AIR LOADS
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phygoid dutch short
roll period

A(qr) fn [Hz] 0.01076 0.1596 0.2442
gn [%] 5.22 10.70 48.76

A(qs) fn [Hz] 0.01160 0.1551 0.2202
4n [%] 7.30 10.87 48.96

A(qc) fn [Hz] 0.01232 0.1480 0.1876
gn [%] 8.14 10.01 51.87

F1 Lr fn [Hz] 0.007706 0.1640 0.1694
4n [%] -8.05 11.20 55.08

F2Lr fn [Hz] 0.009915 0.1685 0.2105
gn [%] 2.65 6.83 52.72

F2Le fn [Hz] 0.01140 0.1630 0.1391
ýn [%] 2.01 2.17 68.26

TABLE 2.12-1: EIGENVALUES OF INTEGRAL MODELS

0L- Elevator Step
A(qs) __.. ._...... ..

F2Lr
- - --- - - - - -F2Le

V15 I F1 Lr

2 - - - - - -

1.5 A(qs) Aileron Stair

"- - -... -FLr ------- - --- --.--

"0 I\

"- -- -- - - - "-
It 20 30 41

o.4 -Rudder Step
DA4

1 .2-------- A(qs). A---- - - -

S-02u -OA-- - .

H -0. - - - - - - - - - -F1 Lr' q1
o0A 10 o2 31 4,

FIG. 2.12-1: ACCELERATION RESPONSE TO CONTROL COMMAND
(Comparison of Data)
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FIG: 3.2-1: REQUIRED FLUTTER SPEED (NPA 25C-199/ACI 25.302 §4.1.2.2)
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DESIGN OF CONTROL LAWS FOR ALLEVIATION
OF GROUND - INDUCED VIBRATIONS

W.R. Kriiger,* W. Korttim
DLR - Institute for Robotics
& System Dynamics, AF-OP

Miinchner Strasse, 20
D - 82234 Wessling

1 Summary slender aircraft today is the airframers' standard proce-

An arcrft s sbjet t a geatnumer f dffeent dure of stretching existing aircraft by introducing fuse-

loads during one operational cycle. For the aircraft, not laescinwhertiigasmycopetsfte

only the flight loads but also the ground loads are of im- original type as possible to reduce development time,
portnce A rucal pintis herforethedevlopent costs and certification effort. However, a combination
portnce A rucal pintis herforethedevlopent of system parameters that performed well for the origi-

of airframe and landing gears in an integrated design nal design might perform unsatisfactorily for a deriva-
process. tive type.
Semi-active landing gears are able to effectively sup-
press fuselage vibrations which have been excited by an 2.2 The Conventional and the Integrated Design
uneven runway. During the design process of such con- Process
trol structures the dynamics of landing gear and air- Airframers very often assign the design and manufac-
frame have to be known. turing of landing gears to specialized companies. As a
At the example of the control design for a semi-active rule, the basic aircraft configuration will be determined
damper it will be shown how existing design tools can at a very early stage in the development process. With
be used for the integrated design process. The design these basic data, the specialist develops a landing gear.
process will be described and simulation results for air- In parallel, the airframer develops the airframe structure
craft with semi-active landing gears controlled by a sky- which is in part - e.g. around the landing gear attach-
hook controller and a state feedback controller. ments and at the rear fuselage - itself dependent on the

layout of the landing gear.

2 Introduction, Problem However, the optimization of single system compo-
nents does not guarantee the optimal layout of the inte-

2.1 Landing Gears as a Source of Resonance grated system. The later problems of dynamic
Problems for Elastic Aircraft interaction between airframe and landing gears are dis-
An aircraft is subject to a large number of different covered, the more difficult and expensive an alternative
loads in its lifetime. During an operational cycle, not solution will become, if a completely satisfactory solu-
only flight maneuvers and gusts but also the ground tion can be obtained at all.
operations add their share to the loads acting on the air- It is clear that the consideration of the influence of com-
craft. Obviously, ground loads are design factors for the ponents on each other has a significant impact on the de-
landing gears, but, less evident, also for large parts of sign process. Neither the airframer nor the landing gear
the airframe. Next to the loads of the touch-down fur- manufacturer can expect the design data to remain con-
ther load peaks result from the accelerations induced by stant over the design time. Significant factors, as e.g.
single obstacles (e.g. repaired patches of runway or aircraft weight and airframe natural frequencies, are
thresholds) or rough runways. These accelerations subject to constant changes. The design strategy has to
might well be of higher amplitude than those resulting be do flexible that model changes can be quickly intro-
from the landing impact.
For operation on an aircraft the landing gears have toLadnGerMufcrr Arrar
comply with the certification requirements, which dealLadnGerMufcrr irmr

mainly with landing gear strength by rather rough esti- ---
mations of ground loads acting on the aircraft, but the __

resulting dynamics of the aircraft on the landing gears is
also of great importance and not addressed in those
requirements. If the design has weaknesses in the inter-
action of the components, runway undulations can in- T- -4171 optimization

+ of full aircraftduce vibrations into the fuselage which can become so- ------------ i- dlynamics
large, especially if a resonance frequency of fuselage or
wings is excited, these vibrations are not only bother-
some but can become a serious danger for a safe aircraft
operation.
The lighter and the longer a transport aircraft becomes,
the greater is the danger that it will encounter such a res-
onance problem. One reason for the large number of Figure 1: Integrated airframe Ilanding gear design [1]

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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duced. The management of data of decentralized origin active shock absorbers are state-of-the-art in automo-
is essential, and the modifications in calculation meth- tive, truck and railway applications [4]. For aerospace
ods must be included into the design process immedi- applications, though, no system is, to our knowledge,
ately. The "integrated design" requires a close commercially available. In the EU-project ELGAR, the
coordination of all companies and engineering disci- landing gear manufacturer Liebherr Aerospace Linden-
plines involved, berg has built a test-rig with a modified production
Numerical simulation is an invaluable tool for the inte- landing gear which was able to demonstrate the feasibil-
gration of system components. It allows the user to ity of the technology [5].
analyze his system up to any chosen degree of complex-
ity, to determine physical variables (e.g. forces, acceler- to airframe sensor
ation) at any given point of the system, to change design
parameters and perform numerical optimizations, and,
by doing so, to keep the costs of the aircraft design gas volume
down.
The importance of this topic has led to a project in the CNRLE
course of the German aerospace research program,
"Flexible Aircraft: Integrated Airframe / Landing Gear
Development". An overview over the project and its re- oil volume
sults has been given in [I].

variable
2.3 Landing Gear Controlorfc
Suspensions, not only of aircraft, but also of other cross section
ground transport vehicles, are subject to a so-called "de-
sign conflict". Many requirements which have to be ful-
filled are partially contradictory. In the case of the J
aircraft, the requirements for the landing impact (a land- t he
ing with high sink speed; to keep the structural weight
as low as possible, the shock absorber will be designed Figure 2: Semi-active oleo [1]
such that the loads for the certification case are mini-
mized) lead to a relatively soft damping factor allowing 3 System Analysis Tools
the use of the full shock absorber stroke. For taxiing, 3. utbdSyem
however, a high damping factor is desirable to reduce 3.1 Mutiorodgh Snaysiofatems ia ytm h eut
aircraft pitch and heave motions. Obviously, only one of For a thobrouhaayi of aniern tschicale systm the areasults
these conditions can be fully met with a fixed-orifice cofmapumber ofde eangineeuring diCipiEs from the anresof

shoc aborbr. T saisf bot reuirment, mdifca- duced into the simulation. A powerful tool for the devel-tions at the shock absorber can be made. Possible alter- omn fdnmcssesi h ehdcle
natives to the fixed-orifice shock absorber are systems pmentofdynsmuamicn systems Is the meRthod called
with stroke-dependent damping (the so-called "meter- muciltibody simulation (MBS)am SInC the DLteemuti
ing pin", which is also used to optimize the shock ab- disciopliar shimullosteitgation prora S mMPCKehs been
sorber performance at touch-down) [21 or a double- deeodwhcalwsteiegtonfmdlsrm

saeshock absorber which varies either the air spring different CAE products as CAD (Computer Aided De-

stiffness or the damping factor as a function of the load. sgn) )' (Fnt Ee ntAaysi) an AE(Cm
A variable damping system (the so-called "taxi-valve") puter Aided Control Engineering). Specialized

is used in the main landing gears of large aircraft. While programs of other disciplines, e.g. hydraulics or CFD
taxiing, a high damping factor is used, at high loads (e.g. (Computational Fluid Dynamics) can be connected by
at the landing) a spri ng- supported valve is opened to ob- co-simulation. Thus, the calculation and evaluation of a

tamn a small damping coefficient. Such a taxi-valve has complex system can be achieved with the desired preci-

been investigated in the course of the above-mentioned sion and high calculation speeds. The multibody simu-
"Flexble ircaft"projct.lation forms the core of such a multidisciplinary design

One way to avoid such a design conflict is the use of a evrnet

semi-active damper. As a conventional oleo, this damp- 3.2 SIMPACK
er is set up of a gas spring and, in parallel, an oil damper. The MBS tools SIMPACK, [6], has been developed at
However, the damper makes use of a variable valve the DLR as a tool for the analysis of dynamic structures
which can be controlled to allow arbitrary damping fac- for aerospace applications as well as for ground trans-
tors (figure 2). Such a semi-active damper cannot intro- port vehicles and robotics. By continuous development
duce energy into the system aircraft / landing gear. Only the program has evolved into a mechatronic simulation
for the valve motion a small amount of external energy and design tool. The basis of SIIMPACK is formned by
is needed. It is possible to use such systems for an opti- efficient algorithms for the generation of equations of
mization of the landing impact [3], the study presented motion of the model [7], which can be set up by using a
here, however, only deals with the rolling case. Semi- graphical interface. The equations of motion can be or-
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Figure 3: Tools for the integrated design
dinary differential equations of differential-algebraic 3.4 SIMAX
equations (e.g. for closed kinematic loops). Several fast Using SIMAX, models can be set up in SIMPACK, and
and specialized integrators for the solution of those made available to MATRIXx for control design and
(nonlinear) equations are available, [8], as well as all the simulation.
"classical" methods for linear system analysis, e.g. li- The Linear System Interface
nearization, eigenvalues, frequency response, stochastic SIMPACK models can be linearized and exported in the
analysis in the time and frequency domain. Methods of form of linear system matrices in a MATRIXx-readable
parameter variation and a multi-objective parameter op- format. Inside SystemBuild, the model can be used di-
timization [9] have become an invaluable tool for many rectly in a state-space block. This interface allows a
research and industrial applications, very fast model export, a restriction is that it is, as the
SIMPACK has bi-directional interfaces to many CAE name says, limited to linearized models and a re-trans-
tools, cf. figure 3. For this work, the three interfaces that fer of the results is not possible.
are most important are the integration of elastic bodies Symbolic Code Interface
from FEA models, the controller definition in Models with non-negligible nonlinear effects can be ex-
MATLAB or MATRIXx, and the connection to the ported in a platform independent way in the form of so-
multi-objective parameter optimization. As an example, called Symbolic Code. Here, SIMPACK generates mod-
the following paragraph will present those interfaces to el dependent, portable FORTRAN code which can be
MATRIXx that have been used in the control design connected to the SystemBuild UserCode Block inter-
and optimization for the semi-active damper. face. The symbolic code can also be converted into C to
3.3 MATRI~x be used in a Hardware-in-the-Loop environment.Function Call Interface
MATRIXx by ISI (Integrated Systems) is a tool for con- The mostTh otcomfortable interface is the Function Call
trol design and system analysis which comes with a Interface which allows to include SIMPACK in its full
block-oriented simulation environment ("System- functionality. It also works using the UserCode Block.
Build"). The package is similar in structure and com- The numerical integration is performed in MATRIXx
plexity to MATLAB / Simulink by MathWorks, which which calls SIMPACK for the right-hand-side for the
is no coincidence, since both programs evolved from equations of motion, the results can afterwards be plot-
the same roots, the original Matlab by Little and Moler ted and animated in SIMPACK. Models with closed ki-
(cf. [10]). nematic loops can also be integrated separately in the
MATRIXx / SystemBuild has different interfaces for respective packages, using discrete co-simulation, with
model import and export which have been connected to all SIMPACK post-processing capabilities available.
SIMPACK via the interface package SIMAX". Using inter-process-communication (IPC), MATRIXx

and SIMPACK can also run on different platforms.
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SIMAX-1: "AutoCode" - Import landing impact. One example was the study of active
After a control design concept is set up in SystemBuild, landing gears for an F- 106 fighter [16].
any chosen parameters can be defined as free and the 4.2 Semi-Active Control
control structure can be exported. For this kind of modelexport, MATRIXx offers the - separately licensed - The idea of a semi-active damper for use in suspension
expodule "Auto offers whihe -seprately license d fm - systems has already been introduced in the early seven-
module "AutoCode" which generates C code from Sy- ties by Kamnopp [17]. CattlCowling/Sheppard per-
stemBuild models. This code can be used as a user-de- tied by mKarno stu. on /se ppard air-formed simulation studies on semi-active aircraft
fined controller and connected to the multibody suspensions [18]. Wentscher [2] investigated the use of
simulation via the SIMPACK programmable interface. a semi-active Skyhook-controller for an A300 model.
All these functionalities allow the model setup inside Duffek [ 191 developed a semi-active control concept for
SIMPACK, a model export to MATRIXx in a way ad-
justed to the desired complexity, a control design inside landing which could be combined with a control con-MATR~x/ystm~uid, nd re-mpot o theconrol cept for ground ride.
MATRIXxuSystemBuild, and a re-import of the control The concept of semi-active control is to use a variable
structure after the control design for a fast parameter op- damper to produce suspension forces that can be influ-
timization or verification and evaluation simulations in enced by a feedback controller. Thus, the force input
SIMPACK.was is achieved using a servoechanic device requiring

an external power supply as in [15] and [16] but rather
4 Control Concepts for a Semi-Active with a controllable dissipative device (hence, semi-

Damper active control is sometimes also known as active

4.1 Landing Gears of Variable Characteristics damping, [ 18]).
Conventional landing gears are suspensions with fixed In a semi-active damper the applicable force depends on
Cvtaing/damper gearacteriscs. a se suspsion sys witheds the sign of the stroke velocity across the damper, see
spring/damper characteristics. Those passive systems figure 4. Since the damper can only dissipate energy,
are restricted to generating forces in response to local forces can only be produced in the first and third quad-
relative motion. To obtain an improved performance rant of the force / stroke velocity plane, i.e. a positive
with respect to comfort and loads the suspension char- force Fd in the sense of figure 4 can only be fulfilled
acteristics can be made adaptable to aircraft parameters, while the oleo is compressing, a negative force can be
as well as to environment conditions, e.g. the quality of fulfilled by an expanding oleo. If the controller com-
the runway. Active systems may generate forces which mands a negative force during oleo compression, the
are afunction of many variables, some of which may be best that can be done is to generate only a compression
remotely measured, e.g. aircraft weight and forward force as small as possible, in other words, to open the
speed. Adaptive suspensions are already state-of-the-art orifice as far as possible. Keeping this in mind the semi-
in automotive and railway applications, active damper is an inherently highly non-linear device
Basically, two different adaptive suspension strategies which has to be able to switch from force generation to
exist. A first step is a non-feedback setting of spring or near zero force in a very short time.
damper characteristics according to the expected run-
way quality and aircraft weight prior to touch-down,
and keeping those suspension characteristics constant Fd = d - Fd A
during roll. This variant has been examined by Somm, FFd

Straub, Kilner in 1978 [11] who used a gas spring with dmin < deem < dmax
an adaptive pressure which was used for military air-
craft landing on unpaved runways. Another variant of t
this suspension type are those suspensions of luxury ,41
cars which can be switched between sportive and com- Nor

fortable operating modes. (stroke
A further step is the feedback of vehicle motion and, F velocity)

consequently, a suspension control. The basic sensor " om
and control layout is similar for most systems and has region

already been described in the seventies and eighties by
Corsetti/Dillow [12] for aircraft and Karnopp [13] for
ground vehicles: a sensor at the vehicle measures accel- Figure 4: Semi-active control

eration and velocity of the sprung mass and suspension A controller with a semi-active control scheme is often
deflections and, via a control law, results in a change of designed as if it was a fully active system. Control com-
suspension characteristics. mands that lie in quadrant 2 and 4 of figure 4 are then
In 1984 an AGARD conference was dedicated to the set to zero. This is known as a "clipped optimal" ap-
state-of-the-art of active suspensions [14]. Freymann proach.
proposed a fully active nose landing gear for the reduc- A technical semi-active damper, on the other hand, has
tion of ground loads [15]. Most investigations, how- a minimum and a maximum orifice size for the oil flow,
ever, were dedicated to the reduction of peak loads at resulting in a respective minimum and maximum con-
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trollable damping coefficient. Therefore, a clipped opti- a classical optimization problem, the solution of which
mal scheme has to be replaced by a realistic, limited is shown in detail in [21] and [22]. Here, only the solu-
system, setting boundaries for the commands for techni- tion will be given - the optimal actuator force Fact will
cal realization, be
In this work the control has been designed using fully F act = K(x-x,)- b•
active approaches. The control parameters have then This force law could be realized with a passive system
been optimized on the semi-active model with control if the mass was connected to the excitation by a spring
command boundaries. with stiffness K, carrying the static weight, and to the in-
It should be noted that the control input for the system ertial frame by a damper with damping factor b - the
by both skyhook (section 4.3) and state feedback (sec- name "Sky-Hook" has been derived from this result.
tion 4.4) control is a force which is a direct function of However, for obvious reason this passive solution is not
the system output, be it measurements or the state vec- feasible for aircraft. The answer to the problem is to
tor, and can be positive or negative. The oleo, however, place an actuator parallel to the spring and feed back the
works with an (always positive) orifice cross-section as vertical velocity of the mass to simulate a fictitious
control input. This requires first a check of the applica- damper to the inertial system.
bility of the control force. The commanded force can Even though the derivation of the control law has been
only be applied if it acts in the same direction as the cur- done for a single mass system, the same conclusions are
rent stroke velocity. Second, the force has to be trans- true for a two-mass model (in automotive applications
formed into a damping factor, taking into consideration also known as the "quarter car model"), the "classic"
minimum and maximum damping factor if the control dynamic model for suspension layout (see figure 7).
law is not considered to be "clipped optimal": The limitation applies hat not all control commands can

be completely fulfilled by a semi-active controller,f jF/.lIl if sgn(F) = sgn(•) however, the commands can be realized in good ap-
d = dmin if sgn(F) # sgn(9) proximation.

The main advantages of the skyhook damper are its sim-
dmin = 0 for clipped optimum ple implementation and relatively small size which of-

dmin < d < dmax for non-clipped optimum ten make the skyhook approach the reference control
law which has been implemented in automotive appli-

Finally, the commanded damping factor can be convert- cations a number of times (see [4], [23]).
ed into a commanded orifice cross section. The proportional gain of the Skyhook controller can be

complemented by dynamic control elements.4.3 Skyhook-Controller Wentscher, e.g, optimized a lead-lag controller for an

In the literature several algorithms for active suspension A300 model [2].

control are proposed. One of the most simple, yet effec- In this study, the use of a PD-controller has proven to be

tive approaches is the "Skyhook" controller by Karnopp useful.

[13]. At this control scheme the actuator generates a
control force which is proportional to the sprung mass 4.4 State Feedback Controller
vertical velocity. The skyhook principle can be shown State feedback is a means to control the motion of a sys-
on a simple, yet representative example ([20], see figure tem by feeding back the state vector x via a control ma-
5). trix K into a control signal u

u = K.x.
The system performance can be modified this way since

Z b- T1 x contains all information about the process. The de-
sired dynamic properties of the controlled system are

M M obtained by the choice of the matrix K. The perfor-
M M mance limits of the actuator concerning maximum fre-

quency and maximum force level have to taken into
Fact consideration.

As a rule, in a complex system not all states are directly
xI accessible. Thus, either a limited state feedback control

K is used or a state observer has to be designed. State ob-
server and state controller can be designed indepen-
dently.

Figure 5: Skyhook control principle Taking into consideration the stochastic excitation (e.g.

The equation of motion of the one-degree-of freedom runway unevenness) and measurement noise, the ob-

model is as follows: server used has the form of a Kalman-Bucy filter [10].

mX = F A time-invariant (stationary) filter is sufficient for this

Now, the vertical acceleration of the mass X" as well as application. Prerequisite are good estimations about

the suspension stroke shall be minimized. This leads to measurement noise and the spectral density of the exci-
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tation. For an implementation it is important to remem- frequency dependent modal damping was introduced
ber that the Kalman-filter has the same number of for all structural modes.
additional states as the model to be observed [10]. Landing Gear
If the state vector is known, the state feedback controller The landing gear was modeled as a "classical" rigid
can be designed. For this purpose there exist a number body MBS system. The elasticity of the landing gear has
of methods, some of the most well-known the Pole been introduced as spring elements in the joints. The ef-
Placement and the LQR (linear quadratic regulator) - fects that were taken into consideration were horizontal
method which have been used in suspension layout motion ("gear walk" induced by spin-up of the wheel or
[23]. In this study, from the state vector x a number of braking) and the attachment stiffness between landing
states and measurements have been selected via a gear and airframe. The wheel has a rotational degree of
measurement matrix H which were then multiplied with freedom, the tire is modeled as a point follower with a
a weighting vector q = q1, q2 ... , qn" The actuation effort vertical spring and horizontal slip.
was introduced by a criterion r. The cost function which The oleo consists of an air spring and a damping ele-
shall be minimized as follows: ment in parallel. The passive damper corresponds to the

J = r(THTqHx + uTru)dt one optimized in [1] (taxi-valve type). The semi-active

0  rudamping has been described above in section 3.1 and
Starting values for the parameters qi and r for a subse- 3.2.
quent numerical optimization were chosen according to Two-Mass-Model
Bryson and Ho [22]. For basic considerations and first realization studies the
The design of Kalman-filter and state controller are sup- model of a "two-mass landing gear" was used, consist-
ported by standard MATRIXx functions, so observer ing of the complete landing gear, but replacing the elas-
and controller design took place completely in tic aircraft structure with an equivalent substitution
MATRIXx. mass (see figure 7). This model also plays a role in the

certification rules according to (FAR 25).

5 Control Design

5.1 The Model
The model used for the control design has been derived
from the model described in [1]. The aircraft configura-
tion is that of a large civil transport aircraft with a max-
imum landing weight of 250 tons, a two-wheel nose
landing gear, two main landing gears (four wheels, bo-
gie) and a two-wheel center landing gear.

fuselage / wings ...... ...... " '-
(from FEA) .... .. 5:: .......

controller Figure 7: Conventional two-mass model
(from CACE)...... (from..A..).runway 5.2 Controller Design

(measured) The controller design was performed in three steps. In
the first step, the control concept was developed and set

"-.-._.-,landing.(from CAD) up in MATRIXx/SystemBuild. The controller was de-

oleo (user defined force law) signed using a model exported from SIMPACK. The
simulation used for design was based on a stochastic

tire model d runway. Figure 8 a shows the skyhook controller as a
(from measured data) SystemBuild block diagram. The inputs and outputs de-

Figure 6: Aircraft model fined in the block correspond to the inputs and outputs
of the SIMPACK programming interface.

Airframe Figure 8 b demonstrates the state controller in a System-
The airframe is described by a single MBS body. The Build simulation environment in a direct comparison to
structure has been derived from a NASTRAN finite el- a passive model. In both cases the MBS model was first
ement model of the complete structure which had been a two-mass model which was later replaced by a full air-
set up for loads and deformation analysis. Inside craft model without a change in the control structure.
NASTRAN, a modal analysis was performed and the In a second step, the structure of the controllers was ex-
data transferred into SIMPACK via the pre-processor ported from MATRIXx by producing C-code with the
FEMBS in which the modes of interest for the simula- help of MATRIXx "AutoCode" which was then imple-
tion were selected [24]. mented as a SIMPACK user force element. The para-
Natural frequencies up to 15 Hz were included in the meters of the controller were subsequently optimized
model. By doing that, 14 to 16 equations (16 when using with MOPS, the Multi-Objective Parameter Synthesis
static modes) were added to the equations of motion. A tool. The model used was a more complex optimization
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Coninuous SuperBlok Input Outputs vertical cockpit acceleration [m/s**2]
Skybcckrnocile 4 6 passive oleo

skyhook controller
2. sstate feedback controller

2.5

... L. ...°3tgajoc mAC=
2 5

0 t,v = 60 m/s

ona n' 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0
time [s]

a) Skyhook-Filter (controller) Figure 9: Comparison of simulations, time response

Conh..uousSuprBmock InputS Ou•pus to a factor of 10) but can lead to a response above the
i. ....... oiroi o .... 22 .... kpit a......tio passive system for the natural frequencies of wings and

S ATE fuselage (see figure 10, ca. 3.5 Hz and above). The state
feedback controller, on the other hand, can be tuned by

-WFL- .......nt, the correct choice of the weighting factors such that ar-
Sbitrary natural frequencies can be damped.

PSD of the vertical cockpit acceleration [m**2/s**3]

ISMAKMDL p . ,a -=icaoot passive oleo
I I10 _ skyhook controller

state fb. controller

b) State controller with Kalman-Filter (simulation set-up) I

Figure 8: Implementation of control laws in SystemBuild
0.1

model, the excitation used was a measured runway pro- j
file. The free parameters were, in the case of the sky- 'I
hook controller, the gains P and D, in the case of the V
state controller the weighting factors r and q,"... q," 0.oo
In the last step, a large number of comparison runs were mAC=

2 5
0 t, v =60 m/s

undertaken for an evaluation of the semi-active model 0__ _ _

vs. a passive one using a full evaluation model, different 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

load cases and different speeds. freq [Hz]

Figure 10: Comparison of simulations, frequency response

6 Results Physical limits are set by the performance of the actua-

The evaluation was performed on the basis of the verti- tor, the maximum size limiting the oil flow and the fact

cal cockpit accelerations. Here, the amplitude of the air- mentioned above that a semi-active controller cannot

craft time response was one of the main criteria, introduce energy into the system and is thus not able to

Furthermore, the frequency response was of special in- execute all control commands.
terest, since comfort as well as load criteria are frequen-
cy dependent. For all cases, the results obtained with the 7 Summary and Outlook
semi-active landing gear were compared with those ob- The integrated design process of moder transport air-
tained for the passive reference suspension. craft includes interdisciplinary simulation and optimi-
Figure 9 shows a comparison of the time response plots zation methods as well as data exchange over company
for an excitation by a measured runway. It is interesting and country borders. In the development of landing
to note that both controlled systems remain well belowthe level of the passive aircraft, however, no great differ- gears there is still potential for improvement.
thenevel can be passeenibwen tr hoo, and thesatdfer- It could be shown at the example of a suspension layoutfenedbac contoer seenbotwthe systemsachie appriate- how an integrated airframe / landing gear design can befeedback controller. B oth system s achieve approxim ate- p r o m d ui g ad sg n i o m n e t r d a o nly te sme rducion f pak rspose.performed using a design environment centered around
lythe situatn r ti n sompewhat dresonthen tthe dynamic multibody simulation. The key elementsTh e situation is som ew hat different w hen the accelera- ar in e f c sb t en he o m nt ol of i c a t a dare interfaces between the common tools of aircraft and
tions are analyzed in the frequency response (figure 10). landin ear design i.e. CAD FEA and control design.
Here it can clearly be seen that the skyhook controller Theseg g ger ges iae to be andrcontol n.These interfaces have to be bi-directional to allow not
can effectively damp the aircraft response in the low
frequency range (rigid body pitch and heave motion up only a fast transfer of models but also a quick re-transfer

of the results obtained in the simulation and optimiza-
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NON LINEAR EFFECTS OF APPLIED LOADS AND LARGE
DEFORMATIONS ON AIRCRAFT NORMAL MODES
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Summary Nomenclature for modal identification

Ground Vibration Test (GVT) is the typical way to nWB nth order wing bending mode
verify structural dynamic models. The conditions in nWT nth order wing torsion mode
which the GVT is performed -the aircraft subjected and nWTX nth order wing chordwise mode
deformed under gravity loads- are different from the WTT wing tip torsion mode
conditions in which the Finite Element Method (FEM) IPP inboard pylon pitch mode
model is usually elaborated (jig shape without loads). IPY inboard pylon yaw
They are also different from the in-flight conditions (the IEY inboard engine yaw
aircraft subjected and deformed under inertia and OPP outboard pylon pitch
aerodynamic forces). Although in most cases those OPY outboard pylon yaw
differences can be negligible, it is not the case of a very OEY outboard engine yaw
large airplane in which the size and flexibility effects are ETL engine truss lateral
of such nature that updating a FEM model to match ETZ engine truss vertical
GVT results could go in the opposite direction to the EYaw engine yaw
actual airplane in-flight. This paper analyses the ERoll engine roll
influence of aircraft deformation (down bending for HB horizontal tail plane bending
GVT, jig shape for FEM model, up bending for flight), HT HTP torsion
shape (control surfaces deflections...), and loads (gravity HTX HTP chordwise
on ground, inertial and aerodynamic forces in flight) on ERP elevator rotation in-phase
normal modes to have a better insight in GVT and flight ERO elevator rotation out of phase
test measurements interpretation of a very large airplane. IEB inboard elevator bending
Those effects are significant especially where large OEB outboard elevator bending
concentrated masses (engine-pylon) are present. IET inboard elevator torsion

OET outboard elevator torsion
EL elevator lateral

Nomenclature

E Young's modulus 1 Introduction
f frequencyFEM Finite ElementMethod From the structural dynamics standpoint, a slenderg gravity aElerantetion arrestor hook during the engagement phase, a rotating
GVT Ground Vibration Test helicopter blade or a large flexible solar array of aHTP Horizontal Tail Plane spacecraft have something peculiar in common. TheirI polar inertia moment of cross section dynamic behaviour can only be adequately known if theI plaenth loads and/or large displacements that are acting on themLare also considered.
m distributed mass
MTOW Maximum Take-Off Weight In a simple structural element like a beam, the presence
N axial force of large axial loads introduces a new term in the
Nr Euler buckling load transversal equilibrium equation, thus modifying its
Q natural frequency solution. One of the most typical example happens when
p distributed axial force this axial load is constant: under tensile loads the natural
q distributed transversal force frequency of the fundamental transverse bending modes
t time increases while for compression loads diminishes, being
v transversal displacement zero when the compression load reaches the Euler
x axial co-ordenate buckling load.

New terms also appear in the beam equations when very
large displacements are involved. Something similar

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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happens for other structural elements (shells, plates ...) The paper ends with the conclusions and guidelines
and in turn to the complex structures obtained by learned during this work.
assembling these simple elements.

The dynamic solutions of the linear equations are no 2 Literature survey and theoretical background.
longer valid and some degree of non-linearity is
introduced due to the new terms in the equations. Even
in the simplest cases -beams, plates- a general solution 2.1 Introduction
of the equation can not be found. Approximate methods This section is devoted to show a literature survey and a
or an iterative process using the finite element technique brief theoretical background of the effect of loads and
should be used to obtain the correct solution. large displacements on normal modes. The section is

This paper is devoted to analyse the effect of the applied structured as follows:
loads and large deformations on the modes of a very 0 Basudraillas
large -and flexible- airliner. This topic is considered of 0 Beams sundeer axia loads. pledlasan ag
relevance because the modes of an aircraft constitute the stBamsc subeomtedion lreapleslasan.ag
base for the solution of many structural dynamics and stPatic udefrmaions.aeodig
aeroelastic problems (flutter, response to gust and Platlexstrcund rinpaesladng
continuous turbulence, dynamic landing, etc.) that are Copestuur.
necessary to consider in the certification process of an
aircraft. Although some of these cases are very academic, they

will give a good insight into the basic principles
In the aeronautical industry, aircraft modes are computed underlying the most realistic cases that will be shown in
using the finite element method (FEM). The modal base subsequent sections.
is typically defined in the jig shape in the assumption
that it will span to the in-service modes. The dynamic
model is validated through the modes obtained in a full- 2.2 Effect of axial loads on transverse vibration of
scale ground vibration test (GVT). If discrepancies arise beams
between model and test, the model is updated to match If the beam is subjected to a time invariant axial loading
GVT results. in the horizontal direction as shown in figure 1, in

This paper will show that due to the effect of large loads addition to the lateral loading, the local equilibrium of
forces is altered because the internal axial force, N(x)and displacements, some modes obtained simulating the interacts with the lateral displacements to produce an

GVT conditions (Ig loads) can exhibit differences w .ith additional term in the moment equilibrium equation.
respect to jig shape modes and also with respect to in-
service modes. This effect should be taken into account
during the model updating process.

P(x. t)
Next section will be devoted to a literature survey and a
brief description of theoretical background. In
subsequent sections, the effect of large applied loads and
deformations in the modes will be considered in a set of X')N(

increasingly complex tasks (clamped wing without ....--------
pylons, clamped isolated engine-pylon, clamped wing V1

with two engine pylons fully representative of a Q~ (X, )
megaliner wing). Gravity forces will be varied from -Ig
to 2.5g (the regular load factor envelope in the (,tx
certification of an aircraft). Aerodynamic loads that b c H f)
equilibrate the aircraft are added to the wing in a second V( b x b.+

M(x.t -)t dxstep to have a better insight in these two effects 6X__
separately. 

w(X t) bNtx).-I-d

Large displacements can also be due to regular control M (X H bX

surface movements or rotations. This effect is already
routinely covered in the case of wing flaps -and will not f(Xx1- Xdx
be repeated herein-. Within the Airbus consortium, i I
CASA has been responsible of the design, analysis, ---------------------------------------
manufacturing and certification of the Horizontal
Tailplanes (HTP). In the case of a megaliner, the Figure 1. Beam with static axial load and dynamic
horizontal tailplane area is well above 200 square transverse vibration. Upper: beam deflected. Lower:
meters. The effect of the deflections of the large split forces on a differential element.
elevators on the HTP modes is a new problem that will
be briefly described in the last part of the paper.
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After some manipulation, the transverse displacement of CASA is the company responsible of the arrestor hook
the beam is stated as: system within the Eurofighter consortium. In the EF-

2000 Typhoon, the arrestor hook is an emergency devicea2  ... . v(x,t). a a.. v(x,t). a a v(x t).
-x(_EIstx) --- )- xtN~tx)--) + -mtx)�)=p(x,t) which means that it is not regularly used in a normal-ax aX at landing. Therefore, the arrestor hook arm is slender and

This equation differs from the traditional one in the optimised for a reduced number of engagements. (This is
second term of the left hand side. As Nihous stated [1], completely different from a naval aircraft in which the
the two last terms of the left-hand side correspond to the arrestor hook is regularly used).
vibrating string, i.e. EI=0. Hence, limits of this equation During engagement, the arrestor hook head captures the
forrunway cable. The sudden application of force produces
vibrating string and a linear Euler beam respectively, large displacements and deformation on the slender

In most of the cases, an exact solution for the modes and arrestor hook arm. There is an increase in the frequency
frequencies of the system is difficult to obtain. The in the transverse bending mode that is evident in both,
recourse would be made to one of the approximate the numerical non-linear simulation [6,7] and also in the
solutions such as the Rayleigh-Ritz method, Galerkin's test-measured results. Figure 2 shows the EF-2000
technique or the finite element method. arrestor hook system and the responses in the

engagement phase. A 30 Hz response in the bending
For uniform beams, the problem becomes simpler when moment is evident and it corresponds roughly with the
constant axial loads are applied with various types of frequency of the arrestor hook under the applied tensile
simple end conditions. load. This frequency without applied load is in the

Galef [2] is likely the first to publish a practical formula neighbourhood of 20 Hz.
for the natural frequencies of uniform single-span beams
under a constant compressive axial force:

Qcompressed -1- N
Q 2 N

uncompressed cr

where Q stands for the natural frequencies, N is the
compressive load, and Ncr is the Euler buckling load. tThe work of Shaker [3] is the first systematic approach • ---
to investigate three common problems in aerospace

structures: a vibrating beam with arbitrary boundary
conditions, a cantilever beam with tip mass under
constant axial loads and a cantilever beam with tip mass
under axial loads applied on the tip directed to the root.
Another value added of the Shaker work is that it -__ -"-"-_--- -
extends the analysis also to tension loads. Verica angle 4

Continuing the Galef's work, Bokaian [4] establishes the -Arrestor hook.-
set of boundary condition for which his approximation is -_-----.

correct, and studies the influence of a compressive load _ L _
on natural frequencies and mode shapes in ten different -Tension force .--- ..-.-.

combinations of boundary conditions. It is interesting to ..... !Arrestor hook armni -- _.- _ ..'-'
quote the final conclusions of Bokaian: - it is seen that ......
Galef's approximate relationship is valid not only for
clamped-clamped, clamped-pinned, pinned-pinned and
clamped-free beams upon which this equation is based, -Aen ingt omnho t
but also for sliding-free, clamped-sliding, sliding-pinned hookAam--.. hook arm ..

and sliding-sliding beams. This is probably because, for
this beams, the vibration mode with no axial force and
the buckling mode are similar. Galef's expression is not,
however valid for pinned-free and free-free beams. - [4].

In a subsequent work, Bokaian [5] extends his study to Figure 2. EF-2000 Arrestor hook system. Flight test
tension loads.

measured response during engagement showing the
The arrestor hook behaviour during the engagement increase in bending frequency due to the applied
phase is one aeronautical problem in which this tensile load
mentioned effect is present.
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2.3 Beams subjected to large applied loads and Ritz method. The effect of in-plane loading is considered
large static deformations. in two parts. First, effects of direct in-plane loading only

Most of the studies in this subject have been promoted and then the effects of shear loading only.
by the aeroelastic stability of helicopter rotor blades. As in beams, tension in-plane loads will cause an
Therefore, in many cases, external forces are due to increase of frequency. Compression will produce a
centrifugal effects. The studies consider a beam rotating decrease of frequency. But one of the differences of the
at constant angular speed about a fixed axis in space by plates subjected to direct in-plane compression loading
determining first the steady equilibrium position due to with respect to beams is that the minimum frequency
centrifugal and gravitational or any other concentrated (reached at the buckling load) is not zero and that in the
external load. Afterwards, using a small perturbation post-buckling region, the frequency increases with in-
technique, the movement around the equilibrium plane compression load.
position is studied. The small strain assumption is
common in helicopter rotor blades analysis. The flap and This apparently anti-natural effect has been attributed to
lead-lag hinges allow large displacements without a an increase of the stiffness of the plate due to curvature
large strain. This fact is used to simplify the stress and effects associated with initial geometrical
tensor. imperfections in the plate. The theoretical natural

frequencies are evaluated assuming uniform in-plane
Papers devoted to this subject have been being published stresses but in actual plates there is a redistribution of in-
since early 40's (Southwell, 1941 [8], Love 1944 [9]) plane stress due to the growth of initial geometric
including important contributions like Rose and imperfection with increasing compressive load.
Friedman (1979, [10]) that analyse the non-linear
behaviour of beams with bending-torsion coupling Plates under shear loading show that natural frequencies
undergoing small strains with rotations. are identical for equal positive or negative shear loads

although nodal patterns for positive and negative shear
The experimental studies include at least four references. loads are mirror images. Some modes can increase
Dowell, Traybar and Hodges (1977,[1 1]), Rosen (1983, frequency with moderate shear loading. As shear loading
[12]) Minguet and Dugundji (1990, [13],[141) and is increased, the natural frequency of some modes
Laulusa (1991, [15]). Natural frequencies of a cantilever decreases until shear buckling will occur at sufficiently
beam are reported as function of tip deflection in Dowell high shear loading.
& Minguet and the other works deal with static large
deflected beams. Their results have been widely used in
literature to determine the accuracy of theoretical 2.5 Complex structures
methods. Complex structures can only be analysed by the Finite

The most recent papers that analyse the large loads and Element Method (FEM) technique.
deflections on natural frequencies and mode shapes are Some commercial codes are essentially non-linear like
the five shown in table 1 that shows a relative the explicit codes used in the simulation of impacts and
comparison of what are the contents of each paper. crash worthi nes s. Nevertheless, to assess the effect of

Figure 3 shows one of the obtained results, quoted from loads and large displacements on normal modes, an
Minguet [13]. This plot presents the changes in natural implicit FEM code should be used. The non-linear

freuecie fr bamwith inrain i delcin. solution 106 of MSC/NASTRAN in combination with

These figures are relevant because they reflect some of several DMAP alters and in-house CASA software is the
the behaviours that have been found in actual airplane procedure adopted to compute the results that will be
modes and will be presented in subsequent sections. Left shown in next sections.
figure shows the torsion and chordwise modes close *Stiffness matrix updating.
coupled in the initial conditions. With increasing tip
deflection, torsion mode (IT) changes its mode shape to It is performed using an iterative process. Starting from a
become a chordwise mode (IF) and decreases converged solution, gradual incremental loads are
significantly its frequency. On the other hand, the torsion applied. According to [19] the equilibrium equation in
mode changes its mode shape to become torsion and its the g-set may be written as:
frequency first increases and then decreases with tip1.
deflection. P F1=ý

2.4 Plates under in-plane loading weeýg 11ýg ladýg rpentvcos f
applied loads, constraint forces and element nodal

ESDU 90016 [18] provides a mean of estimating the forces, respectively. Since the equilibrium condition is
lower natural frequencies of isotropic or orthotropic, flat not immediately attained, an iterative scheme such as the
rectangular plates under static in-plane loading. Newton-Raphson method is required.

Natural frequencies are obtained by using beam
characteristics orthogonal polynomials in the Rayleigh-
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Reference Minguet,1990 [13][14] Laulusa, 1991 [15] Cveticanin 1994 [16] Salstrom 1996 [17]

Effects considered Rotation, S2. Rotation, S.
Torsion-bending- Torsion-bending (two Axial-bending Torsion-bending
extension planes) coupling coupling
No shear deformation Warping No shear deformation No shear deformation
Translation inertia Translation inertia Trans & rot. Inertia Translation inertia
Small strain General formulation Small strains Small strains
Large displacements Large displacements Small displacements Large displacements
Moderate rotations Large rotations Large rotations
Linear material Linear material Linear material Linear material

Model Equilibrium in section Energetic approach Equilibrium in section Equilibrium in section
One dimensional Princ. Virtual Work One dimensional One dimensional
Euler angle Bidimensional Beam kinematics for

large rotations

Solution scheme Small perturbation Small perturbation Small perturbation Small perturbation
Finite-difference Finite elements Modal expansion Runge-Kutta

integration scheme.

Application Cantilever beam Rotating simple- Simple supported beam Cantilevered beam
Composite beams with supported-free beam
different lay-ups

Results Static deflection Static deflection Influence of load Static deflection
Mode shapes and Influence of magnitude, rotary Poor dynamic result
frequencies displacement and inertia and slenderness discussion
Influence of tip angular speed on on the fundamental
deflection on natural frequencies. frequency.
frequencies and modes
Effects of torsion
coupling

Table 1. Summary of recent works about non-linear effects on beam normal modes due to static initial effects

150 120 -

too 8o

IT B IT

0 
2\ (D -T"02

1 B __,2B

0 5 10 1.5 20 25 30 5 40 0 5 10 15 20 25 00 35 40

w/L (_%) ,/L (IF)

Figure 3 Changes in natural frequencies for beam with increasing tip deflections; a) composite beam, 560
tur in length, [0/90]3s lay-up; b) composite beam, 560 tur in length, [45/01s lay-up. From Minguet 1131, F
stands for bending in the stiffest plane (chordwise), B represents modes oscillating in a vertical plane; T is a
torsion mode.
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Since the error vanishes at constraints points and the (gravity on ground and gravity + aerodynamics in flight)
constraint forces vanishes at free points, the unbalanced can modify the aircraft normal modes.
forces acting at nodal points at any iteration step are Therefore these effects should be analysed in order to
conveniently defined as an error vector by (dropping the have a better insight in GVT measurements and in the
subscript): way to update FEM models to match test results. Figure

{R}= {P}- {F} 4 shows -at scale- the relative deformations that can be
expected in the wing of a megaliner as function of the

Based on Newton's method, a linearised system of load factor. At in-flight 2.5g the tip deflection is 15% of
equations is solved for incremental displacements by the wing span. At in-flight 1g, it is 6%. In GVT
Gaussian elimination in succession. The Jacobian of the conditions -3%.
error vector emerges as the tangential stiffness matrix.

20000

New deformations are obtained, continuing the iteration
until the residual error -unbalanced load- and the
incremental displacements are negligible.

The tangential stiffness consists of the geometric 10000
stiffness in addition to the material stiffness. 2 _ flight

Jig ahg[ J [KmI+[Kd ii lp
[K~l~[K~j+[KdJGVT shape

[K" ], the material stiffness represents the assembly of

elements stiffness without geometric nonlinear effects

JKad is the additional stiffness due to initial stresses -10000 0 , 0
010000 20000 30000 40000

that are included in the incremental process because the Y (mm)
initial stresses exist from the second increment. Figure 4.- Megaliner wing deformation in different

0 Mass matrix updating. conditions

The centres of gravity of the lumped masses have been
moved to their corresponding deformed position. In this paper the effect of large loads and displacements

The normal modes of the deformed/loaded structure are on normal modes have been considered in a set of
computed with the updated stiffness and mass matrices increasingly complex tasks of an actual model of a
at the final load step. megaliner structure:

Wing without engine-pylons.
3 Influence of loads and displacements in normal Isolated Engine pylons.

modes of an actual aircraft Wing with inboard and outboard engine pylons.

3.1 Introduction 3.2 Analysis conditions

CASA is participating in the Airbus 3E flexible aircraft A structural model of the half-complete A3XX status
programme. This programme is dedicated to harmonise 10c has been used (see figure 5). From this model, the
and coordinate the work of Airbus Industrie partners in wing and pylons have been extracted for normal modes
technology acquisition of aeroelasticity with the aim to calculations. Geometry, connectivity, properties, lumped
improve tools and methods, optimise resources and masses, etc. are fully representative of the actual aircraft.
avoid duplication of work to face the development of a
megaliner (A3XX) minimising the risk in this technical Inertia loads have been considered in the range -Ig to
area. CASA has contributed in the Ground Vibration 2.5 g (regular load factor envelope for certification). The
Test methods package by studying the influence of case of Ig corresponds to GVT conditions. These loads
aircraft shape and loads in the measurements, which in have been applied to the structure in the centre of gravity
turn can be applied to FEM updating procedures. of each lumped mass.

Aircraft normal modes are currently performed using a Aerodynamic loads have been obtained for trimmed
FEM model of the structure. In most of the cases, the flight using a linear method. For this task it has not been
FEM model geometry corresponds to the jig shape. Due necessary to have an accurate information about
to the wing size of the A3XX, a significant departure aerodynamic loads, just a representative set of these
from jig shape can be anticipated for both ground shape loads.
and flight shape. This effect in combination with loads
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z

Y I-x

Figure 5.- Megaliner FEM model used to assess the effect of large loads and displacements.

A3)0( Status 10c clamped wing

3.3 Clamped wing normal modes results Effect of inertia loading and deformation

Figure 6 shows the effect of the inertia loading in the 16 f(Hz)
range [-lg, 2.5g]. The case of Og corresponds with the 8WB
jig shape modes and has been obtained with the linear ---- 7
solution. The case of Ig corresponds with the GVT
simulation. 3WT

The first non-linear analyses have been performed with a 3WT
reduce level of loads (±_0.1g) and therefore, they
correspond to a reduced level of deformation. These first -
non-linear analyses have produced very similar results to 8 5WB
the linear solution thus giving confidence on the results. 2WT-XS• •4WýB

The evolution of modes is quite smooth although some 1WT
crossings can already be detected, especially with the ,3WB
chordwise modes (WTX) which frequency decreases
with increasing load factor and the corresponding 2WB
increase in deformation. This effect is magnified if two • A
modes of torsion and chordwise are close-coupled at Og 1 WTX
-like 3WT and 3WTX-. There is also a change in mode ,
shape for these two modes: at large load factors the 3WT -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
becomes 3WTX and vice-versa. This effect is very (JIG) (GVT) g's
similar to the one reported by Minguet in his paper (see
figure 3). Figure 6.- Effect of inertia loading and deformation

on clamped wing normal modes
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Note that in the GVT simulation (1g) the 3WT mode is
below the 6WB while in the jig-shape simulation (0g) A30XStatus 1Oc clamped wing

this mode is above. In addition, the 3WT and 3WTX are Effect of inertia + aerodynamic loading + deformation

well separated in GVT simulation while very close in
jig-shape modal simulation.

8Wg 4WT

Figure 7 shows the effect of inertia + aerodynamicf (Hz)

loading. The modes show a similar pattern that in figure 8..

6 although more pronounced.

Bending modes are not affected. The first torsion and 3 7w

chordwise modes decrease their frequency slightly with
load factor. Large order torsion and chordwise modes 1

change more its frequency with load factor.

Comparing figure 6 and 7 can conduct to an interesting
remark. According with figure 6, GVT will require
modifying the model to increase the frequency of the 8

3WTX mode with respect to the jig-shape solution. On 2WT

the other hand, in the in flight condition at Ig, the
frequency of this mode is below the jig-shape. The same -_ _..

happens with the torsion mode 3WT: the GVT will 3W B

require modifying the model to decrease this mode from lWT
the jig shape solution although in flight at Ig the 2WB

frequency of this mode is similar to jig-shape. In these 1 WTX

two cases, correction of the model to match GVT will
produce worse models for comparison with in-flight IWB

modes. It is believed that this behaviour happens
particularly in these two modes because they are close -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0

coupled at Og (linear solution). (JIG) g's

3.4 Inboard and outboard engine-pylon normal Figure 7.- Effect of inertia + aerodynamic loading +

modes results deformation on clamped wing normal modes

The isolated pylons have been also subjected to the
inertia loading in the range [-ig, 2 .5g]. Figure 9 shows the effect of inertia + aerodynamic

Low frequency pylon modes found have been: lateral loading on the clamped with pylons. The modes show a
bending, pitch and yaw. similar pattern that in figure 8 although a lot more

The evolution of frequency of these modes with the load pronounced. Even the bending modes change (very

factor has been completely flat in the studied range. mild).

There are two eigenvalues that become negative at
certain load factor. Both have in the end significant

3.5 Clamped wing plus inboard and outboard contribution of engine pylon yaw mode.
engine pylons normal modes results.

Figure 8 shows the effect of the inertia loading in the Again the modes more affected are the pylon yaw and

range [-ig, 2.5g]. The case of Og corresponds with the the wing chordwise. Larger order wing torsion modes

jig shape modes and has been obtained with the linear like (4WT) are also significantly affected

solution. The case of Ig corresponds with the GVT Due to the presence of pylons, the 3WTX and 3WT are
simulation. not so coupled at Og as in the wing without pylons case

The evolution of most of the modes is quite smooth. Due and their evolution with load factor is more similar

to the presence of the pylons, the crossings of modes are between figure 8 and figure 9.

more pronounced that in the wing without pylons case. Comparing modes at I g of figure 8 and figure 9 it can be
There is one eigenvalue that becomes negative at large seen that in two cases the tendency of a mode in GVT is
load factors. It corresponds to the outboard pylon yaw different from in-flight: the O/B pylon yaw and the
mode. 2WT. Corrections of these two modes will produce a

Wing bending modes are not affected by load factor. worse model for in-flight modal comparison.
Pylon yaws and wing chordwise modes (especially
3WTX) are the most affected modes. Wing torsion
modes show slight variations.
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A3XX Status 10c clamped wing with pylons
Effect of inertia loading and deformation

4WT

3WT

6WB

St - • ', I I I I I3W TX

o2WT

8 5WB

.1WT

A4WB
E • IEY

OEY 2WTX
S, , • ,• •1•-IWB

- 2WB

IPY•__.•_.•__ r•cA• • • •P

[] •-PY 1WB

-1.0 -0.5 0•. 0.5 (1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
(JIG) (VT) gS~g's

Figure 8.- Effect of inertia + deformation on clamped wing with engine pylons normal modes

A3)0(Status 10c clamped wing with pylons

Effect of inertia and aerodynamic loading and deformation

2WT _ 3WI'X WT+T
.. w-"• ' :-• • •3 3WT

-1 . •..0 -0.50. 1 .0 1. 2.02.

S•, o nWB

UP'Y \ Tj •VVI +U•Y Ir'PP+IP'Y

"-1.0 "0.5 (.0• 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

g's

Figure 9.- Effect of inertia + aerodynamic loading + deformation on clamped wing with engine pylons normal
modes
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the large split elevators on the HTP modes is a new
3.6 Effect of flexibility problem briefly described in this section.

To verify that the results found for a very flexible wing The A3XX Horizontal Tailplane FEM model (status
of a megaliner like the A3XX are indeed due to its large 10c) has been used to perform the analysis of the linear
flexibility, a verification case has been run using a model normal modes while changing the elevator angle.
of an aircraft significantly more rigid. Due to its size, the elevator of the A3XX will be split in

The CASA C-295 is a medium size military transport two spanwise parts. In the present analysis both elevators
with 21000 kg of MTOW in civil operations and 23200 have been deflected simultaneously from -25' to + 250.
kg. of MTOW in military operations. Figure 11 shows the effect of the elevator deflection in

The frequency of the first symmetric wing bending of all clamped HTP modes up to 40. Hz
the C-295 is -roughly- between 4 and 5 times larger
than that of the A3XX.

Figure 10 shows the effect of inertia, aerodynamic and f(Hz)40  Clamped HTP normal modes

displacement on the modes of the CASA C-295 wing at EL

different load factors. -- ET
35 -21EB

C295 clamped wing HT
Effect of inertia + aerodynamic loads + deformation 30

f (Hz) 20 - " U " - - - " IET
2HTX

25 - ( LI

u [] 0n [] [] ERoll
I I I2WB

20-

e EYaw C •OEB

o -ETZ 15

1× In • k ,( I1W TX ;ERO

i ._BERP

A A A 6 IWT 10 -

0 0 - ETh M R 2 E3 13 9 E 9 9 - 1 HTX

o E3 G 0 o a E3 El IWB 5 i

1HB

0-
-25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25

-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

(JIG) g IsElevators deflection angle (deg)

Figure 10.- Effect of large loads and deformations on Figure 11.- Effect of elevator deflection angle on a

a relatively rigid aircraft (CASA C-295) megaliner HTP clamped modes.

Bending modes are un-affected as in the case of a more Bending modes show no influence of the deflection

flexible wing. But, in addition, the torsion, chordwise angle. It means that the elevator chordwise bending

modes, engine-truss etc are also basically un-affected contribution even at +250 or -25' is negligible. The most

showing that the non-linear effect in modes presented in affected modes are:

previous sections is due to the large flexibility of the 0 2sd HTP chordwise (2HTX)
megaliner wing. 0 Elevators rotation in-phase (ERP)

* Elevators rotation out of phase (ERO)

4 Effect on HTP modes of elevators deflection * HTP torsion (HT)

angle. 2 d Inboard elevator bending (2IEB)

Within the Airbus consortium, CASA has been The effect can be quantified in roughly 6 % in frequency

responsible of the design, analysis, manufacturing and at maximum deflection angle.

certification of the Horizontal Tailplanes (HTP). In the
case of a megaliner, the horizontal tailplane area is well
above 200 square meters. The effect of the deflections of
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FLIGHT SIMULATION WITHIN THE FRAME OF
MULTIDISCIPLINARY OPTIMIZATION OF LARGE

FLEXIBLE AIRCRAFT

Armin Rommel*

DaimlerChrysler Aerospace Airbus GmbH
P.O. Box 95 01 09

D-21111 Hamburg

Abstract e.ro vector of aerodynamic forces and moments
Fge. vector of forces and moments due to 1g
F_ vector of engine forces and moments

The disciplines flight mechanics / flight control and Fhight vector of gravity forces

structural dynamics have to work closely together when FBW fly by wire
large flexible aircraft, such as A340-600 and A3XX, are FCS flight control system
designed. The flight-control system has to be designed fm flight mechanical
under the constraint that structural oscillation resonances or Grorlire,, function of forces and moments
unacceptable levels of structural loads have to be avoided. H altitude
Especially the integration of flight control and structural I moments of inertia
control requires multidisciplinary cooperation. In the IRS inertial reference system
potential conflict between handling qualities and minimal JAR joint aviation regulations
structural loads requirements the flight-control law 1/g landing gear
parameters have to be optimized. This paper describes Ma mach number
enhancements of real-time flight simulation in order to ny lateral load factor
integrate the pilot into the control loop especially with n. longitudinal load factor
respect to the effects of cockpit accelerations. The p pitch rate
enhancements cover the coupling of rigid body motion and q roll rate
flexible modes in order to analyze the effects of r yaw rate
neighboring frequencies, as well as the inclusion of R/A radio altitude
simplified loads computation within the real-time TUB Technical University Berlin
simulation environment. Moreover, a cost-effective way of u control vector
simulation-model development is presented. This covers x vector of elasticity states
model development and testing/validation on a fixed-base xf vector of rigid a/c states (flight mechanics)
engineering flight simulator followed by a proven model vector of rigid a/c states (NASTRAN based)
transfer onto a six degrees of freedom motion simulator v output vector
where intensive pilot-in-the-loop investigations can be ýL interfacing matrix for xf
carried out. 0 roll angle

0 pitch angle
Nomenclature yaw angle

A state matrix Indices:
AL adapted state matrix
a/c aircraft e due to elasticity
APC aircraft pilot coupling ee effect on elasticity due to elasticity
AS Aerospatiale ef effect on elasticity due to fm rigid a/c motion
AST automatic simulation test er effect on elasticity due to rigid a/c motion
B control matrix f due to fm rigid a/c motion
BL adapted control matrix ff effect on fm rigid a/c motion due to
C output state matrix fm rigid a/c motion
CL adapted output state matrix f body fixed axes
c/g center of gravity k kinetic track fixed axes
CIFSI cockpit interface simulation r due to rigid a/c motion
D output control matrix re effect on rigid a/c motion due to elasticity
DL adapted output control matrix rr effect on rigid a/c motion due to
DA DaimlerChrysler Aerospace Airbus rigid a/c motion
FAR federal aviation regulations yf effect on output values due to

fm rigid a/c motion

Development Engineer Flight Mechanics,

Flight Guidance and Control

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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1. Introduction specialized views between the handling quality and
structural dynamics disciplines, due to the problems

There is a correlation between aircraft size and the traditionally being addressed and the mathematical solving
frequencies of the elastic modes i.e. the bigger an aircraft, methods usually being applied. This situation is
the lower the frequencies. Large flexible aircraft have accompanied by the fact that, because already the complex
elastic modes in a frequency region which potentially core disciplines alone require specialist's know-how to
overlaps with piloting activity. Therefore the flight control cover the a/c behavior mathematically, it is nearly
systems (FCS) of these aircraft have to be designed such impossible for individuals to acquire sufficient knowledge
that aircraft pilot coupling (APC) due to elasticity is and experience in each area, to achieve the mentioned
impossible in every flight condition. Moreover with today's model exactness in the lower, higher and in the
fly by wire (FBW) flight control technology there is intermediate frequency regime, where the disciplines and
potential for active control of the lower frequency elastic physical phenomena are overlapping.
modes. Such active control is under development (see also
/I/ and /2/) for large transport aircraft to be certified under Keeping the common goal of interdisciplinary harmonized
JAR 25 / FAR 25. A major challenge of such active control modeling and control problem solving in mind, the
development consists of the requirements being driven specialists first need to exchange a sufficient, but limited
interdisciplinary by structural dynamics and handling knowledge of their traditional mathematical abstractions
qualities, and solving methods. This includes usual methodological

prerequisites, assumptions, approximations and limits. It is
Traditionally, besides crew training, flight simulation is a advantageous, when the participating specialists generally
tool in the discipline of flight mechanics which aims to can remain within their traditional way of thinking. Then
achieve good handling qualities of new aircraft designs appropriate, harmonized interfacing and data exchange is
before first flight. This includes simulation usage for FCS the key, in order to achieve the interdisciplinary model
development and testing. Flight simulators provide the architecture which allows flight mechanics as well as
possibility to bring the pilot into the control loop in real aeroelastics and loads disciplines to consider and
time. Embedded into the technology framework called 3E- implement the common model as an add-on to their
Flex ibl e-Aircraft, the Airbus partners are expanding flight traditional approaches, algorithms and software. Model
simulation utilization into the aeroservoelastic design loop, application on each side leads consequently to comparing
The target is to identify and eliminate tendencies of APC calculations and a fruitful, slightly iterative model fine
due to a/c elasticity early in the development process. tuning.
Inherent to the fact that frequencies of elastic modes are
higher than frequencies of rigid a/c response, moving flight Specific adaptations and simplifications due to the needs of
simulator utilization is a must. Development flight the varying mode! applications are jointly generated and
simulators with a motion system are very rare. cross checked between the disciplines. For example the real

time calculation requirement for the flight simulator
Located at Technical University Berlin there is a special application leads to a limited number of elastic modes
A330/A340 training flight simulator featuring a doubled which can be taken into account. While the necessary
simulation computer which can be run alternatively instead selection and application of mode reduction methodology
of the certified, sealed training computer. Therefore the has been found best practicable by aeroelastics specialists,
simulator is also accessible for scientific tasks. This the real time specific coding as well as the integration
accessibility to development engineers allows for varying method evaluation and selection profited by the flight
a/c models as well as systems simulations to be mechanics' experience.
implemented. Nevertheless, due to the limited, slotted
access to this moving flight simulator, th main Concerning the interdisciplinary cooperation process which
development work is better performed within a relies strongly on massive data exchange, automation has
conventional fixed base flight simulation environment, been found very important. Interdisciplinary model
Therefore a robust and efficient model transfer from the preparation and coding as well as model transfer between
fixed base engineering onto the moving flight simulator is a the flight simulators have been developed such that
major achievement, automatic software processes resulted immediately. This is

already advantageous as long as the mentioned iterative
The necessary interdisciplinary cooperation starts with the fine tuning is performed.
development of a mathematical model of large flexible
aircraft. The modeling approach presented in this paper is
distinguished by being generally exact in the core
frequency regimes of the according disciplines. This means
on the one hand that low frequency rigid body motion as
well as higher frequency aircraft elasticity can be computed
with the best algorithms available for the according
physical problem. On the other hand the dynamic coupling
between rigid body motion and elastic modes is fully
included within the model. Such a solution can be achieved
mathematically by elaboration of appropriate interfacing
between the model contributions from the core activities of
the concerned disciplines.

But this achievement is based strongly on good
interdisciplinary cooperation of the relevant specialists,
providing the proven and advanced know-how of their
disciplines. The complexity of interdisciplinary rigid/elastic Figure 1: Development Flight Simulator Cockpit
a/c modeling has been found mainly in the different
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Since the data acquisition, evaluation and interpretation was
mainly performed by the cooperating partners from
Technical University Berlin, and since the results can fill an
extra paper at a later time, here only some general
highlights shall be summarized:

0 Obvious from the beginning was that significant
coupling would occur only when the pilot has a tight
grip on the side-stick. This was realized during the
experiments by a mistrim (could be switched on/off) in
pitch and roll axes within the a/c aerodynamic model,
requiring to fly around a non-zero side-stick position.
Since FBW control laws would compensate for that
mistrim, flying in direct law was a must.

0 The differentiation between lower and higher gain tasks
was negligible in comparison to the differences between
mentally lower and higher gain pilots. In order to
investigate the worst case situation, the highest
amplitude transfer functions should be considered in the
off-line calculations.

Scientific Computer N Understanding the seat as a damped spring-mass-

system, typical eigenfrequencies around 4 Hz have been
Training Computer] discovered.

Figure 2: Motion Flight Simulator & Scientific Computer * Interesting cross couplings between z-accelerations and
roll-stick-inputs and (less severe) vice versa between y-
accelerations and pitch-stick-inputs were observed,
which should not be neglected in future aeroelastic

2. Fli2ht Simulation Activities stability calculations, since here a path to potential
excitement of each (lateral and longitudinal) elastic

In order to ensure that aircraft elasticity does not lead to mode is existent.
unfavorable coupling with pilot in the loop control, flight
simulation can be an advantageous tool from early in the 2.2 Inclusion of elastic Modes
design process onwards. With respect to the efforts of
supporting the aeroservoelastic design process introduced
before, there are the following areas of flight simulation In order to prepare piloted tests with respect to APC due to
contributions: elasticity, flight simulators must include the effects

resulting from elastic mode excitations. Two main kinds of

2.1 Support for off-line Stability Calculations additional signals have to be calculated:

0 Cockpit accelerations being composed from rigid a/c
The bio-mechanical coupling resulting from cockpit movement and from elastic deformations, in order to be
accelerations due to a/c elasticity has been addressed here. realized by the flight simulator's motion system.
The outcome are transfer functions from cockpit
accelerations to side-stick inputs, via seat and pilot. These
transfer functions were included into aeroelastic stability ( Sensor signals including elasticity contributions
calculations. In the past such specialized flutter calculations (mainly IRS signals) as load factors (n,0, n), rotationalalr ad c ns d er d h e fl gh co tr l ys e m y nc us onof rates (p, q, r) as w ell as attitu des (4, 0, wg) to be
already considered the flight control system by inclusion ointerfaced with the flight control laws and for cockpitsensor feed-backs and flight control laws, but closing the vision and indications.
loop via the pilot is new.

Flight simulation has played its role for the generation of Additionally the height of the landing gear above ground,

the cockpit-to-stick transfer functions. In the moving flight including the variations due to the elastic a/c structure is

simulator a series of tests with Airbus line and test-pilots valuable for improved touch down simulations. Once the
was performed. Separated between low and high gain calculation of the elastic modes and its coupling with the
piloting tasks (attitude hold and landing approach rigid a/c movement is included within the flight simulation
respectively), there were artificial cockpit accelerations software, all the above mentioned signals can be gained as

superimposed with the motions known from training output values. Up to now incorporation of the cockpit

simulators, especially without elastic modes in the a/c accelerations is completed.
model. With the intention to have common excitations for
all the tests, sweeps of known frequency behavior were It is evident that for utilization in flight simulators the a/c
imposed in z- as well as in y-direction. So here the flight model has to be represented in time domain. The
simulator was used as a simple shaker, but with the real mathematical setup of the interdisciplinary model is
cockpit environment and pilots in real flying conditions. described in chapter 3. The related software generation and

transportation process follows in chapter 4.
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Due to the fact that the flight simulator application requires dependencies (sensitivities) of loads from critical,
real time calculation capability, the following aspects are of interdisciplinary relevant FCL parameters already in early
special importance: design phases. The loads algorithms have been simplified

by the contributing specialists, in order to meet the real
"* Computing power is a limiting factor. It has been a big time capability requirement.

step forward that both involved flight simulation
environments (fixed base engineering as well as the At this stage the interfaced loads package is separate from
moving-simulator) benefited from computer hardware the inclusion of the aeroelastic modes mentioned before.
upgrades during the elasticity inclusion phase up to the Explicit modes or loads computation can be switched on
current status. The openness to such upgrades, alternatively only. In the future both structural dynamics
following the still rapidly improving hardware model contributions shall be merged. The reason for the
development will once more be welcome when future current intermediate status is the already mentioned
simulation model enhancements (see chapter 5) will be intention within the interdisciplinary cooperation that the
incorporated, participating specialists evolutionary contribute and

enhance their proven methodologies while avoiding
"* Special software coding, adapted to the real time revolutionary forced changes of their proven ways of

requirement, is still favorable. Especially since the thinking.
usage of intensive optimization during software
compilation has once more been found being notM
adequately robust for flight simulation application, real
tim e ad ap tation s on source cod e lev el are v alu ab le. .. . . ... . . r

Despite inline coding, with respect to larger matrix ..........
operations within the included elastic mode in . .n-oott Mx
calculations, it has been achieved to save about 70% of ,mzF~o-Roo,
computation time by automatic elimination of all
permanent multiplication-by-zero-operations on source
code level. -. . .. ..

" Investigation for the most advantageous numerical ...........
integration method pays off. For the elasticity
calculation part of the flight simulator application, the U 2) "lem]Y
2  d o r d e r A d a m ' s B a s h f o r t h a l g o r i t h m -.. . . Y - 0 . . . . . . ..o n

JUI.,- .l--:47:4 Lq3:1141DUlC(I1) [mn, FIN)]; Yu- -d50 Ym- OmO YO- 050]

y(t) = y(t - 1) + ( x . At (1) Figure 3: Quicklook on loads parameters during simulation

has been proven to be suited best. It offers a good 2.4 Simulator Motion System Validation
compromise between numerical stability and total
computation time. The according cycle time of
5.55 msec resulted from a general 60 Hz requirement Before reliable predictions on APC tendencies with respect
due to the moving simulator environment and from a to new large flexible aircraft can be gained through piloted
threefold computation of the elastic modes within this moving flight simulator investigations, it has been found
frame. favorable to validate the capability of the simulator's

motion system being signaled by the enhanced a/c model.
"Besides data recordings of measured accelerations, the realNevertheless, the number of calculated elastic modes proof shall be the reproduction of elasticity phenomena

has to be limited in comparison with usual off-line known from the A340-300 flight test phase. Doing this
structural dynamics (loads and flutter) calculations, successfully will provide confidence in the addressed APC
Mode reduction methods are a separate field of science. prediction capabilities of the enhanced simulation tool.
For the present implementation Karpel's method/4/has Because motion system performance decreases with
been used by the structural dynamics specialists, increasing frequencies, and because the mode frequencies

of the future large flexible a/c, such as A340-600 and
The realized inclusion of cockpit accelerations due to A3XX, will be lower than of A340-300, there will be
elasticity has been presented to pilots in the moving flight sufficient certainty.
simulator. The feedback has been positive. Elastic
vibrations have been found similar to the behavior known At this stage preparation work (including hardware based
from slightly gusty conditions. Measured simulator cockpit FCL implementation) for the phenomenon reproduction in
accelerations show good coincidence with the commanded cooperation between AS, DA and TUB is nearly completed,
signals from the output of the included elastic mode and pilots soon will be invited for the according simulator
calculations. sessions.

2.3 Inclusion of simplified Loads Computations 2.5 Early APC Avoidance

For the ability to investigate the influences of FCS designs As introduced, ensuring that new aircraft-, FCS- and FCL-
on structural loads by piloted flight simulations, real time designs avoid tendencies for occurrence of APC due to
capable loads computations are also included into the flight elasticity, improved real time flight simulation shall provide
simulation software. This is not intended for the experimental assistance. This support is regarded as highly
reproduction of design loads, but for the judgment of future efficient, because designs can be analyze d a optimized
loads control functions and for the determination of the
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already in early design phases, especially through the pilot is a prerequisite for flight simulation, transformation of the
in the loop capability before first flight. Within the aeroelastic mode equations from frequency domain into
aeroservoelastic design process, especially parameter tuning time domain is necessary, but was proven in the past.
for acceptable elastic mode amplitudes and minimized
loads in conjunction with good handling qualities can be Therefore the aeroelastic state space model formulation
judged and controlled by the feed-backs from flight
simulator sessions. It also brings pilots' expertise into the = A xe + B • u (2)
design loop earlier. Future integral flight control laws can =---ee -e --e -(

be optimized with respect to their effectiveness becoming
interdisciplinary approved. is one starting point. In order to present the formula easier

to survey, gust disturbances are omitted here. Linearized 6
degrees of freedom rigid a/c motion can be written

The current status of work is preparedness according to correspondingly:
modeling and simulation setup process, as described in the
following chapters. Impressive is, when flying the elastic 5:, = A • x, + B • u (3)
A340-300 in the moving simulator, the FCL behavior with - rr =r -
respect to elasticity can be felt hands-on. For example when
flying an approach and trying to excite elastic modes on The vector x is part of the aeroelastic discipline's
purpose via the side-stick (note: This is no APC!), and contribution. Per se it is not identical with the vector Xf
when passing through 500 ft R/A, an FCL internal within the flight mechanics formulation (see below). The
switching, affecting elasticity becomes immediately vector xj is the best possible approximation of x2. It results
obvious due to the motion impression. This capability for from inclusion of the rigid a/c modes into the structural
direct behavior identification, related to elasticity, is the dynamics tool called NASTRAN and from a specialized
driving factor for the described activities, targeting piloted mode approximation supported vice versa by flight
motion flight simulator investigations. Additionally, such mechanics contributions of the exact modes. According to
experiments should be avoided in the real aircraft because /3/ a coupled state space model is determined:
unnecessary loads would contribute to structural fatigue.

r [] Art Are] [Xir] [1r u (4)

3. Aircraft Modeling I& (4

As indicated before, the achieved interdisciplinary a/c
modeling is the joint outcome of contributions from flight Equation (3) can be rewritten for the exact flight

mechanics as well as structural dynamics disciplines. The mechanical behavior:

intention to couple the algorithms of rigid a/c movement
and elastic modes by appropriate interfacing lead to a _f =-Aff "Xf + Bf (5)

summary of the different traditional methodologies
according to table 1. Now the specialty of the cooperative interdisciplinary

model is a transformation of equation (4) with two

Flight Mechanics & Aeroelastics & specified attributes:

Maneuver Loads Gust Loads U The vector _x must follow stationary the path ofx2.

formulation in time formulation in frequency U Therefore the coupling matrix _, (rigid due to elastic)
domain domain may only lead to dynamic deviations of X around the

path of xf with frequencies upwards from the lowest
nonlinear equations of linear equations of motion frequency elastic mode.
motion

The stationary effects of elasticity onto & and & have been
absolute states states as small deviations found to be best incorporated by the flexible factors, which

are part of the flight mechanical model contribution; here
nonlinear flight possibility of state space represented within x The transformation of equation (4),
simulation simulations after transformation for which the aeroelastics specialists perform a special

eigenvector calculation, leads to a formulation with Xf as

limited to motion of c/g, direct access to motion of any an additional input:
plus geometrical grid point
relations as for cockpit-,
l/g- or tail-motion [ Ir 1 1AL "_re 1

"_xe •Lf ] L~ AL AL x(

Table 1: Different Methodologies [BLr
I BL~ u

The following interdisciplinary methodology has been
developed from the traditional ones within aeroelastics and
flight mechanics. For the interfacing cooperation the agreed An output vector v results from integration of "r and
common coordinate system is body-fixed, originating in the
c/g. The result is open for direct loads computation as well, y = OL * "f + CL • x, + CL -xe + DL. u (7)
but this is future work. Because formulation in time domain - fr Ce +
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The output vector Y gives cockpit accelerations, sensor mentioned flight condition and only the deviations being
signals, 1/g above ground deviation due to elasticity and any interfaced. For the reproduction of known elasticity
other grid point motion needed for flight simulator phenomena in the flight simulators such proceeding can be
application, sufficient.

The main feature that x, does not receive a backward Nevertheless for future investigations, focusing on APC
coupling from the mode equations (6) and (7), allows for a due to elasticity, a wider simulation capability within the
replacement of xf from the linear equation (5) by the same entire flight envelope is desirable. This will be achieved by

vector being calculated nonlinear: consideration of larger numbers of flight condition related
state space models and by sophisticated interpolation
methodology. Related preparation work is documented in

"Xf = Gnonlinear (Eaero, F thrustFweight, gea(8) /5/, where the required computation power and the
numerical complexity of this task are becoming visible (see

The function Gnoniine can be derived from the flight also chapter 5).

mechanical equations of motion; typical translatory The presented interdisciplinary modeling methodology is
equation: characterized by two peculiarities:

1k] IXA [xF U Flight mechanics as well as structural dynamics
k = 1 yA +_1 Y F disciplines can both implement the interdisciplinary

m f Amodel as an add-on to their traditional modeling. Flight
-f f mechanics interface the equations (6) and (7) via &,

-sin 0 as described. Structural dynamics receive a linearized
* grigid a/c simulator-model according to equation (5), and+ sin (D cos O • g (9) then they can perform comparing off-line calculations

cos (D cos a in their proven environment.

qkWk - rkv k1 U The interdisciplinary model features exactness at both
kk -kk low frequency rigid modes are dominated by the vector

PkVk - qkUk L, x Calculation of L, is not influenced by the model
upgrade. Higher elastic mode frequencies (vector _) are

And typical rotatory equation: correct as well, because the eigenvector calculation
between equation (4) and (6) leaves them unchanged.
Through parallel calculation of _x, also the intermediate

k+LF frequency regime and the full rigid/elastic coupling is
4k =I-' M' + MF incorporated with best possible fidelity. The deviation

f - A +of the c/g motion, due to elastic modes and due to the
k Ncoupling, is permanently accessible by the difference

(10) xL - xf, which stationary fades to zero.

- rkk (1x -- IzY)+p - rPk )lxz .Wr rcs

Pkq (I" -- Ix) + qkrl2 _ f

[ kqkr(I I') + qkrkJ I~jJThe development of the interdisciplinary modeling

with: methodology has been performed in close cooperation
between flight mechanics and structural dynamics
specialists. Comparative calculations where performed at all

aer=[xAyAzA,LA,MA NA]T (11) levels of progress. Automation of data generation and
S .. ..L transfer as well as software code generation and transfer has

FF ,N T ] been incorporated already from the beginning of the
Fthrust +Fgear =XF, y, ZF' LF' MF, NF] (12) development. The process leads to piloted investigations in

-sin ® the six degrees of freedom, moving flight simulator located
at TUB. Sessions in the moving flight simulator are slotted

_weight = sin*I Cosa g (13) into it's main utilization as a training device. The limited

Cos 0 cos ® accessibility and the higher costs per simulation hour lead
to the decision, to develop and transfer fully tested models
to Berlin.

The equations (9) and (10) are typically implemented
within flight simulators. They are the source for interfacing Development and testing of the flight simulation software
with the elasticity. But there is a significant distinction to was carried out at DA's engineering flight simulator,
be interpreted before deriving *f in equation (8) directly. featuring a fixed base generic cockpit with vision and

sound. Here accessibility is better and costs are lower. This
This distinction comes from the fact that the linear state development simulation environment also has been used in
Thspace modistinction cmbess from th attat thesinglear sate parallel for off-line calculations. The automatic simulation
space model (6) describes deviations from a single flight test (AST) is a tool, which has been adapted especially for
condition. Such a working point is defined by a certain (H, the checkout of the interdisciplinary modeling. It allows
Ma) combination. Therefore kXf in (8) corresponds with the simulations to be run by scenarios predefined on a text file

absolute values in (9) and (10) being initialized at the level and leads directly to specific plots.
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compilation and link)

Structural Dynamics U Intensive off-line automatic simulation testing (AST)

Computer Environment and real-time tests in the development simulator with
engineering pilots in the loop, widely covering the
targeted model functionality and using CIFSI (see
below) in order to ensure a seamless model transfer
onto the moving flight simulator.

Inter- Fight- U Model transfer: TUB specific software adaptation,
disciplinary mechanical compressing extraction, centralization and final

State Aircraft dvlpetsmltrcek
Mpatrces DerModies (Automation: Press a button and copy on a disk)

U Running the transferred model on the moving simulator
and being prepared for piloted evaluations related to
APC due to elasticity.

Fligt Mehanis Geeric(Automation: Read the software from disk, compile,
Simultor fxed-link and run the simulation)

Cockpit Software interfacing between the two simulation
environments consists of two features (TUB interface and
CIFSI). Cooperating specialists from TUB have prepared a
FORTRAN interface, based on only two common blocks,

Inter- Speci- which allows for a (now plug and play) integration of any
disciplinary fication a/c simulation model independently from the otherwise

Fligh forpresent A3301A340 related systems architecture and
Simulation CIESI interdependence. The software environment of IDA's

Model Testing development flight simulator has been connected with this
interface in order to make the a/c modeling structure
transferable. Initially the software could be switched for
running in either environment.

TUB Scientific Airbus But now, in a second step, the achieved status was further
SmltrICockpit improved. A destined cockpit interface simulation (CIFSI)

Host Computer & has been developed which replicates the moving simulator
Motion interface already within the development flight simulator.

Using CIFSI means that DA's cockpit behaves virtually
identically to the cockpit in Berlin. Finally it is this feature
which allows for sufficient testing, including testing of the

Figure 4: Cooperation and data/software transfers TUB specific interfacing before the model transfer. Besides
the mentioned automation, this early, in depth testing
capability is the real cost-saver featuring this process and

From the point of view of flight mechanic the following allowing for the seamless a/c simulation model transfer.
steps belong to the creation of a running simulation, after a
common decision for a flight condition to be investigated:

"* Calculation of flight mechanic a/c derivatives and rigid 5 uueAtvte

a/c modes; delivery to structural dynamics in an agreed5.LaeAicftFihSmutonMdl
format.5.LagAicatFihSiuainMdl
(Automation: Pressing a button and sending an e-mail)

According to the presented methodologies flight simulation
"* Structural dynamics specialists calculate the elastic modeling shall be applied on new large flexible aircraft

modes and the full coupling (by a complex and such as A340-600 and A3XX, permanently taking the latest
intensive off-line computation), thereby generating the specifications into account. These models shall respectively
values of the matrices presented in the equations (6) be transferred onto the moving flight simulator, allowing
and (7); delivery of these values back to flight early detection of possible tendencies for APC due to
mechanics in an agreed format. elasticity and of according impacts on loads.
(Automation: Pressing a button, waiting and sending an
e-mail) 5.2 Further Modeling Improvements

"* Real time capable coding of the equations (6) and (7).
(Automation: Pressing a button and getting in return a As indicated before, flight simulation is most useful when
FORTRAN subroutine ready for compilation) the modeling is applicable within the entire flight envelope.

The current status, to initialize the dynamic a/c elasticity
"* Implementation of this routine into DA's engineering modeling at certain flight conditions and then simulate

flight simulator environment, where the a/c specific nearby (with respect to altitude and Mach number
simulation and the necessary interfacing are ready for variations), shall be overcome. Since the linear state space
service, modeling of the elasticity part will remain the only one
(Automation: Copy onto the simulator HOST computer, applicable in the foreseeable future, interpolations within a
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larger number of state space models is the intended way to with a fixed base cockpit is the main software development
proceed. tool with good accessibility and lower costs. And a special

moving flight simulator with a scientific computation
Introducing investigations on the topic addressing facility, allowing variable a/c modeling, is the target for the
interpolations of such specific state space models have been APC related piloted investigations. A proven model transfer
performed and documented in /5/. Besides the proper from the development onto the moving flight simulator has
definition of absolute states and the related deviations from been realized to a plug-and-play standard. The
them, the challenge consists of an inherent coincidence, interdisciplinary cooperation process profits from
States and independent interpolation variables partially automation, being widely designed into all data and
overlap. For example altitude is the one independent software exchange steps from the beginning.
interpolation variable and in parallel it is a state within each
single linear model. The other independent interpolation
variable, the Mach number, is embedded within each single 7. References
linear model with even more complexity. The states contain
a/c velocity separated into body-fixed axes components,
and the velocity of sound is dependent on altitude. /1/ Koenig, K., Schuler, J.: Integral Control of

Additionally the new interpolation methodology will Large Flexible Aircraft, Proceedings of

require a huge amount of computation power for real time RTA/AVT Meeting on Structural Aspects of

capable realization. That's why the presented openness of Flexible Aircraft Control, Ottawa, Fall 1999

the involved flight simulation environments with respect to
hardware upgrades is so welcome also in the future. /2/ Kubica, F., Fath, D.: Passenger Comfort

Improvement by Integrated Control Law

5.3 Work on Loads Control Functions Design, Proceedings of RTA/AVT Meeting on
Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control,
Ottawa, Fall 1999

Special functionality for flight control laws, in order to
keep loads at low levels, is under development at DA. /3/ Schuler, J.: Flugregelung und aktive
Feasibility and value of these loads control functions shall Schwingungsdiimpfungfiirflexible Grofiraum-
also be validated by pilot-in-the-loop sessions utilizing the flugzeuge -Modellbildung und Simulation,
presented flight simulations within the multidisciplinary VDI Verlag, Dfisseldorf, 1998,
aeroservoelastic design process. ISBN 3-18-368808-5

5.4 Implementation of interdisciplinary FCLs /4/ Karpel, M.: Reduced-Order A eroelastic Models
via Dynamic Residualization, Journal of
Aircraft, Vol. 27, No. 5, May 1990

Finally future flight control laws, improved for the needs of
large flexible aircraft, shall prove their effectiveness with /5/ Massing, G.E.: Untersuchungen zur
respect to the interdisciplinary requirements from structural Anwendbarkeit mehrdimensionaler linearer
dynamics and flight mechanics / handling qualities. Piloted Interpolation aufDifferentialgleichungen im
flight simulations shall provide support within the design Zustandsraum, Diplomarbeit, Technical
process from early phases onwards and confidence with University Berlin, May 1999
respect to successful avoidance of APC tendencies due to
elasticity, especially before first flight. The intermediate
frequency regime, where the rigid a/c motion and the
coupled elasticity are overlapping, and where the
cooperating disciplines of structural dynamics and flight
mechanics come parallel in touch, is the intended area for
promising new flight simulation utilization, in particular
pilot-in-the-loop simulation including cockpit motions.

6. Conclusions

This paper presented an approach to utilize pilot-in-the-
loop flight simulation within the aeroservoelastic design
process of large flexible aircraft. The intention is avoidance
of APC due to elasticity and of excessive loads early during
the development and especially before first flight.
Successful interdisciplinary cooperation between structural
dynamics and flight mechanics has been achieved. The
cooperation found a modeling methodology, which can be
considered in both disciplines as an add-on to their
traditional approaches. It features exactness for rigid a/c
motion as well as for the structural modes. In the
intermediate frequency regime, where the phenomena are
overlapping, highest possible fidelity of the model has been
achieved through full coupling of rigid motion and
elasticity. Two flight simulators are involved, each
providing its advantages. An engineering flight simulator
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Mobility Analysis of a Heavy Off-Road Vehicle

Using a Controlled Suspension

M. H6nlinger, U. Glauch
Krauss-Maffei Wegmann GmbH&Co.KG

Krauss-Maffei- StraBe 11
80997 Munich, Germany

Summary

Driving safety and ride comfort of cross-country 2. Controlled Chassis Systems

vehicles can be improved with the help of a controlled In chassis engineering, balancing of the chassis is a
spring/suspension system. The present paper describes difficult and often quite demanding optimization task.

the impact of a semiactive and partially active chassis For optimum ride comfort, spring and suspension rates
system on the driving behaviour of a cross-country 8x8 should be as soft as possible. However, the related heavy
wheeled vehicle. The mobility analysis is based on a body movements are detrimental for the driving safety.
multibody vehicle model used for simulating cross- This is why for reasons of driving safety, the spring and

country drives and handling. To start with, the suspension rates should be as hard as possible, in order

fundamental "Skyhook"-principle is used for controlling; to reduce body movements and dynamic wheel load
vertical accelerations and vehicle movements are clearly deviations to a minimum. This will ensure good road
reduced on rough tracks and sine wave lanes. contact and uniform load transmission of all wheels.

Fig. 2 is a graphic description of the target conflict
1. Introduction between ride comfort and driving safety. If we take the

Especially for cross-country vehicles, the active chassis body acceleration - as a measure for the ride comfort - in
instead of a conventional chassis offers numerous dependence on the dynamic wheel load - as a measure
advantages. Adjustment of the chassis to the road and to for the driving safety, a limiting curve of the physically
the driving situation offers numerous possibilities for possible can be derived for fixed pairs of shock
improving the driving safety and the ride comfort and for absorbers and spring rigidity /1/. Due to the fixed
reducing component wear and surface load, at the same characteristic curves, a vehicle with passive
time. spring/suspension system can only cover one point on

the envelopment curves, which will be either in favour of
Upon closer examination of the total vehicle system ride comfort or of driving safety, depending on the
from the point of view driving safety and ride comfort, vehicle philosophy. In this context, the specific
next to the tyres the wheel suspension system has the requirements of the vehicle, the expected road excitation
greatest effects. Hence, interventions in this area will and the driving situation must also be taken into
make sense in order to obtain fundamental consideration.
improvements as regards driving safety and ride comfort.

Active chassis systems are characterised by the fact that
Priority was given to this part ofthe investigation which the loads between wheel and body are not created in
was made with the help of a multibody simulation tool. dependence on the spring and damper rate, but can be
Starting point was a cross-country 8x8 wheeled vehicle, applied according to requirements by means of external
fig. 1, which in the simulation was provided with a basicSb energy admission. By this means, the physical limits of
Skyhook chassis control and compared to the passive wheel suspension systems shown in fig. 2 can be
conventional chassis. With the help of vehicle overoe.

simulations, the possibilities for mobility improvements

with the help of controlled chassis were to be Today, various systems are used for controlled chassis
investigated, which can be subdivided into 3 groups, as can be seen

from fig. 3 /2,3/:
As a rule, the mobility of a vehicle is determined by the

possible maximum cross-country speed of the vehicle. - Adaptive systems are characterised by slowly
On rough tracks and on good roads, maximum speed is adjustable spring-/suspension elements, the load
mainly limited by the comfort of the ride, with due characteristic of which can be adapted to the ride
consideration of the driving safety. This is why the situation; i.e. in dependence on the speed, the driving
present investigation is mainly concentrating on the manoeuvres or thecondition oftheroad.
consequences for the comfort of the ride. Semiactive systems operated with rapidly adjustable

spring/suspension elements, which facilitate controls

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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within the characteristic oscillation time of the body To represent the semiactive Skyhook control, and in
and/or the wheel. contrast to active Skyhook suspension, no external

- Active systems function essentially with hydraulic energy is supplied to the system. This corresponds to an
servo components, where the load is generated adjustable shock absorber; where the characteristic curve
through external energy admission and controlled is controlled in dependence on the absolute velocity of
pursuant to a law of control/4/, the body va. In the simulation model the resultingpursant o alaw f cntro W.absorption is comnputed as follows:

In chassis engineering, additional comfort through
controlled chassis must always be seen in relation with Fd= dp*veI + da*va for va*vreI > 0 (2)

the operational conditions, the higher purchase price and Fo= dpvi.e for va*vreI < 0 (3)
the additional power requirements. This is why vehicle Since Skyhook suspension is only controlled via the
simulations are an effective means for assessing possible body velocity, the effect is unsatisfactory as regards
improvements through controlled chassis as early as in igthe dsignphas Z~lintrinsic wheel frequency and higher frequencies /I/.
the design phase This is why a fi'equency-dependent control is required

for higher frequencies. For this purpose, an additional
3. Model Description conventional shock absorber is used in the simulation.

3.1 Vehicle Model 4. Investigated Chassis Systems

To analyse the dynamic behaviour, a physical and amathematical model is required. The entire vehicle The passive wheel suspension of the investigated vehicle
model is built up in parameters with a multibody consists of two spring/suspension elements for each
model is t up in p ar y with a been wheel station. For hard shocks, a hydraulic bump stop
simulation tool (MBS) /5/. The necessary data have been shock absorber with high energy absorption has been
taken from measurements, as far as possible, and
compared to a test vehicle. installed on the hull which reacts after half of the spring

travel, fig. 6. The bump stop absorber enables better
The MBS-total vehicle model, fig. 4, represents the tuning of the conventional shock absorbers and
following components and functions: contributes to thermal relieve. In addition, the vehicle is

- chassis and wheel steering components equipped with a tyre pressure control system, to enable
- axle- and steering kinematics adapting the air pressure of the tyres to the condition of

- drive train with all-wheel drive, longitudinal and the road. The considerable mobility demands as regards
transversal differentials quick traversing of obstacles, such as ramps, 10"

individual TRAPEZOIDAL obstacle or 7 m sine-wave
- wheels with internal emergency ring lane require a high energy absorption of the
- springs, passive and active shock absorbers spring/suspension system, which can only be achieved
- hydraulic bump stop shock absorbers through rigid tuning of the shock absorbers. In the
- Skyhook control following investigation, this standard configuration is
- driver model called "rigid".
- road profiles, sine-wave lane, rough track, individual

obstacles In the simulation model an adaptive, semiactive and a
partially active chassis system are shown based on the

3.2 Skyhook Control passive chassis system. To determine the influence of an
adaptive chassis control, a soft absorber characteristic is

The basic concept of the Skyhook control is the used, which corresponds to 50% of the standard design.
introduction of an additional shock absorber between the The partially active chassis system is represented in the
body and the inertia reference system, fig. 5. In this simulation model by means of an active Skyhook
configuration, shock absorption counteracts the vertical absorber replacing one of the two conventional shock
acceleration of the body load independent of the absorbers. The essential objective of the Skyhook control
influence of the wheel load. For technical realisation, an is to stabilise long-wave body oscillations. The
adjustable shock absorber is installed between wheel and conventional shock absorber is used for the intrinsic
body; the absorption capacity is controlled in wheel frequency, which is to be recommended also for
dependence on the absolute velocity of the body v,. real-time operation to ensure basic shock absorption in
External energy is required for this final control element. case of system failure. To reduce power requirements to
In the simulation model, the absorber force Fd between a minimum, the passive spring elements are maintained
wheel and body is computed with the help of the for supporting the static body load. The total power
following equation: consumption of the active actuator components is limited

to 5% of the driving power. The semiactive chassis
Fd = d;,*v.ei + da*v. (1) control takes place with a semiactive Skyhook shock

The velocity of the body v. is determined for each wheel absorber in accordance with the semiactive system.
station in the area of the chassis connection. In (1), the
coefficients d, correspond to active Skyhook suspension, 5. Results of the Simulation
dp is the passive shock absorption and vie! the velocity In the simulation typical test runs with various lanes,
difference between wheel and body. corrugated track, 7 m sine-wave lane and 10" individual
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trapezoidal-obstacle are used for evaluating the ride behaviour and wheel load fluctuations are reduced much
comfort during cross-country driving. In the simulation, faster.
the possible maximum speed on the test runs is limited
by the following quantities: 5.4 ISO-Double Lane Changing

- Max. vertical acceleration in the driver's seat Fig. 14 shows the steering, wheel angle, the roll angle
< 2,5 g for individual obstacles and the wheel load during ISO-double lane changing at

- Max. vertical acceleration in the driver's seat 70 km/h. The simulation results show that the transversal
< 1 g for sine-wave lane dynamics are hardly influenced by the various shock

- Pitch angle < 6' absorbers. However, the roll angle movement can clearly
- Power consumption in the driver's seat be influenced with the help of active absorption. But it is

<6W difficult to assess the related increase of comfort since
this depends on subjective perception /6/. During this

5.1 Corrugated Track manoeuvre, reduction of wheel load fluctuation through
controlled chassis is an advantage for improving the

Fig. 7 shows the computed power consumption in the lateral guidance potential of the tyres /7/. For this
driver's seat for a typical corrugated track for different purpose, a frequ en cy-depen dent control of the intrinsic
velocities. In the simulation a tyre pressure for road wheel frequency is required.
driving was selected. The effective value of oscillation
power was computed as m Jal JvJ, with v and a being the
velocity and the acceleration. 80 kg were chosen for the 6. Summary
vibrating load m. The results show the advantage of a
soft-tuned or controlled absorber as compared to the This paper describes the investigations made with the
standard configuration. With the help of a soft absorber help of dynamic driving simulations to improve the ride
(= adaptive control) maximum vibration in the driver's comfort of cross-country vehicles through controlled
seat can be reduced in the area of the body natural chassis. The investigations were based on a four-axle,
frequency by 65% compared to the hard standard all-wheel driven cross-country vehicle of the 33 t weight
configuration. With serniactive and active dampers a class, designed for high average speed on roads and in

redutio in owe conumpion f 6% an 77 is terrain. The spring/suspension system is characterised by
possible compared to the hard configuration. its high energy absorption to enable rapid crossing of

high individual obstacles, ramps and long ground humps.
The dynamic wheel load of a front wheel is shown in The individually installed hydraulic limit-stop shock
fig.8. A comparison of the different damper systems absorbers absorb a large amount of the shock energy and
shows the advantage of the hard standard configuration by this means enable influencing the vibration absorbers
for the areas around the natural frequencies of the wheel as regards improvement of ride comfort.
(-23 km/h) and the body (-.5 km/h). With the help of a TaigtexmpeothelenryShokcto,
soft or controlled absorber the dynamic wheel load can TaigtexmpeothelenryShokcto,
be reduced in the area between the body and wheel the simulation results show that on corrugated tracks and
natural frequency (around 10 km/h). sine-wave lanes both the vibrational behaviour, the

maximum vertical accelerations and the pitch movement
5.2 Sine-Wave Lane 7 m can be noticeably reduced with the help of a controlled

chassis. No negative consequences as regards increase of
Figs. 9-12 show the pitch angle, vertical acceleration and maximum vertical acceleration in case of individual
the wheel load during drive over the 7 m sine-wave lane obstacles could be found; this is essentially influenced
as regards intrinsic body frequency. The results show by the separate hydraulic limit-stop shock absorbers.
that relatively small pitch angles ( < 4 ', peak-peak) are A ead adig h iuainrslsso htrl
achieved with the hard standard configuration. The Asrgrshnlntesmlainrslsso htrl

essntal dvntae f te ontoled Chasswllbh and pitch movements due to steering and braking can be
reducntionavatg of the dnm cowheelload flctuatsioswlbh considerably reduced with the help of the active control.

The high mobility requirements for the investigated
vehicle in heavy terrain resulted in a relatively rigid

Single Trapezoidal Obstacle (h = 250 mm) tuning of the spring/suspension system. When looking at
the typical operational profile of these vehicles it

Fig. 1 3 )shows the vertical acceleration, the wheel load becomes clear that more than 90% of the rides take place
fluctuation and the pitch behaviour during drive over the on roads, tracks and rough tracks. A controlled chassis
individual trapezoidal obstacle. The shown vertical would ensure the same mobility in heavy terrain and
acceleration was filtered with a cut-off frequency of 16 improve the ride comfort both on bad road stretches and
Hz. The behaviour directly at the obstacle is hardly in easy terrain. By this means the average speed can be
different, since it is mainly determined by the energy increased while reducing the stress for the crew at the
absorption of the hydraulic bump stop absorper. same time. A high ride comfort is especially necessary
However, secondary vibrations are clearly reduced for fatigue-free driving over long distances and will
through active shock absorption. Compared to the essentially contribute to the operational security for the
standard configuration, vertical accelerations, pitch crew.
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It was only possible to deal with some aspects of chassis
control in this preliminary investigation, this is why
further investigations as regards mobility and control
strategies will be required. The next step would be to
design a controller for road and terrain operation to take
also higher frequency excitations into account.
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Fig. 1: 8x8- Off- Road Vehicle (33t)
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7m sine wave track
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Trapezoidal Obstacle 50 km/h
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double lane change 70 km/h
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An integrated methodology for flexible aircraft control design

Une methodologie globale de conception de lois de commande pour

l'avion souple

D. Alazard, A. Bucharles, G. Ferreres, J.F. Magni, S. Prudhomme

Systems Control and Flight Dynamics Department,

ONERA-CERT, 2 avenue Edouard Belin, 31055 Toulouse Cedex, France

Abstract trol. Generally, the rigid control is designed first,
with low pass filtering of the outputs to avoid re-

This article details recent research activities of the sidual coupling with the structure, using a passive

Systems Control and Flight Dynamics department control strategy which leads to poor performance in

of ONERA in the field of flexible aircraft control. perturbation rejection. Additionally, structural dy-

A long-term research program has been conducted namics can be controlled using a specific feedback

for several years, with governmental funds, and with loop with appropriate filtering. This gives reason-

the technical support of AEROSPATIALE-Avions ably good results as long as the frequency separation

(Toulouse, France). Beyond the primary objectives assumption between rigid and flexible dynamics is

of achieving various specifications for simultaneous valid. This is not any more the case for new gener-

aircraft motion and structural dynamics control, more ations of large transport 1151 or supersonic aircraft

fundamental questions are addressed, concerning the [30] for which first structural modes show low fre-

implications of rigid-structural dynamics coupling quencies and remain excited by the rigid control [4].

for the selection of suitable control law design meth- Filtering of measurements has limitations [10,11],

odologies. generally leading to a loss of performance for the
rigid dynamics, and unacceptable flight qualities.
Control of such aircraft becomes a global rigid and
flexible problem, and control laws must be designed

aesume in a global one-step procedure leading to a unique
control loop with complex multivariable controllers

Cet article d~taille les recherches r~centes menses [3]. First published developments in this research
dans le domaine de la commande de l'avion souple area of simultaneous rigid and flexible control are
au d~partement de Commande des Syst~mes et Dy- recent [5,6]. Some methodologies already have been
namique du Vol de l'ONERA. Un programme de proposed for civil aircraft applications [7,9,12,22].
recherche d'envergure sur plusieurs ann~es a W fin- As required performances on structural dynamics
anc6 par le gouvernement fran~ais avec le soutien are very ambitious, an active control strategy is ne-
technique d'AEROSPATIALE-Avions (Toulouse, Fr- cessary. This is a real challenge, since the system
ance). Au delA de la prise en compte des diverses model is of high order and subject to many uncer-
specifications relatives A la commande simultan6e tainties or unmeasured parameter variations against
des dynamiques du vol et de la structure de l'avion, which the control laws must be robust. This art-
on aborde des questions plus fondamentales relat- icle details a global methodology [34], developed in
ives A l'impact des couplages rigide-souple sur les a long term research program COVAS1 which has
m~thodes de conception de lois de commande. been conducted for several years, in the System Con-

trol and Flight Dynamics department of ONERA,
as a solution for the flexible aircraft control prob-

1 Introduction lem. This research was funded by Direction des Pro-
grammes de l'Aviation Civile, via Service des Pro-
grammes AMronautiques, with the technical support

For most aircraft of the past and present genera- of AEROSPATIALE-Avions.
tions, control of the rigid and structural dynam-
ics are considered as two distinct problems, as far
as the frequencies of the structural modes do not ICOntr6le du Vol de l'Avion Souple, Flexible Aircraft
overlap the frequency range of the rigid flight con- Flight Control

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Specialists' Meeting on "Structural Aspects of Flexible Aircraft Control",
held in Ottawa, Canada, 18-20 October 1999, and published in RTO MP-36.
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Muld odelSensors

Figure 1: Related sub-problems for flexible aircraft control design

2 A multiobjective problem Performance specifications for the structural dy-
namics are mainly related to gust alleviation for load

Flexible aircraft control design is very challenging, minimization and passenger comfort increasing [33],

because many issues are concerned as illustrated in so that an active control strategy becomes neces-

figure 1. Most include considerations about rigid- sary. These specifications are expressed in the fre-

structural interactions. This makes flexible aircraft quency domain in terms of attenuation for accel-

control a multiobjective problem where different tra- eration responses to turbulence. Two competitive

des off are necessary. strategies are possible. The most natural one is ex-
plicit optimal control [231, trying to minimize the
turbulence-to-acceleration transfer function in the

2.1 Heterogeneous specifications frequency bandwidth where performance is needed.
The second one is more physical. It consists in damp-

The selection of a methodology for solving this prob- ing augmentation for modes that are the most signi-
lem from the engineering point of view is strongly ficant for performance [22,24,25]. These two strategies

connected to the nature and the requirements of the have similar interpretations in terms of performance

control specifications. As summarized in table 1, for high requirements in active control of the struc-
specifications are heterogeneous, expressed either in ture. It can be shown that optimal control naturally

time, frequency or parameter domain. The candid- increases damping ratios, and that damping aug-

ate design methodology must be able to simultan- mentation strategies can be interpreted in an op-

eously achieve these various specifications, for both timal control scheme.
rigid and structural dynamics. An additional specification is expressed in the

frequency domain, namely the avoidance of pilot to
Specs Rigid Flexible structure coupling over a larger frequency domain
Perf. Time Frequency than for rigid aircraft.

Robust. Parameter Frequency/Parameter

Table 1: Nature of control specifications. Robustness specifications: frequency and para-

meter domain

Performance specifications: time and frequency Standard robustness requirements for the rigid con-
domain trol are expressed in the parameter domain (robust-

ness against aerodynamic coefficients variations, de-Performance specifications for the rigid dynamics are lays in the measurement or actuation loops, ... ).

derived from required flight qualities and expressed

in the time domain. These are settling times and There are specific robustness specifications re-
decoupling constraints on the rigid states of the air- lated to the structural dynamics. First, the model
craft. The most natural control approach for achiev- of the flexible aircraft is not so well known as the
ing these specifications is eigenstructure assignment, rigid model [8]. Highest frequency modes are gener-
which has proved efficiency for rigid aircraft [1,2]. ally neglected during modeling (normally called dy-
However, applying this technique in its basic for- namical uncertainties), so that the control law must
mulation to flexible aircraft leads to unacceptable introduce convenient roll off. Moreover, there are
coupling effects with the structure [22]. several unmeasured parameters (mass, fuel distribu-
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tion in the tanks, .. )in the flexible structure model
parameters, leading to uncertainties against which
the control law must be robust. This has motivated Direct

lots of research in the field of robustness analysis Model synthesis C-ontroller

[16,171 and robust synthesis [18]. eufordctn

2.2 Systems constraints

Beyond the achievement of these primary object- Figure 2: Strategies for low order controller design
ives, the designed controllers should be easily ad-
aptable to changes in the specifications and tuneable amount of sensors should be strictly limited, which
for refinements after flight tests. The control design may lead to restrictions in performance. For a given
methodology must provide a few high level tuning number of sensors, a tricky selection of their location
parameter with physical interpretation, and support must then be undertaken, in order to reach the best
some constraints for implementation considerations. trade off in performance and robustness.

Low order control design for high order dy-
namnics 3 Nominal model design and mul-

As high performance is expected for structural con- tm dlaayi
trol, a complex modeling of the dynamics is neces-
sary (typically 50 to 80 states), which may lead to For rigid aircraft, control design can be performed
high order multivariable controller and violate order chronologically within different steps: sensor selec-
constraints related to real time implementation, and tion, rigid control design, analysis of potential struc-
controller readability for adjustment during flight tural coupling, and structural filtering. As already
tests. The controllers must be as simple as pos- mentioned, all steps must be considered in a one step
sible, with physical interpretation. There is a need control design for the flexible aircraft control case.
for lower order controller design. Among all pos- However, for the sake of clarity, different levels of
sible strategies illustrated figure 2, direct design is complexity are introduced in the sequel for present-
the most complex, as the equations for the compu- ing the methodology. They are illustrated in figure
tation of optimal solution are untractable [20]. Mul- 3.
timodel modal control with a priori fixed control-
ler dynamics gives a solution [22,31]. Alternatively, To complete the design process, various kinds of
a low order model can be computed before control tools must be available: for selection of a conveni-
design. Model reduction is rather difficult, as the ent design model, for transcription of specifications,
best reduction model for control design depends on for computation of controllers, and for validation.
the controller that is not yet known when reduction Namely, the availability of multimodel analysis tools
is computed [19,26]. The last strategy consists in is a key point for having a good trade off in perform-
computing a high order controller first, which may ance and robustness for flexible aircraft control laws.
be difficult for high order model but guarantees a
full information control design, and then reducing
it, trying to recover known closed loop performance. 3.1 Nominal model design with para-
However, reduction involves mathematical manipu- meter uncertainty description
lations that may lead to unreadable multivariable
controllers. For controlling systems subject to parameter vari-

ations, multimodel control design techniques can be
used 1221 or other sophisticated techniques such as

Sensors LPV (Linear Parameter Varying) [32] if an expli-
cit description of parameter dependence is available.

Obviously, the more sensors are used in the control For flexible aircraft control, such a description of the
architecture, the better performance can be expec- structural dynamics is not always available. Modern
ted. However, for some practical reason related to control design techniques based on a single design
implementation, particularly for redundancy 2, the model are used, with possible preliminary reduction

________________to get a reasonable order, anid less sophisticated de-
2 this problem is not addressed here scription of parameter variations is used.
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Figure 3: A strategy for flexible aircraft control design

Among strategies available for low order con-
trol design, a combination can be made between
preliminary open loop reduction which brings the
model to a reasonable order without removing any
important information for control, and post syn-
thesis closed loop reduction, keeping the least inform-
ation for good control performance recovery on the
true aircraft.

In the preliminary analysis of the control prob-
lem, multimodel analysis allows selection of a design
model, and offers possible characterization of para- 25Ny_¢okpilgusl

meter variations on the structural modes in defin- t i

ing amplitudes of intervals in which parameters are ,- ,¼.
expected to vary. This will be used for specifying , ,
robustness.
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3.2 Generalized multimodel analysis IJYo..... "°=
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Indeed, multimodel analysis is useful for most con- 0.6

trol considerations, as illustrated in figure 3. It al- 04'

lows selection of modes to be controlled and sensors 02
to retain for feedback. In the validation process of 0
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the control laws, it can detect worst case behavi- N,_ftgos,

ors to be taken into account for performance and I
robustness improvement. 0.8
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Modes to be controlled must be selected via a mul-
timodel analysis of the open loop transfer from gust Figure 4: Multimodel analysis of modal contribu-
to acceleration, in order to achieve good robustness tions to gust response for selection of modes to be
in gust alleviation performance, which is one of the controlled
most important control specification. An example is
given figure 4 for the lateral dynamics of a concep-
tual aircraft, with analysis of transfer functions for
different mass distribution configurations. A single
model analysis would lead to forget some modes
which are not significant for the corresponding con-
figuration, but which should be retained as they sig-
nificantly contribute to gust response for other con-
figurations.
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Selection of sensors 4 Controller design

A major issue for control design is the capability 4.1 A generic architecture
of observing the dynamics of interest through the
sensors. For rigid control purpose, sensors that are A very generic controller architecture is used as shown
not polluted by the structural modes are generally figure 6, with feedforward H from pilot inputs to ac-
preferred, in order to recover the best rigid perform- tuator signals which will include adequate filtering
ance and to limit the use of notch filtering. For high to prevent pilot/structure dynamical coupling, and
authority control of flexible structure, it becomes ne- with feedback K to control the closed loop dynamics
cessary to use outputs having a significant contri- and achieve perturbation rejection.
bution from the structural modes to be controlled.
As the modal contribution is very sensitive to meas-
urement location, optimization of sensors location
must be considered [13,14]. The selection of suit- 4.2 A standard formulation for tran-
able sensors for control is also strongly dependent
on the control objectives: sensors must be selected scription of specifications
among those which contain the highest contribution
of the structural modes to be controlled, but which The selected control design technique must allow
are the least sensitive to variations on unmeasured simultaneous transcription of specifications of het-
parameters (especially mass distribution). For the erogeneous nature and the computation of the con-
lateral dynamics of a conceptual aircraft, figure 5 il- troller in one-step. For this, a convenient tool is
lustrates the energy of controlled structural modes the standard form of figure 7. First introduced by
which is contained in measurements at different loc- Doyle [21] in the context of robust control design,
ations along the fuselage, and a characterization of this formalism is now used for many applications. It
sensitivity to parameter variations. In this partic- uses an input to output linear representation of the
ular example, such an analysis would lead to select nominal aircraft dynamics that is artificially aug-
sensors 0 and p at the center of the aircraft as at this mented for transcription of dynamical specifications,
location the highest energy and the smallest vani- with extensions for description of parameter uncer-
ations are obtained. On the contrary, sensors for N. tainties such as in 3.1. This leads to an augmen-
would be preferred at aft and those for r at front or ted system, connecting generalized inputs to out-
aft. puts and defining a mixed performance/robustness

index. The control problem is now to design a feed-
back controller between measurements y and con-
trol signals u sent to the actuators, for minimizing
the energy transmitted in closed loop from perturba-

0.4 dp40 dptions e on the aircraft, to regulated variables z. The
control design technique must be suitable for robust

01 01 1stabilization of the aircraft, i.e. achieving specified
0 5 10 0 0 5 10 performance of the nominal dynamics subject to all

W"I perturbations specified in the standard form.

0 5 10 0 0 10
4 40

01 \ 0 10 0 5 10 e

0 0 0 0 10

Figure 5: An illustration of sensors selection
Left: contribution of structural modes to output en- Controller
ergy Ks
Right: amplitude of variations due to parameter un-
certainties
Sensor location: #1 cockpit, #6 center, #11 aft Figure 7: A general standard form for transcription

of specifications
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4.3 High level tuning parameters 4.4 Controller interpretation

Figure 8 shows more details on a standard form that The standard form naturally leads to optimal con-
is used for flexible aircraft control. There are only a trol (typically/-/2 or H•), for minimizing the trans-
few blocks, for transcription of specifications, includ- fer functions between perturbations e and regulated
ing both rigid and flexible control, roll off at higher outputs z, simultaneously achieving specified per-

frequencies (robustness against unmodelled dynam- formance and robustness for rigid and structural con-
ics), and for robustness against parameter variations trol. As all blocks use input to output linear rep-
using a perturbation approach. All these blocks only resentations, the standard form and the associated
include a few adjustable parameters, which enables optimal control design techniques are universal and
easy tuning of performance and robustness trade off. remain useful for any order of the aircraft model.
Such a standard form can be sophisticated for in- Only the parameter variation description block uses
troducing more detailed specifications. Particularly, a specific state space representation of the aircraft.
the nominal case description of the aircraft in figure A

Ccontrol. Obtained controllers can be reformulateding, using a specific block A for explicit dep ence une ancLite like
versus parameter variations, and another block A(s) Cna a satnLGle estimtio [2 tati sfesa t rand -
for dynamical considerations, leading to an augmen- acrip tio n ofypicaramer rout. ness fspeifica the tran-
ted description of the aircraft called LFT (Linear sction bet ertrbatns ecand via

Fractional transformation) illustrated figure 9. oatputionapproacheus ing LTR iand pr-
extensions of LQG [28,29] in figure 8. Moreover,
this interpretation leads t to wo-degrees-of-freedom

i controllers with feedback K and feedforward H in

d (s)e figure 6 having common dynamics. Figure 10 shows
the transfer functions of the feedforward terms from
pilot demand to actuator signals. It is clear that

Adithe dynamics lead to natural filtering of the pilot
demand in order to avoid structural excitation and
potential coupling. Feedforward can be improved

veu evia optimization within a multimodel framework.

y U•

• • ) 4.5 Robustness assessment

Using the LFT description of nominal model with
parameter variations such as in figure 9, robustness
can be evaluated, using sophisticated analysis tools

such as si-analysis [35]. Analysing robustness in sta-
bility allows the computation of the parameter vanr-Figure 9: A generic LFT description for flexible air- ations that can be supported bu the controller without

craft control destabilization of the closed loop. Analysing robust-
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KRigid specs

Y Measurements =

Figure 8: A specialized standard form for transcription of flexible aircraft control specifications

ness in performance indicates how closed loop rigid
and flexible performance are modified by these para-
meter variations. There are difficult steps in this
analysis. The first one is the construction of the
LFT form. The second one is the computation of
the ju norm [36], which can only be bounded. This
is a difficult task for flexible aircraft having high or-
der dynamics, with lowly damped modes.

dpfphLe
2

5 Illustration for a conceptual
1.5 flexible aircraft

,/ The illustrative example is the lateral dynamics of
a conceptual highly flexible aircraft, for which pre-

0.51 liminary results have already been shown. All ri-
,0-, 10 10, ,e gid and flexible specifications in performance and

robustness have been transcribed into the formalism
5dp~ta-c of the standard form, as shown figure 8. The con-

trol design technique is based on H2 . Though the
dynamics of the aircraft is of very high order (about

3. 80 states), the obtained controller is of low order
(14 states), thanks to reduction. We now give a few
more closed loop results, illustrated on next figures:

0 9 Figure 11 shows time responses to standard
1' 0demands in sideslip and roll, with a good ro-

bustness against large parameter variations on
Figure 10: Dynamical feedforward the rigid and flexible dynamics, and with low

residual excitation of the structural modes.

* Figure 12 shows the frequency responses between

gust and accelerations at various locations on
the fuselage (front, center and aft) without and
with active control of the structural dynamics.
The achieved performance is about 50% reduc-
tion for all modal contributions below 3Hz.

e Figure 13 shows how pilot coupling transfer is
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minimized in closed loop below 3Hz.
Figure 14 illustrrates the analysis of robustness Nyokpi/ust

against uncertainties on flexible mode frequen-
cies, using LFT representation and it-analysis.

3 . .. . .. . . W .' . . . .. . . . .. ... .. ...... .. P .... . . . . . .

0 0 0o

2 ... ..

0. . ..

-1. . . ........ .. ....... 0 .. . .... •.. ... ...

-2...... ....)......... .

...... ....0 1 1 .5 2 2 .5 3 3 .5 4 4 .5

05 beta . p Ny..aftgust

1.. ...... ... N-etrgs

0 5 1 5 1

0..

.. . . . .. .. Y .................. 0 .2 -

06

0.- .. 1 I 1 2 I 3

0 " I \jt I
0. 10 0 5 10 II

phi 0.2 --

0.6 ...... .... . . ... 20 . . .i..usz

0.0.Hz
01

..... . ... .....
0.4 ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 .......................

5•.2 Figure 12: Illustration of gust alleviation perform-
S0 ance in the frequency domain

Plots of lateral acceleration at various location along
Figure 11: Illustration of robust performance for pi- the fuselage:
lot demand in the time domain - - open loop (no control),
Plots for 6 different mass distributions, light to -closed loop with active control
heavy aircraft
Top 4 plots: 2' sideslip demand with coordinated
roll
Bottom 4 plots: 2°1s roll rate demand with sideslip
decoupling

Ny-cokpi~dp

0.05

0.0

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5

Hz

Figure 13: Minimization of pilot coupling transfer:
- - open loop (no control),
- closed loop with active control
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pendence of the aircraft dynamics versus structural

parameters. This will allow enhancement in both
performance and robustness, with possible introduc-
tion of parameter dependence in the structure of the
controller.

IA4

1.2
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